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Abstract 

Patient-reported outcomes (PROMs) have been widely utilised to evaluate the TKR outcome and to 
predict it. Although PROMs inform on the patient’s perception of function, they are mostly influenced 
by pain levels, and relate poorly to what patients can achieve objectively. For this reason, both 
subjective and objective function should be measured to comprehensively quantify the impairments 
pre-TKR, the improvement post-TKR and to aid in TKR outcome prediction. However, there is no gold 
standard to measure function objectively. This research aimed to advance the application of the 
Cardiff classifier, a measure of gait biomechanics, to subjects with severe knee OA and post-TKR, to 
compare the Classifier to similar measures of gait biomechanics, identify factors predictive of the gait 
biomechanics post-TKR, and investigate the relationship between biomechanics, patient-reported 
outcomes and physical performance pre- and post-TKR. 
 
3D gait analysis was performed in two cohorts of non-pathological subjects (NPs) and patients pre- 
and one-year post-TKR (Cardiff and Karolinska cohorts). The Cardiff classifier’s Belief of OA (BOA), 
Gait Deviation Index (GDI) and the GDI-kinetics were utilised to evaluate patients’ objective gait 
function at each time point in both cohorts. The BOA had a large responsiveness to change, which 
was greater than the GDI and GDI-kinetic in 39 patients from the UK and 29 from Sweden. While the 
correlation between BOA-GDI and BOA-GDI-kinetic was moderate pre-TKR in both cohorts, the two 
gait indexes and their change pre to post-TKR showed poor or mixed agreement with the BOA post-
TKR or its change score. By comparing the outputs of the classifiers developed from each cohort, it 
was found that about 55% of the highest-ranking gait features discriminating patients pre-TKR to their 
references were the same or similar between Cardiff and Karolinska patients. Gait biomechanics 
improved in both patients’ groups but mostly did not return to normal one-year post-TKR. 
 
In the Cardiff cohort mentioned above, it was demonstrated that when comparing the patients gait 
function to NPs of similar age (NP50 classifier), the BOA was significantly lower (=better gait) pre- and 
one-year post-TKR versus comparing patients to a younger group of NPs (mixed-age classifier), but 
the change in gait function was comparable between the NP50 and mixed-age classifiers one-year 
post-surgery. Pre-surgical and surgical factors did not correlate to the change in BOA one-year post-
TKR (NP50 classifier). A regression model revealed that the objective gait function pre-TKR, sex and 
BMI explained 56% of the variance of the gait function one-year post-TKR; there was a significant 
association between a worse gait function pre-surgery and a worse gait biomechanics one-year post-
TKR, irrespective of sex and BMI. A patient sub-group analysis also showed that a greater knee ROM 
pre-TKR was associated with a better gait function post-TKR. 
 
3D gait analysis data, performance-based tests (PBTs) (timed-up and go, 40m fast-paced walk test, 
stair climb test and 30s chair test), Oxford Knee Score and Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome 
Score were collected from patients pre, three and six months post-TKR. It was found that trunk 
kinematics in the frontal, sagittal and transverse planes were not relevant in aiding in the 
discrimination of gait biomechanics between 9 NPs (n = 18 knees) and 18 subjects with late-stage OA 
(n = 20 knees) within the Cardiff classifier. Results showed a correlation, or trends of association, 
between gait biomechanics and the core PBTs suggested by OARSI (40m fast-paced walk test, stair 
climb test and 30s chair test), pre, three and six months post-TKR. However, no correlation, nor a 
trend of association, could be found between PROMs and gait biomechanics or between PROMs and 
PBTs pre- or three, six and approximately twelve months post-TKR.  
 
Employing the Cardiff classifier to assess in vivo knee kinematics during a step-up motion showed an 
83.8% accuracy in discriminating between severe knee OA (n = 18) and NP knee function (n = 19). 
The novel application of the Cardiff classifier to knee kinematics data collected via single-plane 
fluoroscopy showed that two years post-TKR, the knee function improved but was not comparable to 
NPs. The level of classification uncertainty was higher than previous studies employing the classifier, 
suggesting the need to include additional knee arthrokinematics features. Additionally, the results 
showed that knee kinematics was not associated with the OKS pre- or post-TKR or satisfaction, nor 
the patient’s perception of their knee “feeling like a normal knee” two years post-TKR. 
 

This work aided in expanding the application of the Cardiff classifier beyond the assessment 
of gait biomechanics, supported the use of PBTs for the assessment of function, reinforced the 
evidence that objective measures of function and PROMs measure different constructs and should be 
utilised together in evaluating OA or TKR outcomes.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a musculoskeletal condition that has a considerable 

impact on the quality of life of people that are affected by it. The Global Burden of 

Diseases, Injuries and Risk Factors Study found that OA affected 7% of people 

worldwide in 2019 and classed OA as the 15th primary cause of years lived with 

disability globally (Vos et al. 2020). In England, it was estimated that knee OA affects 

about 18% of adults over the age of 45, with roughly 6% of cases classed as severe 

(Arthritis Research UK 2019). Knee OA is characterised by pain, and changes in the 

biomechanics of the knee and the joints surrounding it, resulting in loss of function. 

Total knee replacement surgery (TKR) is often recommended for patients 

experiencing severe pain, functional limitations, and instability, as there is no cure for 

joint degeneration. The main goals of TKR are to alleviate pain, improve physical 

function and, therefore, the quality of life. The number of TKR procedures performed 

every year is rapidly increasing, with projections of a 401% growth by 2040 (Singh et 

al. 2019). With the rising amount of TKR surgeries, it is paramount to assess the 

outcome with appropriate measures that provide insights into the expected level of 

recovery, identify factors influencing outcomes, and what could be targeted to 

improve the success of the surgery. 

Currently, the NHS in the UK measures outcomes pre to post-TKR via patient-

reported outcomes (PROMs) of pain and function (NHS Digital 2017), which only 

take a few minutes to complete. Subjective outcomes, such as pain levels, quality of 

life, and patient-reported function, reflect the individual's perception and experience. 

There is a growing interest in understanding the factors that may influence achieving 

an optimal outcome, and most of the current research is centred on predicting 

PROMs. While PROMs provide insights into the patient's perspective and how they 

perceive the impact of OA and TKR on their daily life and well-being, they are poorly 

associated with objective physical function (Gandhi et al. 2009b; Stratford et al. 

2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Hamilton et al. 2012b; Graff et al. 2016). Hence, the 

Osteoarthritis Research International (OARSI) suggested that PROMs should be 

utilised alongside objective measures of function both in clinical and research 

settings to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the patient’s condition 

(Dobson et al. 2013). The tests of physical performance suggested by OARSI, such 
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as the Timed-up and go, do not inform on the quality of the movement, as they only 

measure the time needed to cover a certain distance (Naili et al. 2017a). Conversely, 

the assessment of joint biomechanics via three-dimensional (3D) motion analysis 

provides quantifiable data on patients’ compensations in presence of knee OA and 

allows for an accurate evaluation of the TKR surgery’s effectiveness in correcting 

lower limb biomechanics. 3D motion analysis produces a large amount of data that 

are complex to interpret. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) enables the reduction 

of the data employed in the analysis whilst retaining the relevant information on gait 

biomechanics, and highlights pattern differences between severe knee OA or post-

TKR and non-pathological gait (Deluzio et al. 1997; Deluzio et al. 1999; Robertson et 

al. 2013; Hubley-Kozey and Astephen Wilson 2018).  

The current PhD studentship was funded by Versus Arthritis (the leading 

charity in the UK providing support to individuals with arthritis) and Cardiff University 

and developed from earlier research conducted within the Biomechanics and 

Bioengineering Research Centre Versus Arthritis, where a method to classify gait 

function objectively has been developed (Jones 2004) and refined over time (Biggs 

2016), the Cardiff classifier, which is used in combination with PCA. The Cardiff 

classifier can summarise the gait features extracted via PCA into a single measure of 

gait function, providing an accurate classification between patients and non-

pathological subjects (NPs), informing on which gait biomechanics best discriminate 

between severe knee OA and NP biomechanics, and assessing changes in gait 

biomechanics post-TKR as evidenced by studies conducted by Biggs et al., 2019; 

Jones, 2004; Jones et al., 2008; Metcalfe, 2014; Whatling et al., 2022; Worsley, 

2011.  

Further research is needed to expand the application of the Cardiff classifier, 

to understand how it relates to other measures of gait biomechanics and objective 

physical function utilised in research and clinically, and to the patient’s perception of 

their functional capabilities pre- and post-TKR. Being able to measure function pre- 

and post-TKR objectively can contribute to the identification of factors that influence 

postoperative objective outcomes, which may be different from those affecting 

PROMs, and there is limited research in this area (Devasenapathy et al. 2019). This 

knowledge can explain potential challenges that patients may encounter after having 

had a TKR, and aid advancements in objective outcome assessment, to improve 
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patient care. To achieve these research goals and strengthen the research findings, 

collaborations were established with researchers from the same field, facilitating 

access to supplementary datasets including individuals pre- and post-TKR and NPs 

from Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm, Sweden, and the Australian National 

University in Canberra, Australia. 

 

Aims and objectives 

This PhD thesis aims to advance and refine the application of the Cardiff 

classifier to subjects with severe knee OA and post-TKR, to compare the Classifier 

to similar measures of gait biomechanics, as well as to explore factors predictive of 

the biomechanics post-TKR, and the relationship between biomechanics, patient-

reported outcomes and physical performance pre- and post-TKR. The aims were 

achieved by meeting the following objectives. 

 

Objective 1 – Chapter 4: To compare the measurement abilities of the Cardiff 

classifier to the Gait Deviation Index and the Gait Deviation Index-kinetics pre and 

one-year post-TKR, and to identify the key gait features discriminating knee OA from 

NP biomechanics. 

 

Chapter 4 utilises 3D gait analysis on two cohorts of NPs and patients pre- and one-

year post-TKR (Cardiff and Karolinska cohorts). The Cardiff classifier, Gait Deviation 

Index (GDI) and the GDI-kinetics are utilised to evaluate the patients’ objective gait 

function at each time point in both cohorts. The internal responsiveness of the 

classifier pre- to post-TKR is explored and compared to that of the GDI and GDI-

kinetic in both patient groups. The associations between the three measures at each 

time point and their change are assessed in each patient group. The classifier was 

utilised to reveal the key gait features best discriminating patients from their relative 

NPs within each cohort and to explore the patients’ gait biomechanics changes one-

year post-TKR in each group. 

 

Objective 2 – Chapter 5: To determine the appropriateness of using a mixed-age 

reference group to assess the gait biomechanics of people with severe knee OA 
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within the Cardiff classifier, and to identify pre-surgical and surgical factors predictive 

of the gait biomechanics and gait biomechanics changes one-year post-TKR. 

 

Solely the Cardiff cohort from Chapter 4 is utilised within Chapter 5. In Chapter 4, the 

cohort includes an NP group of mixed-age, younger than the patients. In Chapter 5, 

a sub-group of Cardiff NPs aged fifty or older is utilised to evaluate the gait 

biomechanics of Cardiff patients from Chapter 4 via the Cardiff classifier, both pre 

and one-year post-TKR. The outputs of the classifiers for the Cardiff patients in 

Chapter 4 and those obtained in Chapter 5 are compared pre- and one-year post-

TKR to reveal whether the objective gait function may be underestimated when 

comparing patients to younger NPs. The association between the change in gait 

biomechanics post-TKR, pre-surgical, and surgical factors is explored. A regression 

model is developed to determine if gait biomechanics one-year post-TKR can be 

predicted via gait biomechanics and BMI pre-surgery, and sex. 

 

Objective 3 – Chapter 6: To investigate the merit of adding gait trunk kinematics to 

aid in classifying NPs and individuals with severe knee OA via the Cardiff classifier, 

and to explore the interrelationship between the gait biomechanics, performance-

based tests, and patient-reported outcomes before and after TKR surgery. 

 

3D gait analysis of trunk and lower limb kinematics is carried out on a group of 

patients pre-, three-, six-, twelve+ months post-TKR and NPs. Gait biomechanics of 

the trunk and the affected lower limb are utilised within the Cardiff classifier to reveal 

if trunk kinematics may contain key features aiding in discriminating severe knee OA 

gait from that of NPs. Additionally, participants are assessed at each time point via 

the performance-based tests (PBTs) suggested by OARSI. The interrelationship 

between patients’ gait biomechanics, PBTs and PROMs is explored pre-, three-, six-, 

and twelve+ months post-TKR to understand if lower PBT scores may be associated 

with poorer biomechanics and if objective outcomes of function are associated with 

the patient’s perception of their function. 

 

Objective 4 – Chapter 7: To explore the ability of the Cardiff classifier to 

discriminate between NP and OA subjects using in vivo knee kinematics during a 
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loaded activity (measured via dynamic single-plane fluoroscopy and image 

registration), and to investigate the association between knee kinematics and 

patient-reported outcomes pre- and post-TKR. 

 

Chapter 7 utilises knee kinematics data measured via dynamic single-plane 

fluoroscopy during a step-up movement collected on NPs and patients pre- and two 

years post-TKR. The Cardiff classifier is utilised to evaluate whether the knee osteo 

and arthrokinematics can discriminate between patients with end-stage knee OA and 

NPs, to advance the application of the classifier technique beyond gait analysis. The 

patients’ change in overall knee function (i.e., knee kinematics) is assessed post-

TKR to understand the extent of recovery of non-pathological knee kinematics. The 

relationship between knee kinematics and PROMs is explored pre-and post-TKR to 

understand how knee osteo and arthrokinematics may affect the patient's perception 

of their function. Moreover, the association between the knee kinematics post-TKR 

and satisfaction/their knee “feeling like a normal knee” is explored. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

 

2.1 KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS 

2.1.1 Definition and symptoms 

Among arthritic diseases, osteoarthritis (OA) is the most frequent and knee 

OA is one of the main causes of disability worldwide (Cross et al. 2014). OA is the 

chronic inflammation and gradual alteration of joint tissues, and it occurs over time 

(National Clinical Guideline Centre 2014). Knee OA can affect individually the 

medial, lateral compartments of the joint or the patellofemoral joint. In the presence 

of severe knee OA, multiple compartments of the knee joint are usually affected. 

Knee OA is the result of hyaline cartilage erosion following the alteration of 

the anabolic and catabolic activity that creates and breaks, respectively, the cartilage 

matrix (Michael et al. 2010). It is not clear why hyaline cartilage starts to degenerate, 

OA is multifactorial, and it is believed that a combination of metabolic and 

biomechanical influences may play a role (Michael et al. 2010).  

The major complaint in people suffering from knee OA is pain that is 

exacerbated by movement and gradually disappears with rest (Michael et al. 2010). 

Pain tends to become more persistent as the pathology advances and it affects 

about 75% of people with OA (Versus 

Arthritis 2019).  

The pain is usually described as 

dull (Michael et al. 2010) and swelling of 

the knee may occur due to tissue 

inflammation. Knee OA can also cause 

joint stiffness that lasts less than thirty 

minutes when starting to move after a 

period of inactivity (NICE 2014). Knee 

OA affects the quality of life and can 

cause disability. As the pathology 

progresses, pain becomes continuous, 

and irreversible structural changes of 

the joint occur, limiting the knee’s range of motion (ROM), affecting the way the 

person moves and the ability to carry out everyday life activities. In some cases, the 

Reduced 
joint 

function

joint 
inflamation

Joint 
swelling

Joint 
stiffness

Joint 
crepitus

Persistent 
pain

Figure 1 Most common severe knee OA 

symptoms. 
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use of a walking aid, such as a walking stick or crutches, becomes necessary to be 

able to walk. 

Pain and limited mobility can decrease independence and be associated with 

depression, reduced ability to work, and limited physical activity, possibly playing a 

role in causing frailty in older people (Osteoarthritis Research Society International 

2016). Moreover, having OA increases the risk of cardiovascular complications and 

the likelihood of having ischemic heart disease or heart failure is three times higher 

than people that do not suffer from OA (Hall et al. 2016). 

 

2.1.2 Diagnosis 

Knee OA is often clinically diagnosed when the condition is symptomatic, macro 

changes in the knee joint have occurred and can be seen objectively through 

radiographs (Braun and Gold 2012). The radiographic severity of knee OA is 

determined by the presence of joint space narrowing, indicating thinning of the 

cartilage, osteophytes, sclerosis of the bone and altered alignment of the tibia 

relative to the femur on radiographs (Kellgren and Lawrence 1957). Radiographic 

findings are usually graded with the Kellgren-Lawrence (KL) grading scheme 

(Kellgren and Lawrence 1957). The KL score has five grades, ranging from 0 (no 

signs of osteoarthritis) to IV (presence of several osteophytes, joint space narrowing, 

joint deformity) (Kellgren and Lawrence 1957), grades 1 to 4 are shown in Figure 2.  

 

I II III IV 

Figure 2 Radiographs of the knee with varying KL grades of OA: I) Small osteophytes; II) 

Clear presence of osteophyte but normal joint space; III) Several osteophytes and moderate 

loss of joint space; IV) Numerous osteophytes, severe joint space narrowing, subchondral 

bone sclerosis, bone shape deformity (Kellgren and Lawrence 1957). 
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The radiographic presence of knee OA is usually defined when the KL grade 

≥ II (moderate knee OA), meaning that a distinct osteophyte can be identified 

(Kellgren and Lawrence 1957). Interestingly, not all the people who display 

radiographic signs of knee OA experience symptoms (Suri et al. 2012), and minimal 

joint alterations can be associated with the presence of considerable pain (National 

Clinical Guideline Centre 2014). This is why the radiographic definition of knee OA 

should be coupled with a clinical investigation to assess the presence of the typical 

signs of advanced-stage knee OA such as stiffness, movement restriction, gonalgia 

(otherwise known as knee pain) and joint crepitus (Luyten et al. 2012) and to help to 

define which interventions are most appropriate. 

 

2.1.3 Epidemiology 

OA has a rising burden both on individuals and society and in the 

classification of the leading causes of disability, it was in the fifth position for the 

increase in years lived with a disability between 1990 and 2015, on a global scale 

(Kiadaliri et al. 2018). The prevalence of knee OA is disproportionate between 

genders. A study carried out in the US found that the lifetime risk of developing knee 

OA tends to be higher in women (47%) than men (40%) (Murphy et al. 2008). This is 

in line with recent findings, displaying that roughly 18% of women older than 60 

years had symptomatic OA, globally, but only 9.6% of men were affected (WHO 

2019). 

The epidemiological literature showed that knee OA prevalence and incidence 

tend to increase with age (Felson et al. 2000; Prieto-Alhambra et al. 2014). (Yu et al. 

2015) found that the incidence of OA in England tended to raise steeply in the age 

range 45-64, reaching the highest values between 75 and 84 years. The authors (Yu 

et al. 2015) also reported that knee OA incidence (3.5%) was higher than hip (1.4%) 

and hand (1.3%) OA. Analogously, (Losina et al. 2013) conducted a study retrieving 

data from the National Health Interview Survey in the US and they found that the 

incidence of symptomatic knee OA was higher between the age of 55 and 64. An 

important aspect to consider is that among the people who suffer from OA, more 

than half are younger than sixty-five years old (Deshpande et al. 2016). Since these 

people will most likely live for 20 years or longer, they will possibly suffer from a 

progressive level of disability as they age.  
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The OA global prevalence increased steeply by 48% between 1990 and 2019 

(Vos et al. 2020), and it was estimated that 25% of people over the age of 18 will 

have OA by 2030. One of the possible reasons why OA prevalence is rising is the 

increase of some of the major risk factors for the disease, such as obesity and 

physical inactivity. 

 

2.1.4 Risk factors for OA 

There are several risk factors involved in the development of OA. Because of 

the complex, multifactorial nature of OA, the initiating mechanisms are not clear. Age 

has been described as one of the main risk factors for OA, but the reasons for it are 

unclear. With ageing, the reparative processes and metabolism are slower, and 

several risk factors may have been developed throughout an individual’s life and 

facilitating the onset of OA (Neogi and Zhang 2013). Having OA within the family 

increases the risk to develop the pathology (Kerkhof et al. 2014), and a review 

highlighted that knee OA pain intensity seems to be genetically modulated (Neogi 

and Zhang 2013). 

As previously reported, knee OA is more prevalent in women, and since the 

incidence of knee OA tends to increase in the postmenopausal period when 

estrogen concentrations decrease (Boyan et al. 2013), it was hypothesised that 

hormones may play a role in developing knee OA. A study on 2621 women, found 

that those with a low level of estradiol (an estrogen hormone) had a higher risk of 

developing knee OA (Hussain et al. 2014). Another study on 4766 women after 

menopause found that those utilising hormone therapy had a lower prevalence of 

radiographic and symptomatic knee OA, compared to those not utilising such 

treatment (Jung et al. 2019). It was also found that women naturally tend to have a 

reduced cartilage thickness compared to men, a higher risk of cartilage issues at the 

tibiofemoral level, and a higher rate of cartilage thinning over time compared to men, 

potentially resulting in a higher susceptibility to knee OA (Hanna et al. 2009). 

Another major risk factor for developing knee OA is a joint injury. Early OA is 

characterised by a change in cell activity that seems to be associated with an 

inflammatory reaction within the joint, more often caused by ligament injuries and 

meniscal tears (Paschos 2017). It was demonstrated that the cartilage matrix starts 

to reorganise after an Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) injury, and these changes 
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continue for months after the damage (Bigoni et al. 2013). These modifications could 

produce cartilage catabolism (i.e., the breakdown of the tissue) and start tissue 

degeneration (Bigoni et al. 2013). A systematic review demonstrated that the 

prevalence of knee OA was between 0-13% after an ACL rupture and if a meniscus 

was damaged, the prevalence was higher and between 21-48% (Øiestad et al. 

2009). This seems to demonstrate that an ACL tear alone is not a sufficient condition 

to start the development of knee OA. In many cases, an ACL injury exposes to a 

higher risk of meniscal damage because of augmented anterior translation of the 

tibia (Arner et al. 2016). Knee OA following these injuries may be the result of the 

summation of inflammatory events that disrupted the joint’s homeostasis. Moreover, 

knee biomechanics change after an ACL injury, with abnormal knee kinematics and 

higher forces on the joint cartilage (Yoo et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2015). This, together 

with possible menisci injuries, contributes to joint tissue remodelling that can lead to 

OA over time.  

One of the major risk factors for knee OA is obesity, which has increased 

considerably in the last ten years and it was suggested that this is another reason 

why the number of people with knee OA is likely to increase too over time (Kurtz et 

al. 2007; Flegal et al. 2010). People who are obese, with a Body Mass Index (BMI) ≥ 

30, have a 60% risk of developing OA symptoms (Murphy et al. 2008). It is not clear 

whether obesity plays a role in developing knee OA because of altering knee 

biomechanics or because of causing changes at a systemic level. A study found that 

an excessive amount of body fat could help sustain chronic low-grade inflammation, 

with the result of increasing the risk for OA (Wluka et al. 2013). Another study 

conducted on a large cohort of people who underwent knee or hip joint replacement 

found a weak association between obesity and hip or wrist OA (Stürmer et al. 2000). 

Conversely, there was a strong association between knee OA and obesity. These 

results led the authors to conclude that obesity does not seem to be a systemic 

factor for developing OA, but rather a mechanical risk factor for it because of the 

high BMI placing a considerable overload on the knee joints (Stürmer et al. 2000). 

Loening et al. (2000) investigated the role of joint overload on cartilage metabolism 

on bovine articular cartilage and found that chondrocyte apoptosis took place when 

the tissue was exposed to excessive compressive forces. This study showed how 
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overloading of the joint cartilage can start a process of degeneration within the joint, 

and possibly lead to knee OA. 

The role of exercise as a risk factor for OA is not clear yet as the evidence 

surrounding this topic is often contrasting. Results from the Framingham study 

showed how recreational exercise such as jogging, walking or more intense exercise 

did not cause a higher or lower risk of developing OA (Felson et al. 2007). However, 

both low and high levels of physical activity have been identified as risk factors for 

developing OA. A low level of physical activity can play a role in chronic low-grade 

inflammation (Handschin and Spiegelman 2008) and it causes loss of muscles mass 

in the long term, resulting in decreased stabilisation of the knee joints, which is 

partially granted by muscles (Roos et al. 2011). This can cause an abnormal 

distribution of forces within the knee joint and result in cartilage damage as 

discussed previously. Conversely, high levels of physical activity have been 

associated with an increase in knee osteophytes and as a risk factor for knee OA 

(Vignon et al. 2006). 

Malalignment of the knee joint either in valgus (knock-knee) or varus 

(bowlegs), is not an indicator of the presence of knee OA but it does increase the 

risk of developing the disease (Sharma et al. 2001). This can be explained by the 

fact that in a valgus or varus knee, forces are focalised either on the lateral or medial 

side of the tibial plate, respectively. In normal circumstances, with an optimal knee 

alignment, forces are distributed on both sides of the tibial plateau, with the medial 

side bearing around 60% of the body load during walking (Houglum et al. 2012). 

 

2.2 BIOMECHANICAL ALTERATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS  

Altered joint loading and certain gait characteristics may be involved in the 

progression of knee OA. Hence, there has been a growing interest in investigating 

the biomechanical alterations in the presence of signs of knee OA to aid in designing 

strategies to modify the OA-related biomechanical changes and slow down the 

advancement of the disease. One of the most reported findings is that people with 

knee OA walk slower than NPs (Ismailidis et al. 2020), and those with severe knee 

OA have a slower gait than subjects with moderate OA (Astephen et al. 2008a). In 

general, gait alterations tend to become more pronounced with the disease 

progression (Astephen et al. 2008a; Mills et al. 2013). The medial knee compartment 
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is more often affected by knee OA than the lateral or patellofemoral ones (Hubley-

Kozey and Astephen Wilson 2018), thus, the external knee adduction moment, 

which was correlated to knee pain levels (Thorp et al. 2007) and is a proxy of medial 

knee joint loading (Favre and Jolles 2016), has been widely studied. It was found 

that the disease progressed faster in people with a greater knee adduction moment 

in mid-stance (Chehab et al. 2014). Moreover, the knee adduction moment, while 

bimodal in NPs, was found to be monophasic in people with knee OA (Astephen et 

al. 2008a). 

Joint moments are influenced by the magnitude of the ground reaction force 

(GRF) and the moment arm between the GRF vector (pointing towards the body’s 

centre of mass) and the joint centre. A larger moment arm would result in larger joint 

moments. Given that joint moments are dependent on joint angles and GRFs, these 

have also been explored. NPs have a biphasic vertical GRF, while patients with 

symptomatic OA have a monophasic, or a less obvious biphasic waveform (Costello 

et al. 2021). Nevertheless, when considering the frontal plane angles, there is a 

higher degree of error when utilising motion capture techniques (Hubley-Kozey and 

Astephen Wilson 2018). Because of this, the literature looking at frontal plane angles 

is relatively limited. People with severe OA display a larger knee adduction-

abduction ROM (Esrafilian et al. 2013), an increased knee adduction (i.e., varus) at 

heel strike and weight acceptance (Duffell et al. 2017), compared to NPs. Common 

findings at the knee are that people with knee OA have reduced knee flexion at heel 

strike and terminal stance (Favre et al. 2014; Ismailidis et al. 2020), a reduced peak 

knee flexion during swing (Esrafilian et al. 2013; Turcot et al. 2013; Ismailidis et al. 

2020), resulting in a smaller knee flexion-extension ROM (Mills et al. 2013; Turcot et 

al. 2013), with an overall stiff knee.  

Walking requires the combination of movements of all lower limb joints, and 

movement alterations affecting the knee, consequently, producing compensations at 

the hip and ankle, the pelvis and the trunk alike. At the lower limb joints, it was found 

that subjects with knee OA have increased hip flexion at heel strike (Turcot et al. 

2013) and smaller hip extension at terminal stance, resulting in decreased sagittal 

hip ROM (Astephen et al. 2008a; Ro et al. 2018). Several authors described 

decreased hip adduction during stance (Mills et al. 2013; Duffell et al. 2017) and 
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increased adduction during swing (Baert et al. 2013). Another common finding is 

reduced ankle plantarflexion around push-off (Naili et al. 2017a).  

Considering that the upper body is the weightiest segment of the body, the 

movements of the trunk may have an influence on hip-knee-ankle joint moments, by 

shifting the body’s centre of mass and, therefore, the moment arm. Patients with 

severe knee OA tend to have an increased pelvis anteversion and obliquity (Turcot 

et al. 2013). Moreover, a recent systematic review found a greater trunk lean 

towards the stance limb in subjects with varying degrees of knee OA (Iijima et al. 

2019). Previous research found that increasing the trunk lean as described above, 

reduces the knee adduction moment in healthy volunteers (Nüesch et al. 2016). 

Nevertheless, this strategy had the opposite effect in patients with severe knee OA 

and a varus malalignment (Iijima et al. 2019), suggesting that it is the knee 

alignment, more than the trunk lean, playing a major role in determining the knee 

adduction moments. Therefore, patients with a severe knee varus, may not benefit 

from leaning towards the ipsilateral limb, neither biomechanically, nor in terms of 

pain reduction (Hunt et al. 2008; Simic et al. 2012). The very limited research 

investigating trunk sagittal angles in people with knee OA, reports that the flexion-

extension ROM is increased, but only in patients with a knee varus alignment (Turcot 

et al. 2013).  

 

2.3 TREATMENTS FOR KNEE OA 

In the UK, among those older than 45 years, about 8.75 million people (33%) 

required treatment for OA (Versus Arthritis 2019). As discussed in the previous 

section, the mechanisms underlying OA initiation are not fully understood and a cure 

for OA has not been found yet. Therefore, the treatment for OA is focused on 

slowing down its progression and improving the symptoms such as pain and 

stiffness of the knee joint (Michael et al. 2010).  

 

2.3.1 Conservative treatments 

Conservative treatment is recommended when knee OA is in its initial stages 

or moderate, and it involves pain management with pharmacological and non-

pharmacological options, interventions to modify the OA-related biomechanics, and 

lifestyle changes. Since the focus of the current thesis is related to total knee 
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replacement (TKR), these treatment options will only be described in brief. 

Pharmacological management of knee pain comprises oral analgesics, topical 

treatments with analgesics and intra-articular injections. Paracetamol is widely 

utilised for treating joint pain and it gives relief in the short term (Bannuru et al. 

2010), however, it should be utilised carefully due to its side effects (Craig et al. 

2012). Intra-articular injections of corticosteroids are efficacious in pain relief but only 

for short periods (McAlindon et al. 2014). In terms of non-pharmacological pain 

management, while manual therapy may be beneficial in selected cases, 

electrotherapy or acupuncture are not recommended due to their little efficacy (NICE 

2022). Other options are to utilise walking aids to help unload the painful joints, and 

orthoses like insoles or knee braces to help correct the lower limb biomechanics. A 

Cochrane Review found that people who wore orthoses had significantly better 

function and lower levels of pain than controls (Brouwer et al. 2005). Wearing knee 

braces is also effective in improving stiffness, reducing pain and function (Raja and 

Dewan 2011). 

In the UK, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) 

suggests that people who suffer from knee OA should be encouraged by a 

healthcare professional to change those lifestyle aspects that constitute risk factors 

for OA progression (physical inactivity, being overweight), and be guided on how to 

self-manage the condition (NICE 2022). Additionally, the NICE (2022) advises 

physiotherapists to include stretching of lower limb muscles and exercises to 

improve aerobic fitness and muscle strength. When pain and function are 

considerably impaired and both pharmacological and non-pharmacological options 

are not effective in improving symptoms, other more invasive treatment options, such 

as knee arthroscopy, high tibial osteotomy (HTO) or unicompartmental/TKR, should 

be considered. 

 

2.3.2 Total knee replacement 

Knee replacement surgeries are classed as invasive, major surgical 

procedures. In the presence of unicompartmental knee OA, unicompartmental knee 

arthroplasty (UKR) and HTO are generally the favoured surgeries and are usually 

performed on younger patients (Dettoni et al. 2010). UKR consists in replacing the 

condyle and the underlying tibial surface on the affected side only with an artificial 
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joint surface. HTO involves opening a wedge in the proximal tibia to realign the lower 

limb and re-distribute the knee loads, with the aim to reduce the stress in the knee 

compartment affected by degenerative processes and delay a potential total knee 

replacement (Dettoni et al. 2010). 

The presence of end-stage knee OA, where several compartments of the 

knee are affected, and symptoms interfere severely with an individual’s life, usually 

warrant referral for TKR surgery (Price et al. 2018). TKR is performed with the aims 

of reducing pain, increasing the quality of life, and improving function re-establishing 

the correct lower limb alignment with a balanced tension of the ligaments during the 

knee ROM (Cyteval 2016). During a TKR surgery, the osteophytes are removed, and 

the distal femur, proximal tibia and, when necessary, the articular surface of the 

patella are resected to accommodate the new artificial joint surfaces. The ACL is 

always removed, while the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) may be spared, 

depending on the clinical presentation and the implant design the surgeon deemed 

most appropriate for the patient (Vaienti et al. 2017). A metal femoral and tibial 

component (a patellar polyethylene articular surface too, if necessary) are fixated to 

the bones; finally, a polyethylene insert is positioned between the femoral and tibial 

metal components, to provide stability and mimic the function of the menisci and the 

PCL, if this was removed (Innocenti 2022). In the past, a TKR prosthesis 

survivorship was around 10 years, but given the advancements in implant designs 

and techniques, a modern prosthesis usually lasts about 25 years in 82% of cases, 

as reported by a recent systematic review with meta-analysis (Evans et al. 2019). 

Most prostheses in the UK are cemented (85% of surgeries in 2017) and the 

use of non-cemented TKR decreased from 6% to 3% between 2009 and 2017 (NJR 

2018b). The choice of mainly utilising cemented implants comes from the evidence 

that non-cemented prostheses have a worse survival rate in the long term, and in 

some cases the implant may migrate from the initial position (Gandhi et al. 2009a), 

resulting in revision surgery. 

There are various TKR implant designs which accommodate the choice of 

sacrificing or retaining the PCL and are called cruciate-sacrificing (posteriorly 

stabilised or cruciate substituting) and cruciate-retaining designs, respectively 

(Innocenti 2022). The National Joint Registry (NJR) reported that 75% of TKR 

prostheses in the UK were unconstrained (Brittain et al. 2022), meaning that the PCL 
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was spared. The unconstrained implant tends to allow for more physiological 

movements in the presence of a preoperatively stable knee and the knee joint is 

stabilised by collateral ligaments and the PCL (Cyteval 2016). In the cruciate-

sacrificing implant, the PCL is sacrificed during the surgery and the shape of the 

polyethene insert stops the tibia from translating posteriorly during knee flexion, 

offering additional stability to the knee (Cyteval 2016). The polyethylene insert can 

also have different characteristics and be fixed-bearing, mobile-bearing or offer a 

medial pivot. In the fixed-bearing implant, the tibial component and the polyethene 

insert are fixed together; in the mobile-bearing design, the polyethene component 

can rotate by a few degrees in the transverse plane, mimicking the physiologic 

movements of menisci, hence, allowing for greater knee mobility (Innocenti 2022). 

The number of mobile and fixed-bearing prostheses utilised by surgeons was similar 

in the UK, the NJR reported that 44% of implants were fixed-bearing and 56% were 

mobile-bearing (NJR 2018a). The choice to use one or the other may have been due 

to the similar outcomes that these implants have (Jiang et al. 2016). In fact, a 

Cochrane Review demonstrated that the use of fixed or mobile bearing implants 

seems to produce similar results in terms of revision and mortality rates, 

complications, quality of life, functional and clinical outcomes, however, the evidence 

was of moderate to low quality and more research is needed (Hofstede et al. 2015). 

The NJR reported that the number of knee replacement surgeries in the UK 

was 237 924 between January 2019 and December 2021, 86.1% of them were 

TKRs, and of these, only 1% of patients received a bilateral TKR (Brittain et al. 

2022). In 2021, TKR was performed due to the presence of knee OA in 97% of 

cases, only 1% of procedures were bilateral, and 52% of patients had their patella 

resurfaced (Brittain et al. 2022). British patients who underwent TKR in 2021 had a 

mean BMI of 30.7 ± 5.7 kg/m2 (meaning that they were obese, according to the 

World Health Organization (WHO 2010)), had a mean age of 70 (interquartile range 

13), and a slightly higher proportion were females (56.2%) (Brittain et al. 2022). Most 

patients were affected by mild disease (American Society of Anaesthesiologists 

physical status (ASA) 2) (72%), followed by those who had a debilitating systemic 

disease (ASA 3) (21%) and only a minority of people were fit and healthy (ASA 1) 

(6%) or severely compromised in terms of comorbidities (<1%) (ASA > 3) (Brittain et 

al. 2022). 
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Except for the period between 2020 and 2021, where the volume of surgeries 

reduced drastically due to the global pandemic, the number of TKR procedures has 

been increasing over the years in the UK (Culliford et al. 2015) as well as in other 

countries (Nemes et al. 2015; Leitner et al. 2018; Sloan et al. 2018; Daugberg et al. 

2021). It was estimated that the number of procedures will grow by 401% by 2040 

(Singh et al. 2019), and the reasons for the increase are complex to define. Some 

authors suggested this was due to the population ageing (Kurtz et al. 2007), others 

found that the increase in procedures could not be attributed to an increase in 

population or risk factors such as a high BMI. Nevertheless, it was proposed that 

another cause could be a decrease in health inequalities and easier access to 

healthcare (Price et al. 2018). 

TKR is major surgery and patients often expect an improvement in pain levels 

and knee function therefore, it is important to have adequate outcome measures to 

quantify the change in these variables before and after the surgery. 

 

2.4 ASSESSMENT OF TKR OUTCOMES  

One of the aims of TKR surgery is to improve physical function, which is the 

ability to carry out everyday life tasks (Terwee et al. 2006). Various outcome 

measures are utilised to evaluate the effectiveness of TKR in improving pain and 

function, and they can be subjective, therefore based on the patient’s perception, or 

objective, based on what can be observed and measured by a clinician or researcher 

with validated tools and technologies. In the past, the most used outcome measures 

were surgeon-reported such as clinical presentation and knee ROM, implant 

survivorship and assessment of radiographs after the surgery (Wylde et al. 2009). 

Nowadays, there is a focus on the patient’s perspective and therefore, satisfaction, 

and Patient-Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs), investigating pain, physical 

function and how knee OA may affect participation, are commonly utilised to 

establish the success of the surgery (NHS Digital 2019).  

 

2.4.1 Subjective outcomes 

Satisfaction is a parameter utilised to determine the success of TKR surgery, 

but it does not give a specific indication of the perceived levels of pain and function. 

The level of satisfaction is usually lower for TKR if compared to total hip 
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replacement, where 91% of people are satisfied with the outcome (Hamilton et al. 

2012a). It is not clear why the levels of satisfaction for TKR are lower than those for 

hip replacement (Baker et al. 2007). A systematic review and meta-analysis (Khatib 

et al. 2015) including nineteen studies found that patients’ satisfaction ranged 

between 71.7-92.5%. One of the issues in measuring satisfaction is that it is not 

usually assessed with validated questionnaires (Klem et al. 2020). For instance, the 

NHS in England measures satisfaction by asking the following two questions and 

offering a multiple-choice answer: 

“How would you describe the results of your operation? 

[Excellent]  [Very good]  [Good]  [Fair]  [Poor] 

Overall, how are the problems now in the hip [or knee] on which you had 

surgery, compared to before your operation? 

[Much better]  [A little better]  [About the same]  [A little worse]  [Much worse]” 

(NHS Digital 2018b). 

Other studies (Giesinger et al. 2015) assessed satisfaction with a different set 

of questions, investigating the overall satisfaction with the surgery, if the surgery 

improved pain and function and if the patient was willing to have the surgery again 

under similar circumstances. The fact that there is no systematic way to measure 

satisfaction may produce different outcomes depending on the questions utilised and 

this could constitute an obstacle in comparing results from different studies. 

Additionally, satisfaction was demonstrated to be influenced by a variety of factors. 

Scott et al. (2010) analysed satisfaction after TKR surgery in 1217 patients and 

found that after one year, 18,6% of them were unsure or unsatisfied with the 

outcome. The authors (Scott et al. 2010) observed that dissatisfaction was correlated 

to minimal improvement in the pain scores, the presence of pain in other joints, 

depression and initial expectations. Barrack et al. (2014) explored satisfaction after 

one to four years after TKR in 661 people and roughly 10% of them were 

dissatisfied; it was found that dissatisfaction was associated with socioeconomic 

factors as those who earned less than USD 25,000 per year were more likely to be 

dissatisfied. Hamilton et al. (2013) examined satisfaction in 4709 patients after TKR 

and found that the level of satisfaction could be predicted depending on the hospital 

experience the patient had, patient’s initial expectations and pain improvement.  
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Since April 2009 the National Health System (NHS) started to collect PROMs 

data on a variety of joint replacement procedures in England, including TKR, to 

measure how effective the treatment provided by the NHS was, and to gain the 

perceptions of patients in the care received (NHS Digital 2017). The use of PROMs 

can be cost-effective (Giesinger et al. 2014) since the questionnaires only take a few 

minutes to be completed and they are self-administered. Certain PROMs are 

condition-specific, and allow to measure the knee-related symptoms, the perceived 

function, and how these are affected by knee OA and TKR, including but not limited 

to: 

• The Oxford Knee Score (OKS) investigates the function of the knee in 

activities of daily living, also exploring how much the pain interferes with 

sleeping and work (Dawson et al. 1998). The OKS ranges from 0 (i.e., 

maximal difficulties or pain) to 48 (i.e., no issues, optimal function) 

• The Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) includes five sub-

scales assessing symptoms, pain, activities of daily living, and the perceived 

physical performance during sport-related activities such as running, 

squatting, jumping, etc. during the previous week (Roos et al. 1998). 

However, a person who is not particularly active may find it difficult to answer 

these questions and end up leaving them blank. Each sub-score ranges from 

0 (i.e., maximal difficulties or pain) to 100 (i.e., no issues) 

TKR surgery succeeds in reducing pain and enhancing the patient’s perceived 

function post-TKR. Data from NHS England showed that 81% of people had an 

improvement in their general health following TKR, and 93.5% of patients had an 

improvement in pain and knee-related function measured via the OKS (NHS Digital 

2018a). Knee-specific subjective outcomes improve significantly early post-TKR 

(Mizner et al. 2011) and continue to improve six and twelve months after the surgery 

(Hamilton et al. 2012b). 

One of the issues of assessing function with PROMs is that some of them 

tend to have a floor or ceiling effect post-TKR, meaning that a large proportion of 

patients reaches the lowest, or highest possible score after surgery, respectively (or 

the best achievable health state, function and no pain), limiting the measuring 

abilities of some questionnaires. Eckhard et al. (2021) examined three hundred and 

eighty patients one-year post-TKR and found that the KOOS Activities of Daily Living 
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(ADL) and Pain sub-scales had a ceiling effect in over 15% of participants, the 

threshold utilised to determine the presence of a ceiling effect (Terwee et al. 2007). 

There does not seem to be evidence of ceiling effects with the OKS (Clement et al. 

2020; Eckhard et al. 2021), but the EQ-5D was found to have a ceiling effect in 

84.4% of patients, while the WOMAC stiffness had a floor effect in 64.6% of ninety-

eight patients one-year post-TKR (Giesinger et al. 2014). 

Another aspect to be aware of when utilising PROMs is that they are 

significantly, and negatively influenced by factors that are not related to function, 

such as living in disadvantaged areas (Sanchez-Santos et al. 2018), depression and 

anxiety (Baker et al. 2012; Sanchez-Santos et al. 2018). Moreover, several studies 

showed that PROMs do not correlate well with objective function (Stratford et al. 

2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Onodera et al. 2020). Often, patients who received a TKR 

have a significant improvement in PROMs scores, despite a decrease in knee ROM 

and quadriceps strength (Mizner et al. 2011), and a decline in performance-based 

tests (PBTs) (Mizner et al. 2011; Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2011a), measuring the 

physical function objectively. These findings showed that patients tend to 

overestimate the outcome of the TKR when PROMs are utilised as an outcome 

measure.  

Basing the evaluation of TKR success solely on subjective outcomes does not 

seem to give a clear picture of the objective function and therefore, several 

researchers have recommended reporting PROMs scores together with objective 

measures of physical function such as knee ROM, knee muscles’ strength, and 

PBTs (Dobson et al. 2013; Singh et al. 2017; Capin et al. 2022) (Figure 3).  

Figure 3 Minimum set of outcomes to be reported 

following TKR. Modified from Capin et al. (2022). 
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2.4.2 Objective outcomes: measures of physical function used in the clinic 

A recent systematic review of the literature found that the most frequently 

reported measure of function in randomised-controlled trials post-TKR was knee 

ROM (Vajapey et al. 2020). This metric is measured by surgeons pre and post-

procedure in the operating theatre and can be easily assessed in any clinical setting 

with goniometry to evaluate the presence of limitations in extension or flexion that 

can be addressed by rehabilitation. Earlier studies found that full knee extension may 

not be achieved early after surgery, but it is reached about six months post-TKR 

(Schache et al. 2019). Compared to pre-surgery, knee flexion was found to be 

reduced in the early stages of recovery post-TKR (Hamilton et al. 2012b; Giesinger 

et al. 2014), and to improve to 115-120 degrees approximately six months post-

surgery (Giesinger et al. 2014; Schache et al. 2019), and reach roughly 120 degrees 

one-year post-TKR (Giesinger et al. 2014; McClelland et al. 2017), which is sufficient 

to carry out most daily activities in the Western culture, needing about 110° of knee 

flexion (Rowe et al. 2000). Previous research showed that patients post-TKR utilise 

only a portion of their available full knee ROM during functional activities such as 

lunging and squatting, probably due to impairments in neuromuscular movement 

strategies (McClelland et al. 2017). While knee ROM limitations have been proven to 

be associated with the speed of stair negotiation and gait (Christensen et al. 2022), it 

is not a direct measure of overall physical function, whereby PBTs, measuring the 

speed or number of repetitions of a task during everyday life activities, may be more 

suitable for this purpose. 

PBTs are not commonly utilised to evaluate the outcomes post-TKR in clinical 

practice yet, partially because of time or equipment constraints (Christensen et al. 

2022), but possibly also because their use was considered optional by the 1997 

OMERACT (Outcome Measures in Rheumatology) recommendations (Bellamy et al. 

1997). Therefore, only 14.7% of the randomised controlled trials assessing treatment 

outcomes in knee and hip OA adopted PBTs between 1997 and 2017 (Smith et al. 

2019). It was only in 2013, following a systematic review of the literature and expert 

opinion, that the Osteoarthritis Research International (OARSI) suggested utilising 

PBTs, alongside PROMs (Dobson et al. 2013), to measure physical function 

objectively in people with OA or after joint replacement surgery. There is a wide 

variety of PBTs to assess walking, balance, and muscle strength. Moreover, there is 
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a variation in how a task may be assessed, for instance, a sit-to-stand task may be 

evaluated via the 30s chair test, or by the five-times sit-to-stand (Coleman et al. 

2020). In order to standardise the recommended assessment of objective function, 

OARSI suggested utilising five tests, where three core ones should be utilised as a 

minimum (Dobson et al. 2013), as shown in Figure 4, including: 

• Timed up-and-go (TUG): the time needed to stand up from a chair, walk to a 

line three meters away, turn around, go back to the chair and sit down; initially 

developed to test the risk of falls in elderly people and people with Parkinson’s 

disease 

• Six-minute walk test: the maximum distance covered in six minutes; more 

commonly utilised to test the physical function in respiratory and cardiological 

dysfunctions alongside the perceived exertion during the test 

• 30s chair test (30sCT): the maximum achievable number of sit-to-stand 

repetitions in thirty seconds; a test related to quadriceps muscle strength 

• 40m fast-paced walk test: the maximum walking speed achieved to cover a 

distance of 40 m 

• Stair climb test: the time needed to negotiate stairs as fast as possible. 

 

 

Figure 4 Recommended Set of PBTs for knee osteoarthritis and 

total knee replacement (modified from Dobson et al. 2013). 
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The objective outcome assessed via PBTs showed that patients’ scores tend 

to decline one-month post-TKR, but then improved significantly three- and six-

months post-surgery, although the recovery was not clinically relevant (Stevens-

Lapsley et al. 2011a). Some researchers found that there was no significant 

improvement in the TUG and six-minute walk test pre to three months post-TKR 

(Stratford et al. 2010). Additionally, it was found that PBTs scores improved 

significantly one-year post-TKR, but only by small amounts (Naili et al. 2017b; Tolk 

et al. 2017; Christensen et al. 2022), and were not comparable to non-pathological 

subjects (Naili et al. 2017b). 

A growing body of evidence has been produced on the measuring properties 

of the PBTs, and while it was suggested that most of these measures are valid, 

reliable, and responsive (Dobson et al. 2012; Kroman et al. 2014; Dobson et al. 

2017; Coleman et al. 2020), the evidence is still developing for evaluating people 

with OA and post-TKR (Kroman et al. 2014; Alghadir et al. 2015; Huber et al. 2016; 

Sharma et al. 2023). Some researchers contested the use of PBTs on the basis that 

they do not measure physical function and are not responsive (Tolk et al. 2017). Tolk 

et al. (2017) found that none of the three core tests suggested by OARSI had good 

construct validity and suggested not utilising the PBTs proposed by OARSI in clinical 

practice. However, the hypothesis testing for validity was mainly based on 

comparisons with the KOOS, OKS, and Physical Function-Short Form which are all 

subjective measures whose scores are mostly influenced by pain levels rather than 

what can be achieved objectively (Boonstra et al. 2008; Mizner et al. 2011). It is well 

established in the literature that the relationship between subjective outcome 

measures and PBTs is often poor both pre- and post-TKR (Gandhi et al. 2009b; 

Stratford et al. 2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Hamilton et al. 2012b; Graff et al. 2016). 

With the suggestion that PROMs and PBTs may measure different constructs of 

function, OARSI recommended that subjective and objective outcome measures in 

severe knee OA and post-TKR should be utilised together (Dobson et al. 2013). 

It may be argued that the measurement properties of PBTs should be tested 

against other measures of objective function, rather than PROMs, however, this has 

proven difficult since no gold standard has been identified to measure function 

objectively (Dobson et al. 2013; Graff et al. 2016). Limited research was carried out 

comparing objective outcomes and certain PBTs. It was found that there was an 
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association between a slower stair climb test and a more restricted knee ROM and 

between a slower 40 m fast-paced walk test and a reduced knee ROM and 

quadriceps strength in people with severe knee OA (Christensen et al. 2022). Knee 

ROM and quadriceps strength measure limited aspects of physical function. To date, 

there is only one research group who investigated the relationship between gait 

biomechanics and PBTs. Naili et al. (2017) compared forty people with knee OA on 

the waiting list for TKR to twenty-five healthy controls. Participants were asked to 

perform the single-leg mini squat, TUG and five-time sit-to-stand, and all volunteers 

were involved in gait analysis. The gait deviation index (GDI), evaluating gait 

kinematics of the lower limb, and GDI-kinetic, only observing the kinetic variables in 

the lower limb, were utilised as objective outcome measures for evaluation against 

the PBTs. The GDI is a summary measure of the gait kinematics collected from the 

joints of the lower limbs during the whole gait cycle. The GDI is a score that 

quantifies how much a gait pattern deviates from that of a reference group of healthy 

subjects. The authors did not find any correlations between the PBTs examined and 

GDI (i.e., gait kinematics) but observed a moderate association between PBTs and 

GDI-kinetic, showing that the further the gait kinetics deviated from the reference 

group, the longer it took to complete the TUG and the five-time sit-to-stand (Naili et 

al. 2017a).  

OARSI clearly stated that the PBTs do not completely fulfil all the principles 

for measuring knee and hip function and further research is needed to enhance the 

evidence on their clinical measurement abilities in people with OA (Dobson et al. 

2013). Given the age range of people undergoing TKR, there may be the presence 

of comorbidities and other musculoskeletal dysfunctions (Gandhi et al. 2009b) that 

may affect the outcomes of the PBTs. Moreover, the tests are performed one single 

time and they may be affected by temporary factors such as motivation while doing 

the test or other conditions present at the moment of testing (tiredness, pain, etc.) 

(Myers et al. 1993). 

An aspect to be aware of is that PBTs measure the time required to 

accomplish a task and they do not provide data regarding the joint function. It could 

be argued that carrying out an activity faster after TKR, does not inform on the 

quality of movement. People who underwent TKR may walk faster after the recovery 

but may also still be affected by limping, pain and instability and this means that their 
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function would still be impaired (Bolink et al. 2015a). PBTs would not be able to 

inform on these aspects.  

 

2.4.3 Measures of objective function in research 

Three-dimensional (3D) gait analysis through motion capture technologies 

(i.e., stereophotogrammetry) has been an informative tool aiding in the 

understanding of outcomes post-TKR to inform clinicians on what level of recovery 

can be achieved. Although TKR improves gait biomechanics, several functional 

deficits persist, and often gait parameters are not comparable to NPs (Hubley-Kozey 

and Astephen Wilson 2018). A systematic review on gait analysis of patients who 

received a TKR found that, much like pre-surgery, subjects tend to walk slower at 

self-selected speed (0.8-1.1 m/s) (McClelland et al. 2007b), have a reduced knee 

ROM and reduced flexion during stance in comparison to healthy controls 

(McClelland et al. 2007b; Yoshida et al. 2008; McGinnis et al. 2013). Moreover, only 

between 20-36% of patients tend to walk showing a biphasic knee flexion-extension 

moment pattern and this means that the majority of patients have either a quadriceps 

overuse behaviour (flexion moment during single-leg support) or quadriceps 

avoidance behaviour (extension moment during stance) (McClelland et al. 2007b). 

Several studies found that compensations are still present at the hip and ankle, with 

reduced hip external adduction moments (Yoshida et al. 2008), limited hip extension 

(Saari et al. 2005b), and increased ankle dorsiflexion (Levinger et al. 2013). 

Most of the existing literature looked at differences in maxima and minima 

values (discrete values) or joint ROM between people with knee OA and post-TKR 

and NPs. However, this limits the analysis to a reduced amount of information, 

potentially discarding important features. To overcome this limitation, several 

researchers, including our research group, aimed to examine gait features 

throughout the whole gait waveform utilising principal component analysis (PCA) 

(Astephen et al. 2008b; Linley et al. 2010; Federolf et al. 2013; Astephen Wilson et 

al. 2015; Hatfield et al. 2015; Brenneman and Maly 2018; Costello et al. 2021). This 

technique, described in section 3.7, allows identifying differences in magnitude, ROM 

and phase shifts between subjects, without having to choose arbitrary values or 

discarding possibly important information (Robertson et al. 2013). Within our 

research group, PCA has been combined with the Cardiff classifier (Jones 2004). 
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The method is based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (Jones et al. 2006), 

and it allows discriminating the gait biomechanics of severe knee OA against a 

reference group of NPs, based on 3D gait data that includes joint kinematics, joint 

kinetics and ground reaction forces (GRF) across the whole gait cycle and displays 

the classification into a simplex plot that can be easily interpreted. 

Previous studies showed that the Cardiff Classifier can successfully 

discriminate between NP and people with knee OA with high accuracy (Jones et al. 

2008; Worsley 2011; Metcalfe 2014; Biggs et al. 2019a; Whatling et al. 2022) and 

identify a change in gait biomechanics before and after total hip replacement surgery 

(Biggs et al. 2021) and pre to post-TKR, showing that gait function does not return to 

normal (Whatling 2009; Watling 2013; Worsley et al. 2015; Biggs 2016; Metcalfe et 

al. 2017; Biggs et al. 2019a; Whatling et al. 2022). Interestingly, Biggs et al. (2019b), 

found that one-year post-TKR, only a third of the gait features analysed via PCA 

improved, and did not entail the knee joint, but the hip adduction moment and 

internal-external rotations, ankle dorsiflexion moment and the three components of 

the GRF. 

The Cardiff classifier seems to be a promising measure of objective function, 

the categorization of gait data proves valuable for both diagnosis from 3D motion 

data, and monitoring of changes pre- to post-intervention. Moreover, a recent study 

showed that the change in overall gait biomechanics measured via the Cardiff 

classifier correlated strongly with the change in the OKS one-year post-TKR (Biggs 

et al. 2019a). This finding was in contrast with previous literature observing a poor 

correlation between PROMs and objective function measured by PBTs and 

mentioned earlier (Gandhi et al. 2009b; Stratford et al. 2010; Mizner et al. 2011; 

Hamilton et al. 2012b; Graff et al. 2016). There is limited evidence comparing gait 

biomechanics to PROMs, that could aid corroborating the results of Biggs et al. 

(2019a), and most studies focussed on early stages of recovery post-TKR. 

Liebensteiner et al. (2008) found strong correlations between pelvic obliquity, 

temporospatial parameters and PROMs three months post-TKR. More recently, 

Bonnefoy-Mazure et al. (2017) found only a poor relationship between PROMs and 

cadence three months post-TKR and PROMs and knee ROM during gait one year 

after the surgery. Similarly, Senden et al. (2011) observed a weak relationship 

between gait spatiotemporal parameters and PROMs three months after TKR.  
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It was suggested that gait biomechanics measured with a summary measure 

of gait quality, as opposed to timed activities, may be more closely related to what 

patients perceive (Biggs et al. 2019a). Nevertheless, Naili et al. (2017) only found a 

weak relationship between the GDI-kinetic and the KOOS ADL and Quality of Life 

and no association between GDI and PROMs. The GDI (Schwartz and Rozumalski 

2008) and GDI-kinetic (Rozumalski and Schwartz 2011) combine 3D gait data and 

were initially developed to give an estimation of the gait quality in children with 

cerebral palsy, establishing their deviation from a reference group of NP children. 

The GDI and GDI-kinetic utilise nine joint kinematic variables and nine joint kinetic 

variables across the gait cycle, respectively, to calculate an index. Previous research 

found that the GDI was able to identify significant gait deviations in people with hip 

OA (Rosenlund et al. 2016b), lower limb rheumatoid arthritis (Esbjörnsson et al. 

2014), and knee OA (Naili et al. 2017a; Kobsar et al. 2019; Naili et al. 2019a). 

Additionally, the GDI was utilised to measure gait quality change pre- to post-hip 

replacement (Jensen et al. 2015a; Naili et al. 2019b) and pre-to post-TKR (Naili et al. 

2017b). The GDI-kinetic was adopted to estimate gait kinetics deviations in people 

with knee OA (Naili et al. 2019a) and to assess the gait improvement pre- to post-

total hip replacement (Naili et al. 2019b) and pre to post-TKR (Naili et al. 2017b). 

One of these studies (Naili et al. 2017b), found that at one-year post-TKR, patients’ 

GDI was comparable to those of NPs, while joint kinetics evaluated via the GDI-

kinetic did not go back to normal. This contrasts with what was observed when the 

Cardiff Classifier was used as a measure of function pre to post-TKR, showing that 

most patients do not show lower limb biomechanics comparable to NPs after the 

operation (Worsley et al. 2015; Biggs et al. 2019a; Biggs et al. 2019b). The 

relationship between GDI or GDI-kinetic and the Cardiff classifier has never been 

explored. Having a better understanding of the measuring properties of outcome 

measures of function and which is the most adequate to measure the degree of 

improvement achieved through surgery, may aid in setting realistic expectations for 

the patient. 

 

2.5 FACTORS RELATED TO TKR OUTCOMES 

Individuating the factors that may lead to a poor outcome, may help address 

them in early stages to improve the levels of pain, function and satisfaction after the 
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surgery. Various approaches could be adopted to understand what may influence 

the TKR outcome. Some of the existing literature developed regression models, 

other researchers looked at associations between certain factors and function, while 

some reports analysed differences in TKR outcomes by sex, implant design, etc. 

A growing emphasis has been placed on the patient's view on the quality of 

life and function following TKR and therefore, PROMs are now routinely utilised 

within the UK NHS before and after TKR to determine its outcome. Hence, most of 

the existing literature seems to focus on predicting PROMs rather than objective 

outcomes. Because of this, the main existing literature on TKR outcome prediction 

will be discussed below, regardless of whether the outcome explored was objective 

or subjective, to highlight what may be the factors affecting the outcome and aid in 

defining the ones to be explored in the current thesis. 

Irrespective of the outcome measure utilised, the recurring finding of previous 

research seems to be that preoperative and post-TKR function are correlated, where 

a lower baseline score is predictive of a worse postoperative function. Baseline 

WOMAC values were predictive of scores one week (Kennedy et al. 2006), six 

months (Fortin et al. 1999), and two years (Fortin et al. 2002) post-TKR. The times 

needed to complete the TUG were correlated pre to twelve weeks post-surgery 

(Gandhi et al. 2009b). (Kennedy et al. 2006) found a correlation between the 

distances covered during the 6MWT pre to post-TKR. In line with the existing 

literature, (Watling 2013) observed a trend between poor outcomes post-TKR and 

high preoperative Belief of OA (BOA) in a small group of patients. Additionally, (Bade 

et al. 2014) and (Pua et al. 2019) found that pre-operative knee flexion and 

extension, measured with a goniometer, were predictive of knee flexion-extension six 

months post-TKR. Knee ROM is a relevant measurement that could be linked 

indirectly to knee function, as ROM limitations may make it difficult to achieve daily 

tasks. When looking at the amount of improvement pre to post-TKR, the literature 

utilising the Cardiff classifier seems conflicting, where (Worsley 2011) found that the 

better the gait function pre-TKR, the smaller the change in function six months post 

knee arthroplasty, while (Biggs 2016) observed that the functional status pre-surgery 

was not related to the amount of improvement seen pre to 9+ months post-TKR. 

In addition to the above, several patients’ non-modifiable characteristics were 

found to correlate with or predict TKR outcomes. The literature looking at age is 
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contrasting, where some research found no association between PROMs post-TKR 

and age (Kennedy et al. 2006; Williams et al. 2013), or GRF and age (Kramers-de 

Quervain et al. 2012). However, age seems to be predictive of gait temporospatial 

parameters two years post-TKR (Kramers-de Quervain et al. 2012) and there are 

opposing findings on age as a predictor of PBTs’ scores post-TKR (Kennedy et al. 

2006; Bade et al. 2014). 

Reports suggest that being female is associated with worse postoperative 

outcomes, whether subjectively or objectively measured. Being female was a 

predictor of poorer performance-based test scores (Kennedy et al. 2006) and smaller 

knee ROM (Pua et al. 2019) post-TKR. Moreover, while females were found to have 

worse preoperative PROMs than males, they had a larger improvement in PROMs 

pre to post-TKR (Liebs et al. 2011; Mandzuk et al. 2015). However, there are mixed 

findings regarding differences in post-operative PROMs between sexes, with some 

authors finding no differences between males and females at different time points 

post-TKR (Liebs et al. 2011), and some others observing a higher quality of life and 

function in males (Mandzuk et al. 2015). Looking at biomechanics, males and 

females seem to have different biomechanics impairments following TKR (McKean 

et al. 2007; Astephen Wilson et al. 2015; Paterson et al. 2018; Paterson et al. 2020), 

and males may tend to have a larger improvement in gait six months post-knee 

arthroplasty (Worsley 2011). 

There has been an ongoing debate on whether a posterior-sacrificing or 

cruciate-retaining knee implant design may produce different outcomes. (Beach et al. 

2019) found no significant differences in knee kinematics during walking between 

medial pivot, cruciate-retaining and cruciate-sacrificing knees. (Watling 2013) 

observed that patients with a posterior sacrificing implant seemed to have a better 

gait function one-year post-TKR than those with a cruciate-retaining knee. Some 

authors identified a larger knee ROM in posterior-sacrificing knees, although not 

clinically relevant (2 degrees) (Verra et al. 2015) and others did not (Serna-Berna et 

al. 2018). Moreover, earlier reports found that patient-perceived pain and function 

were not different among patients who received a posterior sacrificing or retaining 

prosthesis (Serna-Berna et al. 2018). A systematic review with meta-analysis found 

that patella resurfacing produced better outcomes in terms of pain and function than 

not resurfacing the patella (Longo et al. 2018). However, a recent NICE guideline 
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highlighted that there was no difference in PROMs between resurfacing the patella 

versus not resurfacing it (NICE 2020b). 

A previous study found that having several painful joints was a predictor of 

slower walking speed 2 years post-TKR (Kramers-de Quervain et al. 2012). 

Moreover, a higher number of comorbidities were predictive of gait parameters, 

influencing negatively walking speed and peak vertical GRF (Kramers-de Quervain 

et al. 2012). In their validation study, (Riddle et al. 2022) found that an increase in 

the comorbidities score (modified Charlson) increased the chance of having a bad 

OKS outcome. 

Looking at modifiable factors, the role of BMI in influencing TKR outcomes is 

not clear. (Stickles et al. 2001) found that obese patients had a higher risk of having 

difficulties negotiating stairs one year after TKR, however, obese patients had a 

similar change in WOMAC pre to one-year post-TKR compared to patients who were 

not obese. (Xu et al. 2018) found that patients with a higher BMI had TKR surgery 

earlier in life and had poorer self-perceived function (OKS) ten years after the 

surgery than patients with a BMI < 30, even when controlling for sex, age and 

comorbidities. (Giesinger et al. 2018) found that there was no difference in the OKS 

score change pre to one-year post-TKR across BMI classes. 

 

2.6 SUMMARY 

Knee OA is a disease that affects an increasing number of people, having a 

considerable impact on their everyday function and activities. Several biomechanical 

alterations can be observed in subjects suffering from knee OA. In the presence of 

end-stage knee OA, TKR surgery is performed to reduce pain and improve function, 

and the number of TKRs is expected to grow in the next decades. As with every 

health condition and intervention related to it, it is key to evaluate the outcome, to 

understand the degree of success of the intervention and to identify factors 

influencing the function, to address them. 

Currently, the main method to assess knee outcomes in the NHS pre- and 

post-TKR is via questionnaires, which are subjective and explore what patients 

perceive they can do, rather than what they can do objectively. It is believed that 

subjective and objective measures of function measure different constructs, as 

previous research showed that they do not seem to correlate well. Therefore, there is 
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a growing interest in coupling subjective and objective measures of function, an 

approach which has been also recommended by OARSI, an international 

organisation bringing together healthcare professionals and researchers in the field 

of OA. 

There are several measures of objective function for patients pre- and post-

TKR; The use of PBTs may be more feasible in clinical settings, while 3D gait 

analysis is mainly utilised in research. The interpretation of the outputs from gait 

analysis can be complex and, therefore, techniques like PCA can be utilised to 

reduce the amount of data while retaining the most important information in it. 

Results from PCA can be utilised within summative measures of gait function, such 

as the Cardiff Classifier, developed in our research group, which returns information 

on the overall gait function, similar to the GDI and GDI-kinetic. 

Selecting the optimal tool for assessing the objective function is crucial for 

advancing research and gaining insights into the expected level of improvement for 

patients post-TKR. Throughout this work, the Cardiff Classifier was employed to 

understand how objective gait function may relate to other measures of gait 

biomechanics (Chapter 4), to measures of objective physical function utilised in 

research and clinically (Chapter 6), and to the patient’s perception of their functional 

capabilities pre-and post-TKR (Chapter 6 and 7). The ability to objectively measure 

function pre- and post-TKR can aid in identifying factors influencing postoperative 

outcomes, which was explored in Chapter 5. This knowledge can explain potential 

challenges that patients may encounter after having had a TKR, and aid 

advancements in objective outcome assessment, enhancing patient care. 
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Chapter 3: Assessment of function at Cardiff University 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The studies contained in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of this Thesis are part of wider 

research carried out within the Biomechanics and Bioengineering Research Centre 

Versus Arthritis that was approved by Wales Research Ethics Committee 3 

(10/MRE09/28) and Cardiff and Vale University Health Board Research and 

Development Committee. Data for the TKR project are part of Work Package 3 of the 

BBRCVA research and were collected since November 2009; Work Package 3 will 

be identified as the TKR study from now onwards. Sections 4.2.1-4.2.2, 5.2.1-5.2.2, 

6.2.2 of Chapters 4, 5, and 6, respectively, clarify what was the primary data 

collected and processed by the author. Throughout the years, there has been a 

gradual evolution of the TKR study. This resulted in the introduction of new 

assessments and outcome measures, an adaptation of the protocol and methods 

(following the approval of the relevant ethics) and a modernisation of the equipment 

utilised to collect three-dimensional gait data. In this chapter, the methodology 

elements that are common to the studies in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 will be discussed. 

The methods that are specific to one chapter only will be discussed within that 

chapter. 

Chapter 4 additionally included participants from another research Institute 

(Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden), while Chapter 7 was developed solely on 

data that were collected at a different Institution (Australian National University, 

Canberra, Australia). These data were based on a different ethical approval, study 

protocol and equipment. Therefore, it was deemed more appropriate to discuss the 

participants’ recruitment, data collection and processing within the relevant chapters, 

to avoid confusion. However, the summative measure for assessing objective 

function, the Cardiff classifier, is in common with all the studies presented in this 

thesis and is described in the current chapter. Therefore, the data collection and 

processing presented followingly is relative exclusively to the participants employed 

in chapters 4, 5, and 6 (i.e., the Cardiff University cohort). Table 1 shows for which 

chapters the methods have been described in the current chapter. 
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Table 1 Overview of the methods within the thesis 

Chapter 
number 

Method to assess 
joint 

biomechanics 

Institution 
of data 

collection 

Description of 
data collection 

in current 
chapter? 

Description of 
data processing 

in the current 
chapter? 

Summative 
measure to 

assess 
objective 
function 

4 
3D motion 
analysis 

Cardiff 
University 

Yes Yes 

Cardiff classifier 
Karolinska 
Institutet 

No 
Only the 

biomechanical 
model 

5 
3D motion 
analysis 

Cardiff 
University 

Yes Yes Cardiff classifier 

6 
3D motion 
analysis 

Cardiff 
University 

Yes Yes Cardiff classifier 

7 
Computed 

tomography and 
fluoroscopy 

Australian 
National 

University 
No No Cardiff classifier 

 

 

3.2 DATA MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY, CONFIDENTIALITY 

All data collected for the TKR study were stored and managed in agreement 

with General Data Protection Regulations (European Parliament and Council of the 

European Union 2018) and will be kept for a minimum of 15 years, following the Data 

Protection Act (2018) and Cardiff University Regulations (Cardiff University 2020). 

A unique study number was created on the BBRCVA central Access database 

(Microsoft, Redmond, WA, US) and assigned to each participant for data 

pseudonymization. Personal identifiable data were recorded into the BBRCVA 

Database which is password-protected and could be accessed only by the Centre’s 

researchers having a research contract with the relevant health board. Additionally, 

personal identifiable data, data produced during and after the assessment were 

recorded into an additional, project-specific TKR Access Database (Microsoft, 

Redmond, WA, US), implemented by the current author, which is password-

protected. The TKR Database and digital copies of the documents with identifiable 

data were stored in a password-protected external drive (NAS Drive) accessible only 

to the researcher and staff involved in the research. The NAS Drive was located 

within a locked room at the MSKBRF whose access was granted through a key fob 

only to authorised research staff. 

Paper documents were stored within a lockable cupboard whose key was in a 

safe, with a code known only to relevant research staff. The safe and the lockable 

cupboard were located within a locked room at the Musculoskeletal Biomechanics 
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Research Facility (MSKBRF), School of Engineering, whose access was granted 

through a key fob only to authorised research staff. 

Motion analysis data and videos were stored in: 

• NAS Drive 

• The main researcher’s laptop and external hard drive which were encrypted, 

password-protected and kept in a secure lockable place 

• The MSKBRF Clinical laboratory’s main computer which was password-

protected. Access to the clinical laboratory was limited to the members of the 

research team that have a key fob to open the locked door 

 

3.3 DATA COLLECTION 

3.3.1 Participants’ recruitment 

All potential participants were selected through consecutive sampling and 

were given ample time to consider their involvement in the research. All participants 

recruited in the current thesis gave written consent before data collection. 

NHS patients who were on a waiting list to receive a primary TKR at the 

Cardiff and Vale Orthopaedic Centre (CAVOC) (University Hospital Llandough, 

Cardiff, UK) were approached by a research officer and a brief explanation of the 

study protocol and aims was provided. If they were interested, they signed a 

Permission to Contact, allowing the researcher to contact them, and were given a 

Patient Information Sheet. After a few days, the main researcher or research officer 

based at Cardiff School of Engineering contacted the patients via phone or email. If 

the patients agreed to enrol in the study, they were screened for inclusion and 

exclusion criteria. 

Patients had to be over the age of 18 and no older than 80 years old at the 

moment of recruitment, and to be on a list to receive a primary TKR. Patients were 

excluded if they had conditions affecting their movements (visual, vestibular, 

neurological conditions – e.g., previous cerebrovascular accident with sequelae, 

Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, etc.) if they were 

unable to walk unaided for at least 10 meters (the length of the walkway within the 

laboratory) or to provide written consent. Potential participants who had had previous 

injuries to the lower limb that would have made the participant unsuitable for the 

study in the researcher’s and/or clinician’s opinion were excluded (e.g., fixed 
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fractures of the ankle). However, patients who already had a TKR in the contralateral 

knee, a high tibial osteotomy (HTO), or a hip replacement were included, to make 

the studied sample representative of the general population with knee OA. About a 

third of people who undergo TKR, suffer from OA on the contralateral knee 

(Malahias et al. 2019), and according to the National Joint Registry (National Joint 

Registry 2019), about one out of five patients (22,6%) suffering from knee OA, 

receives a TKR in both knees. Moreover, between 21% (Primeau et al. 2021) and 

about 30%, (Niinimäki et al. 2012; W-Dahl et al. 2012) of patients undergo TKR ten 

years after a high tibial osteotomy, and previous studies showed that the presence of 

knee OA was associated with a higher risk of hip OA and vice versa (Prieto-

Alhambra et al. 2013). Patients were recruited between November 2009 and 

December 2022. 

A convenience sample of non-pathological volunteers (NPs) was recruited 

from the public in the Cardiff area (Wales, UK) through a poster located within leisure 

centres and Cardiff University premises, word of mouth, and, following a protocol 

amendment (which received ethical approval), via social media posts (Twitter, 

Yammer), and emails to local societies and groups. Upon contact, a brief explanation 

of the study protocol and aims was provided. If potential participants were interested, 

they were given or sent a Healthy Volunteer Information Sheet via post or email. A 

few days later subjects were screened for inclusion-exclusion criteria once they 

confirmed their interest in participating. NPs had to be between 18 and 80 years of 

age and to be able to provide written consent. Exclusion criteria were a history of 

pathologies or instability of the lower limb joints, a previous knee injury, the presence 

of musculoskeletal pathologies and/or neurological, visual, or vestibular conditions 

that may have affected the way they moved. NPs were recruited between February 

2007 and December 2022. 

 

3.3.2 Three-dimensional gait analysis equipment 

All data for the TKR study were collected within Cardiff University School of 

Engineering (Cardiff, UK) in two different laboratories, the Cardiff University Motion 

Analysis Laboratory (between February 2007 and mid-May 2017) and the MSKBRF 

Clinical laboratory (between mid-May 2017 and December 2022). 
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Motion capture cameras and force plates 

Joint kinematic, kinetic and ground reaction force (GRF) data were collected via 

a motion capture system whose hardware was upgraded several times over the 

years, due to the evolving technology. The Cardiff Motion Analysis Laboratory had 

an 8 m walkway; until April 2012 the Cardiff Motion Analysis Laboratory was 

equipped with nine Qualisys ProReflex 1000 cameras (Qualisys, Sweden), sampling 

at 60 Hz, and two Bertec force plates (Bertec Corporation, Ohio, USA) (sampling at 

1080 Hz) as described in the Thesis by (Whatling 2009). From about June 2012 until 

October 2015 the Cardiff Motion 

Analysis Laboratory was upgraded 

with eight Oqus 300+ and one 

Oqus 110 motion capture cameras 

(Qualisys, Sweden), sampling at 

60 Hz, and four Bertec force plates 

(Bertec Corporation, Ohio, USA), 

sampling at 1080 Hz. Additionally, 

Two Sony HDR-CX130/160 video 

cameras (Sony, Japan) were 

synchronised with the motion 

analysis system. These were 

positioned in the sagittal and 

frontal planes of the volunteer 

motion and used for data 

verification. More details can be found in the Theses by (Watling 2013; Biggs 2016). 

From mid-May 2017, 3D gait analysis was moved into the MSKBRF Clinical 

laboratory, which had a 10 m walkway, and it was surrounded by twelve Oqus 700+ 

motion capture cameras (Qualisys, Sweden) sampling at a frequency of 200 Hz. 

Additionally, 2 Oqus 210c high-speed video cameras (Qualisys, Sweden), were used 

to capture videos (24 frames per second) and were synchronised with the motion 

capture cameras. One video camera was mounted laterally to the walkway (subject’s 

sagittal view) and the other one was positioned at the start of the walkway (subject’s 

frontal view) to allow seeing the subject from two angles (perpendicular to each 

other, Figure 5). The walkway was equipped with six floor-embedded force plates 

Figure 5 Representation of the clinical lab in Qualisys 

Track Manager. In the figure: lab coordinate system, 

video cameras field of view, and a participant walking 

on the walkway. 
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(600 mm x 400 mm) (Bertec Corporation, Ohio, USA) (Figure 6), and recorded data 

at 2000 Hz (10 samples per camera frame).  

 

Figure 6 Force plates’ location in the MSKBRF Clinical Lab and identification numbers. 

Within both laboratories, the force plates had strain-

gauged load transducers that allowed measuring the three 

components of the GRF, the moments around the x, y and z 

axes of the force plate and the centre of pressure (CoP) (where 

the force is applied, this is calculated with equations utilising 

forces and moments data collected by the force plate in 

question). 

The coordinate system of the force plate was in the centre of the 

surface of the force plate, the y-axis points forward, the x-axis to 

the left (looking in the y-axis directions) and the z-axis pointing 

down towards the floor (Figure 7). The calibration matrix for the 

force plate was stored within each plate. All the force plate amplifiers were 

connected to a trigger button that allowed resetting the load to zero on all the force 

plates at once. 

 

Marker set 

The retro-reflective markers (14 mm diameter) were positioned onto the 

relevant body landmarks using a medical-grade, double-sided, hypoallergenic tape, 

to reduce the risk of skin irritation. Marker clusters were secured in place with 

reusable elastic bands (pre-COVID-19) or with self-adhesive, single-use elastic 

5 

4 

6 3 

2 

1 

Figure 7 Internal 

coordinate 

system of a 

force plate. 
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bands (Peha Haft®, Hartmann, Heidenheim an der Brenz, Germany) (following 

COVID-19 risk assessment amendments to reduce the spread of infections) and 

single-use elasticated tubular support bandages (Tubigrip™, Mӧlnlycke Healthcare, 

Gothenburg, Sweden) that were cut to size, to prevent the marker clusters from 

migrating during the assessment. 

The marker set for the assessment of the lower limb evolved and all versions 

were based on the Calibrated Anatomical System Technique (CAST) marker set 

(Cappozzo et al. 1996a) which uses twenty markers and four rigid marker clusters 

(four markers each) on the lateral aspects of the thighs and legs and is commonly 

used in motion analysis. Originally, this marker set included two additional markers, 

one on each greater trochanter, which allowed to create the thigh segment (as 

described in (Whatling 2009; Watling 2013; Biggs 2016). Since mid-May 2017, the 

greater trochanter markers were removed and a marker was attached on each iliac 

crest (total markers n = 22) to have availability of additional markers to track the 

movement of the pelvis, when in certain instances (e.g., arm over the pelvis during 

walking), the ASIS markers may have been occluded from the view of the camera. 

This method was utilised in a previous study (McClelland et al. 2017) and had been 

formerly validated (McClelland et al. 2007a). Figure 8 shows the most recent marker 

set adopted since December 2019. 
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Figure 8 Marker set. R: right; L; left; MTP: metatarsophalangeal; T: thoracic vertebra; ASIS: anterior superior iliac spine; 

PSIS: posterior superior iliac spine. 
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3.3.3 Data collection protocol 

NPs attended a single session, while TKR participants attended a maximum 

of four sessions, between a few days to a month before the knee surgery, at three, 

six and twelve months after TKR. All sessions lasted a maximum of three hours and 

data were usually collected between 9:00 am and 5:00 pm. Most of the data were 

collected in the morning. 

On the data collection date, the laboratory heating was turned on to allow 

recording data at a comfortable room temperature (at least 20˚ C). The equipment 

and force plate amplifiers were switched on to warm up, following the manufacturer’s 

recommendation. Qualisys Track Manager (QTM) (Qualisys, Sweden) was the 

software interface utilised for collecting motion capture and force plate data. The 

data collection protocol was earlier illustrated by Watling (2013) and Biggs (2016) 

and will be described followingly. 

 

Laboratory calibration 

The Cardiff University Motion Analysis Laboratory calibration was previously 

described by Watling (2013). The focus of the following description is on the 

MSKBRF Clinical laboratory. An L-shaped frame equipped with four markers (14 

mm) was placed around force plate 1 (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 Representation of the MSKBRF Clinical lab, the force plates configuration and the 

L-shaped frame placed on force plate 1 for the lab calibration. 

Typical walking 
direction 
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The long arm of the L-frame pointed in the direction of walking and the short 

arm pointed to the left in the MSKBRF Clinical laboratory. The calibration happened 

in two steps: 

1. The camera system was calibrated using a dynamic calibration 

2. The position of each force plate relative to the laboratory global coordinate 

system (GCS) was determined. 

The laboratory calibration, lasting 60 seconds, was carried out with a carbon fibre 

wand that had a T shape and was equipped with two markers at a known distance 

between them (601.4 mm in the one utilised in the MSKBRF Clinical laboratory). The 

wand was waved in correspondence with the force plates and within the volume 

where the participant was recorded for the assessment. The dynamic calibration 

allowed to: 

1. Define the laboratory GCS’ origin (centre of the marker at the corner of the L-

frame) and orientation. The long arm corresponded to the x-axis of the GCS, 

the short arm to the y-axis and the z-axis was virtually created by QTM as the 

cross product of the y and x-axes, pointing towards the ceiling 

2. Establish the position and direction of each camera relative to the GCS  

3. Guarantee data accuracy within the volume of interest: the level of 

disagreement between the 2D marker positions detected by the camera in 

question and all the others had to be less than 1 mm for the calibration to be 

accepted 

During the dynamic calibration, each camera recorded the position of the 

retroreflective markers in 2D. The combined data from each camera allowed 

establishing of the position of the markers in a 3D space and their positions relative 

to the GCS. The calibrated volume was examined to detect potential un-calibrated 

areas and if these were present, the calibration was repeated to avoid higher errors 

of measurements within the un-calibrated volumes. Figure 10 represents an example 

of the calibrated volume in the laboratory, with no un-calibrated volumes and with a 

representation of the GCS axes. 
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Figure 10 Calibrated volume example. The MSKBRF Clinical lab GCS is represented (red 

arrow: x-axis, green arrow: y-axis, blue arrow: z-axis), and the white tiles represent the 

force plates. 

The calibration of the force plates was carried out to establish the position and 

orientation of the force plates relative to the GCS. In the MSKBRF Clinical 

laboratory, four markers were placed on one force plate in fixed locations and a 1-2 

second recording was taken. Then, the orientation of the force plate was determined 

manually in QTM, and the software performed a transformation to determine where 

the force plate was located within the GCS. This was then replicated for all the force 

plates. 

 

Participants’ data collection 

On the assessment day, the participant was welcomed into the facility and a 

short introduction to the laboratory and the people involved in the session was made. 

Health and safety measures were explained to the participant. Then, a brief 

explanation of the TKR study was followed by the participant’s potential questions. 

After ensuring that the content of the Information Sheets had been read and 

understood, the main researcher explained the Consent Form. Informed Consent 

was carried out following BBRCVA standard operating procedures and under the 

principles of Good Clinical Practice. The participant was given plenty of time to read 

the Consent Form that was initialled, signed, and dated by the participant, 

countersigned and dated by the researcher.  
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Followingly, the relevant questionnaires were filled out (section 3.5) and then 

double-checked by the main researcher to ensure all questions were answered. In 

addition, past and present medical history that was relevant to the study were 

discussed with the participant and noted on the Participant’s Datasheet. 

The participant then changed into comfortable clothes (shorts and a vest top). 

Subsequently, height (SECA height measure, Germany) and weight (SECA scale, 

Germany) were measured. Moreover, knee width, depth and girth were quantified as 

described by Whatling (2009); Watling (2013); Biggs (2016) but these data were not 

used in this thesis and therefore the methods shall not be illustrated. The marker set 

was applied to the relevant landmarks that were identified via manual palpation by 

the main researcher. During the sessions, electromyographic data on lower limb 

muscles were collected too but since these data will not be analysed in this thesis, 

the methods and protocol for utilising this equipment shall not be described. 

At the beginning of the 3D gait analysis assessment, several static 

calibrations of the duration of approximately 1-3 seconds were recorded with the 

participant standing still on the force plates, with their arms crossed on the chest or 

by the sides of the body. These were utilised during processing to define the body 

segments and the relative positions of the body segments and tracking markers. 

To homogenize the data collection, the participant was barefooted during all 

trials; footwear may have different characteristics between patients, and it has been 

demonstrated that shoes may affect the loading of the lower limb joints (Shakoor and 

Block 2006). All participants walked at self-selected walking speed over the walkway 

equipped with force plates. The presence of “tiles” (force plates) on the walkway 

could be seen and the participant was encouraged to look forward rather than on the 

floor to avoid aiming at the tiles. Participants were not made aware of the presence 

of the force plates on the floor. A clean force plate hit was achieved when the heel 

strike and toe-off for the foot in question were comprised within the limits of one 

single force plate and when the opposite foot did touch said force plate. The starting 

point was adjusted each time to make it easier for the person to unintentionally 

achieve a clean force plate hit and make data collection more efficient and shorter 

for the participant. Lines of different colours and at different distances from the force 

plates were located at each end of the walkway for this purpose. 
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The locomotor system is highly complex, and movements are a result of the 

combination of motion in multiple joints with several degrees of freedom (Donà et al. 

2009). Therefore, variability between trials was expected as a result of adaptations to 

external and internal factors. To account for this, several walking trials were 

recorded. At least 6 gait cycles (or clean force plate hits) were recorded for both left 

and right foot, this was deemed to be a reliable number for gait analysis, given 

previous findings (Diss 2001; Maynard et al. 2003). At the end of each recording, the 

participant waited a few seconds before the next trial started. 

When the participant showed evident walking difficulties, a chair was placed 

at each end of the walkway to allow resting between recordings, and the participant 

was invited to walk both in the usual laboratory’s walking direction (Figure 11, blue 

arrow) and in the opposite direction from which they came (Figure 11, green arrow), 

to reduce the overall distance covered during the assessment and avoid 

exacerbating joint pain and fatigue. 

 

Figure 11 MSKBRF lab’s walkway. Usual walking direction (blue arrow), additional walking 

direction for subjects with walking difficulties (green arrow). 

Between tasks that required a change of the laboratory setting, the participant 

was invited to take a seat while the researcher and assistant(s) prepared the 

equipment. Sit-to-stand and stair negotiation were assessed during the data 
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collection. However, these data were not presented in the current thesis and the 

methods shall not be described. 

 

3.4 SOURCES OF ERROR IN 3D MOTION ANALYSIS 

Excluding errors in calibrating the laboratory, the main sources of error in 

motion analysis derive from to the misplacement of anatomical markers; this is due 

to the presence of tissue over the anatomical landmark, to the fact that landmarks 

are not always clear, sharp prominences but may have a larger area, to the 

operator’s inexperience or technique utilised to identify the anatomical landmarks 

(Della Croce et al. 2005). To limit this, the researchers collecting data were trained 

on locating the correct anatomical landmarks and proceeded to data collection only 

once signed off by the most experienced researchers. The assumption with 3D 

motion analysis is that the movement of the bones corresponds to that of the 

markers placed on the participant’s skin. However, considering that the skin 

stretches and moves during joint rotations, that muscles contract and relax producing 

a tissue displacement and that together with fat tissue they are subject to inertia, the 

result is that markers will move independently from the bone, producing soft tissue 

artifacts (STA) that are inevitable and have been a known source of error in motion 

analysis (Cappozzo et al. 1996b). Research has been carried out to estimate the 

STA utilising invasive methods such as retroreflective markers fixated to the bones, 

showing that the largest errors are at the thigh (Leardini et al. 2005). Less invasive 

methods to accurately measure the dynamic motion of a joint in vivo are magnetic 

resonance imaging, or fluoroscopy, which employs X-rays, but both are time-

intensive and limited to examining one joint at a time (Wang et al. 2023). 

A solution to limit STA in motion analysis is placing markers on bony 

landmarks to identify the coordinate system for that segment, and then track the 

movements of that segment via the markers on the marker clusters that are placed 

on the lateral aspects of the thighs and legs, where the STA is more modest. Errors 

may originate from this approach, where the assumption is that the relative distance 

between the markers on the bony landmarks and the marker clusters is fixed. This 

may not be the case and lead to errors in joint kinematics and kinetics. To limit this, 

marker clusters were strapped securely on the participant’s limb and in some cases, 

double-sided hypoallergenic tape was utilised in addition to the elastic strap. Earlier 
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research showed that 3D gait analysis has good reliability in the sagittal plane 

kinematics, good, but inferior reliability in the frontal plane, conversely, the 

transverse plane has moderate reliability (McGinley et al. 2009). Errors in the sagittal 

plane are less than 4°, and in the frontal plane are usually around 2°, which is 

considered to be acceptable (McGinley et al. 2009). 

 

3.5 PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES 

3.5.1 Knee Osteoarthritis and Injury Outcome Score (KOOS) 

The KOOS (Appendix A) is a subjective outcome measure including 42 

questions that are widely used in the clinic and research (Appendix A), with a recent 

systematic review finding that it is the second most reported outcome in randomised 

controlled trials (Vajapey et al. 2020). The KOOS takes approximately ten minutes to 

be completed, and it evaluates five domains, including Pain (nine questions), 

Symptoms (seven questions), Activities of Daily Living (ADL) (seventeen questions), 

Sports and Recreational activities (five questions) and knee-related quality of life 

(QoL) (four questions) (Roos et al. 1998). Each answer has a five-point Likert scale, 

ranging from 0 to 4. Each KOOS subscale raw score is then converted, and ranges 

from 0, meaning extreme knee issues, to 100, no knee issues. The KOOS is a 

reliable questionnaire, as demonstrated by the study of Collins et al. (2011) including 

subjects with knee OA which found an interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for pain 

ranging between 0.80-0.97, Symptoms from 0.74 to 0.94, ADL between 0.84-0.94, 

sports and recreational activities from 0.65 to 0.92, QoL between 0.60-0.91. The 

KOOS was responsive to change in patients who underwent TKR surgery, with the 

QoL sub-score being more responsive than the ADL and Pain sub-scores (Collins 

and Roos 2012). The responsiveness of the KOOS was found to remain consistent 

at different time points post-TKR (three, six-, and twelve months post-surgery) 

(Collins et al. 2016). The minimal detectable change in people with knee OA was 

15.5 points for Symptoms, 13.4 for Pain, 15.4 for ADL, 21.1 points for QoL, and 19.6 

for Sports and Recreational Activities (Collins et al. 2011). 

 

3.5.2 Oxford Knee Score (OKS) 

The OKS (Appendix B) is a valid and responsive questionnaire developed to 

assess the outcomes of TKR surgery (Dawson et al. 1998) and is routinely utilised in 
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the NHS in the UK to evaluate the patient’s perception regarding total knee 

arthroplasty (NHS Digital 2017). It is a questionnaire including 12 items, five of which 

evaluate the patient-perceived function, and the remaining ones assess pain in the 

past four weeks (Appendix B). Each question has a five-item Likert scale, from 0, 

severe pain and difficulties, to 4, no issues. The overall score is the sum of the 

scores from each question, ranging from 0 to 48 (most severe symptoms). The 

questionnaire does not seem to suffer from floor or ceiling effects pre- or post-TKR 

(Harris et al. 2017). The OKS is responsive (Ko et al. 2013), reliable in measuring 

patient-perceived pain and function (Xie et al. 2011), the overall scale (ICC 0.93), 

function (ICC 0.92) and pain (ICC 0.91) have good test-retest reliability in individuals 

with knee OA (Harris et al. 2013). A recent study on 694 487 patients who received a 

primary hip or knee replacement, or revision found that the minimal important 

change after primary TKR was 10.5 points (Sabah et al. 2022). 

 

3.6 DATA PROCESSING 

3.6.1 Labelling trials 

QTM (Qualisys, Sweden) was utilised to identify and label marker trajectories 

for all static calibrations and trials. Initially, an “Automated Identification of Markers” 

(AIM) model had been developed by Biggs (2016) using dynamic trials, and 

perfected by the author during the processing of data that were collected from the 

start of the PhD project, or that had not been processed yet. Additionally, a new AIM 

model was developed by the author to include an additional body segment to 

process the data described in Chapter 6. More precisely, each walking trial was 

manually labelled and then utilised to create and train an AIM model, which allowed 

to identify and label markers’ trajectories automatically, thus, reducing the 

processing time. The latest labels’ names used to identify the markers’ trajectories in 

QTM are displayed in Figure 12.  

Gaps in marker trajectories could occur when a marker was occluded for a 

certain amount of time or when a trajectory had not been correctly identified by the 

AIM model. Each marker trajectory graph was visually inspected to identify labelling 

errors and gaps. All the trial files where the markers trajectories had gaps not related 

to an incorrect application of the AIM model, were processed with the feature 

“polynomial gap-filling”. The polynomial gap-filling option uses a procedure 
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(interpolation) that estimates the missing trajectories by connecting the x, y, and z 

trajectories before and after the gap. This implies that there must have been data on 

both sides of the gap. If a trajectory gap was larger than 10% of the sampling rate, 

the trajectory was left unfilled (i.e., if the camera’s sampling rate was 200 frames per 

second, the maximum width of a gap that could be filled was 20 frames). This was to 

limit the fabrication of data. Subsequently, each trial was visually inspected to verify 

that all markers had been properly identified and that the gaps had been filled 

correctly. When the trajectory with large gaps was that of a tracking marker, a note 

was made to avoid using this marker in the next stage of the data processing. Each 

of the correctly labelled files was exported in a .c3d format to process data in Visual 

3D (V3D) (C-Motion Inc., Maryland, USA).
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R5MT 

Figure 12 Markers labels used in QTM for body markers and Pointer markers. R: right; L; left; ASIS: anterior superior iliac spine. 
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3.6.2 Calculation of biomechanics data in gait trials 

V3D (version 6, C-Motion Inc., Maryland, USA) was used to filter the raw 

marker and force plate data, build a biomechanical model of the participant, and 

calculate the spatiotemporal parameters, the GRF and joint biomechanics. All the 

previous steps were approached in a standardised manner, via a bespoke pipeline 

that was initially developed by Whatling (2009), refined by Watling (2013), then Biggs 

(2016), and lastly, by the author. Specifically, the model template and pipeline 

adopted for the data utilised in Chapters 4 and 5 corresponded to those utilised and 

described by Biggs (2016), with the addition of the foot progression angle calculation 

(added by the author to the existing pipeline). The author added the trunk segment 

and the calculation of joint angles for this (described in section 6.2.3) to the pre-

existing model template and pipeline, to allow for processing of the data described in 

chapter 6. 

 

Biomechanical model 

Each segment was modelled as a rigid body and followed the International 

Society of Biomechanics (ISB) recommendations for the lower limb and the trunk 

(Wu et al. 2002). All the segments’ coordinate systems were oriented so that the x-

axis was mediolateral and pointing to the right, the y-axis was anterior-posterior 

pointing forward, and the z-axis was axial pointing upwards. The origin of each 

coordinate system was proximal to the segment. The biomechanical model had six 

degrees of freedom, allowing for three joint rotations and three joint translations and, 

therefore, the movement of the joint centre of rotation. Anatomical markers and 

virtual landmarks were utilised to determine each segment coordinate system 

orientation, while tracking markers (those on the marker clusters), and tracking-and-

anatomical markers (those on the pelvis and trunk), were utilised to track the 

movement of the segments.  

Modelling the Pelvis. In our research group (Watling 2014; Biggs 2016), two 

pelvis segments were used for biomechanical calculations, a Visual 3D Pelvis (used 

for kinematic calculations only), and the CODA pelvis (used for kinetic calculations 

only). The Visual 3D Pelvis segment was defined using PSIS markers, and virtual 

markers on the iliac crests. The main feature of the Visual 3D Pelvis segment was 

that its tilt in the sagittal plane was zero. However, the pelvis tilt relative to an 
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imaginary line parallel to the floor, most commonly defined as anteversion or 

retroversion angle (i.e., anteriorly or posteriorly tilted, respectively) is regularly 

accounted for in clinical assessments. Not considering the naturally occurring pelvis 

anteversion, would have resulted in calculating smaller hip joint flexion angles. 

Therefore, in the current thesis, the pelvis segment was developed using the PSIS 

and ASIS markers to create the CODA pelvis, commonly utilised in gait 

assessments. This segment identifies a pelvis that has sagittal tilt and hip joint 

angles were calculated relative to this. The origin of the coordinate system was the 

midpoint between the ASISs, the anterior-posterior axis x lie between the ASIS and 

the mid-point of the PSIS. A mediolateral axis pointed in the direction of the right 

ASIS, perpendicularly to the x-mediolateral plane, was the z-axis, and the cross 

product of the x and z axes gave the y-axis. This segment was used for both kinetic 

and kinematic calculations.  

Modelling the thigh. The origin was the hip joint centre, and the distal 

reference points were the medial and lateral knee markers. Determining the hip joint 

centre location is challenging due to its anatomical position deep into the pelvis 

which cannot be palpated, and it has to be created artificially to build the thigh 

segment. Several equations based on MRI studies have been proposed to determine 

the hip joint centre utilising the pelvic markers as a reference  (Bell et al. 1990; Davis 

et al. 1991; Harrington et al. 2007). The hip joint centre was created using Harrington 

1 regression equations (Harrington et al. 2007), in line with previous work of Biggs 

(2016). Equations 1-2-3 calculate the right hip joint centre. Pelvis depth in Eq. 2 was 

the distance between the ASIS mid-point and the PSIS midpoint. 

 

 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠) = 0.33 ∗ 𝐴𝑆𝐼𝑆 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 0.0073 Eq. 1 

 𝑦 (𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑜 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠) = −0.24 ∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑣𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ − 0.0099 Eq. 2 

 𝑧 (𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠) = −0.30 ∗ 𝐴𝑆𝐼𝑆 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 0.0109 Eq. 3 

 

To calculate the left hip joint centre the result for the x-axis had to be 

multiplied by -1. Looking at these equations, the importance of locating the ASIS 

correctly (both in the pelvis’ coronal and sagittal plane) is evident, given that the hip 

joint centres position strictly depends on these measures. The only difference from 

the ISB recommendations (Wu et al. 2002) was that the thigh coordinate system’s z-
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axis was the line connecting the midpoint between the epicondylar gaps (rather than 

the epicondyles) and the hip joint centre. The thigh marker cluster was then used to 

track the movements of this segment during dynamic trials. 

The choice of placing the knee markers on the epicondylar gaps rather than 

the epicondyles follows the work previously done at Cardiff University (Biggs 2016). 

Patients with end-stage knee OA often have a high BMI, coupled with the swelling of 

the knee joint due to inflammation; these factors make it extremely challenging to 

palpate the epicondyles, and positioning the markers at this level could result in 

marker placement errors, also due to the “wobble” of the soft, swollen tissues around 

the epicondyles. The role of the knee markers is to determine the orientation of the 

femur and the tibia in the three planes. For instance, placing the markers too 

anteriorly on the knee could result in constructing a model with a flexed knee. If one 

of the knee markers is placed too anteriorly, and the other too posteriorly, this could 

result in an erroneous internal or external rotation of the hip and could affect the 

calculations of knee adduction and abduction angles. In fact, there could be what 

was defined as “crosstalk” between anatomical planes, where the observed knee 

adduction/abduction could be a result of knee flexion. 

Modelling the shank (leg). The only difference from the ISB recommendations 

(Wu et al. 2002) was that the z-axis was the line connecting the midpoint between 

the malleoli and the epicondylar gaps (rather than the epicondyles). The origin of this 

segment was the mid-distance between the left and right epicondylar gaps. The 

orientation of the shank’s coordinate system was determined by the knee and ankle 

markers, the shank marker cluster was then used to track the movements of this 

segment during dynamic trials. 

Modelling the foot. Although the foot is made of numerous bones and could 

be modelled as multiple segments, it was modelled as a single segment given that 

studying the movement between the foot sections was not of interest within this 

thesis. The origin of the foot coordinate system was the midpoint between the 

malleoli, with the anterior-posterior axis running from the coordinate system origin to 

the midpoint between the first and fifth metatarsal heads. The coordinate system for 

this segment followed the ISB recommendations (Wu et al. 2002), which causes the 

foot to be in plantarflexion. However, this does not represent the genuine position of 

the foot, which normally lays flat on the floor, unless there are issues at the ankle 
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joint or spasticity of the gastrocnemius. The video assessment of the patients 

participating in the current project revealed that all of them stood with their feet flat 

on the floor. Therefore, to rectify the foot plantarflexion, a virtual foot (used only for 

kinematic calculations) was created to be parallel to the floor, flowing Biggs’ (2016) 

previous work, where the malleoli, first and fifth metatarsal head markers were 

projected onto the floor and used as a reference to define the origin of the coordinate 

system and the anterior-posterior axis orientation, respectively.  

Virtual laboratory. A virtual laboratory coordinate system was created to follow 

the orientation of the participant’s pelvis’ coordinate system, meaning that the Y-axis 

was always pointing forward, in the walking direction. This allowed to easily calculate 

joint biomechanics when the participant walked in both directions within the 

laboratory. 

 

V3D Pipeline and calculation of biomechanical variables 

A static calibration was loaded, and the biomechanical model described 

above was applied to the participant, scaled to the specific height and weight to allow 

for kinetic calculations. Additionally, with this step, the relative position of the 

markers on the clusters and the segment coordinate system was determined, 

assumed to be fixed and was later applied to each walking trial. The walking trials 

files were associated with the model built in the previous stages. 

Both analogue data from the force plates and the markers’ trajectories were 

filtered with a Butterworth bidirectional, fourth-order, low-pass filter at a cut-off 

frequency of 6 Hz, which was the procedure previously followed at Cardiff University 

(Watling 2013; Biggs 2016) and habitually utilised in gait analysis (Kaufman et al. 

2016a; Langley et al. 2019). Walking trials were visually inspected for quality check 

purposes and errors were investigated and rectified. A 20 N force plate threshold 

(vertical GRF) was utilised to determine heel strike and toe-off, a technique 

previously followed at Cardiff University (Watling 2013; Biggs 2016), and common in 

previous studies (Yoshida et al. 2012). When the foot hit the floor outside the force 

plates at the end of the walkway, an automatic gait event detection algorithm was 

utilised to determine the last heel strike [based on the foot segment kinematics 

patterns observed during previous force plate contacts earlier in the trial (Stanhope 

et al. 1990)], and the data within the first force-plate-determined heel strike and the 
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automatic detection of the second heel strike were only used for kinematic 

calculations. Unclean force plate hits were discarded from further analysis. 

Pelvis, hip, knee, and ankle joint angles were calculated in all three 

anatomical planes for each frame recorded, and then time normalised to 0-100% of 

the gait cycle (i.e., 101 time points). Pelvis angles were calculated relative to the 

virtual laboratory coordinate system. The Cardan-Euler sequence for the pelvis 

segment was Z-Y-X (rotation, obliquity, tilt), following the technical note of (Baker 

2001), to avoid imprecisions in calculating pelvis obliquity. 

For all the other segments, joint angles were calculated with the proximal 

segment as a reference and therefore the distant segment moved relative to the 

proximal, where the first rotation was about the mediolateral axis of the proximal 

segment, the second rotation was about a floating axis perpendicular to the 

mediolateral axis of the proximal segment and the proximal-distal axis of the distal 

segment, the last rotation was about the proximal-distal axis of the distal segment 

(Wu and Cavanagh 1995; Wu et al. 2002); therefore, the Cardan-Euler sequence 

was X-Y-Z (flexion-extension, adduction-abduction, rotation). The foot progression 

angle was calculated as the angle between the longitudinal axis of the foot in the 

transverse plane, and the anterior-posterior axis of the virtual laboratory’s coordinate 

system. Flexion, pelvis anteversion, ankle dorsiflexion, adduction, and internal 

rotation angles were positive (+). 

The three components of the GRF were calculated relative to the force plate’s 

coordinate system, expressed in Newtons in the raw data, then scaled by dividing 

the signals by the subject’s mass times 9.81 m/s2 (i.e., expressed in times Body 

Weight) to allow for data comparison across subjects, and normalised to 0-100% of 

stance. 

The GRF produces external moments around the hip, knee and ankle joints, 

which are counteracted by the rotational forces generated by the soft tissues (i.e., 

internal moments). External moments were calculated with inverse dynamics for all 

three anatomical planes for the stance phase of the gait cycle and normalised to % 

Bodyweight * Height. More precisely, joint moments were dependent on the GRF 

magnitude, the moment arm between the GRF vector and the centre of rotation of 

the joint, and the segment inertial properties. Segment mass and its inertial 

properties were automatically calculated by V3D and were determined using 
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Dempster (1955) and Hanavan (1964) work as references, respectively. There is no 

obvious convention on the best coordinate system to utilise to calculate joint 

moments, with some authors computing them as proximal moments, distal moments, 

joint coordinate system, plane of progression (Robertson et al. 2013). Joint moments 

in this thesis were calculated relative to the distal segment of the joint in question 

(i.e., distal joint moments). Joint powers for the hip, knee and ankle were calculated 

with inverse dynamics as a product of the joint moment by the distal segment 

angular velocity, normalised by body weight (W/kg) and % of the gait cycle for each 

of the anatomical planes. Gait speed was calculated as the stride distance divided by 

the stride time of the leg of interest and averaged across trials.  

 

3.7 DATA REDUCTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF GAIT FUNCTION 

Motion analysis produces a considerably large amount of data that can be 

difficult to interpret. Furthermore, considering that for each variable 101 data points 

are available, the complexities of analysing such data with conventional statistical 

methods comparing differences between or within groups become apparent. One of 

the strategies extensively adopted in biomechanics is extracting discrete data at the 

maximum or minimum peaks of the waveform, or in the case of knee adduction 

moments, the area under the curve (i.e., impulse) also called parametrisation. While 

this method allows to easily interpret the data, the limitation is that potentially 

important information is disregarded, and it does not allow to account for patterns in 

the overall waveform. Furthermore, it is not always possible to identify obvious peaks 

(as in the knee adduction moment in the presence of severe knee OA), or peak 

values may occur at different points of the gait cycle between groups of subjects, 

making it difficult to interpret the findings. Principal component analysis (PCA) allows 

to consider the whole waveform of a set of data and to reduce the amount of 

information to key features that can be interpreted. The use of PCA in gait analysis 

has become increasingly common, mainly driven by the work of Deluzio and 

colleagues on individuals with knee OA (Deluzio et al. 1997; Deluzio et al. 1999; 

Deluzio and Astephen 2007). 

PCA has been utilised within our research group in combination with the Cardiff 

classifier, based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence and described in more 

detail in section 3.7.3. The Cardiff classifier has been employed at Cardiff University 
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to investigate biomechanical differences between individuals with medial knee OA 

and NPs (Bowd 2022), severe knee OA and NPs, and to evaluate the change in gait 

biomechanics post-TKR (Watling 2013; Metcalfe 2014; Biggs 2016; Biggs et al. 

2019a; Biggs et al. 2019b; Whatling et al. 2022), post-HTO (Whatling et al. 2020), 

post-hip replacement (Biggs et al. 2021). The Cardiff classifier utilised within this 

thesis is based on the research conducted by Dr Biggs (Biggs 2016), who expanded 

upon the work of Jones (2004) to develop the classifier in its current form. 

 

3.7.1 Principal component analysis 

PCA is a statistical procedure utilised for dimensionality reduction and data 

analysis. It is an orthogonal transformation of the original data into a new set of 

variables, called principal components, that are independent from one another and 

that describe features of variance of a waveform, based on the variation within the 

data. Followingly, the explanation of PCA is based on the example of 3D gait data 

analysis. The gait waveform for a variable expressed from 0 to 100% of the gait 

cycle has 101 data points. PCA transforms each of the data points into a new set of 

uncorrelated variables across all participants, resulting in 101 principal components 

(PCs). Each PC describes different patterns of the original waveform, for instance, 

phase shifts, differences in waveform magnitude, etc. Some of the advantages of 

using PCA with gait data are the fact that only a small number of PCs is needed to 

describe the original data with sufficient detail, each of the PCs has associated 

scores that can be utilised for statistical analysis (i.e., differences in features pre- to 

post-surgery), the principal components are a new set of independent variables 

(Robertson et al. 2013). 

PCA was carried out with eigen decomposition of the correlation matrix, with a 

code initially developed in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US) by 

Jones (2004), and that was later refined by Biggs (2016). Followingly, the description 

of the procedure to perform PCA within the code. The original time series data is 

organised within a n x p matrix X where each row represents a participant (n), and 

each column (p, a total of 101 columns) is the value of the variable of interest (e.g., 

knee flexion-extension during the gait cycle) at each time point. PCA is performed 

separately on each gait variable. 
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1) Data standardisation: the original data mean is removed from each data point, 

and the result is divided by the original data standard deviation (allowing to 

obtain a z-score), which scales each of the original values, so they have zero 

mean and a standard deviation of 1 (Chau 2001). Portions of the original 

waveform with large variation would have had a greater effect in determining 

the PC direction, had the values not been scaled 

2) Correlation matrix: to understand the variation in the data between subjects 

and over time, a covariance matrix of the columns of X is calculated. Given 

that the data had been standardised, the covariance matrix C = XTX/(n-1) 

corresponds to the correlation matrix (Chau 2001). The elements off the 

diagonal of the new correlation matrix C represent the correlation coefficient 

between all possible pairs of the standardised values 

3) Eigen decomposition: the eigen decomposition of matrix C = PDPT returns a 

101 x 101 matrix of eigenvectors (P; each of the columns is an eigenvector, a 

unit vector) (i.e., the PCs) and likewise, a 101 x 101 matrix of eigenvalues 

(diagonal matrix D) (i.e., the percentage of variance explained by each PC). 

Matrix P transforms the original data points into a new coordinate system, 

where the axes of the coordinate system are the PCs (Chau 2001). PC1 

explains the largest amount of variance (i.e., the axis along which the data is 

more “spread out”, or the axis with the minimal perpendicular distance from 

each point), PC2 represents the second highest amount of variance in the 

data, but orthogonally to PC1, etc. 

4) Retention of PCs: PCA is performed to reduce data dimensionality, and 

therefore, only a few PCs are retained to describe the original data. There are 

various approaches to aid in determining the number of PCs that should be 

retained for further analysis. For instance, Kaiser’s rule (PCs with eigenvalues 

> 1 are retained) (Kaiser 1960) tends to retain a large number of PCs that 

may not be informative. Another approach is retaining the number of PCs 

whose amount of variance explained is larger than 95% of the variance of the 

original data (Robertson et al. 2013). The approach adopted in the current 

thesis follows the work of Biggs (2016), where the first three PCs for each gait 

variable were retained for further analysis within the Cardiff classifier, as it 
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was demonstrated that a sufficient and large amount of variance of the 

original data was explained by implementing this approach 

5) PC scores: these represent the standardised data projected onto the retained 

PCs axes. The matrix X containing the original data had n x p dimensions (n = 

number of participants; p = number of features). The retained PCs (or 

eigenvectors) (k) were within a PC matrix of k x p dimensions, and the PC 

scores were calculated as S = X * PC (* = matrix multiplication), where the 

new matrix S had n x k dimensions, each row n (i.e., participant) contained 

the PC scores across the PCs retained. This means that each participant had 

a PC score for each of the gait features (i.e., PCs) retained. The PC score of 

a gait feature represented how far the shape of the waveform of a subject was 

from the mean of the entire dataset for that particular feature. The advantage 

of obtaining PC scores is that they can be utilised for statistical testing 

(Robertson et al. 2013) 

6) Calculation of factor loadings: factor loadings (or loading vectors) represent 

the correlation between the PCs and the original data, also representing the 

variance depicted by the PC in question at each time point of the gait cycle or 

stance. Multiplying the eigenvectors by the square root of eigenvalues 

returned the factor loadings. 

7) PC reconstruction: this was performed to aid the interpretation of the 

biomechanical meaning of the retained PCs. The obtained data (i.e., PC 

scores), now in a new axis system, had to be reverted into the original axis 

system, this was done by multiplying the PC score by the associated 

eigenvector. The resultant vector was then multiplied by the standard 

deviation of the original data (i.e., the standard deviation of the data at each 

point of the gait or stance cycle), to which the mean of the original data was 

added (i.e., the mean of the data at each point of the gait or stance cycle). Of 

note, if the PC scores of all 101 PCs were utilised to carry out PC 

reconstruction, the original waveform for that variable would be obtained 

 

3.7.2 Interpretation of principal components 

Interpretation of the biomechanical meaning of each PC retained was 

achieved following two methods, a visual interpretation of the representative 
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extremes and of the single-component reconstruction. The interpretation of a PC 

allows an understanding of the features that were depicted from the raw waveform, 

and it aids the explanation of the differences in PC scores between patients with 

severe knee OA and NP. This task was achieved by analysing the graphs produced 

by the custom-written MATLAB code (MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US) 

performing the PCA (Figure 13), previously developed in our research group. The 

combination of the two abovementioned methods was recommended by Brandon et 

al. (2013), who found that utilising solely representative extremes to interpret the 

biomechanical meaning of a PC may lead to a biased reading as the raw data may 

represent information including the variance from another PC. The interpretation of 

representative extremes involves comparing the raw waveforms of the participants 

with a low (5th percentile) and high (95th percentile) PC score in question (relative to 

the mean waveform for that feature) (Figure 13a) and retaining for interpretation only 

the section where the squared loading vector waveform had the greatest magnitude 

(Figure 13b) (McKean et al. 2007). 

The squared loading vector is a waveform representing the proportion of 

variance depicted by the PC in question at each time point of the gait cycle or 

stance. A “magnitude” feature was identified when the squared loading vector 

waveform had high values throughout the whole gait cycle and a visible distance 

could be seen on the raw waveforms graph’s ordinate (raw waveforms in Figure 

13a). A “difference” feature was found when the squared loading vector had a high 

magnitude(s) in correspondence with the raw waveforms’ peak(s). Finally, a “phase 

shift” feature was identified when, in correspondence with a peak on the raw 

waveforms, the squared loading vector was zero, preceded and followed by a high 

magnitude. Single-component reconstruction was obtained by multiplying the PC 

scores of the 5th (low) and 95th percentile (high) subjects in Figure 13a by their 

eigenvector which can be seen in Figure 13c. These were the same two participants 

that were chosen as representative extremes (Figure 13a), as described above. The 

interpretation was based on a visual assessment of the low and high PC 

reconstruction. 
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a 

b 

Body 

weight 

(BW) 

Figure 13 a) Example of the vertical ground reaction force raw waveforms for 

all the patients and non-pathological volunteers (grey waveforms) where the 

participants with low principal component score (5th percentile; red, dashed 

line) and high principal component score (95th percentile; blue, solid line) were 

highlighted. PC1 represents 60% of the variance of the original data. b) The 

waveform displays the squared factor loadings, which is the ratio of variance 

represented by the PC in question at each stage of the gait cycle (1 on the 

ordinates = 100% of the variance). c) Single component reconstruction of the 

participant with a low principal component score (red, dashed line) and high 

principal component score (blue, solid line) seen in a. 
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3.7.3 The Cardiff classifier 

The Cardiff classifier is based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, 

also called the belief theory, which allows to mathematically combine information that 

has a degree of uncertainty (i.e., conflicting and agreeing evidence) for decision-

making (Dempster 1968; Shafer 1976). It is called belief theory because it is centred 

on the concept of belief functions, the belief or uncertainty about the truth of a 

proposition. In the case of the cohorts examined in this thesis, the belief is centred 

around having osteoarthritic or non-pathological biomechanics. The main idea of the 

theory is to combine evidence from multiple sources to arrive at a decision, and to 

combine and update the belief when new evidence is added. 

In the case of utilising 3D gait input data, the classifier assigns three Belief 

values to each individual entered in the classification, a Belief of NP (BNP, the level 

of belief that the subject has an non-pathological gait), a Belief of OA (BOA, the level 

of belief that the subject has an osteoarthritic gait), and an Uncertainty level (the 

level of belief that the subject has neither a non-pathological or an osteoarthritic 

Figure 14 Cardiff classifier simplex plot, example of classification of a patient with severe 

knee OA (the other patients and NPs were removed, for ease of understanding). The black, 

dashed line represents the boundary between BOA and BNP. The black solid line 

represents BOA or BNP = 0.5. The orange arrows represent the shortest distances between 

the plotted point and the opposite side of the triangle and are a visual representation of how 

the position of the patient is determined on the simplex plot, based on the patient’s Belief 

values. 
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gait), based on the evidence from their gait biomechanics (i.e., PC scores for each 

PC chosen in the analysis). Each of the Belief values ranges from 0 (e.g., null BOA) 

to 1 (e.g., maximum BOA), and their sum is always 1. Once the three Belief values 

are calculated, the position of the subject in a simplex plot (an equilateral triangle 

where each side is of unit length) is determined and can aid in understanding their 

gait function (Figure 14). 

 

The Cardiff classifier algorithm was developed in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., 

Natick, Massachusetts, US) by Jones (2004), and was later refined by Whatling 

(2009), and Biggs (2016). Following PCA described in the previous section, three 

PCs were retained for each variable of interest. For instance, if the researcher was 

interested in assessing ten gait variables, there would be thirty PC scores for each 

subject. The PC scores were utilised within the classifier for further analysis. In the 

Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, US) containing the first three PC 

scores for variable and each participant, the groups were identified in classes, 0 for 

NPs, 1 for patients pre-TKR and 2 for subjects post-TKR. The classifier technique 

can be summarised in three main steps: 

1) Each input feature (i.e., PC score) was transformed into a confidence factor 

using a sigmoid function (Figure 15.1), called Confidence Function (Eq. 4), 

which can range from 0 to 1. This is the level of confidence that the PC score 

for a certain gait variable supports the hypothesis that the individual has, for 

instance, an OA gait (e.g., cf(x) = 1 if there is certainty in OA) 

 
𝑐𝑓(𝑥) =  

1

1 + 𝑒−𝑘(𝑥−𝜃)
 

Eq. 4 

 

Where k defines the steepness of the sigmoid function (Eq. 5), x is the value 

of the feature (i.e., the PC score of a PC), θ is the value at which cf (x) = 0.5 

(i.e., the value of x where the evidence supporting their gait being non-

pathological is equal to that supporting their gait being osteoarthritic) (Jones 

2004), which is calculated with Eq. 7.  

  

Eq. 5 
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Where l is a constant (Eq. 6), ρ is the Pearson correlation coefficient between 

the variable x and the classes y (i.e., NP = 0 and OA = 1), σx is the standard 

deviation of x for both groups. 

  

Eq. 6 

 

Where n is the number of participants, m is the number of input features used 

within the classifier, ρi the Pearson correlation coefficient between all the input 

features and the class labels (see Eq. 5). 

 

Where μ represents the mean of the group and σ the standard deviation of the 

feature (v) for the group. With this equation (Eq. 7), the heterogeneity of 

variance between groups is accounted for (Biggs 2016). 

 

2) The Body of Evidence (BOE) was created by converting each confidence 

factor in m(OA), m(NP) and m(θ) functions (Figure 15.2); Eq. 8, Eq. 9 and Eq. 

10 show how the m(OA), m(NP) and m(θ) were calculated, respectively 

(Safranek et al. 1990). These were dependent on the control variables A and 

B, where A denotes the dependence of the m(OA) on the confidence factor, B 

represents the maximal support which can be assigned to either m(OA) or 

m(NP). 

 

 
𝑚(𝑂𝐴) = 

𝐵

1 − 𝐴
𝑐𝑓(𝑥) −  

𝐴𝐵

1 − 𝐴
 

Eq. 8 

 
𝑚(𝑁𝑃) = 

−𝐵

1 − 𝐴
𝑐𝑓(𝑥) + 𝐵 

Eq. 9 

 

𝑚(𝜃) =  1 − 𝑚(𝑂𝐴) − 𝑚(𝑁𝑃) 

Eq. 10 

 

 

 

 

Eq. 7 
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A and B were defined as: 

  Eq. 11 

 

  Eq. 12 

The upper and lower boundaries of uncertainty θU and θL, were defined in the 

work of (Jones 2004) and chosen after investigating the best combination of 

values to obtain an accurate classification of gait function between severe 

knee OA and NPs. The values were θU = 1 and θL = 0.8, and were the same 

for each input feature, as in Jones (2004), meaning that every supporting 

evidence could contribute a maximum of 0.2 for generating the Belief value 

3) Dempster’s rule of combination was utilised to combine the BOE for each 

feature; the combined BOE (CBOE) for all the features is the probability that a 

subject belongs to the OA, NP class or Uncertainty. In the following 

expressions, two BOE, mi and mj were combined to calculate the BOA (Eq. 

13), the BNP (Eq. 14) and Uncertainty (Eq. 15) 

 

 
𝑚𝑖⨁𝑚𝑗(𝑂𝐴) = 

𝑚𝑖(𝑂𝐴)𝑚𝑗(𝑂𝐴)+ 𝑚𝑗(𝑂𝐴)𝑚𝑖(𝜃)+  𝑚𝑖(𝑂𝐴)𝑚𝑗(𝜃)

1 − 𝐶
 

Eq. 13 

 

 
𝑚𝑖⨁𝑚𝑗(𝑁𝑃) = 

𝑚𝑖(𝑁𝑃)𝑚𝑗(𝑁𝑃)+ 𝑚𝑗(𝑁𝑃)𝑚𝑖(𝜃) + 𝑚𝑖(𝑁𝑃)𝑚𝑗(𝜃)

1 − 𝐶
 

Eq. 14 

 

 
𝑚𝑖⨁𝑚𝑗(𝜃) =  

𝑚𝑖(𝜃)𝑚𝑗(𝜃)

1 − 𝐶
 

Eq. 15 

 𝐶 = 𝑚𝑖(𝑂𝐴)𝑚𝑗(𝑁𝑃)+ 𝑚𝑗(𝑂𝐴)𝑚𝑖(𝑁𝑃) Eq. 16 

Where C is the normalisation factor for conflicting probability. The order in 

which the BOE are combined do not affect the final Belief value, since 

Dempster’s rule is associative and commutative (Gerig et al. 2000). 

 

Following the CBOE, if a subject’s BOA > BNP, the participant was classed as 

having osteoarthritic function (Figure 15.3), if BNP > BOA, the participant was 

classed as having non-pathological function (Safranek et al. 1990). 
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Figure 15 The three steps of the Cardiff classifier, example for an input variable. 1) 

Conversion of input variable into a confidence factor; 2) conversion of the confidence factor 

into a Body of Evidence; 3) conversion of the Body of Evidence in its simplex plot 

coordinates, with an example participant with severe knee OA (red cross). The simplex plot 

has four regions, region 1 is the dominant NP classification region where BNP ≥ 0.5, region 

2 is the dominant OA classification region where BOA ≥ 0.5, region 3 is the non-dominant 

NP region where 0.5 > BNP > BOA, region 4 is the non-dominant OA region where 0.5 > 

BOA > BNP. The black, dashed line represents the boundary between BOA and BNP 

classification. 

 

Model validation and method for ranking of the input features 

Within the Cardiff classifier MATLAB algorithm, model validation was 

performed to assess the error (or misclassification) rate, and, therefore, the 

robustness of the classification method. The process of calculating the classification 

error would be biased if the estimation of the error was based on the same cases 

utilised to determine the classification parameters (Henery 1994). A solution to this is 

to utilise two independent data sets, the first to the train the classifier, the second to 

test it (Henery 1994). This process will be described followingly, and for ease of 

understanding, an example including n = 20 subjects (10 NPs and 10 patients pre-

TKR), and 30 gait features (i.e., PCs) for each subject will be used. 

To perform model validation (and, therefore, to evaluate the classifier 

classification accuracy), a leave-one-out cross-validation approach was utilised (i.e., 

out-of-sample classification), where the classifier was tested on different subjects 
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(i.e., out-of-sample cases) to the ones utilised to define the control parameters (i.e., 

in-sample cases). More precisely, in the training phase, the classifier was trained 

utilising (n - 1) subjects (in the example, 19 subjects) and all 30 input features. The 

control parameters (k, θ, A, B) were defined for each of the 30 input features, based 

on the in-sample 19 subjects. In the testing phase, the control parameters were 

utilised to calculate a BOE for the one out-of-sample subject for each input feature, 

in other words, the classifier was tested on the subject that had been left out. For the 

out-of-sample subject in question, BOEs of each input feature were then combined 

with Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, to calculate a BOA, BNP and Uncertainty 

level, which allowed to position the subject in the Cardiff classifier simplex plot 

(Figure 16). This process was repeated n times (i.e., 20 times, or loops, in the 

example), namely, until all 20 subjects had been left out. 

At the end of this process, a simplex plot was produced showing the out-of-

sample classification, therefore, the out-of-sample classifier classification accuracy 

could be determined. As mentioned earlier, the participants classes were defined a 

priori, where NPs were assigned a class of 0 and patients with severe knee OA a 

class of 1 (i.e., supervised classifier). A classification error (or misclassification) was 

determined when, for instance, a subject with severe knee OA had a BNP > BOA 

(i.e., the classification did not match the class label, and the subject was located on 

the incorrect side of the classifier simplex plot). The classifier classification accuracy 

was calculated as 100 minus the classification error (or as the proportion of all 

subjects who were correctly classified using the combination of all input variables out 

of the total NPs and patients). 

During each loop of the leave-one-out cross-validation, the classifier ranked 

the input features which most accurately discriminated between subjects with severe 

knee OA and NPs (Figure 16). The feature accuracy of each input feature was 

calculated during the training phase from the in-sample subjects (in the example, 19 

subjects) at each loop. For an input feature, the BOE for each in-sample subject was 

defined [i.e., m(OA), m(NP) and m(θ)]. The feature accuracy of an input feature 

corresponded to the proportion of the subjects whose class corresponded to the 

correct BOE, out of the 19 in-sample cases within that loop [e.g., patients with 

severe knee OA were expected to have a m(OA) > m(NP)],  
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At each loop, input features were ranked based on their feature accuracy, 

from the one with the highest accuracy, to the one with the lowest. It is worth noting 

that the ranking of features may have differed across loops of the leave-one-out 

cross-validation method. In this thesis, the eighteen features which had the highest 

feature accuracy in discriminating between patients with severe knee OA and NPs 

were utilised in the testing phase of the classifier (and, therefore, for testing the one 

subject left out during the leave-one-out cross-validation), unless otherwise 

specified. Previous research found that retaining 15 to 18 features allowed for an 

accurate classification (Biggs 2016; Bowd 2022).  

It was also demonstrated that the classifier had the ability to discriminate 

between patients and NPs with a 90% accuracy even with as little as five subjects 

within each group (Biggs 2016). 
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Figure 16 Graphical representation of the training and testing phases of the classifier for a 

loop of the leave-one-out cross-validation. n: number; BOE: Body of Evidence; OA: 

osteoarthritis; NP: non-pathological; BOA: Belief of OA. 
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Classification of objective physical function based on the full dataset 

 Once model validation had been performed, a final classification of the 

subjects was carried out, based on the full dataset, as explained below. Therefore, 

the classifier was trained utilising n subjects (in the example, 20 subjects) and all 30 

input features. This means that the control parameters for the Confidence Function 

(k, θ, A, B) were calculated for each of the 30 input features, based on the 20 

subjects; the eighteen highest-ranking variables discriminating patients pre-TKR 

from NPs were determined based on the whole sample (according to the feature 

accuracy, as described above). 

Followingly, the classifier was tested on the 20 subjects (n subjects), meaning 

that the control parameters defined in the training phase were utilised to calculate, 

for each of the n subjects, the BOE for each of the retained eighteen highest-ranking 

input features defined from the training dataset. For each subject, the BOEs of each 

of the input features were then combined with Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, 

to return a BOA, BNP and Uncertainty level, which were the classifier outputs utilised 

to perform all statistical testing. The control parameters for the Confidence Function, 

alongside the eighteen highest-ranking variables discriminating patients pre-TKR 

from NPs determined in the training of the classifier, were used to classify the 

participants post-TKR. 
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Chapter 4: Comparative assessment of gait biomechanics via the 

Cardiff classifier, GDI and GDI-kinetics 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

3D gait analysis generates large volumes of data describing joint 

biomechanics in all three planes of movement that are very complex to interpret. 

Therefore, several research groups, including ours, developed summative measures 

of gait function, the GDI – GDI-kinetic and the Cardiff classifier, where the index, or 

the BOA value, respectively, are representative of the objective function or the gait 

quality of people pre- and post-TKR. 

For any outcome measure utilised in longitudinal studies, such as those 

looking at functional recovery pre to post-TKR, it is important to be able to depict 

changes and therefore, to be responsive. The internal responsiveness of a measure 

is its ability to quantify change, and while there is no gold standard to measure 

responsiveness (Husted et al. 2000) it is usually measured via the effect size (ES) of 

a change score pre- to post-intervention (Portney and Watkins 2014). Only two 

studies reported a statistically significant difference in the patients’ BOA values pre- 

to post-surgery using the Cardiff classifier (Biggs et al. 2021; Biggs et al. 2019). Of 

these studies, only one (Biggs et al. 2019a) reported the responsiveness of the BOA 

pre- to 9+ months post-TKR (large ES), in a relatively small group of patients (n = 

22). Given the limited research in this area, it is highly relevant to explore the Cardiff 

classifier’s internal responsiveness to change in various and larger cohorts of 

patients undergoing TKR, and to compare it to the responsiveness of other similar 

measures of objective function. 

The Cardiff classifier’s abilities to measure function have previously been 

compared to patients’ self-reported function (measured via PROMs). An earlier study 

on twenty-two patients found a moderate to strong correlation between the BOA and 

two subjective measures of gait function (Knee Outcome Survey – KOS, and OKS) 

pre-TKR and at one-year follow-up, a strong correlation in the BOA and KOS change 

scores, and between the BOA and OKS values change (Biggs et al. 2019a). These 

findings showed that a poorer patient’s perceived function was associated with more 

compromised gait biomechanics and that an improvement in gait function was 

related to their perception of functional improvement (Biggs et al. 2019a). 
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Although PROMs may be considered the gold standard in measuring patients’ 

perceived function, they are subjective in nature and, as previously shown in Chapter 

2 (Literature Review) most reports found a discrepancy between objective and 

subjective measures of function (Stratford et al. 2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Stevens-

Lapsley et al. 2011b). There are no studies, to date, comparing the Cardiff 

classifier’s outputs to other methods to quantify objective gait function in people with 

knee OA and post-TKR. This information would help in understanding how the 

classifier performs compared to measures that evaluate a similar construct. Within 

the research community, there is no gold standard “tool” summarising gait variables 

and returning a value indicating the gait “quality” of a subject compared to that of a 

non-pathological group. GDI and GDI-kinetic have been increasingly utilised to 

objectively quantify the gait quality and its change pre to post-TKR in several 

previous reports as discussed in the Chapter 2 (Literature Review) (Naili et al. 

2017a; Naili et al. 2017b; Kobsar et al. 2019; Naili et al. 2019a). Therefore, it was 

deemed appropriate to compare the Cardiff Classifier outcomes to that of the GDI 

and GDI-kinetic, because all three measures can objectively quantify gait function 

against normative data. It is unknown if the objective gait function pre-surgery and 

the outcome after TKR may be different when measured via the Cardiff Classifier, 

GDI and GDI-kinetic. Choosing the best tool to evaluate the objective gait function is 

fundamental for the advancement of the research and to understand what level of 

improvement patients have post-TKR.   

The work contained in this chapter develops from a collaboration with Dr 

Josefine Eriksson Naili based at Karolinska University Hospital and Karolinska 

Institutet (Stockholm, Sweden), where the GDI and GDI-kinetic have been used to 

evaluate the gait “quality” in patients pre- and one-year post-TKR. Dr Naili and 

Professor Anders Holsgaard-Larsen have previously collaborated with Professor 

Cathy Holt, the main supervisor of this thesis, and Dr Paul Biggs, whose thesis work 

formed the basis for the investigations within the current thesis. Their work utilised 

the Cardiff Classifier to assess gait function in patients undergoing total hip 

replacement (Biggs et al. 2021). The author of the current thesis was interested in 

continuing the previous collaboration that Dr Biggs established between our research 

groups with the intention to expand the research on the measuring properties of the 

Cardiff classifier. Moreover, Dr Naili and Professor Holsgaard-Larsen had an interest 
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in exploring the potential of the Cardiff classifier, compared to the GDI. Further 

collaborations were discussed between the two research groups, leading to the 

development of aims 3 and 4 (described below). Dr Naili contributed their NPs and 

patients' pre- and post-TKR biomechanical data to the author who performed the 

statistical analysis, data interpretation and writing of the findings. The preliminary 

findings for Aim 3 were presented in the form of a poster at the Osteoarthritis 

Research World Congress in 2022 (De Vecchis et al. 2022). The remaining aims for 

the current chapter were developed by the author and the outputs were reviewed by 

Dr Naili. 

It must be noted that the participants from the Karolinska cohort were involved 

in two previous studies (Naili et al. 2017c; Naili et al. 2017b). One of the studies 

(Naili et al. 2017c) looked at discrete knee kinetics and kinematics in the sagittal and 

frontal planes and compared the differences in these variables between patients with 

a good or poor outcome as defined by a patient-reported questionnaire (KOOS). The 

second study (Naili et al. 2017b) investigated the GDI and GDI-kinetic change pre to 

one-year post-TKR on the operated and contralateral lower limb; it was found that 

post-TKR there was a moderate improvement in GDI and GDI-kinetic scores (ES = 

0.4 and 0.5, respectively). The reference groups utilised in the above-mentioned 

studies (Naili et al. 2017c; Naili et al. 2017b) were different from the ones adopted in 

the present investigation. The patients from the Cardiff and Karolinska cohorts had 

similar baseline characteristics and it was deemed appropriate to investigate the 

responsiveness to change of the Cardiff Classifier in both cohorts of patients to 

enhance the strength of the findings. Regarding the Karolinska cohort, the novelty of 

the current work lies in comparing the GDI and GDI-kinetic internal responsiveness 

and outputs to the ones obtained via the Cardiff classifier, in investigating gait 

changes in this cohort through the classifier, and in comparing the findings from the 

classifier to the Cardiff cohort. 

 

Aim 1: Investigate the internal responsiveness of the classifier and compare it to the 

responsiveness of the GDI and GDI-kinetic in the Cardiff and Karolinska patient 

groups. 

Hypothesis 1.1: the classifier’s BOA has a large responsiveness to change in two 

groups of patients pre- to post-TKR. 
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Hypothesis 1.2: the classifier’s BOA is a more responsive measure of gait change 

pre to post-TKR compared to the GDI and GDI-kinetic in both patient groups, given 

previous results (Naili et al. 2017b; Biggs et al. 2019a). 

 

Aim 2: Explore the relationship between the BOA and the GDI and the BOA and 

GDI-kinetic in two groups of patients pre- and post-TKR. 

Considering that the gait variables used in the classifier were almost comparable to 

those utilised to calculate the GDI and GDI-kinetic for the two cohorts, the following 

hypotheses were formulated: 

Hypothesis 2.1: there is a significant, negative, moderate correlation between the 

BOA and GDI pre-TKR in both patient groups. 

Hypothesis 2.2: there is a significant, negative, moderate relationship between the 

BOA and GDI-kinetic pre-surgery in both patient groups. 

Hypothesis 2.3: there is a significant, negative, weak correlation between the BOA 

and GDI post-TKR in both patient groups (due to the findings from Naili et al. (2017b) 

indicating a return to normal kinematics as measured by the GDI). 

Hypothesis 2.4: there is a significant, negative, moderate relationship between the 

BOA and GDI-kinetic post-surgery in both patient groups. 

 

Aim 3: Explore the association between BOA change-GDI change, and BOA 

change-GDI-kinetic change pre- to post-surgery in two groups of patients pre- to 

post-TKR. 

Hypothesis 3.1: there is a significant, moderate correlation between the BOA change 

and GDI change pre- to one-year post-surgery in both patient groups. 

Hypothesis 3.2: there is a significant, moderate relationship between the BOA 

change and GDI-kinetic change pre to one-year post-TKR in both patient groups. 

 

To aid the interpretation of the findings from the above aims, aims 4 and 5 

were developed. Moreover, it is not clear whether the highest-ranking features 

discriminating patients from NPs found in previous reports (Biggs 2016; Biggs et al. 

2019b) were unique to the Cardiff cohort, or if they could be considered recurring 

and key features aiding in discriminating patients pre-TKR from NPs. Only two other 

studies utilised the Cardiff classifier in patient groups other than the Cardiff cohort 
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(Worsley 2011; Metcalfe 2014), Worsley (2011) analysed a mixed group of patients 

undergoing TKR and UKR, while Metcalfe (2014) failed to report an interpretation of 

the biomechanical meaning of the gait features utilised in their classifier. For these 

reasons, it is not clear how the findings of Worsley (2011) and Metcalfe (2014) may 

relate to those of Biggs (2016) and Biggs et al. (2019b). The availability of two 

comparable datasets of patients offered the opportunity to explore the answer to the 

following question: are there similarities in the eighteen highest-ranking features 

discriminating patients from NPs in two separate patient groups? 

This information would advance the understanding of which are the recurring, 

and therefore, key gait features discriminating patients with severe knee OA from 

NPs.  

 

Aim 4: Exploring the gait features discriminating OA from NPs within Cardiff and 

Karolinska cohorts and determining if there were similarities in the gait features best-

discriminating patients pre-TKR from NPs within the Cardiff and Karolinska cohorts.  

 

Aim 5: Exploring the gait biomechanics changes post-TKR in the two patient groups, 

which of the eighteen highest-ranking gait features improved and which were 

comparable to NPs. 

Taking into account the findings from previous relevant literature (Biggs et al. 

2019b): 

Hypothesis 4: several gait features improve pre- to post-TKR but patients do not 

show a gait pattern equivalent to that of NPs at one-year follow-up in either group. 
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4.2 METHODS 

4.2.1 Participants 

In this retrospective analysis of prospective, longitudinal studies, participants’ 

data were gathered from two different datasets described below. All participants 

gave written informed consent before data collection. 

 

Karolinska cohort 

Stockholm’s Regional Ethical Review Board granted ethical approval for the 

research. The dataset for these participants was utilised for previous studies (Naili et 

al. 2017c; Naili et al. 2017b; Naili et al. 2019a). Twenty-nine patients matching the 

inclusion criteria of suffering from severe primary knee OA and awaiting to receive a 

TKR were recruited between 2010 and 2013 at Karolinska University Hospital and 

Ortho Center Löwenströmska Hospital (Stockholm, Sweden). Patients’ exclusion 

criteria were a BMI > 40, neurological disorders, rheumatoid arthritis, previous major 

surgeries in the lower limbs (such as joint replacements), inability to walk several 

times unaided for 10 meters, conditions compromising gait (e.g., neurological), and 

inability to understand written and oral Swedish. Patients were evaluated pre- and 

one-year post-TKR. Data were analysed on patients who had all biomechanical data 

needed for this study available, therefore, the final number of patients included was 

twenty-seven (joint moments and power data could not be calculated for two 

patients) and only the affected lower limb was analysed. These participants were 

part of a cohort of twenty-eight patients whose GDI and GDI-kinetic data pre- and 

twelve months post-TKR have been reported (as mentioned in section 4.1) (Naili et 

al. 2017b). 

Moreover, data were collected on a convenience sample of twenty-five NPs 

between 2013 and 2015 in the Stockholm area. They were matched to the patients 

on sex and age strata. NPs were excluded if they had pain in the lower limbs, 

neurological and/or musculoskeletal conditions. For this Thesis, the relevant data 

was shared between Dr Josefine Eriksson Naili and the author and comprised 

pseudonymised data contained in Microsoft Excel sheets (Microsoft Corporation, 

Redmond, WA, US) including anthropometric, demographic information, 

questionnaires scores and the extracted time series of joint kinetics, kinematics and 

GRF relevant for this study. Biomechanical data was extracted for both lower limbs, 
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for a total of fifty cases. Data sharing was permitted by an amendment to the original 

ethical approval.  

 

Cardiff cohort 

Details on ethical approval, participants’ recruitment, inclusion and exclusion 

criteria were outlined in chapter 3 (sections 3.1 and 3.3). Participants included in this 

study were recruited between November 2009 and November 2021. As opposed to 

the Karolinska cohort, nine Cardiff patients (fifteen knees, 34.1% of the total) had 

already had previous major surgeries in the lower limb and a preliminary analysis 

showed that their BOA change (median -0.11 ± 0.35 interquartile range - IQR), the 

main outcome assessed for the responsiveness to change analysis, was statistically 

no different (p = 0.379, non-parametric test) from those who had not had previous 

major surgeries in the group (median -0.20 ± 0.20 IQR), justifying their inclusion in 

the current study. Thirty-eight patients were excluded from the study at various 

stages for the reasons specified in Figure 17. Therefore, data were analysed for 

thirty-nine patients who had gait data available for both the pre- and one-year post-

TKR follow-up and who had good quality 3D gait analysis data. Five patients had a 

bilateral TKR (three at different times, two during the same surgery) and therefore, 

data were extracted for both lower limbs in these cases. One participant had a TKR 

in both knees but was analysed for one knee only as had not attended the 12-month 

appointment for the second knee. Consequently, forty-four lower limbs were 

considered both for the pre- and post-TKR analysis. The choice of implant design 

was at the surgeon’s discretion and dependent on the participant’s clinical 

presentation. 

Additionally, a convenience sample of thirty-four NPs (not age, nor gender-

matched) was recruited between February 2007 and December 2021. NP data were 

extracted for both lower limbs, except for four participants who did not have data for 

the contralateral limb due to technical issues, for a total of sixty-four lower limbs. 

Part of the data included in this work was collected during the PhD research 

of Dr Gemma M. Whatling (Whatling 2009), Dr Daniel Watling (Watling 2013) and Dr 

Paul R. Biggs (Biggs 2016) (Table 2). The data included in this thesis is part of the 

same longitudinal data collected during, between or after the abovementioned 

research. From the research of Dr Whatling, nine NPs were included; additionally, 
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from the work of Dr Watling, nine patients pre-TKR, seven participants one-year 

post-surgery and nineteen NPs satisfied the current inclusion criteria and were 

included in the present work. From the work for the thesis of Dr Biggs, the gait 

biomechanics of six patients pre-TKR and eight participants post-TKR were included 

in the current research. Furthermore, data on twenty-one participants pre-TKR and 

ten patients post-TKR were collected between the conclusion of Dr Biggs’ PhD and 

the start of the current research and were included in the present investigation. Also, 

data on three participants pre-TKR, fourteen patients post-TKR and six NPs were 

collected by the author and included in this study. The author quality-checked all 

data already processed for previous projects and re-processed some data to correct 

minor technical issues. 

 

 

Figure 17 Flowchart of the Cardiff patients included and excluded from the study. 
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Table 2 Number of participants included in the current PhD research from earlier projects 

and data collected by the present author 

Research data 
source 

Whatling 
(2009) 

Watling (2013) Biggs (2016) Current PhD research 

Non-pathological 
volunteers, n 

9 
23 newly 
collected 

9 from Whatling 
(2009) + 22 from 

Watling (2013) = 31 

9 from Whatling (2009) + 
19 from Watling (2013) + 
6 collected by the current 

author = 34 

Patients pre-TKR, 
n 

- 
25 newly 
collected 

25 from Watling 
(2013) + 15 newly 

collected = 40 

9 from Watling (2013) + 
6 from Biggs (2016) + 21 

from post-Biggs PhD 
(2016) + 3 collected by 
the current author = 39 

Patients 9+ 
months post-
TKR, n 

- 
12 newly 
collected 

10 from Watling 
(2013) + 12 newly 

collected = 22 

7 from Watling (2013) + 
8 from Biggs + 10 from 

post-Biggs PhD (2016) + 
14 collected by the 
current author = 39 

n: number; TKR: total knee replacement 

 

 

4.2.2 Data collection and processing 

In both cohorts, all participants walked at their selected speed, barefoot, over 

a 10 m walkway. Moreover, NPs were evaluated in one session. In both cohorts, 

technical issues were encountered for some participants’ walking trials; therefore, 

the gait data were averaged from a minimum of three gait cycles, which is a common 

approach previously utilised by several researchers (McGibbon and Krebs 2002; 

Mündermann et al. 2005; Biggs et al. 2019b). Biomechanical data were normalised 

to 101 points, for kinematic data and joint powers expressed as a percentage of the 

gait cycle and for kinetic and GRF as a percentage of stride (0-100%). Joint 

moments were expressed as external moments. 
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Karolinska cohort 

Three-dimensional (3D) gait analysis data were collected at the Motion 

Analysis Laboratory at Karolinska University Hospital (Solna, Sweden), equipped 

with eight cameras with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, 

Oxford, UK) and two force plates (Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland) embedded in the 

walkway. The marker set included 35 retro-reflective markers applied to the subjects 

following the Plug-In-Gait full-body model (Davis et al. 1991). Patients were 

assessed one-month pre-surgery and one-year after TKR. 

Data were processed in Vicon Nexus 1.8.5 (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, 

Oxford, UK) and a Woltring filter with a mean squared error of 15 was utilised on 

markers trajectories. Joint angles were calculated with a YXZ sequence (where Y 

was the flexion-extension axis) (Cardan-Euler angles), with the proximal segment 

being fixed and the distal segment moving. Joint kinetics were calculated relative to 

the distal reaction frame and normalised to the subject’s body mass. Forces were 

exported in a c3d file as % body weight, external moments in N.mm/kg and powers 

in W/kg. Moment data were originally expressed in Nmm/kg in the Karolinska cohort, 

the author wrote and run a custom-written code in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, 

Massachusetts, US) to transform the data in Nm/kg for ease of data interpretation. 

The GRF for the Karolinska cohort was expressed in % body weight and it was 

transformed in N/kg, using a custom-written code developed by the author, for 

comparative purposes with the Cardiff cohort. 

 

Cardiff cohort 

3D gait analysis took place at the School of Engineering, Cardiff University 

(Wales, UK). A lower limb modified CAST marker set was employed (therefore, not 

including the upper quadrant of the body), with the methods described in section 3.3. 

The author quality-checked all data that had been already processed for previous 

projects and re-processed some data (n = 7 NPs; n = 12 pre-TKR; n = 11 post-TKR) 

to correct minor technical issues. Additionally, data on thirteen participants pre-TKR, 

thirteen patients post-TKR and six NPs were fully processed by the author. 
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4.2.3 Patient-reported outcomes 

Patients in both cohorts completed the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis 

Outcome Score (KOOS) which has been previously described in section 3.5.1. In 

brief, the KOOS is a subjective outcome measure evaluating five knee OA 

outcomes, including pain, symptoms, activities of daily living (ADL), sports and 

recreational activities, and knee-related quality of life (QoL) (Roos et al. 1998). Each 

KOOS subscale normalised score ranges from 0, meaning extreme knee issues, to 

100, no knee issues. 

 

4.2.4 Summative measures of gait function 

The outcome measures for this study were the patients’ Cardiff Classifier 

classification, GDI and GDI-kinetic scores, described in more detail below. Each 

group of patients were compared against their respective reference group (i.e., 

Cardiff patients VS. Cardiff NPs; Karolinska patients VS. Karolinska NPs). The 

choice of comparing patients to the references collected in the same setting was 

made because previous studies showed that protocol and marker placement 

differences may generate slightly diverse results. Kaufman et al. (2016) found that 

when data were collected on ten healthy participants at three laboratories with 

diverse motion capture systems and marker placements, there was inter-site 

variability, mainly involving sagittal hip and knee joint moments. A report comparing 

the joint kinematics of a single healthy subject collected across twelve sites with 

different motion capture systems and protocols and found that marker placement 

differences accounted for more than 75% of gait kinematics variability (Gorton et al. 

2009). The authors recommended being cautious when merging data from different 

laboratories that do not have a common standardised protocol and marker 

placement, especially in the presence of people with pathological gait and lower limb 

structural alterations (Gorton et al. 2009). 

Following the findings and recommendations from previous research, the 

analysis of the two cohorts was kept separate for this study. This choice followed 

much consideration and was made because the different data collection methods 

utilised could have produced imprecision in the results and affected the interpretation 

of the data.  
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For each of the cohorts, both lower limbs of the NPs, where data was 

available, were utilised to create the reference group, an approach utilised in several 

previous studies (Schwartz and Rozumalski 2008; Rozumalski and Schwartz 2011; 

Turcot et al. 2013). Only the affected limb was considered in the patients’ group.  

 

GDI and GDI-kinetic 

The GDI and GDI-kinetic are summative measures of gait function that 

compare a subject’s gait kinematics or kinetics, respectively, to that of a reference 

group with a non-pathological gait and calculate how much the gait deviates from the 

controls. An index ≥ 100 implies normal gait, while 10 points below 100 signify one 

standard deviation away from the norm and identify the presence of a gait 

impairment (Schwartz and Rozumalski 2008; Rozumalski and Schwartz 2011). The 

GDI is based on joint kinematic data, while the GDI-kinetic, as the name suggests, is 

on joint kinetic data. Both measures were developed to evaluate the gait of children 

with cerebral palsy and therefore, the gait variables selected to develop these 

methods, are the most relevant for this population. GDI and GDI-kinetic have the 

advantage of utilising a gait waveform rather than discrete variables such as peaks 

and troughs, or joint range of movement (ROM). For each variable time series, data 

is sampled every 2% so only 51 time points of the original curve are retained (from 0 

to 100% gait cycle in 2% increments). The GDI utilises nine gait waveforms, 

including the pelvis and hip sagittal, frontal and transverse angles, knee and ankle 

sagittal angles and the foot progression angle (the orientation of the foot in the 

transverse plane, relative to the lab) (Table 4). 

For each participant in the control group, the nine gait variables are arranged 

consecutively in one column, in other words, a gait vector = 459 x 1 gait vectors 

(nine gait variables * 51 timepoints = 459 rows) as shown in Eq. 17. 

 

 

Gait vector = 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑣𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 1 − 51
𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑣𝑖𝑐 𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 52 − 102
𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑣𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 103 − 153
ℎ𝑖𝑝 𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒𝑥𝑡 154 − 204
ℎ𝑖𝑝 𝑎𝑑𝑑 − 𝑎𝑏𝑑 205 − 255
ℎ𝑖𝑝 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 256− 306

𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒𝑥𝑡 307 − 357
𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖 − 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛 358 − 408
𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔. 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 409 − 459 ]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Eq. 17 
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The gait vector of each NPs is then combined in matrix A with m rows and n 

columns (where m = 459, from the gait vector, and n is the number of healthy 

volunteers, Eq. 18). 

 

 𝐴 = [(𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑡 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝑃1)(𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑡 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝑃2)… ] Eq. 18 

 

The GDI was developed so that all control’s gait characteristics (no matter 

how many controls) could be summarised in a certain number of “feature 

components”, to which a single patient’s gait can be compared. 

The authors (Schwartz and Rozumalski 2008; Rozumalski and Schwartz 2011) 

determined the best values to calculate the feature components of each control 

subject, as explained below. To do this, they performed singular value 

decomposition on the gait data from 6702 strides, from each side of healthy 

children's gait. The data were initially arranged as in Eq. 17 and Eq. 18. 

 

Singular value decomposition is a method that reduces data dimensionality by 

determining which data is most informative and which is redundant and can be 

disregarded. Singular value decomposition was performed as in Eq. 19. 

 

 𝐴 = 𝑈Σ𝑉𝑇 Eq. 19 

Where: 

U is a square m x m matrix of vectors f (orthonormal: where each vector is a unit 

vector and is orthogonal to each other); these are called singular vectors (the left 

singular vectors are in each column), also defined gait features by (Schwartz and 

Rozumalski 2008): a 459 x 459 matrix 

Σ is a diagonal m x n matrix containing singular values λ 

VT is a square n x n matrix, containing the right singular vectors on each row 

 

The feature components (c) were calculated with Eq. 20 

 

 c = gait vector ∙ f Eq. 20 
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The authors found that to maintain enough information from the original data, 

the first 15 feature components (and therefore the first 15 singular vectors f) were 

sufficient (representing 98% of the variation in the original data). The authors 

provided the singular vector values in an addendum available online, organised in a 

459 x 15 matrix as in Eq. 21. 

 

Features = [
𝑓1

1 ⋯ 𝑓1
15

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑓459

1 ⋯ 𝑓459
15

] Eq. 21 

 

Therefore, given a group of n controls, being each NP gait vector organised 

as in Eq. 18, fifteen feature components can be calculated with Eq. 20 for each NP. 

The mean value of each of the fifteen NP’s feature components is calculated.  

 

𝑁𝑃 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑐1

𝑁𝑃

𝑐2
𝑁𝑃

𝑐3
𝑁𝑃

⋮
𝑐15

𝑁𝑃]
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq. 22 

 

To calculate the GDI for a pathological subject, called OA in this example, the 

gait data is organised as in Eq. 17. Following the same procedure for the NP group, 

fifteen feature components are calculated from the pathological subject’s gait vector 

with Eq. 20. 

 

𝑂𝐴 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑐1

𝑂𝐴

𝑐2
𝑂𝐴

𝑐3
𝑂𝐴

⋮
𝑐15

𝑂𝐴]
 
 
 
 
 

 

Eq. 23 

 

 

The differences between the pathological subject’s and the correspondent 

mean NP feature components are calculated with Eq. 24, returning fifteen values. 

 

Feature components ∆ =  

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑐1

𝑂𝐴

𝑐2
𝑂𝐴

𝑐3
𝑂𝐴

⋮
𝑐15

𝑂𝐴]
 
 
 
 
 

−

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑐1

𝑁𝑃

𝑐2
𝑁𝑃

𝑐3
𝑁𝑃

⋮
𝑐15

𝑁𝑃]
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq. 24 

The OA GDI raw score for a pathological subject is the scaled distance of the 

subject’s 15 feature components from the average reference group’s 15 feature 

components. This is achieved by calculating the natural log of the Euclidean distance 
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between the subject and controls’ feature components. To aid the interpretability of 

the OA GDI, the raw value can be converted. Firstly, the NP GDI raw score can be 

calculated for each NP using Eq. 24, where the mean NP feature components would 

be subtracted from the NP subject feature components. Then, the natural log of the 

Euclidean distance between the NP subject and the controls’ feature components 

can be calculated. A z-score is then calculated with Eq. 25. 

 

 
𝑧 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝑂𝐴 𝐺𝐷𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑤 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑁𝑃 𝐺𝐷𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑤)

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑁𝑃 𝐺𝐷𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑤)
 Eq. 25 

 

The GDI can then be derived with Eq. 26 

 GDI = 100 – 10 * z score Eq. 26 

 

The GDI kinetic follows similar principles to the GDI with two differences, the 

input variables included (Table 4), and the number of feature components retained, a 

total of 20, which represent 91% of the variation from the original kinetic data. 

Two MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US) codes were 

utilised to calculate the patients’ GDI and GDI-kinetic scores pre- and one-year post-

TKR in both cohorts based on the methods provided by (Schwartz and Rozumalski 

2008; Rozumalski and Schwartz 2011). The GDI code had been previously created 

in the Cardiff research group based on the details from the original GDI research 

articles and the electronic supplement provided by Schwartz and Rozumalski (2008) 

(a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet). The GDI-kinetic code was created by the current 

author by modifying the above-mentioned GDI code, to adapt it to the original 

research paper on the GDI-kinetic (Rozumalski and Schwartz 2011). 

Patients' and NPs’ relevant gait data were extracted in Excel files (Microsoft 

Corporation, Redmond, WA, US) and loaded into the GDI and GDI-kinetic codes. For 

each NP or patient, the original gait waveforms had been averaged across a 

minimum of three gait cycles to produce a single entry that was inputted in the GDI 

or GDI-kinetic MATLAB codes (MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US). Data 

from both lower limbs (averaged separately) were utilised for NPs, when possible, 

while only data from the affected side were used for the patients. The Cardiff NP 

group was utilised as a reference group to calculate the GDI and GDI-kinetic of the 
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Cardiff patients both pre- and post-TKR. All patients’ data (either pre or post-TKR) 

were entered together into the code but each patient’s gait was compared 

independently to the NP reference group to calculate the GDI (or GDI-kinetic, 

depending on the code utilised) as per (Schwartz and Rozumalski 2008; Rozumalski 

and Schwartz 2011) instructions. Finally, an Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft 

Corporation, Redmond, WA, US) was produced, containing a GDI (or GDI-kinetic) 

score for each patient. The same procedure was followed for the Karolinska cohort, 

where patients were compared to their respective NP group. 

The reference groups for this study were compared against the original 

dataset of healthy, typically developing children made available within the original 

GDI research (Schwartz and Rozumalski 2008) via the abovementioned electronic 

supplement. This approach was previously utilised by other researchers 

(Esbjörnsson et al. 2014; Jensen et al. 2015b; Rosenlund et al. 2016a) to validate 

the control group data. Cardiff’s and Karolinska’s control NP groups had a mean GDI 

of 95.3 ± 8.5, and 101.0 ± 9.8, respectively. These findings were in line with previous 

studies where the control group, compared to the original reference group of NP 

children, had a mean GDI of 94.4 ± 7.3 (mean NPs age 56.9 ± 7.1) (Rosenlund et al. 

2016a), 98.7 ± 8.4 (NPs aged 45 to 68 years) (Jensen et al. 2015b), 99.4 ± 8.3 

(mean NPs age 56 ± 15) (Esbjörnsson et al. 2014). 

 

Cardiff classifier 

For comparative purposes, the variables utilised for the calculation of the GDI 

and GDI-kinetic were used in the Cardiff Classifier, together with additional gait 

features that were deemed important for OA gait classification following previous 

work (Biggs 2016). In the systematic review from McGinley et al. (2009), it was found 

that across fifteen studies there was consistently low reliability of hip, knee and ankle 

gait data in the transverse plane (Intraclass Correlation Coefficient or Coefficient of 

Multiple Correlation below 0.7). Therefore, it was decided not to include transverse 

plane data in the Cardiff Classifier (excluding the variables in common with the GDI, 

as previously mentioned) to ensure a high level of accuracy in the data. For both 

cohorts, 23 gait variables were utilised to train the classifier, as shown in Table 4. 

Cardiff’s and Karolinska’s cohorts were analysed separately. The reader is 

redirected to section 3.7 for details on the Cardiff Classifier method. The out-of-
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sample classification simplex plots were produced and the out-of-sample 

classification accuracy was calculated as the proportion of out-of-sample subjects 

out of the total whose classification matched their class. The sensitivity (Eq. 27) and 

specificity (Eq. 28) of the classification based on the full dataset was reported for 

each cohort. 

 Sensitivity = 
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒+𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 Eq. 27 

 Specificity = 
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒+𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 Eq. 28 

 

Table 3 shows a summary of the Cardiff Classifier, GDI and GDI-kinetic key 

aspects. Table 4 shows the gait variables utilised within the Cardiff Classifier, GDI 

and GDI-kinetic. 

 
Table 3 Comparison between the Cardiff Classifier, GDI and GDI-kinetic 

 Cardiff Classifier GDI GDI-kinetic 

Data 
reduction 

Principal component 
analysis 

Singular value decomposition 

Feature 
selection 

First 3 principal 
components for each gait 

variable 

15 gait features (the first 
15 singular vectors and 

therefore feature 
components) of the whole 

gait vector 

20 gait features (the first 
20 singular vectors and 

therefore feature 
components) of the whole 

gait vector 

Patient’s 
classification 

Supervised training 
based on controls and 

patients’ 18 gait features 
with the highest accuracy 
in discriminating patients 

and controls and the 
Dempster-Shafer theory 

of evidence 

Natural log of the Euclidean distance between a 
single patient and controls’ feature components 

GDI: Gait Deviation Index 
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Table 4 Comparison of the gait variables included in the Cardiff Classifier, GDI and GDI-

kinetic  

Gait variables Cardiff Classifier GDI GDI-kinetic 

Pelvis and hip angles in all three planes    
Knee and ankle kinematics in the sagittal 
plane    

Knee and ankle kinematics in the frontal 
plane    

Foot progression angle    
Hip, knee, ankle sagittal and frontal planes 
distal moments    

Hip, knee, ankle sagittal distal joint powers    
Vertical, anterior-posterior, mediolateral 
ground reaction forces    

GDI: Gait Deviation Index 

 

4.2.5 Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics (version 27, 

IBM, Armonk, NY, US). Normality distribution was determined via the Shapiro Wilk’s 

test (p-value > 0.05: parametric distribution) and inspection of Q-Q plots. For all 

statistical tests, the significance level was α = 0.05, unless otherwise stated. To 

compare groups’ baseline characteristics and differences between patients and NPs, 

continuous variables were examined with an independent t-test or its non-parametric 

equivalent (Mann-Whitney U test) and categorical variables (i.e., sex) with Pearson’s 

Chi-Square test. 

 

Aim 1 – Classifier internal responsiveness and comparison with GDI and GDI-kinetic 

internal responsiveness 

The change score for each outcome measure was calculated by subtracting 

the score obtained at baseline from the one calculated at one-year follow-up. A 

negative BOA change and a positive BNP, GDI and GDI-kinetic change denoted gait 

improvement. A positive Uncertainty change denoted an increase in the classifier 

classification uncertainty level. 

To verify if the changes in the BOA, BNP, Uncertainty values, GDI and GDI-

kinetic scores pre to post-TKR were significant, a paired samples t-test or its non-

parametric equivalent, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was run. The internal 

responsiveness to change was measured via the ES of the change scores pre to 

one-year post-TKR. The ES was first introduced by (Cohen 1988) and has been 

widely utilised as a measure of responsiveness for outcome measures in longitudinal 
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studies looking at patient-reported outcomes (Giesinger et al. 2014; Peter et al. 

2019; Shim and Hamilton 2019), performance-based tests (Mizner et al. 2011), and 

temporospatial variables (Ornetti et al. 2010) following TKR. The ES is a measure of 

the magnitude of the difference observed and it was calculated using Eq. 29. 

 
𝐸𝑆 = 

𝜇1 − 𝜇2

𝜎2
 Eq. 29 

Where μ1 and μ2 are the group means (post-TKR and pre-surgery, respectively), 

and σ2 is the standard deviation of the baseline measurement. The ES was 

interpreted using the guidance from Cohen (1988), where an effect size of 0.20 is 

interpreted as small responsiveness, 0.50 as moderate and 0.80 large.  

 

Aims 2 and 3 – Relationship between the BOA vs. GDI, BOA vs. GDI-kinetic pre- 

and post-TKR, BOA change vs. GDI change, BOA change vs. GDI-kinetic change 

The relationship between the BOA-GDI score, and the BOA-GDI-kinetic score 

pre-TKR, post-surgery and scores change was verified via Pearson’s correlation test 

(for normally distributed data) or Spearman’s correlation test (for non-normally 

distributed data). Several correlations were conducted on the same dataset when 

comparing BOA to the GDI and GDI-kinetic; this can result in an increase in Type I 

error, which is erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e., finding differences 

between groups, or false positive). As previously mentioned, the probability of Type I 

error was set as α = 0.05 (or 5% probability), however, the chance of false positives 

increases with the number of comparisons made within a dataset, also called 

familywise error rate (Portney and Watkins 2014). Therefore, a Bonferroni correction 

was applied to the significance level to account for multiple comparisons (Sedgwick 

2014) (BOA-GDI and BOA-GDI-kinetic = 2 comparisons); considering α = 0.05 for 

each statistical test before the adjustment, the Bonferroni-adjusted α = 0.05/2 = 

0.025. 

The strength of the correlation, where significant, was interpreted as 

suggested by (Dancey and Reidy 2011), where r is the correlation coefficient (rs, 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient, ρ: Spearman’s correlation coefficient): 

• |r| < 0.3 meant a weak correlation 

• 0.4 < |r| < 0.6 was regarded as a moderate correlation 

• |r| > 0.7 was interpreted as a strong correlation 
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The choice of utilising solely the BOA value to represent the Classifier gait 

function classification of a patient and the BOA change to represent functional 

improvement has been common practice in our research group and was justified by 

preliminary tests on the current Cardiff and Karolinska cohorts. Figure 18a and b 

show that BOA and BNP values have a statistically significant, almost perfect 

correlation both pre (ρ = - 0.947, p < 0.001) and post-TKR (ρ = - 0.951, p < 0.001). 

Additionally, BOA change and BNP change pre to post-TKR have also been shown 

to be strongly correlated with one another (ρ = -0.809, p < 0.001), as demonstrated 

in Figure 18c. Therefore, it was concluded that reporting only on the BOA pre or 

post-TKR and the BOA change would have been sufficient to describe the gait 

function at one timepoint or the gait change over time. 
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a b 

c 

 

Aim 5 – Patients’ gait biomechanics changes post-TKR in the two groups 

To explore the PC scores differences pre to post-TKR a paired samples t-test 

or its non-parametric equivalent, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was run. To 

determine whether the gait features returned to a non-pathological level, PC scores 

differences between patients post-TKR and NPs were assessed via the independent 

t-test or its non-parametric equivalent (Mann-Whitney U test). A Bonferroni correction 

Figure 18 Correlation between the Belief of Osteoarthritis (BOA) and Belief of Non-

Pathological (BNP) in the Cardiff and Karolinska patients a) pre-TKR, b) post-TKR; c) 

Correlation between the change of Belief of Osteoarthritis and the change in Belief of Non-

Pathological for Cardiff and Karolinska patients. 
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was applied to the significance level to account for multiple comparisons (post-TKR – 

pre-TKR and post-TKR – NPs = 2 comparisons); considering α = 0.05 for each 

statistical test before the adjustment, the Bonferroni-adjusted α = 0.05/2 = 0.025.  
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4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 Participants’ characteristics 

Table 5 shows that pre-surgery, Cardiff patients were significantly heavier, 

had a significantly higher BMI and could be classed as obese, with a BMI > 30, while 

the Karolinska patients were overweight (25 < BMI < 29.9), according to the British 

National Health System (NHS 2019). Cardiff patients’ group had half the proportion 

of women compared to the Karolinska patients and the difference was significant. All 

Karolinska patients received a cruciate-retaining TKR and so did 68.2% of the Cardiff 

patients. Surgical notes were not available for 22.7% of the patients from Cardiff 

(notes were not retrievable for three patients, while six patients, seven knees, had 

signed a consent form related to a protocol which did not entail accessing the 

medical records for the purposes of the study) and the remaining 9.1% of 

participants received a cruciate-sacrificing TKR. In the Cardiff group, nine patients 

(20.5% of the total) had already had major surgeries in their lower limbs, six in the 

contralateral limb (three TKR, one UKR, one total hip replacement, one TKR and hip 

replacement), two patients had had a high tibial osteotomy in both knees, one patient 

had had a total hip replacement on the same side affected by knee OA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 Cardiff and Karolinska patients anthropometrics, demographics 

Patients’ characteristics 
Cardiff patients 

pre-TKR 
(n = 44) 

Karolinska 
patients pre-TKR 

(n = 27) 

Significance 
level 

Age (years), median (IQR) 69.0 (8.0) 64 (12) 0.108‡ 

Height (m), mean (SD) 1.70 (0.10) 1.69 (0.14) 0.882 

Weight (kg), median (IQR) 94.0 (30.2) 83.0 (16.0) 0.014‡* 

BMI (kg/m2), median (IQR) 31.4 (10.0) 28.4 (7.4) 0.005‡* 

Women, n (% within group) 14 (31.8) 18 (66.7) 0.004* 

Implant design    

Cruciate-retaining, n 
(%) 

30 (68.2) 27 (100)  

Cruciate-sacrificing, n 
(%) 

4 (9.1) 0  

Missing details, n (%) 10 (22.7) 0  

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; IQR: interquartile range; SD: standard deviation; m: 
meters; kg: kilograms; BMI: Body Mass Index; n: number; *: statistically significant at 
p < 0.05; ‡: non-parametric test. 
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Table 6 shows that Cardiff patients were significantly older, heavier and with a 

higher BMI than their reference NPs. Moreover, a significantly larger proportion of 

women was found in the NP group. 

 

Table 6 Cardiff cohort anthropometrics and demographics 

  
NPs 

(n = 34) 
Median (IQR) 

Patients pre-TKR 
(n = 44) 

Median (IQR) 
Significance level 

Age (years) 40 (35) 69 (8) < 0.001* 

Height (m) 1.69 (0.09) 1.69 (0.17) 0.596 

Weight (kg) 66.5 (15.8) 94.0 (30.2) < 0.001* 

BMI (kg/m2) 23.44 (5.89) 31.40 (9.95) < 0.001* 

Women, n (%) 22 (64.7) 14 (31.8) 0.006* 

Walking speed (m/s) 1.23 (0.12)˟ 0.82 (0.20)˟ < 0.001* 

NPs: Non-pathological volunteers; TKR: Total Knee Replacement; IQR: interquartile 
range; m: meters; kg: kilograms; BMI: Body Mass Index; n: number; ˟: mean (standard 
deviation). 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05 

 

Table 7 demonstrates that Karolinska patients and their reference NPs had a 

comparable age. Nevertheless, patients were significantly heavier and had a higher 

BMI compared to NPs. A similar proportion of women was found between groups. 

 

Table 7 Karolinska cohort anthropometrics and demographics 

  
NPs 

(n = 25) 
Mean (SD) 

Patients pre-TKR 
(n = 27) 

Mean (SD) 
Significance level 

Age (years) 65.6 (9.5) 64.4 (7.4) 0.591 

Height (m) 1.71 (0.08) 1.69 (0.08) 0.300 

Weight (kg) 72.8 (12.2) 72.8 (12.2) 0.002* 

BMI (kg/m2) 24.9 (2.9) 29.7 (4.8) < 0.001* 

Women, n (%) 16 (64.0) 18 (66.7) 0.840 

Walking speed (m/s) 1.30 (0.18) 1.09 (0.21) < 0.001* 

NPs: Non-pathological volunteers; TKR: Total Knee Replacement; IQR: interquartile 
range; m: meters; kg: kilograms; BMI: Body Mass Index; n: number. 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05 

 

By visually comparing the information between cohorts, Cardiff NPs were 

much younger than Karolinska’s, but NPs had a similar BMI and there was a similar 

proportion of women in the NPs from the two cohorts. 
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Compared to Cardiff NP’s gait speed, Cardiff patients walked significantly 

slower pre-TKR. Similarly, Karolinska’s patients pre-TKR were significantly slower 

than their reference NPs. 

The KOOS sub-scores pre-TKR for each subscale could be calculated only 

for 84.1% of Cardiff patients (n = 37) as the questionnaire was missing pre-surgery 

(n = 7). Additionally, the KOOS Sports and Recreation sub-score could not be 

extracted for one Cardiff patient pre-TKR who left too many blank answers in this 

domain for the score to be calculated. Table 8 shows that both groups of patients 

had comparable KOOS sub-scores pre-surgery.  

Cardiff patients were assessed, on a median, within one month from the 

surgery (median of 13 days, range 1 to 115 days) and their follow-up was 12.5 

months after the surgery, on a median (range: 10 to 30 months post-TKR). For the 

Karolinska patients, it was not possible to calculate the statistics due to missing data 

for each participant but, anecdotally, patients were evaluated within one month from 

the surgery and again twelve months after the operation. 

 

 

Table 8 Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Scores differences between the Cardiff 

and Karolinska cohorts pre- and post-TKR 

Patients’ 
KOOS scores 

Cardiff 
patients 
pre-TKR 
(n = 37) 

Karolinska 
patients 
pre-TKR 
(n = 27) 

Cardiff 
patients 

post-TKR 
(n = 39) 

Karolinska 
patients 

post-TKR 
(n = 27) 

Significance 
level (pre-

TKR) 

Significance 
level (post-

TKR) 

KOOS 
symptoms, 
median (IQR) 
 

46.4 
(25.0) 

32.0 
(29.0) 

85.7 
(25.0) 

78.6 
(32.2) 

0.063‡ 0.505‡ 

KOOS pain, 
mean (SD) 
 

44.8 
(20.7) 

43.8 
(15.6) 

84.0 
(15.5) 

77.1 
(20.6) 

0.839 0.121 

KOOS ADL, 
mean (SD) 
 

50.1 
(20.3) 

56.2 
(16.1) 

82.9 
(15.0) 

80.7 
(19.4) 

0.205 0.622 

KOOS sports 
and recreation, 
median (IQR) 
 

25.0 
(30.0) 

15.0 
(30.0) 

55.0 
(55.0) 

35.0 
(50.0) 

0.487‡ 0.040‡* 

KOOS QoL, 
median (IQR) 

25.0 
(34.4) 

31.0 
(12.0) 

68.8 
(37.5) 

62.5 
(43.8) 

0.652‡ 0.633‡ 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; IQR: interquartile range; SD: standard deviation; n: number; KOOS: 
Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Survey; ADL: activities of daily living; Knee related QoL: 
quality of life; *: statistically significant at p < 0.05; ‡: non-parametric test. 
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The KOOS sub-scores post-TKR for each subscale could be calculated only 

for 88.6% of Cardiff patients (n = 39) as the questionnaire was missing post-surgery 

(n = 5). Additionally, the KOOS Sports and Recreation sub-score post-TKR was 

calculated only for thirty-four Cardiff patients as five patients left too many blank 

answers in this domain for the score to be calculated. In both groups, there was an 

increase in each of the KOOS sub-scores pre to post-TKR, which was larger than 

the minimal detectable change in all domains (21.1 for QoL, 19.6 for Sports and 

Recreational Activities, 15.5 for Symptoms, 15.4 for ADL and 13.4 for Pain) (Collins 

et al. 2011). Post-TKR, the only difference between the two patient groups was that 

Cardiff patients had higher scores in the KOOS sports and recreation item. 

 

To avoid confusion between the findings of the Cardiff cohort Cardiff classifier 

and the Karolinska cohort Cardiff classifier, the Cardiff classifier will be referred to as 

solely “classifier” in the next sections of this chapter. 

 

4.3.2 Classifier internal responsiveness and comparison with GDI and GDI-

kinetic internal responsiveness 

Hypothesis 1.1: the classifier’s BOA has a large responsiveness to change in two 

groups of patients pre- to post-TKR 

Table 9 shows that the Classifier was a responsive measure of gait function 

change in both groups of patients, since BOA, BNP and Uncertainty changed 

significantly pre- to post-surgery. The BOA change values showed a large ES pre- to 

one-year post-TKR in both the Cardiff and Karolinska patients. The results confirmed 

the hypothesis. 

For completeness, the BNP and Uncertainty change scores were calculated, 

the BNP change values showed large ES pre- to one-year post-TKR in both the 

Cardiff and Karolinska patients. The Uncertainty values increased moderately in both 

groups after the surgery, denoting a larger uncertainty level in the patients’ gait 

classification. 
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Hypothesis 1.2: the classifier’s BOA is a more responsive measure of gait change 

pre to post-TKR compared to the GDI and GDI-kinetic in both patient groups 

Table 9 shows that the TKR surgery produced a statistically significant gait 

improvement in both patient groups one-year post-TKR, as documented by the 

Classifier and GDI. Additionally, the GDI-kinetic displayed a minor gait improvement 

after the surgery but it was not statistically significant in either group. The largest 

responsiveness to change was found in the BOA in both patient groups, while the 

GDI had a moderate change and the GDI-kinetic had a very small non-significant 

change pre- to one-year post-surgery. The findings confirmed the hypothesis. 

 

Table 9 Responsiveness to change of the Classifier, GDI and GDI-kinetic 

 

 Measure 

Pre-
TKR 
Mean 
(SD) 

Post-
TKR 
Mean 
(SD) 

Difference 
pre to post-

TKR 
p-value 

Effect 
size 

Interpretation of the 
change 

 Classifier      

Cardiff 
patients 
(n = 44) 

BOA 
0.77 

(0.23) 
0.58 

(0.27) 
< 0.001* -0.88 Large (decrease) 

BNP 
0.02 

(0.10) 
0.13 

(0.39) 
< 0.001‡* 1.09 Large (increase) 

Uncertain
ty 

0.15 
(0.11) 

0.21 
(0.09) 

< 0.001* 0.55 Moderate (increase) 

GDI 
86.6 
(8.9) 

91.7 
(9.2) 

0.003* 0.58 Moderate (increase) 

GDI-kinetic 
83.8 
(9.9) 

85.4 
(11.8) 

0.260 0.16  

 Classifier      

Karolinska 
patients 
(n = 27) 

BOA 
0.73 

(0.23) 
0.53 

(0.25) 
< 0.001* -0.86 Large (decrease) 

BNP 
0.03 

(0.09) 
0.17 

(0.28) 
< 0.001‡* 0.80 Large (increase) 

Uncertain
ty 

0.17 
(0.10) 

0.22 
(0.08) 

0.007* 0.54 Moderate (increase) 

GDI 
88.9 

(10.5) 
95.0 
(7.5) 

0.008* 0.60 Moderate (increase) 

GDI-kinetic 
88.9 
(9.6) 

92.2 
(9.6) 

0.153 0.35  

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; SD: standard deviation; n: number; BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; 
BNP: Belief of Non-Pathological; GDI: Gait Deviation Index; ‡: non-parametric test, results are 
reported in median (interquartile range). 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05 
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4.3.3 Relationship between the BOA vs. GDI and BOA vs. GDI-kinetic pre- and 

post-TKR 

Hypothesis 2.1: there is a significant, negative, moderate correlation between the 

BOA and GDI pre-TKR in both patient groups 

Table 10 shows that there was a significant, negative, relationship between 

the BOA and GDI values, which was weak for Cardiff patients and moderate in the 

Karolinska group. The hypothesis was retained for the Karolinska patients but not for 

the Cardiff ones. 

 

Hypothesis 2.2: there is a significant, negative, moderate relationship between the 

BOA and GDI-kinetic pre-surgery in both patient groups 

A significant, negative, moderate correlation was found between the BOA and 

GDI-kinetic values pre-surgery equally in the Cardiff and the Karolinska patients 

(Table 10). The hypothesis was confirmed in both groups of patients.  

 

Hypothesis 2.3: there is a significant, negative, weak correlation between the BOA 

and GDI post-TKR in both patient groups 

Although the GDI and Classifier were linearly related, no significant correlation 

was found between BOA and GDI either in the Cardiff or Karolinska group post-

surgery as shown in Table 10 and, therefore, the hypothesis was disproven. 

 

Hypothesis 2.4: there is a significant, negative, moderate relationship between the 

BOA and GDI-kinetic post-surgery in both patient groups 

A negative relationship was found between BOA and GDI kinetic post-TKR, 

which was significant and moderate in Cardiff’s patients, and not significant in the 

Karolinska group (Table 10). The hypothesis was confirmed only for the Cardiff 

patients. 

 

For a visual interpretation of the data, the scatterplots representing the 

relationship between the BOA vs. GDI and BOA vs. GDI-kinetic pre- and post-TKR 

described in Table 10 can be found in Appendix C. 
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Table 10 Correlations between the BOA and GDI, BOA and GDI-kinetic pre- and post-

TKR, BOA change and GDI, BOA change and GDI-kinetic change in the Cardiff and 

Karolinska patients 

  Correlation 
coefficient 

Significance level Correlation 
strength 

Relationship with BOA pre-TKR 

GDI pre-TKR 
Cardiff - 0.372 0.013‡* Weak 

Karolinska - 0.553 0.003‡* Moderate 

GDI-kinetic pre-TKR 
Cardiff - 0.623 < 0.001‡* Moderate 

Karolinska - 0.523 0.005‡* Moderate 

Relationship with BOA post-TKR 

GDI post-TKR 
Cardiff - 0.121 0.433‡  

Karolinska - 0.023 0.911  

GDI-kinetic post-TKR 
Cardiff - 0.624 < 0.001‡* Moderate 

Karolinska - 0.313 0.111  

Relationship with BOA change    

GDI change 
Cardiff - 0.152 0.326  

Karolinska - 0.199 0.320  

GDI-kinetic change 
Cardiff - 0.465 0.001* Moderate 

Karolinska - 0.160 0.425  

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; TKR: Total Knee Replacement; GDI: Gait Deviation Index; ‡: non-
parametric test. 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.025 

 

4.3.4 Relationship between BOA change vs. GDI change, and BOA change vs. 

GDI-kinetic change 

Hypothesis 3.1: there is a significant, moderate correlation between the BOA change 

and GDI change pre- to one-year post-surgery in both patient groups 

Table 10 shows that there was a negative relationship between the BOA 

change and the GDI score difference pre- to post-surgery, but the correlation was 

not significant in either patient group. Therefore, the hypothesis was disproven. 

 

Hypothesis 3.2: there is a significant, moderate relationship between the BOA 

change and GDI-kinetic change pre to one-year post-TKR in both patient groups. 

Pearson’s correlation revealed that there was a significant, moderate, 

negative correlation between the BOA change and the GDI-kinetic score change pre- 

to post-surgery in the Cardiff cohort. However, there was no significant relationship 

between these variables in the Karolinska patients (Table 10). The hypothesis was 

confirmed only for the Cardiff patients. 

For a visual interpretation of the data, the scatterplots representing the 

relationship between BOA change vs. GDI change, and BOA change vs. GDI-kinetic 

change described in Table 10 can be found in Appendix D. 
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4.3.5 Are there similarities in the eighteen highest-ranking features 

discriminating patients from NPs in two separate patient groups? 

 

  

Belief of NP 

a) Cardiff Cohort 

b) Karolinska cohort 
Belief of OA 

Uncertainty 

Uncertainty 

Belief of OA Belief of NP 

Figure 19 Simplex plots representing the out-of-sample classification accuracy. a) Classifier 

simplex plot for the Cardiff cohort; b) Classifier simplex plot for the Karolinska cohort. The 

blue circles represent the non-pathological volunteers, the red crosses the patients pre-

surgery. The black, dashed line indicates the boundary between the non-pathological and 

osteoarthritic area of the plot. The solid lines within the plot, indicate a Belief of osteoarthritis 

(BOA) and Belief of non-pathological (BNP) of 0.50 (the boundary between dominant BOA 

and dominant BNP). 
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Figure 19a shows that the Classifier had a 93.5% out-of-sample classification 

accuracy in classifying Cardiff participants pre-TKR as OA and NPs (the error was 7 

cases out of a total of 108). The classifier accuracy for the Karolinska cohort was 

similar, showing a 92.2% out-of-sample classification accuracy in classifying 

participants (6 misclassified lower limbs on a total of 77) (Figure 19b). 

In the Cardiff cohort, in the final classification based on the whole dataset, the 

sensitivity was 93%, and the specificity 98%. It must be noted that no knee 

radiographs were performed on the NP subjects, and therefore, it was unknown 

whether the false positives may potentially have had radiographic signs of knee OA. 

Three patients were classified as having characteristics of a healthy gait (ID 01203, 

02575L, 02766) and one NP (ID 02840-left side) was misclassified. NP 02840-left 

side was in the OA dominant side of the classifier, classed as having an OA gait (this 

participant had self-reported stiff hips and calves that made it difficult to squat). Table 

11 shows that patients ID 01203 and 02575L perceived having less symptoms and 

pain and had less impact on ADLs due to their knee than the rest of the group. 

Patients 01203 and 02575L were close to the dominant NP area of the classifier. 

However, patient ID 02766 had similar scores to the rest of the group, except for 

perceiving a higher QoL (KOOS QoL).  

 

Table 11 Misclassified Cardiff patients' KOOS scores at baseline 

Patients ID 
KOOS 

Symptoms 
KOOS 
Pain 

KOOS 
ADL 

KOOS Sports 
and Recreation 

KOOS 
QoL 

01203 57.1 52.8 60.3 15 25 

02575 L 71.4 61.1 61.8 50 37.5 

02766 46.4 47.2 52.9 25 31.3 

Cardiff patients 
mean (n = 37) 

48.4 44.8 50.2 22.9 26.4 

KOOS: Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Survey; ADL: activities of 
daily living; Knee-related QoL: quality of life; KOOS = 100 = no knee-related 
issues, KOOS = 0 = extreme knee-related issues. 

 

In the Karolinska cohort, in the final classification, the sensitivity was 93%, as 

in the Cardiff cohort, and the specificity was 96%. Two patients were classified as 

having a non-pathological gait and were in the dominant NP area of the classifier 

(BNP > 0.50). Additionally, two NPs displayed a pathological gait. Table 12 shows 

that both patients' symptoms, sports and recreation were much worse than the total 

patients’ mean. Patient K17 had higher pain levels and lower knee-related QoL than 
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the rest of the group, whereas K34 perceived their ADL and knee-related QoL were 

less impacted by knee OA than the whole patients’ group. 

Table 12 Misclassified Karolinska patients' KOOS scores at baseline 

Patients ID 
KOOS 

Symptoms 
KOOS 
Pain 

KOOS 
ADL 

KOOS Sports 
and Recreation 

KOOS 
QoL 

K17 32.1 33.3 45.6 0.0 18.8 

K34 25.0 44.4 79.4 10.0 31.3 

Karolinska 
patients mean 
(n = 27) 

40.1 43.8 56.1 21.1 26.4 

KOOS: Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Survey; ADL: activities of 
daily living; QoL: quality of life; KOOS = 100 = no knee-related issues, 
KOOS = 0 = extreme knee-related issues. 

 

Table 13 and Table 14 show the eighteen highest-ranking PCs discriminating 

between Cardiff and Karolinska patients and NP pre-TKR, respectively. Most of the 

highest-ranking gait features differentiating NPs from patients pre-surgery, were 

related to gait kinetics and GRFs (61.1%, n = 11) in the Cardiff cohort, and in the 

Karolinska, cohort were related almost equally to kinetic and kinematic aspects, with 

a slightly higher predominance of gait kinetics (55.6%, n = 10). 

The gait features most accurately discriminating people with severe knee OA 

from reference subjects in the Cardiff group (accuracy > 90%) included vertical GRF 

PC1 (= patients’ loss of the biphasic nature of the waveform with a peak GRF at 50% 

stance) and hip power PC2 (= patients’ earlier power absorption after heel strike, 

smaller power generation around 60% gait, earlier peak power generation at the end 

of swing: reduced magnitudes of the waveform during gait). 

The gait features most accurately (accuracy > 90%) classifying Karolinska 

participants were knee flexion-extension angles PC2 (= a larger overall knee ROM in 

the NP) and, as found in the Cardiff group, hip power PC2 (= NP’s larger power 

generation around 20% gait cycle, earlier peak power generation around 65% gait, 

delayed peak power absorption around 88% gait cycle). 

In both cohorts, excluding GRF, most gait features were related to hip 

biomechanics (Cardiff: n = 6; Karolinska: n = 5), followed by knee (Cardiff and 

Karolinska: n = 4) and ankle (Cardiff: n = 3; Karolinska: n = 4) equally in the 

Karolinska cohort, and pelvis features (Cardiff: n = 2; Karolinska: n = 1). Additionally, 

excluding joint powers and GRF features, most features were relative to sagittal 

plane joint angles and moments (six), and four features were related to the frontal 
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plane in the Cardiff cohort. In the Karolinska cohort, the same number of features 

were related to the sagittal and frontal planes joints kinetics and kinematics. In both 

groups, only two features were related to the transverse plane, which is not 

surprising, given that only pelvis and hip angles in the transverse plane were entered 

in the classifier. 

In both cohorts, most gait features differentiating patients from NPs were PC2 

and PC3, depicting variations in gait characteristics (such as delayed peaks and not 

only magnitude differences), rather than PC1, usually depicting a waveform 

magnitude difference between groups (Deluzio and Astephen 2007) such as Knee 

power PC1 seen in Table 15. 

For ease of comparison of the eighteen highest-ranking PCs between the two 

cohorts, Table 15 was produced, showing that for 10 (55.6%) of the 18 highest-

ranking gait features the low PC interpretations were the same or similar between 

the Cardiff and Karolinska groups pre-TKR (shaded in grey); in brackets, it was 

specified to which group the low PC referred to. Of these, 7 PCs were the same 

between cohorts and identified the same gait features, including: 

• Hip flexion-extension angles PC2 (patients’ smaller hip flexion-extension ROM 

and smaller hip extension around 50% of the gait cycle) 

• Hip adduction-abduction angles PC2 (patients’ reduced hip adduction-

abduction ROM) 

• Knee flexion-extension angles PC2 (patients’ smaller knee flexion-extension 

ROM) 

• Knee flexion-extension moments PC2 (patients’ reduced knee flexion moment 

around 15-20% stance and reduced extension moment around 65-70% 

stance) 

• Knee power PC1 (describing patients’ reduced knee power generation and 

absorption throughout the gait cycle) 

• Vertical GRF PC1 (patients’ delayed peak to about 40% and anticipated at 

60% of stance - reduced loading rate, higher magnitude around 50% stance: 

loss of by-phasic nature of the waveform) 

• Anterior-posterior GRF PC1 (patients’ reduced peak anterior and posterior 

force) 
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Three gait features had similar interpretations in the two groups, but were identified 

by different principal components: 

• Ankle dorsi-plantar flexion moments PC1 (Cardiff) and PC2 (Karolinska) 

(describing patients’ larger dorsiflexion moment around 5-20% stance and a 

smaller peak dorsiflexion moment around 80-85% stance) 

• Ankle power PC2 (Karolinska) and PC3 (Cardiff) (patients’ increased power 

absorption in mid-stance and delayed – Karolinska – and reduced – Cardiff – 

ankle power generation around 55% of the gait cycle) 

• Mediolateral GRF PC2 (Cardiff) and PC3 (Karolinska) (patients’ reduced 

loading rate and presence of larger medial force around 50% stance). 
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Table 13 Cardiff cohort differences in principal component scores between NPs and patients pre-

TKR and between patients pre to post-TKR. 

Principal 
components 

Variance 
represente

d (% of 
total for the 

PC) 

Ranking 
based on 
accuracy 

(%) 

NPs 
(n=64) 
Mean 
(SD) 

Pre-TKR 
(n=44) 
Mean 
(SD) 

Post-
TKR 

(n=44) 
Mean 
(SD) 

Differen
ce pre 
to post-

TKR 

Effect 
size 

Differenc
e NPs to 
post-TKR 

Effect 
size 

Vertical GRF PC1 60 1 (94) 5.27 
(4.19) 

-6.61 
(7.44) 

-2.09 
(5.81) 

<0.001
‡* 

1.04 <0.001* -1.88 

Hip power PC2 20 2 (91) 2.73 
(3.19) 

-4.13 
(2.67) 

-2.85 
(2.97) 

<0.001* 0.62 <0.001‡* -1.66 

Anterior-posterior 
GRF PC1 

58 3 (87) 4.86 
(8.32) 

-7.16 
(5.33) 

-2.04 
(5.46) 

<0.001* 0.96 <0.001‡* -1.56 

Knee power PC1 29 4 (86) -3.26 
(4.41) 

4.74 
(2.39) 

2.36 
(2.13) 

<0.001* -1.00 <0.001* 1.27 

Pelvis elevation 
angle PC2 

24 5 (85) 2.90 
(2.44) 

-4.22 
(4.48) 

-2.28 
(3.38) 

<0.001* 0.43 <0.001* -2.12 

Ankle power PC3 15 6 (84) 2.14 
(4.27) 

-2.81 
(2.15) 

-1.25 
(2.16) 

<0.001* 0.72 <0.001‡* -0.88 

Knee flexion-
extension moments 
PC2 

24 7 (83) 3.01 
(3.32) 

-4.37 
(3.29) 

-2.29 
(3.20) 

<0.001* 0.63 <0.001* -1.60 

Hip adduction-
abduction moments 
PC2 

27 8 (83) -3.00 
(3.04) 

4.37 
(4.59) 

2.93 
(4.25) 

0.014* -0.31 <0.001* 1.95 

Ankle dorsi-plantar 
flexion moments 
PC1 

39 9 (83) 3.59 
(4.66) 

-5.22 
(4.44) 

-0.20 
(3.51) 

<0.001* 1.13 <0.001* -0.81 

Knee flexion-
extension angles 
PC2 

22 10 (83) -2.69 
(2.72) 

3.91 
(4.21) 

0.68 
(3.33) 

<0.001* -0.77 <0.001* 1.24 

Hip flexion-
extension moments 
PC2 

26 11 (81) -2.77 
(3.36) 

4.02 
(4.57) 

2.83 
(4.44) 

0.022* -0.26 <0.001* 1.67 

Knee adduction-
abduction moments 
PC2 

11 12 (81) 1.66 
(2.62) 

-2.41 
(2.62) 

-1.95 
(2.48) 

0.177 0.18 <0.001* -1.38 

Hip adduction-
abduction angles 
PC2 

17 13 (81) -1.63 
(2.67) 

3.25 
(4.25) 

1.77 
(2.95) 

0.009* -0.35 <0.001‡* 1.93 

Mediolateral GRF 
PC2 

11 14 (79) 1.73 
(1.94) 

-2.52 
(3.39) 

-0.75 
(2.56) 

<0.001* 0.52 <0.001* -1.28 

Ankle dorsi-plantar 
flexion angles PC1 

64 15 (77) -3.55 
(6.77) 

4.32 
(9.02) 

1.62 
(5.61) 

0.061 -0.30 <0.001‡* 0.81 

Hip flexion-
extension angles 
PC2 

7 16 (74) -1.13 
(2.69) 

2.01 
(2.65) 

0.34 
(2.52) 

<0.001* -0.63 <0.001‡* 1.04 

Hip internal-
external rotation 
PC2 

5 17 (71) 0.99 
(1.90) 

-1.44 
(2.06) 

-0.04 
(1.78) 

<0.001* 0.68 0.005* -0.54 

Pelvis transverse 
rotation PC2 

24 18 (70) -1.71 
(6.25) 

3.00 
(4.02) 

2.56 
(3.59) 

0.153 -0.11 <0.001‡* 1.05 

GRF: ground reaction force; PC: principal component; NPs: non-pathological volunteers; TKR: total 
knee replacement; n: number; ‡: non-parametric statistics, median and interquartile range reported. 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.025; in grey the effect sizes of non-significant differences. 
The feature accuracy of a principal component corresponded to the proportion of subjects who were 
correctly classified out of the total sample, based on that principal component only. Principal 
components were ranked from largest to smallest feature accuracy. 
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Table 14 Karolinska cohort differences in principal component scores between NPs and patients 

pre-TKR and between patients pre to post-TKR. 

Principal components Variance 
represented 
(% of total 
for the PC) 

Ranking 
based on 
accuracy 

(%) 

NPs 
(n=50) 
Mean 
(SD) 

Pre-
TKR 

(n=27) 
Mean 
(SD) 

Post-
TKR 

(n=27) 
Mean 
(SD) 

Difference 
pre to 

post-TKR 

Effect 
size 

Difference 
NPs-post 

Effect 
size 

Knee flexion-extension 
angles PC2 

16 1 (94) -2.19 
(2.87) 

4.05 
(2.47) 

1.99 
(2.80) 

< 0.001* -0.83 < 0.001* 1.46 

Hip power PC2 20 2 (90) -2.43 
(2.86) 

4.50 
(3.42) 

1.50 
(2.91) 

< 0.001* -0.88 < 0.001* 1.37 

Knee flexion-extension 
moments PC2 

22 3 (82) 2.33 
(3.09) 

-4.31 
(4.30) 

-3.70 
(3.44) 

0.402 0.14 < 0.001* -1.95 

Ankle inversion-
eversion angles PC1 

86 4 (81) 4.18 
(7.61) 

-7.74 
(6.96) 

-2.90 
(9.72) 

0.001* 0.84 < 0.001‡* -0.80 

Anterior-posterior GRF 
PC1 

49 5 (78) 3.10 
(5.55) 

-5.74 
(5.92) 

-2.34 
(5.82) 

< 0.001* 0.57 < 0.001* -0.98 

Vertical GRF PC1 58 6 (78) 3.42 
(5.79) 

-6.33 
(6.71) 

-2.29 
(5.90) 

< 0.001* 0.60 < 0.001* -0.99 

Knee power PC1 36 7 (77) 2.76 
(4.84) 

-6.29 
(5.79) 

-3.30 
(4.53) 

0.068‡ 0.34 < 0.001* -1.31 

Ankle dorsi-plantar 
flexion angles PC3 

14 8 (77) 1.39 
(2.83) 

-2.57 
(3.82) 

-2.25 
(3.24) 

0.706 0.08 < 0.001* -1.28 

Knee adduction-
abduction moments 
PC2 

15 9 (75) 1.58 
(2.69) 

-2.93 
(3.95) 

-1.91 
(2.38) 

0.09 0.26 < 0.001* -1.30 

Hip flexion-extension 
angles PC2 

11 10 (75) -1.32 
(3.17) 

2.44 
(2.30) 

0.85 
(3.30) 

0.001* -0.69 0.006* 0.68 

Ankle power PC2 17 11 (75) 2.20 
(3.64) 

-3.08 
(5.74) 

-0.88 
(5.47) 

0.055‡ 0.22 < 0.001‡* -0.95 

Ankle dorsi-plantar 
flexion moments PC2 

28 12 (73) -2.29 
(3.95) 

4.23 
(4.89) 

1.06 
(4.35) 

< 0.001* -0.65 0.001* 0.85 

Pelvis elevation angles 
PC2 

25 13 (71) 1.98 
(3.43) 

-3.68 
(5.40) 

-2.44 
(3.57) 

0.006* 0.41 < 0.001‡* -1.01 

Hip adduction-
abduction angles PC2 

11 14 (71) -1.55 
(3.50) 

1.84 
(3.81) 

-0.19 
(3.11) 

< 0.001* -0.53 0.240‡ 0.32 

Hip adduction-
abduction moments 
PC1 

56 15 (70) 2.72 
(5.78) 

-5.04 
(7.77) 

-1.31 
(8.02) 

0.059 0.48 0.013* -0.70 

Foot progression angle 
PC2 

86 16 (70) -0.91 
(3.05) 

1.68 
(1.70) 

1.07 
(2.24) 

0.003* -0.71 0.021‡* 0.45 

Mediolateral GRF PC3 9 17 (69) -0.99 
(2.63) 

1.83 
(2.92) 

0.42 
(3.09) 

0.001* -0.48 0.039 0.53 

Hip internal-external 
rotation angles PC3 

5 18 (68) 0.55 
(1.96) 

-1.02 
(2.19) 

-0.75 
(3.91) 

0.865 -0.02 0.010‡* -0.83 

GRF: ground reaction force; PC: principal component; NPs: non-pathological volunteers; TKR: total 
knee replacement; n: number; ‡: non-parametric statistics, median and interquartile ranges 
reported. 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.025; in grey the effect sizes of non-significant differences. 
The feature accuracy of a principal component corresponded to the proportion of subjects who were 
correctly classified out of the total sample, based on that principal component only. Principal 
components were ranked from largest to smallest feature accuracy. 
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Table 15 Comparison of the highest-ranking gait features and their biomechanical meaning 

between the Cardiff and Karolinska cohorts pre-TKR. Shaded in grey: the low PC interpretations 

were similar or the same between groups. 

   

Ranking of 
the PC 

based on 
accuracy 

(%) 

Interpretation of low PC score (in brackets, the group 
representing the low PC score) 

   Car
diff 

Kar
olin
ska 

Cardiff Karolinska 

JOINT ANGLES 

Pelvis 

Frontal 
plane  

PC2 
5 

(85) 
13 

(71) 

Difference: elevation of the 
pelvis towards the limb in mid-
stance and elevating the pelvis 

towards the contralateral 
stance limb during all swing 

phase (opposite to what high 
PC scores - the NPs - 
displayed) (pre-TKR) 

Difference: reduced drop of the 
pelvis towards the stance limb 
(around 15% gait cycle) and 

reduced elevation towards the 
contralateral stance limb (around 

65% gait cycle): reduced ROM (Pre-
TKR) 

Transverse 
plane 

PC2 
18 

(70) 
N/A 

Difference: opposed to high 
PC, presence of rotation away 
from the stance limb at 0 and 

100% and rotation towards the 
stance limb at 50% gait cycle: 

larger (peaks) ROM throughout 
gait (NP) 

N/A 

Hip 

Flexion-
extension 

PC2 
16 

(74) 
10 

(75) 

Difference: larger hip extension 
around 50% of the gait cycle, 

overall larger ROM (NP) 

Difference: larger hip extension 
around 45% gait cycle, overall 

larger ROM (NP) 

Adduction-
abduction 

PC2 
13 

(81) 
14 

(71) 

Difference: larger hip adduction 
between 20-45% gait and 

larger abduction around 70% 
gait: larger hip ROM (NP) 

Difference: larger adduction 
between 15-45% gait cycle and 

larger abduction around 70% gait 
cycle: larger hip ROM (NP) 

Internal-
external 
rotation 

PC2 
17 

(71) 
N/A 

Difference: presence of internal 
rotation just after heel strike, 

external rotation at about 45% 
gait cycle and internal rotation 
from 85% gait cycle (all of the 
above opposite to high PC) 

(pre-TKR) 

N/A 

PC3 N/A 
18 

(68) 
N/A 

Difference: presence of external 
rotation around 25% gait cycle and 
internal rotation between 55-75% 
gait cycle (Pre-TKR) (opposite to 

high PC scores of NP) 

Knee 
Flexion-
extension 

PC2 
10 

(83) 
1 

(94) 

Difference: smaller knee flexion 
after heel strike and late swing, 
larger knee peak flexion during 

swing: larger (peaks) knee 
ROM (NP) 

Difference and phase shift: earlier 
peak knee extension (around 40% 

gait cycle) and knee flexion (around 
70% gait cycle), larger ROM (NP) 

Ankle 

Dorsi-
plantar 
flexion 

PC1 
15 

(77) 
N/A 

Magnitude: the waveform is 
shifted downwards (larger 

plantarflexion after heel strike, 
smaller dorsiflexion during 

stance, larger plantarflexion at 
initial swing, smaller peak 

dorsiflexion from about 85% 
gait cycle) (NP) 

N/A 

PC3 N/A 
8 

(77) 
N/A 

Phase shift: delayed peak 
plantarflexion at the beginning of 

the swing phase (Pre-TKR) 

Inversion- PC1 N/A 4 N/A Magnitude: reduced eversion 
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eversion (81) throughout the gait cycle (Pre-TKR) 

Foot progression PC1 N/A 
16 

(70) 
N/A 

Magnitude: larger external rotation 
of the foot throughout the gait cycle 

(NP) 

JOINT MOMENTS 

Hip 

Flexion-
extension 

PC2 
11 

(81) 
N/A 

Difference: larger hip flexion 
moment at 5% stance and 

larger extension moment at 
95% stance (NP) 

N/A 

Adduction-
abduction 

PC1 N/A 
15 

(70) 
N/A 

Magnitude: reduced adduction 
moment magnitude especially 

around 30 and 85% stance (Pre-
TKR) 

PC2 
8 

(83) 
N/A 

Difference and phase shift: 
lower adduction moment 

magnitude in mid-stance and 
higher loading rate (NP) 

N/A 

Knee 

Flexion-
extension 

PC2 
7 

(83) 
3 

(82) 

Difference: reduced flexion 
moment around 20% stance 

and reduced extension moment 
around 70% stance (pre-TKR) 

Difference: reduced flexion moment 
at 15% stance and reduced 

extension moment at about 65% 
stance (Pre-TKR) 

Knee 
adduction-
abduction 

PC2 
12 

(81) 
9 

(75) 

Difference: smaller adduction 
moments at 20% and 90% 

stance and larger adduction 
moments around 45% stance 

(pre-TKR) 

Phase shift: presence of one single 
peak adduction moment (around 

50% stance), delayed time to peak 
and earlier termination of peak 

adduction (Pre-TKR) 

Ankle 
Dorsi-
plantar 
flexion 

PC1 
9 

(83) 
N/A 

Difference: larger dorsiflexion 
moment around 20% stance 

and a smaller peak dorsiflexion 
moment around 85% stance 

(pre-TKR) 

N/A 

PC2 N/A 
12 

(73) 
N/A 

Difference: larger plantarflexion 
moment around 5% stance and 

larger dorsiflexion moment around 
80% stance (NP) 

JOINT POWERS 

Hip PC2 
2 

(91) 
2 

(90) 

Difference and phase shifts: 
earlier power absorption after 

heel strike, smaller power 
generation around 60% gait, 

earlier peak power generation 
at the end of swing: reduced 
magnitudes of the waveform 

during gait (pre-TKR) 

Difference and phase shift: larger 
power generation around 20% gait 

cycle, earlier peak power generation 
around 65% gait, delayed peak 

power absorption around 88% gait 
cycle (NP) 

Knee PC1 
4 

(86) 
7 

(77) 

Difference: larger peak power 
absorption and generation 

throughout the gait cycle (NP) 

Difference: reduced power 
generation and absorption 

throughout the gait cycle (Pre-TKR) 

Ankle 

PC2 N/A 
11 

(75) 
N/A 

Difference: mainly larger power 
absorption around 20% gait cycle, 
delayed and reduced peak power 
generation around 55% gait cycle, 
difficult to interpret the meaning at 

65-80-95% of the gait cycle (no 
apparent differences) (Pre-TKR) 

PC3 
6 

(84) 
N/A 

Difference: mainly larger power 
absorption around 10% gait 

cycle, smaller power generation 
around 55% gait cycle, difficult 
to interpret the meaning at 80 
and 90% of the gait cycle (no 
apparent differences) (pre-

TKR) 

N/A 

FORCES 
Groun
d 
reacti

Vertical PC1 
1 

(94) 
6 

(78) 

Phase shift: delayed at about 
40% and anticipated at 60% of 
stance (reduced loading rate), 

Phase shift: delayed at about 40% 
and anticipated at 60% of stance 

(reduced loading rate), higher 
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on 
force 

higher magnitude around 50% 
stance: loss of by-phasic nature 

of the waveform (pre-TKR) 

magnitude around 50% stance: loss 
of by-phasic nature of the waveform 

(Pre-TKR) 

Anterior-
posterior 

PC1 
3 

(87) 
5 

(78) 

Difference: reduced peak 
anterior and posterior force 

(pre-TKR) 

Difference: reduced magnitude of 
anterior and posterior force peaks 

(Pre-TKR) 

Medio-
lateral 

PC2 
14 

(79) 
N/A 

Difference and phase shift: 
reduced loading rate and 

presence of larger medial force 
around 50% stance (pre-TKR) 

N/A 

PC3 N/A 
17 

(69) 
N/A 

Difference and phase shift: faster 
loading rate and presence of 

smaller medial force around 50% 
stance (NP) 

NP: non-pathological participants; PC: principal component; TKR: total knee replacement; N/A: not 
available; ROM: range of motion. 
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4.3.6 Patients’ gait biomechanics changes post-TKR in the two groups 

Hypothesis 4: several gait features improve pre- to post-TKR but patients do not 

show a gait pattern equivalent to that of NPs at one-year follow-up in either group 

There was a higher proportion of patients classed as having an NP gait in the 

Cardiff cohort (25.0%, n = 11) one-year after the surgery than in the Karolinska 

cohort (22.2%, n = 6). However, three (Cardiff) and two (Karolinska) of the patients 

had been classed as having an NP gait before the TKR surgery. 

One-year after the recovery, fifteen (83.3%) and eleven (61.1%) of the gait 

features improved significantly for the Cardiff (Table 13) and Karolinska patients 

(Table 14), respectively, becoming closer to that of NPs. This confirmed the 

hypothesis. For the Cardiff patients, the improved gait features included mainly gait 

kinetics (n = 10, 66.7% of the improved gait features) (all three components of the 

 

Figure 20 Cardiff cohort mean principal components (PC) utilised in the classifier for patients 

pre, post-total knee replacement (TKR) and non-pathological subjects (NPs). Only the PCs 

that changed significantly pre to post-TKR are displayed, by joint, in increasing order of 

improvement (i.e., from smallest to largest effect size). 
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GRF, all three PCs relative to joint powers and four PCs identifying joint moments); 

moreover, most of the features which improved included hip biomechanics, followed 

 by knee, ankle and pelvis biomechanics (Figure 20).  

 

In the Cardiff group, the gait features showing the largest change pre- to post-

surgery were mainly related to kinetics and forces (ES > 0.8), including ankle dorsi-

plantarflexion moments PC1, vertical GRF PC1, followed closely by knee power PC1 

and anterior-posterior GRF PC1 (Figure 20).  

 

Figure 21 Karolinska cohort mean principal components (PC) utilised in the classifier for 

patients pre, post-total knee replacement (TKR) and non-pathological subjects (NPs). Only 

the PCs that changed significantly pre to post-TKR are displayed, by joint, in increasing 

order of improvement (i.e., from smallest to largest effect size). 

Compared to the Cardiff patients, in the Karolinska ones, a larger number of 

gait features (mainly joint kinetics) did not improve significantly pre- to post-surgery. 

In the Karolinska patients, the improved gait features included a similar 

representation of gait kinematics and kinetics, with a slightly larger proportion of gait 

kinematics (six PCs identifying joint angles, 54.6% of the improved gait features). 

Similar to the Cardiff group, all three components of the GRF improved significantly 
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pre to post-TKR. Additionally, like in the Cardiff group, most of the improved gait 

features included hip biomechanics, ankle biomechanics followed, and then there 

was an improvement in pelvis, knee and foot progression angles (Figure 21). In the 

Karolinska group, the gait features with the greatest significant change (ES > 0.80) 

pre- to post-surgery were hip power PC2, followed closely by ankle inversion-

eversion angles PC1 and knee flexion-extension angle PC2 (Figure 21).  

Following the hypothesis, despite the improvements, no gait features were 

comparable between patients post-TKR and NPs in the Cardiff group. The gait 

feature showing the largest difference between NPs and Cardiff patients post-TKR 

was the pelvis elevation PC2 (describing elevation of the pelvis towards the limb in 

mid-stance and elevating the pelvis towards the contralateral stance limb during all 

swing phase - opposite to the high PC scores - the NPs - displayed), followed by hip 

adduction-abduction moments PC2 (describing NP’s lower adduction moment 

magnitude in mid-stance and higher loading rate), hip adduction-abduction angles 

PC2 (depicting NP’s larger hip adduction between 20-45% gait and larger abduction 

around 70% gait) and vertical GRF PC1 (describing patients’ reduced loading rate, 

higher magnitude around 50% stance and loss of by-phasic nature of the waveform), 

which was also the gait feature most accurately differentiating NPs from patients with 

severe knee OA before surgery (94% accuracy). 

Only hip adduction-abduction angle PC2 (describing hip adduction-abduction 

ROM) and mediolateral GRF PC 3 (describing loading rate and medial force around 

50% stance) were comparable between Karolinska patients post-TKR and NPs, 

whereas the remaining patients’ gait features were significantly different from 

controls.  

Most of the differences between Karolinska patients post-TKR and NPs had a 

large effect size. The gait feature showing the largest difference was the knee 

flexion-extension moments PC2 (very large difference, describing patients reduced 

flexion moment at 15% stance and reduced extension moment at about 65% 

stance), followed closely by knee flexion-extension angles PC2 (very large 

difference, describing patients’ reduced knee ROM throughout the gait cycle), and 

hip power PC2 (very large difference, describing NP’s larger power generation 

around 20% gait cycle, earlier peak power generation around 65% gait, delayed 

peak power absorption around 88% gait cycle). Interestingly, the above-mentioned 
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features were the first three in terms of accuracy in differentiating NP from patients 

with severe knee OA before surgery. 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 

4.4.1 Classifier internal responsiveness and comparison with GDI and GDI-

kinetic internal responsiveness 

Hypothesis 1.1: the Cardiff Classifier’s BOA has a large responsiveness to change in 

two groups of patients pre- to post-TKR 

One of the aims of this study was to determine the internal responsiveness of 

the Classifier in two cohorts of patients one-year after TKR surgery. The BOA 

showed a large responsiveness in both the Cardiff and Karolinska patients, 

indicating that the classifier is sensitive to gait biomechanics changes one-year post-

operation. Pre-surgery, patients in both groups had a BOA > 0.70 and, meaning they 

had a pathological gait. The BOA decreased significantly in both patient groups post-

TKR. Nevertheless, the BOA mean one year after the surgery was greater than 0.50 

(Karolinska: 0.53; Cardiff: 0.58), indicating that patients did not go back to an NP gait 

and that the majority was still in the dominant OA area of the Classifier (BOA > 

BNP). This was in line with what was previously found by Biggs et al. (2019a) who 

observed a significant improvement in gait function in twenty-two patients, with a 

BOA mean of 0.51 (0.20 SD) post-TKR, showing that most of them had a 

pathological gait. The outcomes from both patient groups also confirm the additional 

findings by (Biggs et al. 2019a) demonstrating a large responsiveness of the BOA (r 

= - 0.848) pre to 9+ months post-TKR (n = 22). It must be noted that that 35.9% of 

the patients pre-TKR (n = 14), 35.9% of post-TKR participants (n = 14) and 82.4% of 

NPs (n = 28) included in the current study were the same as those included in (Biggs 

et al. 2019a), but the present investigation was carried out on a larger number and 

slightly different patients and NPs (Table 2). 

Interestingly, the classifier responsiveness was similar between the Cardiff 

and Karolinska cohort, even if the Cardiff patients were compared to a non-age-

matched control group and the Karolinska were compared to an age-matched 

reference group. Ageing produces changes in gait biomechanics that are similar to 

those observed in people with OA (more on this will be discussed below) (Boyer et 

al. 2017a; Herssens et al. 2018; Pol et al. 2021a), therefore, it may have been 

expected that Karolinska patients were going to change their classification within the 

Classifier to a larger extent than Cardiff’s patients, who were compared to a much 

younger group of controls having a higher level of function. Nevertheless, Karolinska 
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patients had a lower BOA at baseline (=less pathological gait), compared to Cardiff 

patients, therefore, there was less room for improvement in the Karolinska patients 

and this may explain the similar responsiveness of the Classifier observed in the two 

cohorts. 

In the current study, a moderate increase in the patients’ classification 

uncertainty level was observed; this seems to be a recurring result that was found in 

previous research utilising the Classifier pre- and post-surgery for knee and hip OA. 

Biggs et al. (2019a) observed forty-one participants pre- and twenty-two post-TKR 

and found a moderate increase in the Uncertainty (significant mean change from 

0.29 to 0.35) after the surgery. Likewise, Biggs et al. (2021) found that the 

classification uncertainty increased significantly pre (Uncertainty = 0.27) to one-year 

post-total hip replacement (Uncertainty = 0.39). Metcalfe et al. (2017) assessed 

twenty patients before and fifteen patients six months after TKR and UKR and found 

that the patients who were classed as NP post-surgery had a significantly higher 

Uncertainty than those who remained in the dominant area of the Classifier (BOA > 

0.5). The results of the present study may indicate that although joint kinetics and 

kinematics do not go back to normal, the patients’ biomechanics becomes more 

heterogeneous. In fact, a high level of uncertainty indicates the presence of 

contrasting information regarding the biomechanical data, with some variables not 

being able to successfully separate patients from NP due to mixed characteristics, 

some of which would class the participant as having an osteoarthritic and with some 

aspects that resemble NP gait features. 

 

Hypothesis 1.2: the Cardiff Classifier’s BOA is a more responsive measure of gait 

function change pre to post-TKR compared to the GDI and GDI-kinetic in both 

patient groups 

In agreement with the hypothesis, the classifier was more responsive to gait 

biomechanics changes (i.e., BOA change) in two similar groups of patients post-

TKR, than the GDI and GDI-kinetic. The second most responsive measure was the 

GDI, showing a moderate improvement in gait kinematics in both groups. However, 

the GDI-kinetic performed poorly in terms of responsiveness, the score increase was 

not significant, but it showed a trend towards a small recovery of gait kinetics in both 

cohorts.  Although the same gait variables used in the GDI and GDI-kinetic were 
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utilised within the Classifier, the latter allowed adding additional biomechanics known 

to be relevant in knee OA patients’ classification, such as GRF. In fact, it was found 

that vertical and anterior-posterior GRF were two of the six most accurate classifying 

features of patients with knee OA (Table 15). GRF is an important feature describing 

OA gait, as proven by previous reports (Yoshida et al. 2008; Biggs et al. 2019b), and 

the improvement in anterior-posterior and vertical GRF had a large ES in both 

patient groups post-TKR, indicating a considerable change in this variable. However, 

GRF is not included in the GDI-kinetic and this may reduce its sensitivity in detecting 

change pre to post-TKR. A previous study comparing individuals with knee OA to a 

reference group created a knee specific GDI, where only knee angles and moments 

were inputted to obtain a GDI score (Kobsar et al. 2019). It must be noted that this 

new GDI combined gait kinetics and kinematics and it is conceptually different from 

the original GDI, where only gait kinematics were included (Schwartz and 

Rozumalski 2008). This study (Kobsar et al. 2019) showed that it was possible to 

modify the GDI to add the variables relevant to the population studied. Therefore, 

future research may potentially include vertical and anterior-posterior GRF to the 

GDI-kinetic. This would allow to verify whether introducing GRFs, may make the new 

GDI-kinetic more sensitive in assessing change in gait pre to post-TKR. 

Considering gait kinematics and kinetic improvement separately may give the 

advantage of determining which gait aspects improved after the surgery but reducing 

the ability to detect a change in gait function. The classifier had the advantage of 

combining gait kinematics and kinetics in one measure and based the classification 

of patients on the gait features that were most relevant in distinguishing patients from 

NPs. This made the classifier OA-specific, while GDI and GDI-kinetic were 

developed to evaluate the gait of children with cerebral palsy and therefore, utilised 

more generic gait features that did not include all the relevant biomechanical 

features for people with knee OA. 

The results of the current investigation are in line with previous work (Naili et 

al. 2019b) where there was a moderate improvement in the GDI (ES = 0.7) and a 

small, not significant improvement in the GDI-kinetic (ES = 0.4) one-year after total 

hip replacement. Conversely, Naili et al. (2017b) found a small change in the GDI 

(ES = 0.4) and a moderate improvement in the GDI-kinetic (ES = 0.5) twelve months 

post-TKR. It must be noted that the patients included in Naili et al. (2017b) were the 
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same as those examined in the current study, however, for both patients and NPs, 

the GDI and GDI-kinetic were calculated against a different reference of fifty-nine 

subjects and this may justify the dissimilar findings from the present study. 

GDI, GDI-kinetic and classifier determine gait function with different methods. 

GDI and GDI-kinetic compare each patient, separately, to a reference group of 

healthy volunteers, and establish how “far” the patient is relative to the reference 

group biomechanics (Schwartz and Rozumalski 2008; Rozumalski and Schwartz 

2011). The classifier is trained to distinguish patients and NPs and then classifies 

them according to the main gait features characterising OA and NPs. This means 

that each subject is compared both to a group of NPs and a group of people with 

severe knee OA and this produces a system of Believes (BOA, BNP, Uncertainty) 

that the subject has NP/OA characteristics, also accounting for uncertainty in the 

classification. Having the option to check the level of uncertainty in the classification 

is important because it allows to make a more informed interpretation of the results 

and has an impact on the confidence the user may have in making a decision based 

on the output. For instance, if the classifier was to be implemented for clinical use, 

the occurrence of a high uncertainty level would prompt a clinician to examine the 

original gait data in more detail to verify the presence of potential errors, or to carry 

out further assessments on the patient to obtain additional details and clarify the 

observation made by the classifier. 

Despite the different methods, the construct that GDI, GDI-kinetic and 

Classifier measure should be the same and corresponding to gait function in relation 

to healthy subjects and this justified comparing these measures. 

The findings suggest that combining joint kinematics, kinetics and GRF into a 

single measure like the Classifier seems to capture changes in objective function 

more effectively than looking at kinematic and kinetic variables separately with the 

GDI and GDI-kinetic, respectively. 

 

4.4.2 Relationship between the BOA vs. GDI and BOA vs. GDI-kinetic pre- and 

post-TKR 

Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2: there is a significant, negative, moderate correlation between 

the BOA and GDI pre-TKR in both patient groups 
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In line with the initial hypothesis, pre-TKR, there was a significant association 

between having a high BOA (i.e., more compromised gait) and a low GDI (i.e., more 

compromised gait) for the Karolinska and Cardiff patients. When considering the 

GDI-kinetic, a moderate relationship with the BOA was found in both groups pre-

TKR, in agreement with the hypothesis. In the Cardiff cohort, the classifier 

classification of patients and NPs was mainly based on gait kinetics features (joint 

moments, GRF and joint powers, about 60% of the total) (Table 13). This could 

explain the stronger relationship between the Cardiff patients’ GDI-kinetic and BOA 

(moderate correlation) and the weak relationship between the GDI and BOA. In the 

Karolinska patients, the classifier found that a similar proportion of joint kinematics 

and gait kinetics (about 55%) features were separating patients with severe knee OA 

from NPs. Therefore, the subjects’ classification of gait was almost equally 

determined by kinetic and kinematic characteristics, justifying why a moderate 

correlation was found between the BOA and GDI and BOA and GDI-kinetic. The 

significant correlations between both the BOA and GDI, BOA and GDI-kinetic could 

also highlight that joint kinetics and kinematics were similarly affected before TKR 

surgery as noted in previous studies (Astephen et al. 2008a; Ro et al. 2019). 

Previous work on a larger OA cohort, described joint kinematics alterations such as 

reduced ROM at the hip, knee and ankle, coupled with joint kinetics differences from 

controls, like smaller knee extension and internal rotation moments in terminal 

stance, knee flexion moment in initial stance and hip adduction moments in mid-

stance (Astephen et al. 2008a). The current results suggest that classifier, GDI and 

GDI-kinetic can inform on gait quality pre-TKR to a similar degree, and therefore the 

use of the Classifier or the combination of GDI and GDI-kinetic at this stage may be 

at the researcher’s discretion, bearing in mind that when looking at longitudinal 

changes, the classifier is a more responsive measure of gait function change. 

 

Hypothesis 2.3: there is a significant, negative, weak correlation between the BOA 

and GDI post-TKR in both patient groups 

The hypothesis was disproven as no relationship was found between the BOA 

and GDI in either the Cardiff or Karolinska patients post-TKR. This may suggest that 

there was poor agreement between the measures. There were cases where patients 

showed a GDI approaching or exceeding 100 (= normal gait), indicating that gait 
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kinematics were comparable to controls, while also having a BOA > 0.5, 

demonstrating that a combination of gait kinetics and kinematics lead to a pathologic 

gait classification of most patients. 

 

Hypothesis 2.4: there is a significant, negative, moderate relationship between the 

BOA and GDI-kinetic post-surgery in both patient groups 

The hypothesis was accepted for the Cardiff patients only, as a moderate 

correlation was found between the classifier and GDI-kinetic; in the Karolinska 

cohort, a negative, linear relationship was observed between the BOA and GDI-

kinetic, suggesting a similar trend to the Cardiff cohort, however, no significant 

correlation was found. 

Surprisingly, the GDI showed that patients’ gait quality was only moderately 

compromised post-TKR (90 < GDI ≤ 95), given that their mean scores were less than 

one SD away from the NPs in the Karolinska (mean GDI: 95.0 ± 7.5) and the Cardiff 

cohort (mean GDI: 91.7 ± 9.2). Cardiff patients’ GDI-kinetic mean score (85.4 ± 11.8) 

was about 1.5 SD away from the reference healthy group. Karolinska patients’ joint 

kinetics, similar to what was found for the joint kinematics, were only mildly 

compromised as the GDI-kinetic mean score (92.2 ± 9.6) was less than 1SD away 

from the controls. Nevertheless, looking at the classifier, despite the improvement, 

gait function was far from normal one-year after the surgery, as shown by the 

relatively high BOA in both groups of patients (Karolinska: 0.53; Cardiff: 0.58), 

indicating that most were in the dominant area of the Classifier, meaning that their 

gait was severely affected and mainly still showing OA features. The advantage of 

the classifier is that it allows to examine which gait features were involved in 

determining the classification of gait function. When considering the patients 

biomechanics post-TKR, it was found that no kinetics or kinematics features were 

comparable to those of NPs in the two patient groups, except for Karolinska patients’ 

hip adduction-abduction ROM, and medio-lateral GRF. GDI and GDI-kinetic do not 

allow to visualise which gait features were key in determining the index, and 

therefore, it is unknown what could have determined such a high GDI and GDI-

kinetic index in both patient groups post-TKR. 

One-year after the surgery, the uncertainty level of the Classifier increased 

significantly showing that classifying subjects becomes more complex at this stage of 
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recovery due to a higher degree of contrasting information in the gait features. The 

lack of correlation between the Classifier and GDI in both groups suggests that joint 

kinetics and kinematics were affected to a different degree one-year post-TKR. This 

agrees with previous research (Saari et al. 2005b; Yoshida et al. 2008; Levinger et 

al. 2013; McGinnis et al. 2013) reporting mixed recovery in terms of gait kinematics 

and kinetics and contrasting results following TKR surgery. Yoshida et al. (2008) 

studied twelve patients before and one-year after TKR and found that knee ROM, 

peak flexion and knee flexion at initial contact were comparable to that of twelve age-

matched controls, while vertical GRF, knee and hip extension moments at peak knee 

flexion were significantly different in the patients’ group. Saari et al. (2005) observed 

that up to two years post-TKR, thirty-nine patients had reduced hip extension 

compared to eighteen age-matched controls, however, peak hip flexion, adduction-

abduction, peak knee flexion-extension moments and peak angles did not differ 

between groups. McGinnis et al. (2013) found significant differences in knee flexion-

extension ROM at loading response but no differences in knee peak flexion-

extension moments, hip and ankle flexion-extension excursion in patients six months 

after TKR compared to twenty-one, healthy volunteers. Levinger et al. (2013) 

observed smaller knee peak extension moments, reduced knee extension angles 

and knee power absorption in late stance, and increased ankle dorsiflexion in thirty-

two patients one-year after TKR, nevertheless, no differences from the control group 

(twenty-eight subjects) were found in hip angles, moments and power, or ankle 

moments and power. 

Considering that the Classifier combines gait kinematics and kinetics, the 

moderate correlation between the BOA and GDI-kinetic in the Cardiff patients only 

may suggests that gait kinetics may play a more substantial role in defining gait 

quality post-TKR compared to gait kinematics in certain patient groups. The current 

findings indicate that Classifier and GDI produce different outputs post-TKR and 

therefore it is not advised to utilise them interchangeably. Caution should be applied 

when considering utilising the GDI-kinetic in place of the Classifier as in the current 

cohorts of patients, the two measures were not associated in the Karolinska cohort 

but there was a moderate correlation in the Cardiff cohort, highlighting the presence 

of diverse biomechanical characteristics of the two groups of patients. Moreover, 

caution should be used when utilising the GDI and GDI-kinetic, since both indexes 
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showed a return to seemingly normal biomechanics one-year post-TKR, which was 

not corroborated by the findings of the classifier. 

 

4.4.3 Relationship between BOA change vs. GDI change, and BOA change vs. 

GDI-kinetic change 

Hypothesis 3.1: there is a significant, moderate correlation between the BOA change 

and GDI change pre- to one-year post-surgery in both patient groups 

While a linear relationship could be observed between the BOA change and 

GDI variation post-TKR, the results negated the hypothesis as no significant 

correlation was found between the variables in either group. This means that the 

extent of gait kinematic change (GDI change), did not correspond to a similar change 

in gait function when gait kinetics and kinematics were considered together (BOA 

change). 

 

Hypothesis 3.2: there is a significant, moderate relationship between the BOA 

change and GDI-kinetic change pre to one-year post-TKR in both patient groups 

Regarding the association between the BOA and GDI-kinetic scores changes, 

the hypothesis could be confirmed for the Cardiff patients only, as a significant, 

moderate relationship was observed. This was likely because the gait features 

improving post-TKR and the ones with the largest change were mainly related to 

joint kinetics in this group. Contrarily, no correlation between the variables was found 

in the Karolinska group, although a linear, negative association could be observed 

between the BOA and GDI-kinetic change. In some cases, patients that were 

deemed to have had a gait function improvement with one outcome measure, were 

classed as having had a gait deterioration by the other outcome measure. 

The lack of correlation between the BOA and GDI change in both groups and 

the mixed findings in the relationship between BOA and GDI-kinetic change suggest 

that patients had a mixed recovery, where a change in gait kinematics was not 

complemented with a similar variation in gait kinetics or vice versa, as previously 

discussed and as demonstrated by other reports (Saari et al. 2005b; Yoshida et al. 

2008; Levinger et al. 2013; McGinnis et al. 2013). Therefore, it is not advised to 

utilise the GDI and classifier interchangeably to evaluate the gait quality difference 

pre to post-TKR. Additionally, it is advised to utilise the GDI-kinetic cautiously to 
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evaluate change pre to post-TKR as, in some groups of patients, it may not be able 

to measure a change in gait kinetics and additionally, this study demonstrated that 

the GDI-kinetic had poor internal responsiveness in two groups of patients one-year 

post-TKR. 

GDI and GDI-kinetic are useful in determining a subject’s gait quality, but they 

do not provide information on which gait features are deviating from the reference 

group, as opposed to the Classifier. This is valuable information to understand what 

could be potentially targeted by rehabilitation interventions. A recent NICE guideline 

recommended introducing a preoperative rehabilitation program before TKR; while 

rehabilitation may not improve pain and patient-perceived function pre-TKR, it 

revealed a reduction in hospital length of stay, which would be of clinical benefit to 

the patient (NICE 2020a). Measures such as the classifier may aid in informing pre-

rehabilitation programs, by highlighting the gait features that most differ from healthy 

subjects. 

 

4.4.4 Are there similarities in the eighteen highest-ranking features 

discriminating patients from NPs in two separate patient groups? 

The Classifier out-of-sample classification accuracy was similar between the 

Cardiff and Karolinska cohorts, corresponding to 93.5% and 92.2%, respectively. 

The out-of-sample classification accuracy levels in this study were lower than what 

was observed previously by Biggs et al. (2019b) in thirty patients and thirty NPs 

(100% accuracy), however, the authors had not included pelvis kinematics and joint 

powers, and this may explain the differences from the current investigation. When 

including joint powers, Metcalfe et al. (2017) found that the Classifier accuracy was 

95%, similar to the current report. It may be inferred that introducing joint powers 

lowers the Classifier classification accuracy, however, this hypothesis cannot be 

confirmed by the results in the current study and more research would be needed on 

this aspect, comparing the Classifier accuracy variation when introducing certain gait 

features. 

The most prominent finding was that in two groups of patients from different 

countries over half (55.6%) of the eighteen most discriminative gait features 

separating patients and controls were similar. This suggests that the presence of 

severe knee OA produced characteristic gait alterations that are consistently 
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identified by the classifier. Some differences in the eighteen most discriminating gait 

features were found between cohorts. This could indicate that different groups of 

patients pre-TKR may have unique, and slightly different gait characteristics from 

one another. It must be noted that the Karolinska patients were compared to NPs of 

a similar age, while the Cardiff patients were compared to a significantly younger 

group of NPs. In the Cardiff cohort, this choice was made because older age is a risk 

factor for the development of knee OA (Blagojevic et al. 2010), and to ensure that 

the gait classification was going to be based on a “true” healthy gait, following 

previous work (Watling 2013; Biggs 2016), and a mixed-age group of NPs was 

included in the Cardiff cohort. Hence, it was unclear if the abovementioned 

differences were due to the Cardiff cohort’s reference group being significantly 

younger than the patients, as opposed to the age-matched controls in the Karolinska 

group, or if the differences were dependent on diverse gait biomechanics 

characterising the Cardiff and Karolinska participants. The results from the current 

study do not allow verification of these suggestions, but chapter 5 addresses the 

issue of utilising a much younger reference group versus using a NP group of similar 

age to the patients undergoing TKR. 

As correctly emphasised previously by Metcalfe (2014), the order in which the 

highest ranking eighteen gait features appeared within the classifier does not play a 

role in the way participants are classified, as there is no weighing of the gait features 

depending on their rank. Therefore, the fact that similar gait features were in a 

different order between the two Classifiers was not fundamental in determining the 

subjects’ Belief values but was an indication of how accurately that feature classified 

the participants as NP or OA. 

In the Cardiff cohort, most gait features had a classification accuracy > 80%, 

while in the Karolinska cohort, this was true only for four gait features, including knee 

flexion-extension angles PC2, hip power PC2, knee flexion-extension moments PC2 

and ankle inversion-eversion angles PC1. This finding may be a result of Karolinska 

controls’ older age. It is widely agreed that biomechanical changes occur in healthy 

older peoples’ gait, such as a slower walking speed (Herssens et al. 2018), reduced 

ankle plantar flexion and power generation (Pol et al. 2021a), reduced knee 

extension and hip flexion at heel-strike, and smaller ground reaction forces (Boyer et 

al. 2017b). Therefore, it is likely that several gait features were “more comparable” 
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between the Karolinska patients and controls than between the Cardiff patients and 

NPs, resulting in a lower accuracy of the Classifier in being able to differentiate the 

severe OA from NP gait. In fact, some of the age-related gait changes are similar to 

those observed in people with knee OA, but Duffell et al. (2017) highlighted that 

certain kinematic and kinetic features at the hip-knee-ankle are not age-related but 

characteristic of suffering from OA. The following discussion will highlight the 

similarities observed in the two groups of patients pre-surgery. 

 

Joints’ kinematics features similarities between cohorts 

When looking at joint kinematics, PCA revealed a reduced hip and knee 

flexion-extension ROM, and a decreased hip adduction-abduction ROM in both 

groups of patients. Hip kinematics alterations in the presence of severe knee OA 

have been reported in previous studies that compared patients to age-matched or 

younger NPs and were similar to what was found in the current work, including 

smaller hip flexion-extension ROM (Astephen et al. 2008a; Ro et al. 2018), smaller 

hip adduction angles at stance (Duffell et al. 2017), larger peak hip abduction during 

swing (Baert et al. 2013). The reduced hip flexion-extension ROM may be 

associated with the limited knee ROM in stance that was observed in the patients 

and that may be likely due to pain or knee flexion deformity, usually observed in 

people with knee OA; knee flexion-extension PC2, describing reduced knee flexion-

extension ROM was highly discriminatory in the Karolinska group and this gait 

alteration was found in previous reports (Ouellet and Moffet 2002; Levinger et al. 

2013; Ro et al. 2018) and the Cardiff patients alike. A lack of knee extension in 

terminal stance would limit consequently, the hip extension. This deduction is 

supported by the findings of Ro et al. (2019) who observed that hip ROM reduction 

was significantly correlated with knee ROM limitations in a group of eighty-nine 

patients with severe knee OA and this finding did not change after controlling for gait 

speed. Conversely, a previous study looking at older adults (Chehab et al. 2017), 

found correlations between walking speed, BMI and hip flexion angles during gait, 

suggesting that the pattern observed in this study may also be related to the patients’ 

reduced walking speed and higher BMI. 
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Joints’ moments and powers features similarities between cohorts 

In terms of joint kinetics, in both patient groups, PCA depicted the presence of 

smaller knee flexion moments in early stance, as described in previous research 

(Astephen et al. 2008a; Milner 2009), and smaller extension moments in terminal 

stance, also observed in earlier reports (Levinger et al. 2013; Ro et al. 2018). This 

could be linked to the reduced knee ROM throughout stance, which would reduce 

the knee moment arm relative to the GRF vector, resulting in smaller knee flexion 

and extension moments. 

In line with previous findings, both groups of patients displayed larger 

dorsiflexion moments at initial stance and smaller peak dorsiflexion moments at 

terminal stance (Ouellet and Moffet 2002; Biggs et al. 2019b; Ro et al. 2019) as 

depicted by ankle dorsi-plantar flexion moments PC1 (Cardiff) and PC2 (Karolinska). 

This finding may justify the reduced patients’ gait speed, as an earlier study found 

that walking velocity in patients post-TKR was influenced by the amplitude of the 

ankle dorsiflexion peak moment and the knee ROM (Ro et al. 2018). 

In accordance with Levinger et al. (2013), both Cardiff and Karolinska patients 

showed a reduced peak knee power generation and absorption throughout the gait 

cycle (knee power PC1) compared to reference groups and this characteristic was 

highly discriminatory between people with severe OA and NPs (within the first seven 

highest-ranking features in both groups). Joint power indicates when negative work 

(eccentric, negative sign of the waveform) or positive work (concentric, positive sign 

of the waveform) is performed around a joint; to aid interpretation of this variable, 

looking at the correspondent joint moment can explain if the concentric work was 

created by an external flexor or extensor moment (Robertson et al. 2013). Resende 

et al. (2012a) found reduced power absorption in late stance and power generation 

during swing but not in other aspects of the knee power waveform. However, the 

study (Resende et al. 2012a) only included women with mild knee OA and this may 

justify the modest alterations in their biomechanics. The reduced knee power profiles 

may have been due to the patients’ reduced walking speed. In support of this 

proposition, McGibbon and Krebs (2002) found that the knee mechanical energy 

expenditure was similar between people with knee OA and controls when walking at 

the same speed. 
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The Cardiff and Karolinska patients in the current study manifested an increased 

ankle power absorption at the start of mid-stance, compared to NPs, as depicted by 

ankle power PC3 and PC2, respectively. These PCs described the eccentric work of 

the calf muscles guiding the movement of the tibia over the talus while the centre of 

mass moves forward (Houglum et al. 2012). When plotting the patients pre-TKR and 

NPs ankle power mean waveforms during a gait cycle, there were no discernible 

differences between these groups upon visual inspection, either in the Cardiff or 

Karolinska cohorts. This may be due to having averaged the data and eliminated the 

variability within it, while PCA was able to identify the pattern distinguishing patients 

form NPs. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the patient’s increased ankle 

power eccentric work at the start of mid-stance currently observed is a novel finding 

that has never been described in previous research. Patients with knee OA tend to 

walk with a stiff knee, meaning that they have reduced flexion-extension ROM during 

stance, with the tendency to maintain a flexed knee (Bytyqi et al. 2014; Toda et al. 

2021). An increased knee flexion before mid-stance would cause the tibia to be in a 

more disadvantaged position (i.e., more forwardly tilted in the sagittal plane, relative 

to the foot) and would result in an increased ankle dorsiflexion [which was indeed 

depicted by Ankle dorsi-plantar flexion angle PC1 at this timepoint in the Cardiff 

cohort (Table 15)]. The increased ankle eccentric work observed may be a strategy 

of the calf muscles to support the excessive tilt forward of the tibia, in an attempt to 

stabilise the ankle-knee before full weight acceptance. Yet, this hypothesis cannot be 

confirmed with the current results as the muscles’ activity was not examined in this 

study. In the Karolinska patients, the ankle power PC2 also depicted a delayed and 

reduced peak power generation around 55% of the gait cycle (terminal stance), while 

in the Cardiff’s the main aspect described by ankle power PC3 was a reduced 

concentric work at this stage. The peak ankle power generation at terminal stance is 

consistent with the calf muscles contracting to plantar-flex the foot (heel off) and 

allow the lower limb to be pushed forward in preparation for the swing phase 

(Houglum et al. 2012). Previous several reports identified a reduced ankle power 

generation at push-off in elderly people and the difference was present also when 

young and elderly adults walked at the same speeds (DeVita and Hortobagyi 2000; 

Silder et al. 2008). Similar findings were described in people with severe knee OA 

(Resende et al. 2012a), even at walking speeds matched with controls (McGibbon 
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and Krebs 2002), showing that the reduced ankle concentric work was not due to the 

reduced gait speed usually observed in people with knee OA. 

 

GRF features similarities between cohorts 

In both patients’ groups, the GRF PCs identified similar patterns, for the 

vertical GRF there was a reduced loading rate, loss of the by-phasic nature of the 

waveform and a higher force in midstance. Alterations in the vertical GRF were 

described in previous studies, highlighting reduced vertical force at the first peak 

(Yoshida et al. 2012) and during push-off (Wiik et al. 2017), reduced vertical GRF 

peaks and a monophasic curve with higher GRF force in mid-stance (Costello et al. 

2021). Cardiff and Karolinska patients equally displayed a reduced mediolateral GRF 

loading rate with a larger medial force around midstance, a finding in line with recent 

work including a large cohort of people with radiographic and symptomatic OA 

enrolled in the Multicenter Osteoarthritis Study (Costello et al. 2021). Nevertheless, 

mediolateral GRF was not as discriminatory between patients and NPs in either 

group, compared to other features (accuracy < 80%). In the above-mentioned 

studies (Wiik et al. 2017; Costello et al. 2021), the GRF differences were irrespective 

of patients and controls walking at the same velocity, showing that these changes 

are not simply gait speed-related, but specific to the presence of joint pain. Vertical 

and mediolateral GRF play an important role in determining the knee adduction 

moment, together with the knee lever arm (Hunt et al. 2006). The reduced vertical 

and mediolateral GRF loading rate may be an attempt to slow down the loading on 

the knee to limit the pain, however, contributing to an increased knee adduction 

moment in mid-stance (as depicted by knee adduction-abduction moment PC2 in 

both cohorts). 

Both Cardiff and Karolinska patients displayed a reduced anterior and 

posterior GRF, but previous work did not support this finding (Costello et al. 2021) 

and observed that the minimal differences between people with knee OA and 

controls disappeared when adjusting for gait speed. However, the study (Costello et 

al. 2021) did not specify the knee OA severity and patients walked with their 

footwear, a factor known to modify the loading of the lower limb (Shakoor and Block 

2006). 
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Aligning with a previous report (Astephen et al. 2008b), in the current study, 

most of the gait features differentiating NPs from patients pre-surgery were related to 

gait kinetics in the Cardiff group and a similar trend was noted in the Karolinska 

cohort, although the proportion of gait kinetic variables was lower than Cardiff’s. This 

suggests that at this stage of knee OA, kinetic changes may be more relevant in 

differentiating patients from NPs. 

 

Hip kinetics and kinematics similarities between cohorts 

Assessment of the eighteen highest-ranking features revealed that in both 

cohorts, about 30% of gait features distinguishing between patients and NPs were 

hip-related, indicating that several compensatory strategies occur at this level. 

Excluding the similarities discussed above, most of the hip features depicted slightly 

different patterns between the two groups of patients. Cardiff patients had smaller 

hip flexion and extension moments (hip flexion-extension moment PC2) and a larger 

adduction moment in mid-stance (hip adduction-abduction moment PC2), whereas 

Karolinska patients showed a different pattern, with reduced hip peak adduction 

moments compared to NPs (hip adduction-abduction moment PC1). Hip kinetics 

alterations in the presence of severe knee OA have been reported in previous 

studies and were similar to what found in the current work, including smaller first and 

second peak hip adduction moments and larger hip abduction moment at heel strike 

(Mündermann et al. 2005) and reduced hip extension moments (Astephen et al. 

2008a). 

Interestingly, in both groups, gait features regarding hip joint powers in the 

sagittal plane were highly discriminatory between patients and NPs (accuracy ≥ 

90%). Consistent with the current investigation, a high discriminatory value of hip 

and knee power using the Classifier was found by Metcalfe et al. (2017) in fifteen 

patients pre-TKR, where these gait features ranked first (92.5% accuracy) and 

second (87.5% accuracy), respectively, in terms of accuracy in classifying 

participants. Nevertheless, the authors (Metcalfe et al. 2017) did not specify which 

PC score was retained by the Classifier or what was the interpretation of the PCs. 

Hip power PC2 was the second most discriminatory feature between patients 

and NPs in both the Karolinska and Cardiff groups, despite representing only 20% of 

the original data variance. The PC described slightly different aspects in the 
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Karolinska and Cardiff cohorts and reflected patients’ hip power phase shifts and 

reduced power generation around toe-off (only in the Cardiff cohort), and midstance 

(Karolinska cohort only). In the Cardiff cohort, reduced power generation around toe-

off was linked to the fact that patients had a reduced external hip extension moment, 

as depicted by hip flexion-extension moment PC2. This would have resulted in 

reduced concentric work of hip flexors, whose function at this stage is to flex the hip 

to clear the lower limb from the ground and accelerate the lower limb forward for the 

swing phase (Houglum et al. 2012). The reduced power generation at the start of 

mid-stance observed in the Karolinska patients may be linked to the smaller hip 

flexion moments at this stage, but not depicted as one of the main gait features by 

the Classifier. Hip extensors work concentrically to extend the hip and stabilise the 

trunk in this phase (Houglum et al. 2012). Reduced joint concentric and eccentric 

work could be linked to hip muscles’ weakness which has been described previously 

in people with severe knee OA. Hinman et al. (2010) examined eighty-nine people 

with knee OA and found that compared to twenty-three controls, there was 

diminished strength in all hip muscle groups. Rightly, the authors (Hinman et al. 

2010) highlighted that it was not possible to imply whether the muscle weakness was 

a consequence or if it was present before the occurrence of knee OA. It must be 

acknowledged that is not known if the participants of the present study had muscle 

weakness as muscle strength testing was not performed. Muscles strength testing 

and passive joints ROM assessment could be of value to interpret the results from 

3D gait analysis, in order to understand if a reduced mobility and altered joint kinetics 

are due to muscles weakness or joint stiffness. 

The current findings were also similar to Resende et al. (2012b), who 

explored significant differences in joint powers PC scores between patients with 

knee OA and controls; the study found that a statistical difference existed only in hip 

power PC2 scores, but not in PC1 and PC3 between groups, despite representing 

only 18.8% of the variance; the PC depicted patients’ reduced power absorption 

(eccentric work) in late stance and power generation (concentric work) at toe-off 

(Resende et al. 2012b). The slightly different meaning of hip power PC2 from the 

current study could be because the report only included women that suffered from 

mild knee OA (Resende et al. 2012b). Similarly, previous research observed reduced 

maximum hip power generation at mid-stance and swing in forty-three patients with 
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severe OA compared to twenty-nine age-matched controls, nevertheless, the 

differences were not significant (Levinger et al. 2013). However, in the study 

(Levinger et al. 2013), gait velocity was adjusted for in the statistical analysis and this 

may justify the difference from the current investigation where gait speed was not 

corrected between patients and controls. It is well established that certain gait 

variables are gait-velocity dependent (Astephen Wilson 2012). Yet, the choice of not 

adjusting for gait speed in the current report was driven by the fact that while a 

reduced gait velocity is not specific to the presence of severe knee OA, it is a typical 

characteristic of the disease that tends to decrease with increased OA severity 

(Astephen et al. 2008a). Using walking speed as a covariate violates one of the 

assumptions of the statistical test, which is that the covariate (walking speed) must 

be independent of the other variables (joint biomechanics) (Portney and Watkins 

2014). 

 

The results of the current work demonstrated that most of the highest-ranking 

features discriminating severe knee OA from NPs found in previous research (Biggs 

et al. 2019b) and in the current study were not specific to the Cardiff cohort since 

they were present in a cohort of patients and NPs from a different country too. The 

results of the study will be able to inform future research utilising the classifier, as it 

has demonstrated which are the recurring, and therefore, key gait features that 

should be expected within the eighteen highest ranking ones distinguishing between 

severe OA and NPs. 

 

4.4.5 Patients’ gait biomechanics changes post-TKR in the two groups 

Hypothesis 5: several gait features improve pre- to post-TKR but patients do not 

show a gait pattern equivalent to that of NPs at one-year follow-up in either group 

In agreement with the initial hypotheses, the majority of the gait features 

improved pre to post-TKR in both groups of patients, showing that TKR surgery is 

successful at facilitating the recovery of gait biomechanics. The patterns of recovery 

were different between the two cohorts, as in the Cardiff patients, most of the 

improvements involved gait kinetics, while in the Karolinska patients, it entailed a 

slightly higher proportion of gait kinematics. This is not surprising, considering that 

the gait features that were utilised by the Classifier to evaluate gait changes pre to 
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post-TKR were mainly kinetic-related in the Cardiff group and kinematic-related in 

the Karolinska. 

In line with a previous study (Biggs et al. 2019b), the gait improvement was 

mainly associated with joints other than the knee. The largest proportion of features 

which showed a trend towards recovery was seen in hip biomechanics in both 

patient groups, showing that there was a decrease in gait compensations at this 

joint. However, a return to normal could be seen only for the Karolinska patients, 

whose hip adduction-abduction ROM (hip adduction-abduction angles PC2) was 

comparable to NPs. This finding was in line with what was observed by Ro et al. 

(2020), who found that hip adduction angles throughout the gait were comparable to 

age-matched controls in eighty-four patients two years after TKR. It could be 

suggested that a return to normal of this gait feature could be expected only when 

patients are compared to a control group of a similar age. However, the current study 

does not allow to confirm this assumption as a group of patients should be compared 

to several groups of controls of varying ages to validate this point. In the Karolinska 

patients, the mediolateral GRF PC3 (loading rate and force magnitude at 50% 

stance) was comparable to reference subjects, nevertheless, the change pre to post-

TKR was small, implying that this feature was not much different from NPs before 

the surgery. Moreover, mediolateral GRF was not as discriminative of patients and 

NPs pre-TKR in this group. 

Overall, the patients’ gait improvement was suboptimal one-year post-TKR, 

considering that no gait features were comparable to NPs in the Cardiff patients and 

only two gait features were equivalent to the controls in the Karolinska cohort. Some 

gait features returned to normal in the Karolinska patients, and it may be because 

they had been compared to an age-matched reference group. In accordance with the 

current study, it has been demonstrated that one year following TKR surgery, gait 

biomechanics do not go back to normal and several significant joint biomechanical 

alterations subsist, either when looking at peak values or gait features via PCA, 

including smaller peak vertical GRF (Yoshida et al. 2008), reduced knee ROM 

(McGinnis et al. 2013), reduced peak hip extension (Saari et al. 2005b), smaller knee 

peak extension angle in late stance, increased ankle dorsiflexion (Levinger et al. 

2013), decreased knee extension angles and moments (Yoshida et al. 2008; Ro et 
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al. 2018) and hip flexion (Ro et al. 2018) and extension moments (Yoshida et al. 

2008). 

The Cardiff Classifier has been previously utilised in patients pre- to post-joint 

surgery and age-matched volunteers and a larger proportion of patients were 

classed as having a healthy gait after the operation when the NPs had a similar age 

to the patients. Worsley et al. (2015) looked at gait changes in a mixed group of 

thirty-one patients following TKR and UKR via the Cardiff Classifier; the reference 

group had a similar age (62.4 ± 5.9) to the patients (60.9 ± 67.2) and it was found 

that post-surgery, 20% of TKR patients were classed as NP. Metcalfe et al. (2017) 

observed twenty patients pre- and one-year post-TKR, compared to twenty age-

matched controls and observed that 53.3% (8 out of 15) were classified as NP after 

the surgery (two of which had been classified as NP pre-surgery). When running the 

Cardiff Classifier on thirty patients pre (69.7 ± 8.6) and one-year post-TKR utilising a 

significantly younger cohort as reference (thirty NP, age 39.8 ± 17.6) Biggs et al. 

(2019b) found that one year after the operation only 10% of patients moved to the 

NP side of the Cardiff Classifier. Therefore, it was surprising to observe that a similar 

proportion of patients were classed as having an NP gait in the Cardiff group (25%) 

compared to the Karolinska (22.2%). Previous studies demonstrated that women 

tend to go back to normal gait patterns to a larger degree than men after TKR 

(McClelland et al. 2018; Paterson et al. 2020). Considering that the Karolinska group 

had a higher proportion of women compared to the Cardiff patients, it may have 

been expected that a larger number of patients would show a return to a normal gait 

in the Karolinska cohort. It is not clear whether the patients included in this study 

suffered from OA in other joints of the lower limbs which may have played a role in 

the gait recovery and future studies including this information may help interpret the 

results.  

 

One of the strengths of this study is that it was conducted on two patient groups 

from different countries and therefore the results were not specific to a single cohort. 

However, there were some limitations. It is common practice to compare people with 

severe OA to age-matched controls, this ensures a more realistic evaluation, 

especially when considering comparing gait biomechanics post-TKR: a return to a 

completely normal gait is not expected after the surgery as the knee prostheses do 
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not perform the same as a native knee. Comparing patients to much younger people, 

like in the Cardiff cohort, may produce unrealistic expectations of gait recovery. 

Nevertheless, the choice of including younger controls was an attempt to remove 

one of the risk factors for knee OA, as previously discussed. In the Cardiff cohort, 

there was a prevalence of males, which is unusual, considering that knee OA is 

more prevalent in women (NICE 2022) and therefore the results of the Classifier 

regarding the Cardiff cohort should be interpreted accounting for this limitation. A 

further limitation is that NPs were not assessed radiographically for the absence of 

knee OA, however, any potential healthy volunteer was excluded in the presence of 

known risk factors, such as previous knee injuries or if they presented symptoms of a 

joint issue. The study was underpowered, and it included a relatively small number of 

patients, the latter is a common issue in studies utilising 3D motion analysis, 

considering the amount of time needed to collect data. 

 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

Adding to the limited existing evidence, this study showed that in two groups 

of patients from different countries, the classifier had a large responsiveness in 

measuring the gait biomechanics changes pre to one-year post-TKR. A novel finding 

was that the classifier was more responsive than the GDI and GDI-kinetic. It is 

suggested that the classifier may be a more appropriate measure to assess the 

objective gait function change in research evaluating TKR outcomes and that 

combining lower limb kinematics and kinetics in a single measure may produce 

larger responsiveness than assessing these separately as in the GDI and GDI-

kinetics. 

The classifier was compared to the GDI and GDI-kinetic absolute scores pre- 

and post-TKR. Pre-TKR, the significant correlation between both BOA and GDI, BOA 

and GDI-kinetic, suggested that both joint kinetics and kinematics were affected to a 

similar degree in both patient groups and an agreement between these outcome 

measures. This indicates that either the classifier or the GDI combined with the GDI-

kinetic may be used interchangeably to assess gait function pre-TKR in future 

research. However, the classifier and GDI did not correlate post-TKR and the 

classifier and GDI-kinetic were not associated in one of the groups of patients, 

suggesting a disagreement between these measures. The lack of correlation 
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between the BOA and GDI change in both groups and the mixed findings in the 

relationship between BOA and GDI-kinetic change reinforced the idea that these 

measures did not agree. The findings may indicate that patients had a mixed 

recovery, where a change in gait kinematics was not complemented with a similar 

variation in gait kinetics or vice versa. Therefore, it is not recommended to utilise the 

classifier or the GDI – GDI-kinetic interchangeably to assess gait function and its 

change post-TKR. The fact that GDI and GDI-kinetic do not allow to explore what 

were the gait features determining the indexes, may result in favouring the use of the 

classifier to assess gait function, due to its potential to inform what could be targeted 

by rehabilitation to improve the outcomes. 

A new contribution to the existing knowledge was that the majority of the gait 

features separating OA patients from their references were similar between the 

Cardiff and Karolinska groups, suggesting that severe knee OA produced distinctive 

gait alterations that are consistently identified by the classifier. Future studies 

employing the classifier should expect to observe these key gait features within the 

eighteen highest-ranking variables distinguishing between severe OA and NPs. 

This study showed that the gait biomechanics, although improving one-year 

post-TKR, overall was not comparable to that of NPs in either group of patients, 

adding to the existing literature describing the recovery of gait function post-TKR. 
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Chapter 5: Relationship between preoperative, surgical and 

patients’ factors and the gait function one-year post-TKR 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Preliminary work was conducted before developing the following chapter. This 

stemmed from the results in Chapter 4, where two separate groups of patients 

undergoing TKR were examined against NPs of similar age (i.e., in the Karolinska 

cohort) and significantly younger NPs (i.e., in the Cardiff cohort) and some 

differences in the eighteen most discriminating gait features were found between 

cohorts. Nevertheless, it was unclear if these differences were due to the Cardiff 

cohort’s reference group being significantly younger than the patients, as opposed to 

the age-matched controls in the Karolinska group, or if the differences were 

dependent on diverse gait biomechanics characterising the Cardiff and Karolinska 

participants. Karolinska patients also had a lower BOA, both pre- and post-TKR, with 

respect to Cardiff patients, but a similar change in BOA pre to one-year post-surgery 

was observed between patient groups. However, no statistical analysis was carried 

out on these aspects as this was not one of the aims of the study. Nevertheless, the 

results from the study in Chapter 4 suggested that there might be two potential risks 

of errors if comparing patients’ biomechanics to that of a much younger control 

group: 

• Systematically underestimating the pre- and post-operative patients’ objective 

gait function. 

• The gait features that most accurately differentiate patients pre-TKR from NP 

may be the ones also indicating differences between older and younger 

people’s gait rather than underpinning the main features differentiating strictly 

OA gait from a non-pathological gait. 

These points should be investigated to determine potential sources of imprecision 

when comparing patients to a mixed-age group of NPs and on average, significantly 

younger NPs, and to highlight potential limitations when employing a mixed-age NPs 

group within the Cardiff classifier. This information would be valuable for the current 

study and future investigations employing and aiming to implement the Cardiff 

classifier. 
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In the course of the TKR study, there have been challenges in recruiting NPs 

who have a similar age to the patients undergoing TKR, as older people often suffer 

from joint pain and have had previous joint injuries and surgeries, both exclusion 

criteria of the study. Our research group at Cardiff University has often included NP 

participants with a wide array of ages when utilizing the Cardiff classifier (Watling 

2013; Biggs 2016; Biggs et al. 2019a; Biggs et al. 2019b), the justification for this 

was that the main aim of utilising the Cardiff classifier was to evaluate the patients’ 

change in biomechanics with respect to a “true” healthy gait, given that individuals 

with a high BMI and older age are at higher risk of having OA while potentially being 

symptoms-free, and that gait modifications are present in people with the 

abovementioned characteristics. Only two studies utilising the Cardiff classifier 

included NPs older than fifty (Worsley et al. 2015) or sixty years of age (Metcalfe et 

al. 2017). In these cases, data were collected at different Academic Institutions and 

looked at knee biomechanics of TKR and UKR pre- and six-months post-surgery 

(Worsley et al. 2015), and at hip, knee and ankle biomechanics pre- to one-year 

post-TKR in a smaller cohort of twenty patients (Metcalfe et al. 2017). Watling (2013) 

previously investigated differences in discrete biomechanics among young NPs (18-

34 years old), mid-aged NPs (35-54 years old) and older NPs (55 years and older) to 

determine what was the best combination of NPs to utilise within the Cardiff 

classifier. The analysis was based on finding differences in discrete parameters of 

hip, knee and ankle joints and not on principal components or the Cardiff classifier 

(Watling 2013). The results highlighted that older NPs had mainly kinetics 

modifications compared to the younger NP groups, with significantly smaller ankle 

dorsi-plantarflexion ROM, peak hip flexion and adduction moments, knee flexion, 

extension and adduction moments, ankle plantarflexion and adduction moments 

(Watling 2013). Nevertheless, the author (Watling 2013) decided that the young and 

middle-aged group of NPs were appropriate to use as a control within the Cardiff 

classifier, as the main aim of his study was to be able to classify the patients against 

a healthy gait. Following this work, Biggs (2016) argued that only including young 

and mid-age NP subjects to classify patients, could result in some issues. In fact, the 

classifier would have most likely picked gait differences between NP and OA patients 

related to ageing too and not strictly related to the presence of knee OA. In his work, 

Biggs (2016) explored the potential correlation between the belief values of NP and 
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their age and found that the BOA and BNP of the NPs were not significantly 

associated with age, justifying the inclusion of elderly NPs within the classifier. 

However, it was not explored how the classification of patients may have varied 

when including only young and mid-aged subjects, mixed-age or only elderly 

individuals. No study, to date, has clarified whether utilising a group of NPs of mixed 

age or a group of NPs with a similar age to the patients undergoing TKR would 

produce different classification outcomes with the Cardiff classifier. Therefore, the 

preliminary work in this chapter included developing two Cardiff classifiers, and 

comparing the outputs when the patients from the Cardiff cohort were assessed 

against those NPs who were fifty years of age or older (from now onwards, defined 

as the “NP50 classifier”), and when patients were compared to a mixed-age group of 

NPs (from now onwards, defined as the “mixed-age classifier”). 

 

Aim 1: To explore whether there were differences in patients’ classification between 

the NP50 classifier and the mixed-age classifier. 

Hypothesis 1.1 – The patients’ Belief of OA is lower using the NP50 classifier, as 

opposed to utilising the mixed-age classifier, both pre- and post-TKR. 

Hypothesis 1.2 – Based on observations in the previous chapter, the change in 

Belief of OA for patients is similar when using the NP50 classifier or the mixed-age 

classifier. 

Hypothesis 1.3 – The highest-ranking gait features discriminating patients from older 

NPs in the NP50 classifier, are similar to those separating patients from NPs in the 

mixed-age classifier (since the mixed-age classifier already includes the older NPs 

utilised in the NP50 classifier). 

 

It was decided that if significant differences were found in at least one of the 

abovementioned hypotheses testing, the classifier trained on patients and the older 

NP group would be utilised in the subsequent work within the current chapter. This is 

because comparing patients pre- and post-TKR to an age-matched NP group may 

lead to a more realistic gait classification. In other words, patients’ biomechanics 

would be compared to the biomechanics they would be expected to have at their 

present age, had they not had knee OA, rather than being compared to 

biomechanics expected when they were younger. 
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The Chapter 4 examined how gait function can be evaluated with diverse 

summary measures, showing that the Cardiff classifier is more responsive than the 

GDI and GDI-kinetic. The Cardiff classifier therefore provides an accurate method to 

classify patients pre- and post-TKR, and thus can be utilised to aid understanding of 

TKR outcome from an objective function perspective. As previously discussed within 

the Literature Review, there are several ways to measure TKR outcome, surgeons 

may be interested in revision surgery rates and implant survival, and clinicians 

usually assess the pain relief and function achieved following the surgery, for 

instance, via PROMs, performance-based tests (PBTs), joint ROM and muscles’ 

strength (Vajapey et al. 2020). 

There has been an ongoing interest in defining factors that may correlate with 

TKR outcomes. In the Literature Review, it was shown that age (Kramers-de 

Quervain et al. 2012; Bade et al. 2014), sex (Kennedy et al. 2006; Worsley 2011; 

Mandzuk et al. 2015; Pua et al. 2019), BMI (Stickles et al. 2001; Xu et al. 2018), 

having pain in several joints (Kramers-de Quervain et al. 2012), number of 

comorbidities (Kramers-de Quervain et al. 2012; Riddle et al. 2022), the function pre-

TKR (Fortin et al. 1999; Fortin et al. 2002; Kennedy et al. 2006; Gandhi et al. 2009b; 

Watling 2013; Bade et al. 2014; Worsley et al. 2015; Pua et al. 2019), implant design 

(Watling 2013; Verra et al. 2015), receiving a patella resurfacing (Longo et al. 2018), 

may play a role in determining the outcome, measured mainly with subjective 

measures (Fortin et al. 1999; Fortin et al. 2002; Kennedy et al. 2006; Bade et al. 

2014; Mandzuk et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2018; Riddle et al. 2022), post-TKR. 

All the above preoperative factors may play a role in TKR outcome, however, 

the research on predicting objective function one-year post-TKR is very limited. 

Three earlier investigations within our research group explored the predictors of gait 

function post-TKR evaluated via the Cardiff classifier (Worsley 2011; Watling 2013; 

Biggs 2016). However, the statistical significance of the findings was not reported 

(Watling 2013), and participant numbers were small (n = 12 in Watling (2013); n = 22 

or less, depending on the variable investigated in Biggs (2016) pre and 9+ months 

post-TKR), or when similar to the current investigation (n = 33), the study (Worsley 

2011) included a cohort of mixed patients receiving either TKR or UKR, pre- to six-

months post-knee replacement. The abovementioned reports looked at potential 

factors associated with absolute gait function post-TKR (Watling 2013) or explored 
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factors related to the change in gait function after knee arthroplasty (Worsley 2011; 

Biggs 2016). Nevertheless, only BMI, function pre-TKR, PROMs and implant design 

were investigated as potential predictors of gait function one-year post-TKR (Watling 

2013; Biggs 2016). 

Since PROMs and PBTs are poorly correlated (Stratford et al. 2010; Mizner et 

al. 2011; Onodera et al. 2020), and measures of gait quality do not always associate 

with PBTs (Naili et al. 2017a; Naili et al. 2017b), the predictors of objective gait 

function based on lower limb biomechanics may be different to those looking at 

predicting subjective or time-based objective outcomes. The aims of identifying such 

factors are to explore and target modifiable characteristics to optimise the outcome 

or to be aware of the non-modifiable factors affecting the outcome to facilitate 

making the best-informed decision regarding surgery. This information would also 

allow for discussion of the factors affecting the TKR outcome with the patient for a 

shared decision-making process, an approach recommended by the NICE guidelines 

(NICE 2022). 

The current study aimed to explore predictors for both absolute gait function 

(BOA post-TKR) and its change (BOA change) one-year post-TKR. The purpose 

was to expand on the previous research by utilising a larger cohort of patients and 

exploring preoperative factors that had not been taken into consideration in previous 

investigations utilising the Cardiff classifier (Worsley 2011; Watling 2013; Biggs 

2016) but potentially being relevant in influencing outcomes. The change in BOA can 

be interpreted as “getting better” or “improving” in the gait function domain, as 

opposed to “having a good or poor function”, depicted by the BOA post-TKR. The 

BOA change and BOA post-TKR describe slightly different aspects of the recovery of 

function post-TKR, and it was deemed of relevance to explore what factors could be 

predictive of both aspects of function after total knee arthroplasty. 

Considering that the number of patients in this study was relatively small for 

prediction analyses, the investigation aimed to be exploratory. Nonetheless, the 

findings would be valuable in suggesting the preoperative factors that could be 

modified, or that influence the gait, or its improvement, and could offer a basis for 

further research. A previous study found that the Cardiff classifier classification of 

function correlated with the OKS (Biggs et al. 2019a), suggesting that patients' 

objective function has a relationship with the self-perceived level of function both at 
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baseline and one-year post-TKR. Given the relationship with the Cardiff classifier, 

the question arose of whether the baseline OKS may also be a predictor of the 

objective outcome post-surgery measured via the Cardiff classifier and this was 

investigated in the current study. This information would be relevant to clinicians 

since English clinical commissioning groups have previously suggested OKS 

thresholds pre-surgery to determine the suitability for TKR (Dakin et al. 2012).  

Due to the limited literature looking at predictive factors of objective function 

post-TKR, it was difficult to formulate hypotheses on which preoperative factors were 

expected to be associated with gait function post-TKR or to choose the factors to be 

included in a regression model uniquely based on theory or existing knowledge. Due 

to the lack of strong evidence on predictors of gait functions, it was decided to 

determine the best predictors statistically. The following research questions were 

developed: 

• Which patient and clinical preoperative and surgical factors are associated 

with the change in BOA or BOA post-TKR? 

• If associations exist between patient and clinical preoperative and surgical 

factors and BOA change or BOA post-TKR, could they be utilised to develop 

prediction models of BOA change and BOA post-TKR? 

 

Aim 2: Prediction of objective function post-TKR: to explore which factors could be 

predictive of the TKR outcome, where the outcome is the BOA change and the 

absolute BOA value one-year post-TKR. 

Hypothesis 2.1 – A negative, weak relationship exists between BOA pre-TKR and 

BOA change pre- to post-TKR (i.e., the BOA pre-TKR can predict the BOA change). 

This means that patients with worse gait function pre-TKR would have the 

largest improvement in gait (i.e., the greatest change in BOA) due to having more 

scope for functional gain. The strength of the relationship was hypothesised to be 

weak based on previous investigations using the Cardiff classifier, which have shown 

high heterogeneity in the change scores pre to post-TKR (Biggs 2016). 

Hypothesis 2.2 – There is a strong, positive association between the BOA pre-TKR 

and the BOA one-year post-TKR (the BOA pre-TKR can predict the BOA post-TKR). 

This means that the patients with worse preoperative function (i.e., a high 

BOA value) would have poor function post-TKR (i.e., a high BOA value). The 
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hypothesis was developed as such since the most recurrent finding of the 

abovementioned literature (Fortin et al. 1999; Fortin et al. 2002; Kennedy et al. 2006; 

Gandhi et al. 2009b; Watling 2013; Bade et al. 2014; Worsley et al. 2015; Pua et al. 

2019), was that function pre- and post-TKR were associated. 

 

The Cardiff classifier is a valuable tool to assess function in people with knee 

OA and the outcome post-TKR in a research setting, however, in its current form, its 

application in a clinical setting would be challenging, due to the need to carry out 3D 

gait motion analysis, with the associated expertise to process and analyse the data 

and outputs. During the TKR study, knee ROM was assessed as part of the data 

collection, and this is a variable routinely measured in the clinic by both surgeons 

and physiotherapists, pre- and post-TKR. Recently, knee ROM was identified as a 

key outcome measure to be reported in future TKR studies, together with overall 

function and pain levels (Singh et al. 2017; Capin et al. 2022). It was deemed to be 

informative for clinicians to know whether an objective measure of knee mobility that 

can be easily collected in a clinical setting, would be associated with the overall gait 

function measured with the Cardiff classifier, in the absence of other measures of 

function. 

 

Aim 3: To explore the association between patient knee ROM and BOA.  

Hypothesis 3.1 – Pre-surgery, knee ROM is associated with BOA. 

Hypothesis 3.2 – Post-surgery, knee ROM is associated with BOA. 

Hypothesis 3.3 – From pre- to post-surgery, the change in knee ROM is associated 

with the change in BOA.  

Hypothesis 3.4 – Knee ROM pre-TKR is associated with the BOA post-TKR.  

 

A regression analysis to predict the BOA post-TKR using knee ROM as a predictor 

was not conducted however, due to the limited number of patients with knee ROM 

data available. 
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5.2 METHODS 

This was a retrospective cohort study on prospectively collected data. Additional 

data were collected from the available medical records for this study, for the patients 

who had explicitly consented to this. 

 

5.2.1 Participants 

Patients for this study were the same analysed in Chapter 4 in the Cardiff 

cohort, and therefore, the reader is directed to section 3.3.1 for the method of 

recruitment, inclusion and exclusion criteria. Thirty-nine patients who had gait data 

available for both the pre- and one-year post-TKR follow-up were included in the 

present study (same sample as Chapter 4). Five of these patients received a 

bilateral TKR (two patients had a simultaneous joint replacement), for a total of forty-

four lower limbs. 

A convenience sample of thirty-four mixed-age NPs were included, this was 

the same sample adopted in the study in Chapter 4 from the Cardiff cohort, collected 

between February 2007 and December 2021. NP data were extracted for both lower 

limbs, except for four participants who did not have data for the contralateral limb 

due to technical issues, for a total of sixty-four lower limbs. 

For the purpose of this study, an additional group of NPs of similar age to the 

patient group was developed. More precisely, a sub-sample of fourteen NPs who 

were fifty years of age or older (NP50) was extracted from the mixed-age NP group 

mentioned above. Furthermore, three NPs were added to the NP50 group from an 

NP set of data collected between January and October 2022, based on their age 

(age ≥ 50 years) (the whole NP50 group included data collected between February 

2007 and October 2022). A total of seventeen NP50 were identified and retained for 

further analysis. NP50 data were extracted for both lower limbs, except for two 

participants who did not have data for one lower limb due to technical issues, for a 

total of thirty-two lower limbs. The choice of including only NP aged fifty or older was 

to create a control group with an age that was more comparable to that of the 

patients included in this study. Table 16 shows the sample breakdown and the 

overlap between the participants utilised in Chapter 4 and the current work. 
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Table 16 Participants utilised in the current study and in Chapter 4, and 

details on the classifiers developed in the abovementioned chapters 

Classifiers 
developed 

Chapter 
where the 

classifier was 
developed 

Chapter 
where the 
classifier 

output was 
utilised for 
analyses 

Participants entered into the 
classifier and used for further 

analyses 

Non-
pathological 
subjects (n) 

Patients pre-
TKR (n) 

Mixed-age 
classifier 

Chapter 4 
Chapter 4, 

current 
chapter 

34 (mixed-
age) 

39 

NP50 
classifier 

Current 
chapter 

Current 
chapter 

14* + 3 newly 
introduced (≥ 
50 years of 

age) 

39* 

n: number; NP50 classifier: classifier including non-pathological volunteers ≥ 50 
years of age; *: overlap with the sample utilised in Chapter 4. 

 

5.2.2 Clinical data collection, patient-reported outcomes 

The presence of contralateral knee pain, pain in other joints of the lower limb, 

and the presence of previous surgeries in lower limb joints were recorded 

preoperatively and at the post-TKR follow-ups during the 3D gait analysis sessions. 

For patients whose data were collected before January 2011 (six cases), the 

presence of pain in other lower limb joints was not collected in a standardised way, 

but subjects were asked to report on it, where nothing was found in the session 

notes, it was assumed that no pain was present in other joints. 

For the patients included in this study who consented to access their medical 

records for research purposes, clinical data were collected by the author or by the 

research officers based at CAVOC between approximately May 2020 and June 2021 

from the data existing within the patients’ medical notes at CAVOC. Data were 

recorded systematically on a form developed for the current project (Appendix C) 

and included immediate complications post-surgery (i.e., deep vein thrombosis, 

pulmonary embolism, infection), the consultant’s TKR surgery notes (surgical 

procedure, intra-operative events), knee implant components’ labels (implant 

components manufacturer and posterior cruciate-retaining/sacrificing design, patella 

resurfacing), and comorbidities. Comorbidities were recorded via the American 

Society of Anaesthesiologists (ASA) score, which aids in evaluating the risk related 

to surgeries (Mayhew et al. 2019), and it was calculated by the anaesthesiologist at 

the patient’s pre-surgical appointment. ASA 1 identifies a healthy person, ASA 2 is a 
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person with mild disease, ASA 3 is an individual with a debilitating disease, while 

ASA 4 is a subject with major diseases that are a risk to life (ASA 2020). 

Patients completed the KOOS, described earlier in section 3.5.1, which is a 

subjective outcome measure evaluating five knee OA outcomes, including pain, 

symptoms, activities of daily living (ADL), sports and recreational activities, and 

knee-related quality of life (QoL) (Roos et al. 1998). Each KOOS subscale 

normalised score ranges from 0, meaning extreme knee issues, to 100, no knee 

issues. Patients also completed the OKS (section 3.5.2), evaluating pain and 

function with twelve questions, each offering four answers (0 = extreme issues; 4 = 

no issues), with a summative maximum score of 48 (i.e. no knee-related issues) 

(Fitzpatrick et al. 1998). 

 

5.2.3 Three-dimensional motion analysis protocol 

According to the protocol, patients’ gait was assessed pre-TKR, and at the 3, 

6 and 12 months post-surgery. Additionally, during the assessment, patients’ knee 

ROM was evaluated via motion capture technology. Only pre and one-year post-TKR 

data were considered for the current study. 3D gait data collection and processing 

adopted for this study were previously described in Chapter 3, while the assessment 

of knee ROM is described followingly. The 23 gait variables extracted from the gait 

analysis were the same analysed in Chapter 4, and included pelvis and hip angles in 

all three planes, knee, and ankle kinematics in the sagittal and frontal planes; hip, 

knee, ankle sagittal and frontal planes distal moments (expressed as external 

moments); hip, knee, ankle sagittal distal joint powers; vertical, anterior-posterior, 

mediolateral ground reaction force (GRF); foot progression angles. 

Knee active-assisted ROM was measured with the 3D motion analysis system 

(Qualisys, Sweden) with the patient sitting on a plinth in the centre of the laboratory, 

starting with their feet on the floor and their knees at approximately 90° of flexion; the 

examiner sat on the floor in front of the patient, with one hand under the foot and the 

other on top of the knee to avoid interfering with markers visibility, and guided the 

knee full extension and flexion to the maximum achievable ROM for three 

consecutive times, with the participant being instructed to actively engage in the 

movement. Two trials were recorded, for a total of six flexion-extension cycles. 
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The data collection was video recorded, and the knee ROM videos were 

visually inspected by the author to determine the quality of the assessment. For 

instance, an assessment of insufficient quality was deemed to be one where the 

examiner guided the knee continuously from extension to flexion at high speed, 

without stopping at the end of flexion or extension, potentially limiting the full knee 

ROM achievable by the patient. Other criteria to define the knee ROM assessment 

as “poor quality” included when the knee flexion stopped because the participant’s 

foot touched the floor limiting the knee flexion, or the hand of the examiner was kept 

in the knee popliteal fossa, potentially restraining full knee flexion. When a knee 

ROM assessment was deemed to be of poor quality for the above-mentioned 

reasons, videos from gait, stair negotiation and sit-to-stand were visually inspected 

for comparison to the knee ROM assessment full knee extension and flexion; when 

the videos of the other tasks clearly showed that a larger knee flexion or extension 

could be achieved by the patient, the poor quality of the knee ROM assessment was 

confirmed and data were not analysed further. 

Knee ROM trials were labelled in Qualisys Track Manager (Qualisys, 

Sweden), exported in a “.c3d” file and then processed in Visual 3D (version 6, C-

Motion Inc., Maryland, USA) with a custom-written pipeline. Marker's trajectories 

were filtered with a Butterworth low-pass filter (cut-off frequency 6 Hz). A 

biomechanical model of the participant was created based on the standing static 

calibration (similar to what was done for the walking trials discussed in section 3.6). 

Knee joint angles in the sagittal plane were calculated with an XYZ sequence (where 

X was the flexion-extension axis) (Cardan-Euler angles), with the proximal segment 

being fixed and the distal segment moving. Maximum, minimum knee flexion and 

knee ROM (the sum of maximum knee extension and maximum knee flexion) were 

calculated for each repetition and the average value among the three repetitions was 

exported in an ASCII file for the two trials, then transformed in a Microsoft Excel 

sheet (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, US) for extracting the relevant information. Data 

from the two trials were averaged for the operative side. 

 

5.2.4 Participants’ classification of gait function 

The outputs of the classifier developed for the Cardiff cohort in Chapter 4 (i.e., 

the BOA, BNP and Uncertainty level for 39 patients pre-TKR, 39 patients one year 
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post-TKR, and 34 mixed-age NPs), identified as the ‘mixed-age classifier’ from now 

onwards, were utilised in the current study, as shown in Table 16, to achieve Aim 1. 

The work in this Chapter consisted in producing another classifier based on 

the patients’ data pre-TKR deriving from Chapter 4 (i.e., 39 patients, 44 lower limbs) 

and the NP50 group created for the current study (n = 17 subjects, 32 lower limbs) 

(NP50 classifier). The patient’s classification of gait function one-year post-surgery 

was also assessed in the NP50 classifier. The reader is redirected to section 3.7 for 

details on the Cardiff classifier method. Briefly, PCA was performed on patients and 

NP50 on 23 gait variables extracted from gait analysis (see section 5.2.3) for each 

participant. The first three PCs of each variable, and for each participant, were 

entered into the NP50 classifier. It is worth noting that the abovementioned 23 

variables were the same ones chosen to perform PCA in Chapter 4, to then produce 

the gait features entered into the mixed-age classifier. The eighteen highest-ranking 

features, in terms of accuracy in differentiating between patients pre-TKR and NP50 

during training of the classifier, were utilised to classify the participants in the NP50 

classifier and to perform the patients’ classification of gait function one-year post-

surgery. The out-of-sample classification simplex plot was produced, and the out-of-

sample classification accuracy was calculated as the proportion of out-of-sample 

subjects, out of the total, whose classification matched their class. The sensitivity 

(Eq. 27) and specificity (Eq. 28) of the classification based on the full dataset (i.e., 32 

lower limbs from the NP50 group and 44 lower limbs from patients pre-TKR) was 

reported. 

 

5.2.5 Statistical analyses 

All analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics (version 27, IBM, 

Armonk, NY, US). Normality distribution was determined via the Shapiro Wilk’s test 

(p-value > 0.05: parametric distribution) and inspection of Q-Q plots. For all statistical 

tests, the significance level was α = 0.05. To compare baseline characteristics 

between patients and NP50, continuous variables were examined with an 

independent t-test or its non-parametric equivalent (Mann-Whitney U test) and 

categorical variables (i.e., sex) with Pearson’s Chi-Square test. 
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Aim 1 – Preliminary work 

The patients’ Belief values (BOA, BNP and Uncertainty) pre- and post-TKR, 

were calculated for the NP50 classifier, the Belief values for the mixed-age classifier 

were extracted from Chapter 4. For each classifier: 

• The change scores of each Belief value pre to post-TKR were calculated by 

subtracting the score obtained at baseline from the one calculated at one-year 

follow-up for each patient 

• Then, the mean score of the change was calculated for the BOA, BNP, and 

Uncertainty. A negative BOA change and a positive BNP change denoted gait 

improvement. A positive Uncertainty change denoted an increase in the 

Cardiff classifier classification uncertainty level 

To verify if differences in the patients’ BOA, BNP and Uncertainty values pre 

and post-TKR and their change were significant between the mixed-age classifier 

and the NP50 classifier, a paired samples t-test or its non-parametric equivalent, the 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was run. The choice of considering the patients in the two 

conditions as paired was made because these were the same patients, with the 

same baseline biomechanics, but assessed against two different conditions (mixed-

age NPs and NPs ≥ 50); this could be compared to a scenario where the same 

group of patients underwent two treatment conditions at different timepoints, testing 

differences between the two conditions in this case would require a paired statistical 

test. Additionally, Bland-Altman plots were produced for the BOA pre-TKR, post-TKR 

and the BOA change (main outcomes) to highlight trends between the mixed-age 

and NP50 classifiers and potential biases in the classification. 

Similarity and differences in the eighteen highest-ranking variables classifying 

patients in the mixed-age classifier and NP50 classifier were examined. 

 

Aim 2 – Prediction of objective function post-TKR 

Following the results from the preliminary analysis, the prediction analysis 

was conducted utilising the NP50 classifier only. Multiple linear regression was 

adopted as it allows to explore the linear relationship between a continuous variable 

y to be predicted (outcome or dependent variable), and x predictors (or independent 

variables), and is represented by Eq. 30: 
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 𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛 Eq. 30 

Where β0 corresponds to the intercept, and β1 is the regression coefficient for x1 (or 

the slope of that regression line). A regression coefficient represents the value of the 

predicted outcome (e.g., β1) with respect to the reference category (e.g., male, x1) 

when dealing with categorical data; for continuous predictors, it represents the value 

of the outcome when the continuous variable (e.g., BMI, x2) increases by one unit. 

The significance of the relationship between outcome and predictors is indicated by 

the p-value. The adjusted R2 (ranging from 0, a poor fit of the model, to 1, a perfect 

fit of the model) indicates to which degree the independent variables are associated 

with the dependent variable (and represents the effect size), and the amount of the 

outcome’s variance described by the independent variables in the general population 

(as opposed to R2, representing the degree to which the predictors predict the 

outcome in the actual group studied). An adjusted R2 < 0.1 was interpreted as a poor 

fit, 0.11 < adjusted R2 < 0.3 as an acceptable fit, 0.31 < adjusted R2 < 0.5 as a 

moderate fit, R2 > 0.5 as a strong fit (Muijs 2011). 

The outcome variables (dependent variables) were the gait function change (= 

BOA change) pre to one-year post-TKR and the gait function post-TKR (= BOA post-

TKR). Potential outcome predictors (independent variables) were chosen based on 

factors shown to affect function found in previous literature and discussed in the 

Introduction and included age at surgery, sex (male or female), BMI, previous major 

surgeries on other joints other than the knees pre-TKR (yes/no), the presence of 

contralateral knee issues at the baseline assessment (i.e. previous joint 

replacement, high tibial osteotomy, presence of knee OA or pain) (yes/no), pain at 

the hip and ankle joint/s at baseline (yes/no), gait function pre-TKR (BOA pre-TKR), 

perceived knee-related symptoms, self-perceived function, and pain at baseline 

(KOOS sub-scores), ASA grade at the time of surgery, implant design (posterior 

cruciate sacrificing or retaining), patella resurfacing (yes/no). 

A preliminary correlation analysis was conducted to determine the relationship 

between the predictors and each of the outcome variables. It was decided to include 

in the correlation analysis all the cases, including those with incomplete data for 

certain variables because the statistical test may have revealed that the variables for 

which some of the patients did not have data, may have not been relevant 

predictors. However, the findings must be treated with caution as having had a larger 
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number of subjects for the variables with missing data, may have produced different 

results. The correlation analysis was set to exclude just the data for the variable in 

question that was not available (exclude pairwise, i.e., ASA score, implant design, 

patella resurfacing, post-surgery complications, and KOOS sub-scales). These 

cases were removed for the multivariable regression analyses if some of the 

variables for which they did not have data, were shown to be relevant for the 

prediction model. 

Pearson’s correlation was utilised for normally distributed, and for 

dichotomous data (i.e., sex), and its non-parametric equivalent (Spearman’s 

correlation) was used for ordinal (i.e., ASA score, KOOS sub scores, OKS, etc.) or 

non-normally distributed data. Where a significant correlation between predictors and 

outcome was found, a multivariable regression model was developed utilising those 

predictors, therefore, adopting a data-driven approach, as anticipated in section 5.1. 

This approach was employed by previous studies (Brown et al. 2009a; Sims et al. 

2009; Hamilton et al. 2012b; Twiggs et al. 2019) and ensures that only relevant 

predictors are entered into the model. Moreover, introducing more independent 

variables in a predictive model entails a larger sample size (Knofczynski and 

Mundfrom 2008; Algina and Olejnik 2010; Burmeister and Aitken 2012), which was 

not attainable due to the study design, and the choice of including only the relevant 

variables was made to increase the power of the analysis. The strength of the 

correlation, where significant, was interpreted as suggested by Dancey & Reidy 

(2011), where r is the correlation coefficient (indicating both rs, Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient, and ρ: Spearman’s correlation coefficient): 

• |r| < 0.3 meant a weak correlation 

• 0.4 < |r| < 0.6 was regarded as a moderate correlation 

• |r| > 0.7 was interpreted as a strong correlation 

Numerous predictors may have correlated significantly with the outcome, and 

it was decided to develop an initial regression model including all predictors that 

correlated significantly with the outcome in the correlation analysis. The nature of 

this initial model was exploratory, to reveal the predictors that significantly correlated 

with the outcome. However, the results should be treated with caution, considering 

the low number of patients versus the number of predictors. 
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There is no clear consensus on the most appropriate number of participants 

to be utilised in a linear multivariable regression model. Some researchers have 

recommended considering the correlation coefficient target as a reference to 

determine the number of participants, rather than the number of predictors alone. 

According to Algina & Olejnik (2010) for a 95% probability that the sample’s 

regression coefficient R2 will be 0.55 ± 0.20 (i.e., between a moderate to strong fit), 

the most appropriate sample size should be 43 subjects. However, Knofczynski & 

Mundfrom (2008) suggested that for a good prediction model, an adjusted R2 (i.e., 

the population regression coefficient) of 0.50 (moderate fit), and 4 predictors, the 

sample size should be 55 subjects. Historically, and as a rule of thumb, the 

predictors-to-participants ratio should be at least 1:10 (Miller and Kunce 1973), and 

this was the approach utilised in the current investigation, given its exploratory 

nature. Only the main predictors (those which significantly correlated with the 

outcome in the initial regression model or whose significance level was the closest to 

p = 0.05) were entered into the final model, to align with the 1:10 predictors to 

participants ratio. All predictors were inputted simultaneously in each regression 

model. 

Multivariable regression requires the data to satisfy the following assumptions, 

which were tested adhering to the guidance of (Muijs 2011) and (Nayebi 2020): 

• The presence of a linear relationship between each continuous, statistically 

significant predictor and each of the outcomes was visually investigated with 

scatterplots 

• Independence of residuals (= independence of the observed values between 

different patients and lower limbs, for those patients who received a TKR 

bilaterally) was tested with the Durbin-Watson statistics and the acceptable 

range was 0 to 4 

• The absence of correlation between predictors (= multicollinearity) was 

assessed via Pearson’s correlation (rs > 0.7 was an indication of collinearity), 

and additionally, tolerance for each of the independent variables was 

examined for the presence of any values < 0.1, indicating collinearity. 

Tolerance measures the degree of variance in a predictor that is not explained 

by the other independent variables; values approaching zero indicate that the 
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variance of the predictor in question is almost fully explained by the remaining 

predictors, therefore, indicating multicollinearity 

• The presence of homoscedasticity, in other words, the variance of the 

residuals (the difference between the real values and the predicted ones, i.e., 

the prediction error) being evenly scattered around the zero line, was tested 

by plotting the unstandardized predicted values and the studentised residuals 

and observing the presence of patterns in the data 

• The absence of outliers (studentised deleted residual with a value > ±3) 

• Approximately normally distributed residuals, determined with the visual 

inspection of the histogram displaying the distribution of the residuals with a 

superimposed bell curve and inspection of the P-P plot 

For the multivariable regression model, age, BMI, KOOS sub-scores, OKS, 

and BOA pre-TKR were coded as continuous variables. ASA score is a categorical 

variable that cannot be entered into the regression model in its original form due to 

presenting more than two categories (Nayebi 2020). Dummy variables were created 

for the ASA scores. ASA scores 3 and 4 were combined into ASA ≥ 3 to allow an 

adequate number of subjects in this group as only one patient in the cohort had an 

ASA of 4; this approach was adopted in previous studies similar to the current 

investigation and looking at TKR functional outcome prediction (Jiang et al. 2017; 

Sanchez-Santos et al. 2018). ASA ≥ 3 was utilised as a reference and therefore, was 

not included in the model. Each ASA score (1 and 2) was, therefore, dichotomised 

(yes/no). 

 

Aim 3 – Association between knee ROM and objective function 

A correlation analysis was conducted for the patients who had knee ROM 

data available. The following correlations were explored: 

• Knee ROM and BOA at baseline 

• Knee ROM at baseline and BOA post-TKR 

• Knee ROM and BOA one-year post-TKR 

• Knee ROM change and BOA change one-year post-surgery 

Pearson’s correlation was utilised for normally distributed data, and its non-

parametric equivalent (Spearman’s correlation) was used for non-normally 
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distributed data. The strength of the correlation was interpreted as suggested by 

Dancey & Reidy (2011) and as previously mentioned. 
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5.3 RESULTS 

5.3.1 Preliminary work 

The results for the mixed-age classifier were already reported in Chapter 4 

and therefore, only the relevant aspects for comparing the findings between the two 

classifiers will be reported.  

 

Characteristics of NPs utilised in the NP50 and mixed-age classifiers 

Table 17 shows that a larger proportion of women was found in the NP group 

utilised in the mixed-age classifier, where most participants (58.8%) were in the 19 to 

49 years old range, and 41.2% of subjects in this group were 50 years old or older. 

Subjects in the mixed-age classifier had a normal weight, while NP50 were, on a 

mean in the pre-obesity range (WHO 2010). NP50 were only 3.2% slower than the 

mixed-age NPs, but on a median, were heavier than the mixed-age NPs. 

 

Table 17 Comparison of the NP participants' characteristics utilised in the two 

Cardiff classifiers 

  
Mixed-age classifier non-
pathological volunteers 

(n = 34) 

NP50 classifier non-
pathological volunteers 

(n = 17) 

Age (years), mean (SD) 
range 

42.9 (19.2) 
19 - 79 

64 (9) 
51 - 79 

19-29, n (%) 14 (41.2) 0 

30-39, n (%) 3 (8.8) 0 

40-49, n (%) 3 (8.8) 0 

50-59, n (%) 6 (17.8) 6 (35.3) 

60-69, n (%) 4 (11.7) 5 (29.4) 

70-79, n (%) 4 (11.7) 6 (35.3) 

Height (m), mean (SD) 1.70 (0.10) 1.68 (0.09) 

Weight (kg), mean (SD) 69.3 (14.3) 73.0 (14.7) 

BMI (kg/m2), mean (SD) 
range 

24.4 (3.7) 
17.7 – 31.5 

25.9 (3.9) 
20.3 - 32.5 

Females, n (%) 22 (64.7) 9 (52.9) 

Walking speed (m/s), mean 
(SD) 

1.23 (0.12) 1.19 (0.08) 

NP: non-pathological volunteer; m: meters; kg: kilograms; BMI: Body Mass Index; n: 
number; *: statistically significant at p < 0.05 
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Characteristics of participants utilised in the NP50 classifier 

The proportion of females in the NP50 group was lower with respect to the 

patients, who were slightly higher and older than NP50 but all these differences were 

not significant (Table 18). Nevertheless, the age distribution was different between 

groups since NP50 had not been age-matched (due to data availability). While most 

patients (45.5%) were between 70-79 years old at the time of surgery, there was an 

even distribution of NP50 in the age group 50-59 and 70-79 age ranges (both 

35.3%). Moreover, patients were significantly heavier and with a higher BMI than the 

NP50.  

 

Table 18 Characteristics of the participants within the NP50 classifier 

Participants 
characteristics 

Non-pathological 
volunteers ≥ 50 years 

of age 
(n = 17) 

Patients pre-TKR 
(n = 44) 

Significance 
level 

Age (years), median (IQR), 
range 

67 (16) 
51 - 79 

69 (8) 
41 - 77 

0.221‡ 

40-49, n (%) 0 1 (2.3)  

50-59, n (%) 6 (35.3) 5 (11.4)  

60-69, n (%) 5 (29.4) 18 (40.9)  

70-79, n (%) 6 (35.3) 20 (45.5)  

Height (m), mean (SD) 1.68 (0.09) 1.69 (0.09) 0.565 

Weight (kg), median (IQR) 73.0 (24.7) 94.0 (30.2) < 0.001‡* 

BMI (kg/m2), median (IQR), 
range 

24.9 (6.8) 
20.3 - 32.5 

31.4 (10.0) 
21.3 - 52.4 

< 0.001‡* 

Females, n (% within group) 9 (52.9) 14 (31.8) 0.127 

Walking speed (m/s), mean 
(SD) 

1.19 (0.08) 0.82 (0.20) < 0.001* 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; IQR: interquartile range; SD: standard deviation; m: meters; kg: 
kilograms; BMI: Body Mass Index; n: number; ‡: non-parametric test; 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05. 

 

Compared to NP50, patients walked significantly slower, both pre-TKR (mean 

walking speed 31.1% slower than NP50) and post-TKR (mean walking speed 17.6% 

slower than NP50: 0.98 ± 0.16 m/s; p < 0.001), however, their walking speed 

increased significantly pre to one year after the surgery (p < 0.001, non-parametric 

test). 
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Comparison between the NP50 and mixed-age classifiers 

Figure 22 shows that the mixed-age classifier had a 93.5% out-of-sample 

classification accuracy in classifying Cardiff participants pre-TKR as OA and NP (as 

shown in Chapter 4), and the NP50 classifier out-of-sample classification accuracy 

was similar, although slightly lower (90.8%). 

In the mixed-age classifier, the sensitivity was 93%, and the specificity 98%, 

as seen in Chapter 4. In the final NP50 classifier classification based on the whole 

dataset, the sensitivity was 91%, and the specificity was 94%. Two NPs were 

classed as having an OA gait. It must be noted that no knee radiographs were 

performed on the NP50 subjects, and therefore, it was unknown whether the false 

positives may potentially have had radiographic signs of knee OA. One NP50 (ID: 

“P4” – right lower limb) was closer to the boundary between BOA and BNP. 

Additionally, the results of the NP50 classifier highlighted the presence of altered 

biomechanics on the left side for NP50 ID 02812 (not previously included within the 

mixed-age classifier), and this is consistent with this participant reporting recently 

having some potential knee issues, which were deemed to be negligible by the 

author, due to their sporadic nature and duration (the participant reported “an 

occasional clicky knee on the left side when walking downhill, causing a twinge of 

pain that only lasted for that moment”, which was not present at the moment of 

recruitment, just a few months before the data collection). 

When considering the patients within the NP50 classifier, four were classified 

as having an NP gait (ID 02575-left side, 02624, 02644, 02766), and two of these (ID 

02575-left side, 02766) had been previously misclassified within the mixed-age 

classifier too. When observing the raw gait biomechanics outputs, these patients had 

overall “normal” joint angles, moments, powers, and GRF (within 1SD from the NP 

group), compared to NP, justifying their classification as non-dominant NP gait. The 

only gait abnormalities in these patients included an increased hip flexion throughout 

gait (ID 02575-left side), the absence of knee extension moments in the second half 

of stance (ID 02575-left side, 02624, 02644), increased hip abduction (ID 02766), 

delayed knee flexion during swing (ID 02624, 02644, 02766), increased ankle 

dorsiflexion (ID 02766). When visually comparing the simplex plots from the two 

classifiers, Figure 22b shows that a larger number of patients were shifted towards 
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or were within the OA non-dominant area, however, patients were slightly closer to 

the uncertainty vertex of the plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Belief of OA 

Uncertainty 

Belief of OA Belief of NP 

b) NP50 classifier 

Uncertainty 

Belief of NP 

a) Mixed-age classifier 

Figure 22 Simplex plots representing the out-of-sample classification accuracy. a) Mixed 

Age classifier simplex plot; b) NP50 classifier simplex plot. The blue circles represent the 

non-pathological volunteers, the red crosses the patients pre-surgery. The black, dashed 

line indicates the boundary between the non-pathological and osteoarthritic area of the plot. 

The solid lines within the plot, indicate a Belief of osteoarthritis (BOA) and Belief of non-

pathological (BNP) of 0.50 (the boundary between dominant BOA and dominant BNP). 
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Hypothesis 1.1 – The patients’ Belief of OA is lower using the NP50 classifier, as 

opposed to utilising the mixed-age classifier, both pre- and post-TKR 

Table 19 reports the patients’ Belief values pre- and post-TKR, and their 

change over one-year post-TKR. The results showed that patients compared to 

NP50 had a significantly better gait function (= lower BOA value) both pre (mean 

BOA 0.76 ± 0.20) and post-TKR (mean BOA 0.55 ± 0.25) compared to the same 

patients assessed against a mixed-age NP group, confirming the hypothesis. 

Patients compared to NP50 had a significantly higher BNP (= better gait function) 

than those compared with a mixed-age NP group, but post-TKR only. The 

uncertainty level in the patients’ classification was significantly higher in the NP50 

classifier at both time points, as was seen in Figure 22b pre-TKR. 

 

Table 19 Comparison of the gait function classification between the mixed-age 

classifier and the NP50 classifier pre, post-TKR and the change in classification pre 

to 12 months post-TKR 

 

Patients compared to 
NP ≥ 50 years 

(n = 44) 
Mean (SD) 

Patients compared to 
mixed-age NP 

(n = 44) 
Mean (SD) 

Significance level 

Pre-TKR    

BOA 0.83 (0.22) 0.87 (0.21) 0.007‡* 

BNP 0.02 (0.09) 0.02 (0.10) 0.205‡ 

Uncertainty 0.14 (0.15) 0.12 (0.12) 0.001‡* 

Post-TKR   
 

BOA 0.55 (0.25) 0.58 (0.27) 0.010* 

BNP 0.20 (0.33) 0.12 (0.39) 0.041‡* 

Uncertainty 0.22 (0.08) 0.21 (0.09) 0.041* 

Change scores    

BOA -0.20 (0.23) -0.17 (0.25) 0.162‡ 

BNP 0.14 (0.18) 0.10 (0.17) 0.071‡ 

Uncertainty 0.07 (0.12) 0.06 (0.14) 0.515‡ 

NP: non-pathological volunteer; n: number; SD: standard deviation; TKR: Total Knee 
Replacement; BOA: Belief of osteoarthritis; BNP: Belief of non-pathological; ‡: non-
parametric test, results reported as median (interquartile range); 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05. 
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Figure 24 Bland-Altman plot of agreement between the mixed-age and NP50 classifier (BOA 

pre-TKR). NP50 classifier: classifier where the non-pathological (NP) group was aged 50 or 

older; BOA: Belief of osteoarthritis; TKR: total knee replacement. 

Figure 23 Bland-Altman plot of agreement between the mixed-age and NP50 classifier (BOA 

post-TKR). NP50 classifier: classifier where the non-pathological (NP) group was aged 50 or 

older; BOA: Belief of osteoarthritis; TKR: total knee replacement. 
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The plot in Figure 24 shows that on average, the NP50 classifier measured -

0.01 BOA points less than the mixed-age classifier. There was a trend between data, 

in fact, the variability around the mean was not constant and became smaller at 

average BOA values above 0.80, indicating better agreement between the classifiers 

for participants with a more compromised gait function. Most of the points were 

within the limits of agreement (0.12; -0.15). 

The plot in Figure 23 shows that on average, the NP50 classifier measured -

0.03 BOA post-TKR points less than the mixed-age classifier. There was a slight 

trend between data, in fact, the variability around the mean was not constant and 

became slightly smaller at average BOA values above 0.70, indicating better 

agreement between the classifiers for participants with a more compromised gait 

function post-TKR. Additionally, there seemed to be a trend where the NP50 

overestimated the BOA value as the estimated BOA approached 0.40 and lower 

values. Most of the points were within the limits of agreement (0.11; -0.17). 

 

Hypothesis 1.2 – The change in Belief of OA for patients is similar when using the 

NP50 classifier or the mixed-age classifier 

Even though the patients compared to the NP50 had a larger improvement in 

gait function (mean BOA change: -0.21 ± 0.18) (Table 19), the change in all three 

belief values was not statistically different from the patients assessed against a 

mixed-age NP group. This agreed with the hypothesis. 
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Figure 25 Bland-Altman plot of agreement between the mixed-age and NP50 classifier (BOA 

change pre to post-TKR). NP50 classifier: classifier where the non-pathological (NP) group 

was aged 50 or older; BOA: Belief of osteoarthritis; TKR: total knee replacement. 

The plot in Figure 25 shows that on average, the NP50 classifier measured -

0.02 BOA change points less than the mixed-age classifier. There was a slight trend 

between data, where the NP50 overestimated the BOA change value as the 

estimated BOA change approached 0.00 and higher values. Most of the points were 

within the limits of agreement (0.14; -0.17). 

 

Hypothesis 1.3 – The highest-ranking gait features discriminating patients from older 

NPs in the NP50 classifier, are similar to those separating patients from NPs in the 

mixed-age classifier  

Table 20 shows the eighteen highest-ranking PCs discriminating gait between 

patients pre-TKR and NP50. 77.8% (= 14 PCs) of the most discriminative gait 

features coincided or were similar between the two classifiers, confirming the 

hypothesis. The ankle dorsi-plantar flexion moments feature between the two 

classifiers described the same gait characteristic but were depicted by PC1 in the 

mixed-age classifier, and PC2 in the NP50 classifier, describing a smaller 

plantarflexion moment around 15-20% stance and a smaller peak dorsiflexion 

moment around 80-85% stance. Two gait features were depicted by the same PC 

but had slightly different meanings for the two classifiers: 
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• Hip power PC2 

• Ankle power PC3 

 

61.1% of the retained gait features (11 of the total 18) identified the same PCs 

and the same gait features in both cohorts, including: 

1. Pelvis kinematics in the frontal plane PC2 (patients elevation of the pelvis 

towards the stance limb in mid-stance) 

2. Hip flexion-extension angles PC2 (patients smaller hip flexion-extension 

ROM) 

3. Hip flexion-extension moments PC2 (patients reduced flexion moment 

during stance and reduced extension moment in final stance) 

4. Hip adduction-abduction angles PC2 (patients reduced hip adduction-

abduction ROM) 

5. Hip adduction-abduction moment PC2 (patients larger adduction moment 

in mid-stance and slower loading rate) 

6. Knee flexion-extension angles PC2 (patients smaller knee flexion-

extension ROM) 

7. Knee flexion-extension moments PC2 (patients reduced knee flexion 

moment around 15-20% stance and reduced extension moment around 

65-70% stance) 

8. Knee power PC1 (patients reduced knee power generation and absorption 

throughout the gait cycle) 

9. Vertical GRF PC1 (patients delayed peak to about 40% and anticipated at 

60% of stance - reduced loading rate, higher magnitude around 50% 

stance: loss of by-phasic nature of the waveform) 

10. Anterior-posterior GRF PC1 (patients reduced peak anterior and posterior 

force) 

11. Medio-lateral GRF PC2 (patients reduced loading rate and larger medial 

force around 50% stance) 

 

The NP50 classifier identified four gait features differentiating patients from 

NP50, which were absent from the mixed-age classifier, but were also the least 
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accurate in classifying participants (accuracy < 75%), comprising (in descending 

accuracy order): 

• Ankle power PC2 

• Hip adduction-abduction moments PC1 

• Ankle inversion-eversion angles PC3 

• Hip flexion-extension angles PC1 

 

Of note, for each of the above variables, ankle power, hip adduction-abduction 

moments and hip flexion-extension angles, two PCs appeared as the highest-ranking 

features and just one of them was not in common between the classifiers. 

Features that appeared in the mixed-age classifier but were missing in the NP50 

classifier were (in descending accuracy order): 

• Knee adduction-abduction moments PC2 (81% accuracy) 

• Ankle dorsi-plantarflexion angles PC1 (77% accuracy) 

• Hip in/external rotation angles PC2 (71% accuracy) 

• Pelvis angles in the transverse plane PC2 (70% accuracy) 

 

In both classifiers vertical GRF PC1 (the interpretation was equal in the two 

classifiers and described the patients’ loss of the biphasic nature of the waveform 

with a peak GRF at 50% stance), hip power PC2 (the interpretation was slightly 

different between the two classifiers, with the common feature of a reduced 

magnitude of the waveform during gait) and anterior-posterior GRF PC1 were the 

first three most discriminating features between NP and patients, and the accuracy 

levels were nearly the same. 

Most of the gait features differentiating NP from patients pre-surgery were 

related to gait kinetics and GRFs both in the NP50 classifier (66.7%, n = 12), and the 

mixed-age classifier (61.1%, n = 11). 

In both classifiers, excluding GRF, most gait features were related to hip 

biomechanics, especially in the NP50 classifier (mixed-age classifier: n = 6; NP50 

classifier: n = 8), followed by the knee (n = 4) and ankle (n = 3) in the mixed-age 

classifier, while there were more ankle features (n = 4) discriminating NP50 from 

patients than knee features (n = 3) in the NP50 classifier. Pelvis features were the 

least represented in both classifiers (mixed-age classifier: n = 2; NP50 classifier: n = 
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1). Additionally, excluding joint powers and GRF features, most features were 

relative to sagittal plane joint angles and moments (n = 6) in both classifiers. A 

similar number of frontal plane features separated patients from NP in the NP50 

classifier (n = 5) than in the mixed-age classifier (n = 4). Only pelvis and hip angles 

in the transverse plane were entered in the classifier, therefore, two features were 

related to the transverse plane in the mixed-age classifier, while none appeared in 

the NP50 classifier. 

The gait features accuracy in classifying patients pre-TKR and NP was higher 

in the mixed-age classifier, with thirteen out of eighteen features (72.2%) having an 

accuracy ≥ 80%. In the NP50 classifier, ten gait features (55.5% of the total) had 

these accuracy levels. In both classifiers, most gait features differentiating patients 

from NP were PC2 and PC3, depicting variations in gait characteristics (such as 

delayed peaks and not only magnitude differences), rather than PC1, usually 

depicting a waveform magnitude difference between groups (Deluzio and Astephen 

2007) such as Vertical GRF PC1. 
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Table 20 Comparison of PC interpretation and ranking between the mixed-age classifier and 

the NP50 classifier. shaded in grey: the low PC interpretations were similar or the same 

between groups. 

      
Ranking of the PC 
based on accuracy 

(%) 

Interpretation of low PC score (in brackets, the group the 
low PC score is referred to) 

      

Patients 
compare

d to 
mixed-
age NP 

Patients 
compare

d to 
NP50 

Patients compared to mixed 
age NP 

Patients compared to NP50 

JOINT ANGLES 

Pelvis 

Frontal 
plane  

PC2 5 (85) 7 (83) 

Difference: elevation of the 
pelvis towards the limb in 

mid-stance and elevating the 
pelvis towards the 

contralateral stance limb 
during all swing phase 

(opposite to what high PC 
scores - the NPs - displayed) 

(pre-TKR) 

Difference: elevation towards 
the stance limb between 
10% and 60% of the gait 
cycle and lowering of the 
pelvis towards the stance 

limb during swing (the above 
is opposite to what found in 

high PC) (pre-TKR) 

Transv
erse 
plane 

PC2 18 (70) N/A 

Difference: opposed to high 
PC, presence of rotation 

away from the stance limb at 
0 and 100% and rotation 

towards the stance limb at 
50% gait cycle: larger 

(peaks) ROM throughout gait 
(NP) 

N/A 

Hip 

Flexio
n-
extens
ion 

PC1 N/A 17 (70) N/A 

Magnitude: waveform shifted 
downwards (smaller hip 

flexion at heel strike and toe-
off and larger hip extension 

at about 50% of the gait 
cycle) (NP) 

PC2 16 (74) 13 (74) 

Difference: larger flexion at 
10 and 85% gait; larger hip 

extension around 50% of the 
gait cycle: larger ROM (NP) 

Difference: larger hip flexion 
at 10% and 85% gait; larger 
hip extension at about 50% 

of the gait cycle: larger ROM 
(NP) 

Adduct
ion-
abduct
ion 

PC2 13 (81) 11 (78) 

Difference: larger hip 
adduction between 20-45% 

gait and larger abduction 
around 70% gait: larger hip 

ROM (NP) 

Difference: adduction 
between 20 and 45% gait 

cycle (opposed to hip 
abduction in high PCs), 

abduction from about 70% of 
the gait cycle (where high 
PC have adduction) (NP) 

Interna
l-
extern
al 
rotatio
n 

PC2 17 (71) N/A 

Difference: presence of 
internal rotation just after 

heel strike, external rotation 
at about 45% gait cycle and 
internal rotation from 85% 
gait cycle (all of the above 
opposite to high PC) (pre-

TKR) 

N/A 

Knee 

Flexio
n-
extens
ion 

PC2 10 (83) 10 (80) 

Difference: smaller knee 
flexion after heel strike and 
late swing, larger knee peak 
flexion during swing: larger 

(peaks) knee ROM (NP) 

Difference: smaller knee 
flexion after heel strike and 
late swing, larger knee peak 
flexion during swing: larger 

(peaks) knee ROM (NP) 
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Ankle 

Dorsi-
plantar 
flexion 

PC1 15 (77) N/A 

Magnitude: the waveform is 
shifted downwards (larger 
plantarflexion after heel 

strike, smaller dorsiflexion 
during stance, larger 

plantarflexion at initial swing, 
smaller peak dorsiflexion 

from about 85% gait cycle) 
(NP) 

N/A 

Inversi
on-
eversi
on 

PC3 N/A 16 (70) N/A 
Difference: reduced 

inversion around 60% of the 
gait cycle (pre-TKR) 

JOINT MOMENTS 

Hip 

Flexio
n-
extens
ion 

PC2 11 (81) 8 (82) 

Difference: larger hip flexion 
moment at 5% stance and 
larger extension moment at 

95% stance (NP) 

Difference: larger peak 
flexion moment around 10% 

of stance and larger peak 
extension moment at 95% 

stance (NP) 

Adduct
ion-
abduct
ion 

PC1 N/A 15 (72) N/A 

Magnitude: waveform shifted 
upwards (larger adduction 

moment), especially around 
30% and 70% of the stance 

(NP) 

PC2 8 (83) 6 (83) 

Difference and phase shift: 
lower adduction moment 

magnitude in mid-stance and 
higher loading rate (NP) 

Difference and phase shift: 
lower adduction moment 

magnitude in mid-stance and 
higher loading rate (NP) 

Knee 

Flexio
n-
extens
ion 

PC2 7 (83) 5 (84) 

Difference: reduced flexion 
moment around 20% stance 

and reduced extension 
moment around 70% stance 

(pre-TKR) 

Difference: smaller flexion 
moment at heel strike and 

95% stance, but especially at 
20% of stance; 

smaller/absent extension 
moment around 70% stance 

(pre-TKR) 

Knee 
adduct
ion-
abduct
ion 

PC2 12 (81) N/A 

Difference: smaller adduction 
moments at 20% and 90% 

stance and larger adduction 
moments around 45% 

stance (pre-TKR) 

N/A 

Ankle 
Dorsi-
plantar 
flexion 

PC1 9 (83) N/A 

Difference: larger 
dorsiflexion moment around 
20% stance and a smaller 
peak dorsiflexion moment 
around 85% stance (pre-

TKR) 

N/A 

PC2 N/A 4 (87) N/A 

Difference: smaller 
plantarflexion moment 

around 15% stance and 
smaller peak dorsiflexion 

moment around 80% stance 
(pre-TKR) 

JOINT POWERS 

Hip   PC2 2 (91) 2 (93) 

Difference and phase shifts: 
earlier power absorption 
after heel strike, smaller 

power generation around 
60% gait, earlier peak power 

generation at the end of 
swing: reduced magnitudes 
of the waveform during gait 

(pre-TKR) 

Difference: larger power 
generation after heel strike 

and at about 15% gait cycle, 
smaller power generation 

around 60% gait, large 
power generation at 80% 
gait and reduced power 
generation at 90% gait: 

reduced magnitudes of the 
waveform during gait (pre-
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TKR) 

Knee   PC1 4 (86) 12 (75) 

Difference: larger peak 
power absorption and 

generation throughout the 
gait cycle (NP) 

Difference: larger peak 
power absorption and 

generation throughout the 
gait cycle (NP) 

Ankle 

  PC2 N/A 14 (74) N/A 
Phase shift: delayed peak 

power generation (NP) 

  PC3 6 (84) 18 (68) 

Difference: mainly larger 
power absorption around 
10% gait cycle, smaller 

power generation around 
55% gait cycle, difficult to 

interpret the meaning at 80 
and 90% of the gait cycle (no 

apparent differences) (pre-
TKR) 

Difference: smaller power 
absorption between about 

10-25% gait. Difference 
around 85% gait of difficult 

interpretation (NP) 

FORCES 

Ground 
reaction 
force 

Vertica
l 

PC1 1 (94) 1 (95) 

Phase shift: delayed at about 
40% and anticipated at 60% 
of stance (reduced loading 

rate), higher magnitude 
around 50% stance: loss of 

by-phasic nature of the 
waveform (pre-TKR) 

Phase shift: delayed at about 
40% and anticipated at 60% 
of stance (reduced loading 

rate), higher magnitude 
around 50% stance: loss of 

by-phasic nature of the 
waveform (pre-TKR) 

Anteri
or-
posteri
or 

PC1 3 (87) 3 (87) 
Difference: reduced peak 

anterior and posterior force 
(pre-TKR) 

Difference: reduced peak 
anterior and posterior force 

(pre-TKR) 

Medio-
lateral 

PC2 14 (79) 9 (82) 

Difference and phase shift: 
reduced loading rate and 
presence of larger medial 
force around 50% stance 

(pre-TKR) 

Difference and phase shift: 
reduced loading rate and 
presence of larger medial 
force around 50% stance 

(pre-TKR) 

NP: non-pathological participants; PC: principal component; NP50: non-pathological participants ≥ 50 years old; 
TKR: total knee replacement; N/A: not available; ROM: range of motion. 
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5.3.2 Prediction of objective function post-TKR 

Given the differences between the mixed-age classifier and the NP50 

classifier, it was decided to utilise the NP50 classifier to evaluate the objective 

function and utilise this for building a prediction model of objective TKR outcome. 

Table 21 shows the potential factors affecting TKR outcome utilised for the 

correlation analysis. On the mean, patients had obesity class I (WHO 2010), and 

63.6% were obese. It was not possible to access the medical notes for six patients 

(seven knees) due to the type of consent they had signed (relative to a protocol 

which did not contemplate accessing medical information for the study). Additionally, 

the medical notes were not retrievable for two patients who had consented for the 

medical notes to be accessed. These nine cases did not have significant age 

differences (p = 0.909), BMI (p = 0.731), BOA pre-TKR (p = 0.076), BOA post-TKR 

(p = 0.527), BOA change (p = 0.237) compared to the remaining thirty-five cases. 

Thirty-one patients, with thirty-five TKRs (i.e., four patients had a bilateral TKR, two 

at different times, two simultaneously) (79.6% of the total 44 knees) had available 

medical records. Of these, four patients (five knees) had an incomplete set of notes 

in their medical information (two regarding the knee patella resurfacing; four 

regarding the ASA score).  
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Table 21 Potential factors affecting TKR outcome tested for their relationship to the BOA 

post-TKR and the change in BOA pre to post-TKR 

Potential factors affecting gait function 
Patients pre-TKR 

(n = 44) 

Age (years), mean (SD) 67 (7) 

Females, n (% of the total) 14 (31.8) 

BMI (kg/m2), mean ± SD 
Obesity class III, n (% of the total) 
Obesity class II, n (% of the total) 
Obesity class I, n (% of the total) 
Pre-obesity, n (% of the total) 
Normal weight, n (% of the total) 

33.7 ± 7.0 
7 (15.9) 
10 (22.7) 
11 (25.0) 
14 (31.8) 
2 (4.6) 

Previous major knee surgeries (affected knee), n (% of the total) 4 (9.1) 

Contralateral knee issues/previous surgeries, n (% of the total) 34 (77.3) 

Surgeries in other lower limb joints excluding knees, n (% of the total) 9 (20.5) 

Hip/s issues/previous major surgeries, n (% of the total) 16 (36.4) 

Painful ankle/s, n (% of the total) 7 (15.9) 

ASA, n (% of the total)  

1 6 (13.6) 

2 19 (43.2) 

≥ 3 6 (13.6) 

Missing data 13 (29.5) 

Patella resurfacing, n (% of the total)   

Yes 16 (36.4) 

No 17 (38.6) 

Missing data 11 (25.0) 

Implant design, n (% of the total)  

Posterior-sacrificing 4 (9.1) 

Cruciate-retaining 31 (70.5) 

Missing data 9 (20.5) 

Post-surgery complications, n (% of the total)   

Yes 5 (11.4) 

No 30 (68.2) 

Missing data 9 (20.5) 

BOA pre-TKR, mean (SD) 0.76 (0.20) 

OKS pre-TKR, median (IQR) 
n = 42 

21 (16) 

KOOS pre-TKR, mean (SD) n = 37 

Symptoms 48.4 (19.6) 

Pain 44.8 (20.7) 

ADL 50.2 (20.2) 

Sport/Rec (n = 36) 22.9 (18.2) 

QoL 26.4 (21.9) 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; n: number; SD: standard deviation; ASA: American Society of 
Anaesthesiologists; ROM: range of motion; BOA: belief of osteoarthritis; OKS: Oxford Knee Score; 
IQR: interquartile range; KOOS: Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Survey; ADL: activities of 
daily living; QoL: quality of life.  
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Only 42 patients filled out the OKS pre-TKR, the median value was 21 (16 

IQR), and ranged from a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 36. Of the patients with an 

available KOOS questionnaire pre-TKR (n = 37), one patient left too many blanks 

within the KOOS sports and recreational activities section to allow calculating the 

KOOS pre-TKR score. The data missing due to the questions being left blank was 

related to the characteristics of the questions, as this patient did not carry out the 

sports activities investigated (i.e. squatting, running, jumping, twisting/pivoting on the 

affected knee, and kneeling). Among all KOOS sub-scales, patients perceived their 

sport and recreational activities and knee-related quality of life as being affected the 

most by the presence of knee OA pre-TKR (lowest sub-score).  

 

Research question: Which patient and clinical preoperative and surgical factors are 

associated with change 

in BOA and BOA post-

TKR?  

 

Hypothesis 2.1 – A 

negative, weak 

relationship exists 

between BOA pre-TKR 

and BOA change pre- to 

post-TKR  

There were no 

statistically significant 

correlations between 

any of the preoperative 

or surgical factors and 

the BOA change one 

year after the surgery, as 

shown in Table 22. This 

is in contrast with the 

initial hypothesis stating 

that the gait function pre-

Figure 26 BOA change pre to one-year post-TKR for the 

patients within the NP50 classifier, in order of increasing BOA 

pre-TKR. The cross represents the BOA pre-TKR, the tip of 

the arrow is the BOA post-TKR, the arrow represents the 

change in BOA pre to post-TKR. On the abscissa, the subject 

ID, on the ordinate, the BOA, ranging from 0 to 1. 
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TKR was associated with the change in function post-TKR. 

Figure 26 shows the change in BOA pre to post-TKR, where the “x” identifies 

the BOA pre-TKR, the purple arrow the change in BOA and the tip of the arrow 

represents the BOA post-TKR. By observing the figure, the change in gait function 

did not seem to follow an obvious pattern, showing that the patients whose BOA pre-

TKR was higher, did not always achieve the largest change in gait quality pre to 

post-TKR. 

 

Hypothesis 2.2 – There is a strong, positive association between the BOA pre-TKR 

and the BOA one year post-TKR (the BOA pre-TKR can predict the BOA post-TKR) 

Table 22 shows that several statistically significant correlations were found between 

BOA post-TKR and various potential predictors, the relationship was: 

• Weak to moderate with sex: being a female was associated with a higher 

BOA post-TKR or worse function  

• Weak to moderate with previous major surgeries on the affected knee: 

having had major surgery on the affected knee before TKR was correlated 

with a lower BOA post-TKR or better function 

• Weak to moderate with BMI: a higher BMI pre-TKR was correlated to a 

higher BOA post-TKR 

• Moderate with ASA score (n = 31): having a higher ASA score, or worse 

health, was associated with a higher BOA post-TKR 

• Moderate to strong with BOA pre-TKR (in accordance with the 

hypothesis): a higher BOA, or worse function, pre-surgery was associated 

with a higher BOA post-TKR 

These potential predictors were, therefore, utilised to develop multivariable 

regression models for predicting BOA post-TKR.  
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Table 22 Correlation between predictors and BOA post-TKR and predictors and change in 

BOA one-year post-TKR 

 Correlation coefficients 

Predictors 

BOA post-
TKR 

(n = 44 unless 
otherwise 

stated) 

Significance 
level 

Interpretation 
(where 

significant) 

BOA change 
(n = 44 
unless 

otherwise 
stated) 

Significance 
level 

Age 0.128‡ 0.409  0.095‡ 0.539 

BMI 0.366‡ 0.015* 
Weak to 
moderate 

0.156‡ 0.313 

Sex (0: male; 1: 
female) 

0.309 0.041* 
Weak to 
moderate 

0.071 0.649 

Previous major 
surgeries on the 
affected knee 
(0: no; 1: yes) 

-0.367 0.014* 
Weak to 
moderate 

-0.117 0.451 

Contralateral knee 
issues 
(0: no; 1: yes) 

-0.010 0.949  0.144 0.352 

Surgeries in other 
lower limb joints 
(other than knees) 
(0: no; 1: yes) 

0.060 0.698  -0.039 0.800 

Painful hip/s 
(0: no; 1: yes) 

0.236 0.122  0.005 0.973 

Painful ankle/s 
(0: no; 1: yes) 

0.151 0.328  0.108 0.487 

ASA score 
(n = 31) 

0.445‡ 0.012* Moderate 0.163‡ 0.381 

Patella resurfacing 
(0: no; 1: yes) 
(n = 33) 

0.151 0.328  0.108 0.487 

Implant design (0: 
cruciate retaining; 
1: cruciate 
sacrificing) 

0.265 0.124  0.267 0.122 

Post-surgery 
complications 
(0: no; 1: yes) 

0.216 0.212  0.124 0.477 

BOA pre-TKR 0.641‡ < 0.001* 
Moderate to 

strong 
-0.115‡ 0.456 

OKS pre-TKR 
(n = 42) 

-0.144‡ 0.362  0.080‡ 0.614 

KOOS n = 37   n = 37  

Symptoms -0.157‡ 0.354  -0.021‡ 0.904 

Pain -0.025‡ 0.882  0.168‡ 0.320 

ADL -0.121‡ 0.477  0.150‡ 0.377 

Sport/Rec (n = 
36) 

-0.086‡ 0.619  0.044‡ 0.798 

QoL -0.241‡ 0.150  0.114‡ 0.501 

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; TKR: Total Knee Replacement; n: number; BMI: Body Mass Index; 
ASA: American Society of Anaesthesiologists; ROM: range of motion; KOOS: Knee Injury and 
Osteoarthritis Outcome Survey; ADL: activities of daily living; QoL: quality of life; ‡: Spearman’s 
rho. *: statistically significant at p < 0.05. 
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Research question: If associations exist between patient and clinical preoperative 

and surgical factors and BOA change or BOA post-TKR, could they be utilised to 

develop prediction models of BOA change and BOA post-TKR? 

Due to the lack of association between preoperative and surgical factors and 

the change in BOA, the regression model predicting the BOA change was not 

developed. 

A regression model including the following predictors: sex, BMI, ASA score, 

previous major surgeries on the affected knee, and BOA pre-TKR was developed on 

the patients who had data available across all predictors (n = 31) (outcome: BOA 

post-TKR, which was normally distributed). The prediction model satisfied all 

assumptions (Appendix D). It is worth noting that the model included a large range of 

BMI scores, but most subjects (61.3%) were obese, 32.3% were pre-obese, and 

6.5% had normal weight. Additionally, a minor proportion of females was 

represented (16.1%) and only 9.7% of the patients had had previous major 

surgeries. Additionally, only 19.4% of patients had an ASA of 1, while the majority 

(61.2%) had an ASA of 2 and the reference category, ASA ≥ 3, included only 19.4% 

of subjects, as shown in Table 23. 

 

Table 23 Predictors entered in the multiple regression model and patients' details for 

each predictor 

Predictors 
Patients pre-TKR 

included in the model 
(n = 31) 

BMI, mean ± SD (range) 
33.7 ± 7.5 

(21.3 - 52.4) 

Females, n (% of the total) 5 (16.1) 

Previous major knee surgeries (affected knee), n (% of the total) 3 (9.7) 

ASA, n (% of the total)  

1 6 (19.4) 

2 19 (61.2) 

≥ 3 6 (19.4) 

BOA pre-TKR, mean (SD) 0.72 (0.22) 

BOA post-TKR, mean (SD) 0.51 (0.26) 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; n: number; BMI: Body Mass Index; SD: standard deviation; ASA: 
American Society of Anaesthesiologists; BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis. 
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Table 24 shows that the multiple regression significantly predicted the BOA 

post-TKR (p < 0.001). The model explained 63.0% of the variance in the sample 

examined (R2 = 0.630). The coefficient of determination in the sample, R2, is usually 

larger than the one found in the larger population, and therefore positively biased. 

The adjusted R2 is a more suitable parameter to consider when aiming to apply the 

findings to the wider population, and it showed that the combination of the 

independent variables explained 53.8% of the BOA post-TKR variance. Only the 

preoperative gait function (BOA pre-TKR) added significantly to the prediction (p = 

0.011). Therefore, looking at the regression coefficient, when the other independent 

variables were kept constant (i.e., while controlling for the other variables), having a 

higher BOA pre-TKR was associated with a significant increase in the BOA post-

TKR (i.e., an increase of the BOA pre-TKR by 0.10, was correlated with an increase 

in the BOA post-TKR by 0.06, or rather, having a poorer gait function pre-TKR, was 

associated with a worse gait function post-TKR). 

The remaining pre-operative factors were not significant in the model as their 

regression coefficient did not differ significantly from zero. This indicated no strong 

linear relationship between the predictors and the outcome, or rather, when the other 

variables were controlled for, a change in that predictor would produce a non-

significant change in the outcome.  

 

Table 24 Multiple linear regression results for predicting the BOA post-TKR (n = 31) 

BOA post-TKR β 
Significance 

level 
95% CI for β R2 

Adjusted 
R2 

   Lower 
Limit 

Upper 
Limit 

  

Model  < 0.001*   0.630 0.538 

Constant -0.075 0.747 -0.551 0.401   

BMI 0.006 0.272 -0.005 0.018   

Sex (reference: 0, males) 0.126 0.195 -0.069 0.320   

Previous major knee 
surgeries (affected knee) 
(reference: 0, no 
surgeries) 

-0.121 0.357 -0.386 0.145   

ASA 1 -0.104 0.393 -0.352 0.143   

ASA 2 -0.077 0.439 -0.279 0.125   

BOA pre-TKR 0.595 0.011* 0.149 1.042   

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; TKR: total knee replacement; Model: all predictors were entered at 
once in the model; β: unstandardised regression coefficient; CI: confidence interval; R2: coefficient of 
determination; BMI: Body Mass Index; ASA: American Society of Anaesthesiologists.  
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05 
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The predictors (n = 7) to participants (n = 31) ratio was approximately 1:5. 

Based on their significance in the previous regression model (either significant, or 

the closest to significance with respect to the other predictors), and to keep the 1:10 

ratio, three predictors were brought forward in the final regression model. BOA pre-

TKR, BMI and sex were utilised as predictors of BOA post-TKR in the final 

regression model. The model was developed on the patients who had data available 

across all predictors (n = 44) and it showed that patient ID 90 was an outlier (±3 SD 

studentised deleted residuals), with a studentised residual of -3.10. Patient ID 90 

was a female, with a BMI of 26.1 (overweight), who had not had previous major knee 

surgeries; moreover, the patient had an ASA grade of 3, and had a higher BOA pre-

TKR (0.93) than other patients, but a very low BOA post-TKR (0.18). Patient ID 90 

was removed, forty-three patients were included in the final model, and this allowed 

to satisfy the multiple linear regression assumptions (Appendix E). The model 

included n = 13 females (30.2% of the total 43 cases), almost double the number 

included in the previous model. Moreover, the mean BMI was 33.9 ± 7.1 (range 21.3 

- 52.4), slightly lower than the previous model. The mean BOA pre-TKR was 0.76 ± 

0.20 and the mean BOA post-TKR was 0.56 ± 0.25, both somewhat higher than the 

previous model. 

 

Table 25 Multiple linear regression results for predicting the BOA post-TKR (n = 43) 

BOA post-TKR β 
Significance 

level 
95% CI for β R2 

Adjusted 
R2 

   Lower 
Limit 

Upper 
Limit 

  

Model  < 0.001*   0.591 0.560 

Constant -0.245 0.082 -0.523 0.032   

BMI 0.006 0.132 -0.002 0.013   

Sex (reference: 0, males) 0.095 0.100 -0.019 0.210   

BOA pre-TKR 0.769 < 0.001* 0.495 1.044   

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; TKR: total knee replacement; Model: all predictors were entered at 
once in the model; β: unstandardised regression coefficient; CI: confidence interval; R2: coefficient of 
determination; BMI: Body Mass Index; ASA: American Society of Anaesthesiologists.  
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05 

 

Table 25 shows that the multiple regression significantly predicted the BOA 

post-TKR (p < 0.001), confirming the hypothesis. The model explained 56.0% of the 

variance in the larger population, slightly higher than the previous model. As 

observed in the previous model, only the preoperative gait function (BOA pre-TKR) 
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added significantly to the prediction (p < 0.001) and the 95% confidence interval was 

shifted more to the positive side compared to the previous model, confirming the 

strength of the finding. Therefore, looking at the regression coefficient, when 

controlling for the other variables, having a higher BOA pre-TKR was associated with 

a significant increase in the BOA post-TKR (i.e., an increase of the BOA pre-TKR by 

0.10, was correlated with an increase in the BOA post-TKR by 0.08). 

 

5.3.3 Association between patient knee ROM and BOA 

Knee ROM was measured with a clinical goniometer in three of the patients, 

due to a protocol change throughout the TKR study, and therefore, their data was 

not accounted for due to the different methods utilised. One patient had a TKR in 

both knees but the data was of sufficient quality only for one of the knees (ID 02429 

only R side). Knee ROM good quality data was available only for twenty-one knees 

(47.7% of the total forty-four knees). Patients pre-TKR with available knee ROM data 

had knee ROM limitations as the mean ROM was 97˚ ± 17 (range 56˚ to 123˚) pre-

TKR. The knee ROM post-TKR did not improve significantly (p = 0.143, paired t-test) 

and was 99˚ ± 12 (range 73˚ to 122˚), and the mean improvement from pre-surgery 

was 4˚ ± 11 (range -12˚ to 26˚). The knee ROM improvement was due to a slight 

recovery of knee extension (mean recovery of 6˚ ± 9), while maximum knee flexion 

decreased pre to post-TKR (mean maximum flexion decrease: -3˚ ± 10). 

 

Table 26 Correlation between knee ROM and BOA values 

 Correlation coefficients (interpretation, where significant), p-value 

(n = 21) BOA pre-TKR BOA post-TKR BOA change 

Knee ROM pre-
TKR 

-0.618‡ 
(Moderate) 

0.005* 

-0.504‡ 
(Moderate) 

0.028* 
- 

Knee ROM post-
TKR 

- 
-0.277 
0.251 

- 

Knee ROM 
change pre to 
post-TKR 

- - 
0.121‡ 
0.622 

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; TKR: Total Knee Replacement; n: number; ROM: Range of Motion; ‡: 
Spearman’s rho. 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05. 
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Hypothesis 3.1 – Pre-surgery, knee ROM is associated with BOA 

It was found that having a larger knee ROM pre-surgery was associated with a 

smaller BOA pre-TKR or rather a better gait function, confirming the hypothesis. 

 

Hypothesis 3.2 – Post-surgery, knee ROM is associated with BOA 

Hypothesis 3.3 – From pre- to post-surgery, the change in knee ROM is associated 

with the change in BOA 

 

No relationship was found between the knee ROM post-surgery and BOA post-TKR, 

nor between the knee ROM change and the BOA improvement pre to one-year post-

TKR. The results contrasted with the hypotheses. 

 

Hypothesis 3.4 – Knee ROM pre-TKR is associated with the BOA post-TKR 

It was found that having a larger knee ROM, pre-TKR was moderately associated 

with a better BOA one year post-TKR, this confirmed the hypothesis.  
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5.4 DISCUSSION 

5.4.1 Preliminary work 

One of the aims of the preliminary work in this chapter was to determine 

whether comparing the same group of patients analysed in chapter 4 to a control 

group older than 50 years of age would produce a different gait classification, than 

comparing them to a group of controls of mixed age ranging from 19 to 79. 

 

Hypothesis 1.1 – The patients’ Belief of OA is lower using the NP50 classifier, as 

opposed to utilising the mixed-age classifier, both pre- and post-TKR 

By the hypothesis, it was found that comparing patients to a group of NPs 

which included mostly participants younger than 50, resulted in underestimating the 

pre- and post-operative gait function of patients. This meant that the BOA value was 

significantly lower when patients were compared to a group of NPs of similar age. 

The finding was not surprising as it is widely accepted that older age causes 

significant changes in gait, and these have common characteristics with OA gait, 

such as slower walking speed (Herssens et al. 2018), reduced pelvic rotations (Cury 

et al. 2021), increased hip flexion and reduced hip extension (Boyer et al. 2017c), 

alterations in knee flexion-extension angles (Chehab et al. 2017), reduced 

plantarflexion angles at toe-off (Pol et al. 2021b), and dorsiflexion moments (Boyer et 

al. 2017c). Therefore, comparing patients with older NP who would have manifested 

gait alterations due to ageing, naturally resulted in patients having a “better” gait than 

when compared to younger controls. 

The BOA values in the NP50 classifier (mean BOA pre-TKR: 0.76 ± 0.20; 

mean BOA post-TKR 0.55 ± 0.25) were similar to those observed for the Karolinska 

cohort in Chapter 4, both pre (mean BOA Karolinska: 0.73 ± 0.23) and post-TKR 

(mean BOA Karolinska: 0.53 ± 0.25). However, it is difficult to compare the current 

findings to previous studies including older NP within the Cardiff classifier (Worsley 

2011; Metcalfe 2014). Worsley (2011) failed to report the BOA pre-TKR, while the 

BOA post-TKR was 0.48 ± 0.17, which was lower than the present study. However, 

Worsley included patients undergoing UKR and entered a different set of variables in 

the classifier, including knee passive ROM, and rectus femoris atrophy, this may 

justify the difference. Metcalfe (2014) found a lower BOA both pre (mean 0.66 ± 

0.26) and post-TKR (mean 0.33 ± 0.28). Nonetheless, the exclusion criteria for 
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Metcalfe’s study (2014) were much more restrictive than the current one, as patients 

with pain in any joint other than the operative knee, those who had previous trauma 

or surgery in the lower limbs, or lower back pain, were excluded. The patients in the 

study of Metcalfe (2014) would have been functionally better compared to the 

patients involved in the present study, due to the lack of issues in other joints, 

therefore, their BOA values were much lower. 

 

Hypothesis 1.2 – Based on observations in the previous chapter, the change in 

Belief of OA for patients is similar when using the NP50 classifier or the mixed-age 

classifier 

In line with the hypothesis, patients had a comparable improvement in gait 

function between the two classifiers. Both the BOA pre-TKR and post-TKR in the 

NP50 classifier were smaller than BOA scores calculated against mixed-age NP. 

However, the magnitude of the difference between BOA pre-TKR of the NP50 

classifier VS. the mixed-age classifier and the BOA post-TKR of the NP50 classifier 

VS. the mixed-age classifier was similar. Therefore, the BOA change score from the 

NP50 classifier was not statistically different to the one calculated in the mixed-age 

classifier. 

Most of the previous studies adopting the classifier failed to report on the BOA 

change score across patients, describing only BOA values at baseline and follow-up, 

or reporting these values for single patients (Whatling 2009; Watling 2013; Biggs 

2016; Biggs et al. 2019b). One previous report observed a -0.15 BOA change pre to 

9-24 months post-TKR (Biggs et al. 2019a), which was slightly smaller than the 

current study. Some of the subjects in Biggs et al. (2019a) were the same as in the 

current study [35.9% of the patients pre-TKR (n = 14), 35.9% of post-TKR 

participants (n = 14) and 64.7% of NPs (n = 11)], but patients were compared to a 

group of NPs of mixed-age, and it was not clear what were the input variables used 

in the classifier. The use of a different set of input variables, and a slightly different 

cohort may justify the difference in BOA change from the current study. 

Nevertheless, the improvement in gait function found in the NP50 classifier (mean 

BOA change -0.21 ± 0.19), was similar to that observed in the Karolinska patients, 

who had been assessed against age-matched NP (mean BOA change -0.20 ± 0.14) 

in Chapter 4. 
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It must be noted that no previous research explored how the BOA at 

baseline/follow-up or its change may be affected by comparing OA patients gait 

function to different sets of NPs when using the classifier, and, therefore, the findings 

of this work were novel and it was difficult to compare them to similar earlier work. 

 

Hypothesis 1.3 – The highest-ranking gait features discriminating patients from older 

NPs in the NP50 classifier are similar to those separating patients from NPs in the 

mixed-age classifier 

Most of the gait features discriminating patients from NPs were the same or 

similar between the NP50 and the mixed-age classifier. The hypothesis was 

confirmed, and the analysis highlighted that the differences in the eighteen highest-

ranking gait features between the classifiers concerned those with the lowest 

accuracy. This showed that knee OA produces some main modifications in gait 

patterns that are typical of the disease, and that appear even when older controls, 

who could have some age-related gait modifications, are utilised. It must be noted 

that the older NPs utilised in the mixed-age classifier were almost the same as the 

ones entered in the NP50 classifier. Therefore, certain gait characteristics relative to 

“young age” (due to the presence of NP < 50 years old) had already been mitigated 

by the presence of “older age” gait characteristics in the mixed-age classifier. 

Because of this, it was not expected to observe a substantial difference in the 

highest-ranking gait features discriminating between patients pre-TKR and NP within 

the NP50 classifier. In the NP50 classifier, gait features for the variables hip flexion-

extension angles (PC1 and PC2), hip adduction moments (PC1 and PC2), and ankle 

joint power (PC2 and PC3) appeared twice, described by different PCs for the same 

variable, and highlighting slightly different features discriminating patients from 

NP50s for that variable, suggesting that aspects of gait at these levels are very 

relevant in differentiating patients from NP of similar age. Some of the 18 highest-

ranking gait features were present only in the mixed-age classifier and not in the 

NP50 classifier but had relatively low accuracy, such as ankle dorsi-plantarflexion 

angles PC1 (describing controls’ larger plantarflexion after heel strike, smaller 

dorsiflexion during stance, larger plantarflexion at toe-off, smaller peak dorsiflexion 

from about 85% gait cycle), hip in/external rotation angles PC2 (the presence of 

internal rotation just after heel strike, external rotation at about 45% gait cycle and 
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internal rotation from 85% gait cycle, a pattern present in controls and opposite in 

patients, who maintained external rotation throughout), pelvis angles in the 

transverse plane PC2 (controls’ larger ROM).  

Various systematic reviews showed that older adults have a significantly 

reduced ankle plantarflexion at toe-off (Boyer et al. 2017c; Pol et al. 2021b) and 

smaller ankle ROM throughout gait (Boyer et al. 2017c), a reduction in the pelvic 

rotations in the transverse plane, but not in the sagittal and frontal planes (Cury et al. 

2021). These movement alterations related to older age are similar to those of 

people with knee OA, who have reduced ankle ROM (Ro et al. 2019), smaller ankle 

dorsiflexion during stance, and a reduced plantarflexion at initial swing (Ismailidis et 

al. 2020); this may justify why the abovementioned PCs were discriminative between 

patients and mixed-age NP but not between patients and NP50. Conflicting findings 

exist regarding hip movement differences between subjects with knee OA and 

controls, some studies found an increased hip internal rotation in OA (McKean et al. 

2007), while others did not (Esrafilian et al. 2013). The transverse plane is subject to 

lower data reliability in 3D motion analysis (McGinley et al. 2009) and therefore, the 

inconsistencies of findings in the literature could be due to measurement 

inaccuracies. It could also be suggested that hip rotations may be subjected to a lot 

of variability between individuals, and differences between groups may depend on 

the subjects included in the analysis rather than being related to the disease 

investigated. 

It must be highlighted that while differences in the patients’ gait classification 

were found between the mixed-age and the NP50 classifiers, it is not clear whether 

these were clinically significant. Due to not having an availability of patients’ views 

regarding their improvement post-TKR, it was not possible to determine the minimal 

clinically important change of the BOA. Further research should explore this aspect 

to expand the knowledge of the measuring capabilities of the Cardiff classifier. 

Given that the findings highlighted that utilising NP50 in the classifier 

potentially yielded a better representation of the patient’s gait function at least pre- 

and post-TKR, and given that function pre-TKR was one of the key predictors to be 

tested, it was decided to develop prediction models of function post-TKR and change 

in BOA post-TKR based on the NP50 classifier. Moreover, it is recommended that 

when comparing participants in a cohort study including several groups, these 
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should have as much similar characteristics as possible, to ensure the effect 

investigated is the main one differing between them, in this case, the biomechanics 

of the lower limb in the presence of knee OA and post-TKR, to reduce systematic 

bias (Greenhalgh 2019). 

There are challenges in recruiting NP subjects aged 60 or older who are free 

from musculoskeletal pain or conditions. This is because musculoskeletal disorders 

are frequent in older individuals, tend to increase with age, and often involve multiple 

sites (Fejer and Ruhe 2012). While the author attempted to increase the cohort of 

NPs throughout the PhD project, this process proved challenging (1) for the 

abovementioned reasons, (2) due to limited interest shown from the public within the 

Cardiff area following recruiting messages, (3) because of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

which took place three months into the start of data collection. Further investigations 

utilising the classifier should aim to increase the NPs older than 50 groups, 

considering that recruiting older NPs for gait studies utilising motion capture 

technologies is achievable, as demonstrated by other research groups exploring 

biomechanical differences between age-matched controls and patients with knee OA 

(Deluzio and Astephen 2007; Crossley et al. 2018; Na et al. 2018), or patients post-

TKR (Ro et al. 2020), although it may take longer time and more recruiting resources 

than including NP subjects of much younger age. 

 

5.4.2 Prediction of objective function post-TKR 

The main aim of this study was to explore which factors could be predictive of 

the gait function one-year post-TKR. 

 

Hypothesis 2.1 – A negative, weak relationship exists between BOA pre-TKR and 

BOA change pre- to post-TKR (i.e., the BOA pre-TKR can predict the BOA change)  

In contrast with the hypothesis, it was found that having a substantially 

compromised gait function as a result of severe knee OA was not associated with a 

larger improvement in gait function following TKR. Yet, the correlation coefficient, 

although not statistically significant, suggested that gait function pre-TKR and BOA 

change were inversely correlated, as hypothesised. The previous chapter and an 

earlier report (Biggs 2016) showed that the gait recovery (i.e., BOA change) can be 

very heterogeneous; this finding was confirmed in the current study, and Figure 26 
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shows that subjects with a similar BOA pre-TKR had different levels of gait 

improvement. When looking at other factors that may have been associated with the 

change in gait, such as pre-operative, surgical, anthropometric, or demographic 

factors, neither of them was found to have a relationship with the level of gait 

improvement/worsening. Moreover, neither baseline pain levels, nor self-perceived 

function measured via the KOOS and the OKS was associated with the objective 

level of functional improvement (BOA change). The OKS is routinely collected in the 

NHS as a key measure of outcome. Patients involved in the current study had a 

preoperative OKS (median 21, 16 IQR), in line with scores found by previous authors 

(mean OKS of 110 English patients undergoing TKR: 18) (Dakin et al. 2020). The 

OKS score found in the present study indicated the appropriateness of the surgery in 

all cases (OKS range 6 – 36), as recent research suggested that OKS < 41 have an 

88% chance of reaching a meaningful improvement (Price et al. 2020). 

The current findings confirm what was found by Biggs (2016), where no 

correlation was observed between the gait improvement (i.e., BOA change) of 22 

patients 9+ months post-TKR and BOA pre-TKR, or OKS, age, or BMI at baseline. 

The present results, however, were in contrast with what was discovered by Worsley 

(2011), where the combination of sex, age, pre-surgery activity, BMI, baseline knee 

ROM, the degree of rectus femoris atrophy, and the function pre-TKR significantly 

contributed to predicting the BOA change (R2 = 0.579, p = 0.006). Subjects with 

better function pre-surgery had a smaller improvement in gait post-arthroplasty 

(including TKR and UKR) (Worsley 2011). Nevertheless, it was not clear which 

independent variable was a significant predictor of BOA change, as only the 

regression coefficients, but not the statistical significance of each predictor in the 

model, were reported. Additionally, the number of predictors to patient ratio in the 

regression model was very small (less than 4 patients per predictor), and therefore, 

the results should be interpreted with a high degree of caution. With a small number 

of patients, the addition of just a few more subjects could lead to quite different 

results, as ascertained during the analysis for the current study (results not 

reported). However, Worsley (2011) entered variables in the Cardiff classifier that 

were much different from the present study, including mostly the biomechanics of sit-

to-stand, alongside gait variables, gait double support time, knee ROM and rectus 

femoris muscle atrophy. This may justify the differences between Worsley’s findings 
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and the current ones. Moreover, the study (Worsley 2011) looked at the BOA change 

6 months post-surgery, and half of the group of patients (n = 15 out of 31) included 

subjects who had a UKR, and therefore, medial OA as opposed to generalised knee 

OA. At 6 months post-surgery, the recovery of function is not complete and there is 

still scope for improvement, while 12 months is usually the time point where, 

generally, a patient may be considered recovered, as evidence showed that no 

significant biomechanical changes happen past this point (McClelland et al. 2014). 

There is very limited literature exploring predictors of change in the objective 

function. Some of the previous research has been carried out on patients who 

received a hip replacement. One study looked at factors predicting the change in 

GDI two- and six-month post-hip replacement and found that only baseline GDI (but 

not age, sex or preoperative WOMAC) was a significant predictor (Jensen et al. 

2015a). Another recent report included a cohort of thirty-two patients undergoing 

total hip replacement and found that the combination of preoperative BOA, age and 

BMI were predictive of the BOA change one-year post-surgery (Biggs et al. 2021). 

However, the model showed that BOA pre-surgery was not contributing significantly 

to the prediction, confirming the results from the present investigation, and the main 

predictor was age (Biggs et al. 2021). Unlike the present study, age was predictive of 

the outcome, however, the population investigated had hip OA and underwent a 

different procedure (Biggs et al. 2021), and this makes it difficult to compare the 

findings.  

Most of the previous literature predicting function post-TKR focussed on 

PROMs and on predicting the absolute score post-surgery, or the minimal clinically 

important change, rather than the change in the outcome score itself. A previous 

study on a cohort of 22 691 patients undergoing TKR found that the change in OKS 

was most strongly predicted by the baseline OKS (a higher preoperative score, 

namely, a better function, was associated with a smaller change in OKS), the 

subject’s perceived health, the presence of depression and anxiety (Baker et al. 

2012). Moreover, it was found that patients with a better PROM score pre-TKR do 

not achieve a clinically relevant change in their perceived function (Berliner et al. 

2017; Goh et al. 2022). 

A patient would expect to be suggested what could be done to ensure the gait 

quality “gets better” post-TKR. When looking at predicting a change in objective gait 
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function, however, the current findings, combined with the existing literature looking 

at gait biomechanics, make it challenging to draw a definite conclusion to inform 

patients on what preoperative factors may aid them to be better in terms of the 

objective function. This study may suggest that, due to a lack of a clear pattern in the 

change of gait function, collecting data on a much larger sample of patients may be 

advisable to establish predictors of change in objective gait function, and this could 

be the direction for future research. These results may also indicate that no specific 

factors related to the surgery, a person’s characteristics or baseline status seemed 

to play a role in the amount of recovery a patient could expect. It might be suggested 

that those with a higher baseline BOA score who should theoretically have a greater 

recovery potential with TKR surgery, do not necessarily achieve a better 

improvement than those with a higher baseline objective function. 

 

Hypothesis 2.2 – There is a strong, positive association between the BOA pre-TKR 

and the BOA one-year post-TKR (the BOA pre-TKR can predict the BOA post-TKR)  

The findings confirmed the hypothesis as BOA pre-TKR strongly correlated 

with the outcome both in the unadjusted (i.e., correlation) and the adjusted analysis 

(i.e., multiple linear regression). Other factors showed a relationship with the 

outcome, including BMI, having had previous major surgeries on the affected knee, 

and ASA score (i.e., comorbidities). 

It must be noted that multiple comparisons were carried out between 

predictors (n = 19) and outcome in the correlation analysis, and no Bonferroni 

correction was applied. The p-value Bonferroni correction is considered very rigorous 

(Greenhalgh 2019), and the correlation analysis was conducted purely to identify 

factors that may have correlated with BOA post-TKR to then enter them in a more 

robust regression model analysis. Had a Bonferroni correction been applied, the 

correlation with the outcome would have been statistically significant only for BOA 

pre-TKR (i.e., 0.05 (significance level) /19 (number of predictors) = 0.003 (new 

Bonferroni-adjusted significance level)). However, previous research suggested that 

sex (Kennedy et al. 2006; Liebs et al. 2011; Astephen Wilson et al. 2015; Mandzuk 

et al. 2015; Pua et al. 2019; Paterson et al. 2020), BMI (Stickles et al. 2001; Xu et al. 

2018), and ASA (Kramers-de Quervain et al. 2012; Riddle et al. 2022) correlated 
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with the TKR outcome and it was deemed appropriate to explore their contribution in 

predicting the BOA post-TKR. 

Since earlier research found a significant correlation between the OKS and 

BOA values both pre- and post-TKR (Biggs et al. 2019a), it was of interest to 

investigate whether the preoperative OKS could have any predictive abilities of 

objective function one-year post-TKR. This information would have been of value to 

clinicians who do not have access to 3D motion analysis and could have utilised the 

OKS as a way to inform on the objective function post-surgery. However, no 

correlation was found between the self-perceived function pre-surgery and the 

objective function achieved post-TKR. This suggests that it may not be reasonable to 

utilise the baseline OKS to advise on the objective postoperative function. It may be 

that the sample size was too small to detect a significant correlation between these 

variables, but the current findings suggest a trend (although far from significance), 

where a higher OKS pre-TKR (i.e., better-perceived function) may be related to a 

lower BOA post-TKR (i.e., better gait function). 

The initial linear regression model showed that having a worse gait function 

pre-TKR predicted having a worse gait quality one-year post-TKR, even when 

controlling for sex, BMI, comorbidities and having had previous major surgeries. 

Nevertheless, BMI, sex, previous major surgeries on the affected knee, or 

comorbidities did not predict the BOA post-TKR when adjusting for the effect of other 

covariables. The findings from the initial regression model must be interpreted with 

caution due to the low participants-to-predictors ratio. Moreover, only three subjects 

had had previous major surgery on the affected knee in the initial model. Although 

these patients showed a relatively low BOA post-TKR compared to the remaining 

patients, and therefore, a better gait, this finding may have been due to chance and 

future research including more participants with this characteristic should be carried 

out to corroborate the current result. It seems plausible to think that the subjects 

included in this study, who had had corrective knee surgery before TKR (i.e., HTO or 

patella realignment surgery) may have been advantaged from a biomechanical point 

of view, due to having had a lower limb realignment that allowed them to walk with a 

“better” pattern for many years. It has been demonstrated that HTO is successful at 

reducing the load on the medial compartment of the knee and improving gait 

(Whatling et al. 2020) even after five years after the surgery (Birmingham et al. 
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2017), and only about 21% of patients have a TKR ten years after an HTO (Primeau 

et al. 2021).  

A final model including only three predictors (BOA pre-TKR, sex, and BMI) 

and forty-three patients was developed which confirmed the results of the initial 

model. The proportion of variance explained did not change drastically from the initial 

(53.8%) to the final model (56%), although it is preferable to have a simpler model, 

when possible, to explain an outcome. Only the gait function pre-TKR contributed 

significantly to predicting the gait function one-year post-TKR, even when controlling 

for BMI and sex. The results regarding sex not being relevant in predicting TKR 

outcome should be considered in the contest of the small proportion of women 

included in the model (31.8%). The small number of women in this study is unusual, 

considering that the number of females undergoing TKR in the UK (56.2%) is higher 

than males, as reported by the NJR (Brittain et al. 2022). Nevertheless, the number 

of males willing to enrol in the TKR study has routinely been higher than the number 

of females over the years, but the reasons for this are unknown. The 95% 

confidence interval for sex, was reduced from the initial to the final model, indicating 

that the differences between sexes were even smaller when adding more females. 

Therefore, it is suggested that sex may not be a significant predictor of gait function 

one-year post-TKR, but re-running the analysis with a larger number of females in 

the model would be advisable, to increase the external validity of the findings. 

As highlighted by other authors (Devasenapathy et al. 2019), limited literature 

exists on predicting the objective outcome of TKR and the present investigation 

contributes to the existing knowledge, confirming some earlier findings of similar 

research. The current results are in line with previous reports when considering the 

ability of a pre-surgical function to predict the objective function post-TKR. However, 

to the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first study investigating a wide range 

of predictors of overall gait function one-year post-TKR, from a lower limb 

biomechanics perspective, utilising a regression model and a larger sample. Several 

studies found that having a lower performance-based test score pre-surgery (i.e., the 

time needed to carry out a test), was predictive of a longer time to complete the task 

post-TKR, indicating a worse outcome (Kennedy et al. 2006; Gandhi et al. 2009b; 

Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2010; Bade et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2020). Kluge et al. (2018) 

utilised portable sensors to evaluate an improvement in spatiotemporal gait 
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parameters and found that short strides length and time pre-surgery were predictive 

of patients who did not improve one-year post-TKR. 

Patients suffering from knee OA, have usually had the condition for several 

years; maladaptive movement strategies, or compensatory movements, tend to 

develop in the presence of pain, and subjects suffering from knee OA may have had 

a certain maladaptive movement pattern for many years before undergoing TKR. A 

wealth of research showed that lower limb biomechanics do not go back to normal 

one-year post-TKR, despite improved pain levels, completing rehabilitation (Yoshida 

et al. 2008; Naili et al. 2017b; Zeni et al. 2019), and strengthening the quadriceps 

muscles whose weakness had been correlated to maintaining an altered gait 

(Yoshida et al. 2008). The fact that the objective function pre-TKR was correlated to 

the function post-TKR in the current study and previous research, may be the result 

of patients maintaining a certain acquired, and habitual motor behaviour that has not 

been modified with specific training. This idea seems to be supported by other 

researchers (Christensen et al. 2021b) and recently, a randomised controlled trial 

protocol was published, relative to a study that will explore the merit of “movement 

training” post-TKR in aiding a return to normal movement strategies (Bade et al. 

2020). 

A previous study utilising the Cardiff classifier on a small cohort of patients pre 

and one-year post-TKR (n = 15 patients) looked at differences between patients who 

moved towards the non-pathological side of the classifier (i.e., a good outcome, n = 

8) and those who did not (i.e., a poor outcome) (Metcalfe et al. 2017). As in the 

current study, age and BMI did not differ significantly between those with a good (low 

BOA value) and poor outcome (high BOA value) (Metcalfe et al. 2017). Additionally, 

it was observed that those who had a non-pathological gait post-op had a 

significantly lower BOA pre-surgery than those who remained on the OA side of the 

classifier (Metcalfe et al. 2017). It must be noted that the outcome explored in the 

study of Metcalfe et al. (2017) was different from the current one (dichotomous: 

good/poor function VS. continuous outcome: BOA post-TKR), moreover, the authors 

looked at differences between groups rather than correlations. Nevertheless, the 

findings of Metcalfe et al. (2017) agree with the results of the current investigation, 

showing that those with a lower BOA pre-TKR also had better gait function post-

surgery. Another study looked at factors correlating with the BOA post-TKR (Watling 
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2013), and there was a trend between pre-surgery BOA and poor outcome post-TKR 

(although no statistical test was run); the study additionally found that while age 

correlated with the gait function one year post-TKR, BMI did not; it was not clear, 

however, what was the statistical significance of these findings, as this information 

was not reported (Watling 2013); the sample size was small (n = 12), and, because 

of this, results should be treated cautiously, and the fact that age was correlated with 

the objective function post-TKR may have been due to a type II error (i.e., failing to 

reject the null hypothesis) (Portney and Watkins 2014). 

Of the abovementioned studies looking at predicting PBTs following TKR, only 

two investigated the role of sex as one of the independent variables and found that 

being male was predictive of a longer distance covered during the six-minute walking 

test after surgery (Kennedy et al. 2006; Bade et al. 2014); however, females 

naturally tend to walk with shorter strides (Rowe et al. 2021) and this may justify the 

findings. 

A high BMI is often a limiting factor in undergoing TKR, due to the higher risks 

of complications that may arise in individuals with severe obesity (D’Apuzzo et al. 

2015; George et al. 2017). The current study suggests that when considering the 

objective gait function post-surgery, a higher BMI (within the safety range for risk of 

serious complications), should not be a deterrent in performing TKR as it does not 

seem to relate to the outcome when controlling for the baseline gait function and sex. 

Only a few studies looked at the effect of BMI on the objective outcome; two found 

that BMI was not a significant predictor of function (TUG, stair climbing test and six-

minute walking test) one-month post-TKR (Lee et al. 2020) and one, three and six 

months post-TKR (Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2011a) in eighty-four, and one hundred 

forty patients, respectively; one study including one hundred fifty-five patients 

observed that a lower BMI was predictive of better TUG and stair climbing test one 

and two years post-TKR (Zeni and Snyder-Mackler 2010a). These studies had 

relatively large sample sizes, which would reduce the risk of a type II error (Portney 

and Watkins 2014), but also only looked at outcomes relatively early in the recovery 

phase and only one study evaluated the TKR outcome one-year post-TKR (Zeni and 

Snyder-Mackler 2010a). Nevertheless, the outcome evaluated was different from the 

current study, which considered the overall biomechanics of the lower limb, rather 

than tests measuring time to complete a task, which are not indicative of movement 
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quality. The relationship between the gait function examined via the Cardiff classifier 

and the PBTs has never been explored. Therefore, it is not possible to conclude how 

the discordant findings of the previous literature including such tests, relate to the 

current results. Therefore, chapter 6 will investigate if there is a correspondence 

between the PBTs and the Cardiff classifier, to understand whether PBTs may 

indirectly give information on movement quality.  

Nowadays, TKR prostheses have a long life span of around twenty-five years 

(Evans et al. 2019), meaning that having surgery earlier in life may not entail needing 

a revision. Yet, TKR surgery is frequently postponed to prevent the need for a 

revision later in life, as studies on large cohorts showed that having surgery before 

the age of 55 had a 2% higher revision rate than those having surgery after the age 

of 65 (Julin et al. 2010). Nevertheless, previous literature found that delaying the 

TKR, decreased the quality-adjusted life years (i.e., the years spent in full health 

(NICE 2023)), and was not cost-effective (George et al. 2021). A previous qualitative 

study assessed the factors affecting the shared decision-making process of 

undergoing TKR and found that some patients believe they need to have severe 

mobility limitations and pain before they can have surgery (O’Neill et al. 2007). 

Following the findings of the current study, which are supported by previous literature 

discussed earlier, it is not advisable to wait for the knee function, and therefore the 

overall lower limb function, to be severely affected to undergo TKR, as this may 

result in a worse outcome, at least in terms of the objective gait function. 

Nevertheless, it remains challenging to define what would be the optimal timing to 

perform TKR to maximise the biomechanical outcomes, and pain, while minimising 

the revision rates.  

 

5.4.3 Association between knee ROM and objective function 

The last aim of the study was to determine whether there was a relationship 

between the knee ROM pre and post-TKR, and its change post-surgery with the 

BOA pre and post-TKR, respectively, and its change. The baseline knee ROM 

showed that there were movement limitations, and results were in line with previous 

reports, where patients had a knee ROM around 100 degrees pre-surgery (85.0 ± 

16.9°) (Brown et al. 2009b), (111°) (Pua et al. 2019) (113.7°) (Mizner et al. 2011). 

The current patients’ knee ROM was slightly smaller than what was found in other 
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studies one-year post-TKR (111.1 ± 13.9°) (Standifird et al. 2016) (117 ± 15°) 

(McClelland et al. 2017) but was similar to a study looking at knee ROM five years 

post-TKR (97 ± 16°) (Maempel et al. 2016). Comparing the results of previous 

literature, it may be inferred that knee ROM may vary across different patient groups, 

and it tends to be around 100° pre-TKR. The knee ROM limitations pre-TKR did not 

improve significantly post-TKR in the present investigation. This finding is consistent 

with previous literature where the knee ROM was similar between pre and one-year 

post-TKR, although there was a clinically meaningful improvement (less than 10 

degrees improvement, on a mean) (Zeni and Snyder-Mackler 2010b; Mizner et al. 

2011; Yoshida et al. 2012).  

 

Hypothesis 3.1 – Pre-surgery, knee ROM is associated with BOA; Hypothesis 3.2 – 

Post-surgery, knee ROM is associated with BOA; Hypothesis 3.3 – From pre- to 

post-surgery, the change in knee ROM is associated with the change in BOA 

In line with hypothesis 3.1, it was found that a larger knee ROM pre-TKR was 

moderately associated with a lower BOA before the surgery, hence a better gait 

function. Previous evidence also found that knee ROM pre-TKR had predictive 

abilities over function, namely the 30sCT, 6MWT and time to ascend or descend 

stairs in end-stage knee OA (Brown et al. 2009b). The patients in the current study 

experienced a non-significant improvement in the knee ROM post-TKR, while 

improvements were found in the gait function, as shown by the BOA values. This 

may justify why there was no relationship between the knee ROM and the BOA post-

TKR or between the knee ROM change and the BOA change, as opposed to the 

initial hypotheses. 

 

Hypothesis 3.4 – Knee ROM pre-TKR is associated with the BOA post-TKR  

A greater preoperative knee ROM was found to be associated with better gait 

function one-year post-TKR. This is in contrast with previous research, where the 

baseline knee ROM had no predictive properties over the TUG or the SCT in 

patients one-year post-TKR (Mizner et al. 2005; Zeni and Snyder-Mackler 2010a). 

Nevertheless, the methods were different from the current investigation, where the 

function was measured via the Cardiff classifier, rather than the time needed to 

complete a task (Mizner et al. 2005; Zeni and Snyder-Mackler 2010a), and this may 
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justify the differences from existing literature. As previously mentioned, it is not clear 

how the findings from previous literature may relate to the current study, as PBTs 

measure the time to complete a task and not the movement quality (Naili et al. 

2017b). It is suggested that preoperative knee ROM may correlate with the objective 

functional outcome post-TKR but the current evidence is scarce and difficult to 

contextualise. 

 

 The current study had several limitations, which should be considered when 

interpreting the results. The sample size was relatively small for a prediction analysis 

to be able to inform the clinical practice; this is a recurring problem in studies 

employing motion capture technology, which is the gold standard to measure 

biomechanics, but that requires a high level of expertise and is very time-consuming. 

Additionally, some factors that could plausibly aid in predicting the objective function 

post-TKR were not explored due to the lack of data, such as the rehabilitation 

process, the level of physical activity, the duration of symptoms before the surgery, 

the presence of depression and anxiety which may influence the engagement with 

rehabilitation and physical activity. The Cardiff classifier BOA value is not readily 

understandable on its own by a patient or a clinician. Perhaps, looking at the Cardiff 

classifier simplex plot may be more informative for patients and clinicians for 

interpretation purposes. Following this, it may be easier to discuss whether it is 

possible to predict what are the factors that play a role in determining a relevant 

clinical improvement, rather than discussing in terms of a continuous variable (BOA 

value). 

 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

This is the first study showing that utilising a mixed-age control group within 

the Cardiff classifier results in underestimating the patients’ gait function both pre 

and one-year post-TKR. This information can be taken into account in future studies 

utilising the Cardiff classifier, and it is suggested that when evaluating the absolute 

gait function pre- and post-surgery, a control group that is age-matched or has a 

similar age to the patients should be employed. However, when evaluating the 

change in gait function, a mixed-age control group may be utilised (provided there is 
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a high proportion of controls over the age of fifty), since the reduction in the BOA is 

comparable to that obtained when the control group has a similar age to the patients. 

Previous studies looking at predictors of the gait function post-TKR utilising 

the Cardiff classifier adopted correlation analyses, which do not inform on the 

predictive ability of the variables of interest, or failed to report the significance of the 

findings, were conducted on small samples, and included only a few potential 

predictors. The existing literature looking at predicting objective outcomes of function 

(i.e., PBTs), is very limited. Therefore, the current results make a novel contribution 

to the limited existing knowledge on predicting objective gait function. It was found 

that no relationship existed between the change in gait function (i.e., BOA change) 

and anthropometrics, demographics, comorbidities, surgical factors, issues in other 

joints, knee ROM change, baseline gait function and pain. While it could be 

suggested that anthropometrics, demographics, surgical factors, the presence of 

issues in other joints, having had previous surgeries on lower limb joints and 

baseline function may not play a role in the amount of functional improvement post-

TKR, it is recommended that an investigation on larger patients numbers should be 

carried out due to the high variability in the gait change observed in this study and 

the difficulty in identifying a clear pattern. 

The main finding was that the objective function pre-surgery is significantly 

predictive of the gait function one-year post-TKR, even when controlling for sex and 

BMI. Therefore, waiting for the objective function to deteriorate severely before 

performing a TKR is not advised, as in the current patient group, having a worse 

function pre-TKR resulted in a poorer function post-TKR. It was also found that sex 

and BMI were not predictive of the gait function post-TKR and that no correlation 

existed between function post-TKR (BOA post-TKR) and a wide range of factors 

(age, issues and previous surgeries in other joints, comorbidities, implant design and 

patella resurfacing, post-surgery complications, previous surgeries on the affected 

knee, baseline PROMs), most of which had never been explored before when 

employing the Cardiff classifier to assess objective function (i.e. issues and previous 

surgeries in other joints, comorbidities, patella resurfacing, post-surgery 

complications, previous surgeries on the affected knee). 

It is not clear how the current findings may relate to the previous research 

looking at predicting PBTs, as the relationship between the objective function 
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measured via the Cardiff classifier and PBTs has never been investigated. 

Therefore, this will be explored in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 6: Relationship between objective function, performance-

based tests and patient-reported outcomes pre- and post-TKR 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The study contained in this chapter follows an ethics amendment of the TKR 

study research protocol, which introduced the PBTs suggested by OARSI. The 

OARSI PBTs are recommended to assess objective function of people with OA and 

post-TKR (Dobson et al. 2013). This study explores the PBT measurement 

properties against the Cardiff classifier. Within the protocol amendment, the marker 

set utilised thus far was implemented to allow measurement of trunk kinematics, 

which was previously found to be different between people with severe knee OA and 

those with no pathology (NP) (Hunt et al. 2010; Bechard et al. 2012; Creaby et al. 

2012; Turcot et al. 2013). Alterations may be a consequence of the knee disease; 

there is evidence that trunk lean towards the affected limb may increase with the 

advancement of OA severity, and it is moderately associated with knee pain 

(Bechard et al. 2012). A recent systematic review (Iijima et al. 2019) found that trunk 

lean towards the ipsilateral limb was significantly larger in people with varying 

degrees of knee OA, compared to NPs of similar age. It was suggested that trunk 

lean, and flexion may reduce external knee moments in people with knee OA (Hunt 

et al. 2010). An experimentally increased trunk lean was found to reduce the knee 

adduction moment in healthy individuals (Hunt et al. 2011), and people with mild and 

moderate knee OA (Simic et al. 2012). Only a few studies have looked at trunk 

kinematics alterations in the sagittal plane in people with knee OA and found an 

increase in trunk flexion (Preece and Alghamdi 2021), but differences from controls 

were present only in patients with a varus knee alignment (Turcot et al. 2013). 

Evidence showed that this strategy may result in increasing external hip and ankle 

sagittal moments, and thigh muscle co-contractions (Preece and Alghamdi 2021). 

The research looking at trunk kinematics in people with end-stage knee OA is limited 

(Hunt et al. 2010; Sagawa et al. 2013; Turcot et al. 2013), and mainly discrete values 

(Hunt et al. 2010; Sagawa et al. 2013) or trunk ROM (Turcot et al. 2013) were 

reported, leaving a gap in knowledge on whether alterations may exist in the overall 

trunk flexion-extension and lateral lean patterns. It was suggested that more 
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research is needed to aid in understanding altered trunk kinematics as a possible 

distinctive characteristic of people with knee OA (Iijima et al. 2019). 

Trunk kinematic features during gait have not been employed within the 

Cardiff classifier thus far, and this novel exploration stemmed from the following 

research question: are features related to trunk lean and trunk flexion-extension 

during gait (i.e., trunk kinematics in the frontal and sagittal planes, respectively) 

included in the eighteen highest-ranking features discriminating between NPs and 

patients with severe knee OA? 

Aim 1: to determine whether trunk kinematics features are relevant for discriminating 

individuals with knee OA from NPs within the Cardiff classifier. 

This would be useful to future researchers aiming to further develop the 

Cardiff classifier method. Moreover, this information would contribute to the existing 

limited knowledge on whether trunk kinematics may be a relevant variable to 

consider in people with severe knee OA.  

 

The concept of physical function is elaborate and would fall under the item 

“Mobility” within “Activities” in the World Health Organization International 

Classification of Functioning (WHO 2023); it encompasses several activities of daily 

living such as walking, changing position, moving around, making it complex to 

assess. There is a degree of difficulty in defining an adequate test to evaluate 

physical function. It is not advisable to rely solely on the patient’s perception of it, 

which can be influenced by various factors, as presented in the Literature Review 

(Chapter 2). There is no gold standard to assess physical function to date, and in 

2013, OARSI recommended the use of PBTs in the evaluation of objective function 

in people with OA and undergoing a joint replacement procedure (Dobson et al. 

2013). The methods proposed by OARSI include a minimum battery of three PBTs 

which measure maximum walking speed (40m walk test), the time for negotiating 

stairs (SCT), or the number of sit-to-stand repetitions within 30s (30sCT), and two 

additional tests, recording the time to accomplish a walking, standing, changing 

direction and sitting (TUG), and the maximum distance covered in six minutes (six-

minute walk test) (Dobson et al. 2013). The measuring properties of the proposed 

PBTs have been explored in various studies (Dobson et al. 2012; Naylor et al. 2014; 

Alghadir et al. 2015; Huber et al. 2016; Dobson et al. 2017; Mehta et al. 2019; 
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Mostafaee et al. 2022; Sharma et al. 2023). A recent review (Coleman et al. 2020), 

updating the earlier review of the evidence (Bennell et al. 2011), concluded that all 

the tests proposed by OARSI are appropriate for use in individuals with knee OA, as 

they are valid in measuring function, responsive to change, and have good reliability.  

It is not clear whether the gait biomechanics measured by means of the BOA 

calculated via the Cardiff classifier may be associated with how well a subject would 

perform during a PBT pre- and post-TKR. Bolink et al. (2015a) proposed that 

patients with knee OA may complete a physical function test quicker post-TKR, even 

though limping and instability may still be present. Nevertheless, a previous study 

found that a lower GDI-kinetic, another measure of gait quality, was moderately 

correlated with longer times to complete the TUG, and five-time sit-to-stand pre-TKR, 

suggesting that the more severely joint loading is altered, relative to a reference 

group, the slower an individual performs during the tests (Naili et al. 2017a). Yet, no 

correlation was found between the GDI and the PBTs, indicating that the degree of 

gait kinematics impairment was not related to how fast TUG and the five-time sit-to-

stand were completed (Naili et al. 2017a). The study of Naili et al. (2017a) analysed 

the correlations between gait quality and only one of the core tests suggested by 

OARSI (Dobson et al. 2013), and only pre-TKR, leaving a gap in knowledge of 

whether gait quality may be related to other PBTs, and if the relationship is similar 

post-TKR. Hence, another aim of this chapter was to expand the limited existing 

knowledge regarding the relationship between two types of objective measures of 

function. The findings may guide the development of future research focussed on 

measuring objective outcomes (e.g., for power calculation purposes). Utilising 

appropriate subjective and objective measures of knee function can aid the choice of 

treatments in the presence of knee OA, can help better define the outcome of TKR 

surgery, and may provide information to refine the rehabilitation strategies following 

TKR.  

Since both the BOA and PBTs are measures of objective physical function, to 

avoid confusion between PBTs and BOA, while previously “objective function” was 

used as synonym for the BOA, from now onwards “gait quality” will correspond to 

BOA within this chapter. 
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Aim 2: to explore whether gait quality (i.e., BOA) correlates with the three core PBTs 

(30sCT, 40mFPWT, SCT) and the TUG proposed by OARSI. 

Hypothesis 1 - At each time point in the study, a moderate correlation exists, in the 

following order of decreasing strength, between: 

1. BOA and the 40mFPWT (negative relationship) 

2. BOA and TUG (positive association) 

3. BOA and SCT (positive correlation) 

4. BOA and 30sCT (negative relationship) 

The hypothesised strength of the correlation was based on the concept that the BOA 

and the 40mFPWT measure a similar activity (i.e., gait), the TUG had elements of 

gait in it, while the SCT and 30sCT do not. 

The sample size of the current study was small pre-TKR, and especially post-

TKR due to various challenges during data collection and the limited timeframe of 

the project, therefore, this study was exploratory in nature.  

 

Earlier work in our research group showed a moderate correlation between 

PROMs including the OKS (which is routinely utilised in the NHS to evaluate TKR 

outcomes), the Knee Outcome Survey, and the BOA at baseline and approximately 

one-year post-TKR (Biggs et al. 2019a). Moreover, a strong association was found 

between the pre to post-TKR change in the abovementioned PROMs, and the 

change in BOA (Biggs et al. 2019a). Considering the poor correlation between 

PROMs and PBTs found in previous literature (Stratford et al. 2010; Mizner et al. 

2011; Hamilton et al. 2012b; Graff et al. 2016), the authors (Biggs et al. 2019a) 

proposed that gait quality may be more closely related to how patients perceive their 

function rather than the timing to complete a task as in the PBTs, but this aspect has 

not been explored. Nevertheless, the evidence showing an association between 

PROMs and BOA is limited to the study of (Biggs et al. 2019a), which developed 

from Dr Biggs’ thesis (Biggs 2016), and more research is needed to corroborate this 

finding. 

 

Aim 3: to explore the relationship between BOA and PROMs.  

Hypothesis 2.1 – A moderate, negative correlation exists between BOA and OKS pre 

and at three, six and twelve months post-TKR. 
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The KOOS is another knee-specific measure widely used in research (Vajapey et al. 

2020), and it was decided to explore the association between BOA and perceived 

function (KOOS ADL) and pain (KOOS Pain) separately, rather than assessing these 

aspects together, as in the OKS. 

Hypothesis 2.2 - A moderate, negative relationship exists between KOOS ADL, 

KOOS Pain and BOA pre and at three, six and twelve months post-TKR. 

 

PBTs were previously found to be poorly correlated with PROMs, with the 

suggestion that these measures assess different constructs of physical function 

(Stratford et al. 2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Hamilton et al. 2012b; Graff et al. 2016). 

Moreover, an issue in comparing objective function with PROMs is that the latter 

investigate the degree of difficulty in carrying out a task such as walking, standing up 

from a chair, or turning in bed, which is strictly dependent on the patient’s perception, 

which seems to be mostly influenced by pain rather than what can be achieved 

objectively (Boonstra et al. 2008; Mizner et al. 2011). To contextualise the current 

findings within the existing literature, and to aid understanding of whether the PBTs 

scores may have been associated with pain levels (KOOS Pain and OKS), the 

following aim was developed: 

 

Aim 4: to explore the relationship between the PBTs included in the present study 

and PROMs utilised in the NHS and research. Given the existing evidence (Stratford 

et al. 2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Hamilton et al. 2012b; Graff et al. 2016) discussed 

earlier, the following hypothesis was developed. 

Hypothesis 3.1 – A significant, weak correlation exists between the OKS and the 

40mFPWT, the 30sCT, the SCT, the TUG. 

Hypothesis 3.2 – A significant, weak correlation exists between the KOOS ADL/Pain 

and the 40mFPWT, the 30sCT, the SCT, the TUG. 
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6.2 METHODS 

6.2.1 Participants 

For this longitudinal, prospective, observational study, the participants’ 

recruitment process, and inclusion and exclusion criteria were described in section 

3.3. Patients listed for a primary TKR were approached at CAVOC by a Research 

Officer between November 2019 and September 2022, although the recruitment was 

halted in March 2020 and effectively restarted in February 2022 due to COVID-19-

related face-to-face research restrictions, elective surgeries being paused and 

challenges in restarting the recruitment. Research Officers at CAVOC had restricted 

access to the hospital green zone areas to recruit patients for several months, and 

their duties were repurposed to give priority to COVID-19-related research. The initial 

aim was to collect data on thirty patients pre-TKR, to account for about 15% loss at 

follow-up, which was based on the ratio of patients interrupting their participation to 

patients completing the full study before recruitment for the current study started. 

Forty-nine patients signed a permission to contact and were contacted over the 

phone or via email by the main researcher or the research officer based at the 

MSKBRF and of these, eighteen agreed to enrol. Six, five and six patients returned 

for their follow-up at three, six and approximately twelve+ months after the surgery, 

respectively. Figure 27 shows the study flow. For this study, the initial aim was to 

collect control data on twenty-five people over the age of sixty, to have a similar age 

to the patient’s group, to allow an optimal classification, given the results of Chapter 

5. However, due to the challenges during the recruitment process (COVID-19 

lockdown, and issues in finding individuals matching the inclusion-exclusion criteria), 

the data collection was changed to include a mixed-age NP group. The recruitment 

took place between January 2020 and December 2022. Sixteen NP subjects 

expressed an interest in participating in the study and were contacted to assess their 

eligibility. Two were not contactable, three were not eligible and two were not 

interested. Therefore, nine NPs were recruited. All participants signed a consent 

form before the collection of the data. 
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Figure 27 Patients study flow. 
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6.2.2 Data collection 

PBTs were introduced following an amendment of the BBRCVA Centre 

Research Protocol, which was submitted in October 2018 and approved on 25th June 

2019. All data were collected within the MSKBRF Clinical Lab by the current author 

with the technologies and methods described in section 3.3. Patients’ data were 

collected pre-surgery and at three, six and twelve months post-TKR, while NP data 

was collected on one occasion. At each session, volunteers filled out the OKS (for 

both knees, but only the score for the knee receiving surgery was considered for 

further analysis) and KOOS (for the knee undergoing surgery only, in case of both 

knees receiving surgery, patients responded separately for each knee), the past, 

present medical history was recorded, as well as the rehabilitation at follow-up 

(duration, type: group/one-to-one/mixed). 

All participants performed a 3D gait analysis. The marker set utilised was 

similar to the one described in section 3.3, consisting of a CAST marker set 

(Cappozzo et al. 1996a) with an additional marker on each iliac crest, and included 

six additional markers. For this study, the supplementary markers were placed on 

the thorax and shoulders to allow tracking of the trunk kinematics, for a total of 

twenty-eight markers and four marker clusters (Figure 28). The marker set 

suggested by the ISB for tracking the thorax kinematics encompasses markers on 

the seventh cervical vertebra’s spinous process (C7), the spinal process of the eight 

thoracic vertebra (T8), the incisura jugularis and the xiphoid process (Wu et al. 

2005). When implementing the new protocol, it was decided not to place a marker on 

the xiphoid process during data collection as this would have been difficult with 

overweight subjects and especially with women. The xiphoid process lies in the area 

where women’s bra usually rests on the chest. It was deemed inappropriate to ask 

participants to expose this area for data collection. This is a common concern that 

was discussed by other researchers (Armand et al. 2014), who explored alternative 

marker sets for tracking trunk motion in ten subjects (50% females) during gait while 

performing large movements of the trunk and head in the three planes. The authors 

(Armand et al. 2014) tested fifty-two combinations of sixteen markers on the thorax 

and found that the mean error in marker positions was smaller for two marker sets, 

one including jugular notch, xiphoid process, and T8 (or nearing markers) (root mean 

square error 9.2 mm), one including jugular notch, C7 (or the spinous process of the 
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second thoracic vertebra (T2)) and T8 (or nearing markers) (root mean square error 

9.7 mm). For the present study, the latter combination of markers was utilised 

(jugular notch, T2 and T8); T2 was chosen in place of C7 to track the movements of 

the thorax, following the recommendations from (Armand et al. 2014), since it was 

found that the orientation of C7 was affected by the head’s movements and that T2 

was a better landmark to track trunk movements. An additional marker was placed at 

about 50% distance between T2 and T8 (approximately at the level of the fifth 

thoracic vertebra’s spinal process, T5) to offer an additional marker to track the 

segment, in case of potential marker occlusions. Participants were allowed to wear a 

vest top, which was lifted to allow visibility of T8. The placement of T5 may have 

been challenging in the presence of the vest top, and in this case, the top was 

secured with medical-grade double-sided tape to the back of the participant, and the 

T5 marker was placed on the vest’s fabric. This allowed the marker to move with the 

thorax, avoiding artefacts due to the fabric movements relative to the thorax. Some 

male participants offered to remove the vest top as they felt comfortable doing so, in 

these cases the thorax markers were placed directly on the skin. 

Following the gait assessment, participants were evaluated for OARSI PBTs 

(Dobson et al. 2013). The tests were performed in the following order and included 

the 30sCT, TUG, 40m (10 m x 4) fast-paced walk test, and SCT. 3D motion capture 

was utilised to record the activity during the tests, but the related biomechanical data 

were not utilised within the current study. The six-minute walk test is not included in 

the minimum set of core tests suggested by OARSI (i.e., 30sCT, 40m fast-paced 

walking test, SCT) and it was not incorporated in this study. During data collection, 

patients were required to walk several times for the biomechanical assessment at 

the beginning of the session, and adding more walking to the assessment day was 

believed to be inappropriate, given the knee joint pain and walking difficulties that 

patients with end-stage knee OA commonly present. 
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Figure 28 Marker set. R: right; L; left; MTP: metatarsophalangeal; T: thoracic vertebra; ASIS: anterior superior iliac spine; 

PSIS: posterior superior iliac spine. 
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Before each test, the researcher explained the procedure to the participant 

and ensured that they were comfortable carrying out the task. If this was the case, 

the researcher then read the standardised instructions on how to perform the test 

(OARSI 2023) and gave a demonstration. Participants were allowed to familiarise 

themselves with the test. All participants were assessed barefoot across the PBTs, 

to allow standardisation of the tests, as noted by OARSI (Coleman et al. 2020). 

Between tests, while the equipment was prepared for the following task, the 

participant was invited to rest on a chair for 1-2 minutes.  

 

Performance-based tests 

The equipment utilised, the test set up and the scoring for the PBTs followed 

the instructions in a handbook supplied by OARSI, which can be found online 

(OARSI 2023). A generic stopwatch application on the researcher’s smartphone was 

utilised to track the time during the tests (to the nearest 10th of a second). The 

procedure and scoring for each test and the outcome are described in Table 27. 

The 30 seconds chair test assesses sit-to-stand.  The reliability of a test is 

deemed to be sufficient when the ICC > 0.8, and optimal when the ICC > 0.9 

(Portney and Watkins 2014), and the 30 seconds chair test had excellent reliability 

(ICC 0.90) (Tolk et al. 2017) in people with severe knee OA. The intra-tester 

reliability was between optimal (ICC 0.97-0.98) (Gill and McBurney 2008) and 

sufficient (ICC: 0.85) (Dobson et al. 2017) in a mixed group of patients with hip and 

knee OA. The estimated minimal detectable change in patients with hip and knee OA 

(Dobson et al. 2017) and minimal important change in patients with severe knee OA 

undergoing rehabilitation (Mostafaee et al. 2022) was calculated to be approximately 

2 repetitions. No information on the minimal detectable or important change could be 

found for individuals undergoing TKR. For this test, a plinth with a seat height of 44 

cm from the floor was utilised. The plinth was used in place of a standard chair to 

allow full visibility of the markers during the task, and because the test required to be 

performed on a seat without armrests. 

The TUG assesses “ambulatory transitions” (OARSI 2023); the test-retest 

reliability was found to be sufficient in people with hip and knee OA (ICC 0.81) 

(Dobson et al. 2017), and optimal in patients post-TKR (ICC 0.98) (Yuksel et al. 

2017). The minimal detectable change was 2.27 s in forty-eight people who had a 
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TKR within six months from the assessment, but this was calculated by repeating the 

test on the same day, and not pre- to post-surgery (Yuksel et al. 2017). Another 

study found that the 95% confidence interval minimal detectable change was 36.7% 

in seventy-two people awaiting TKR (Naylor et al. 

2014). In another study, the minimal detectable change 

was about one second shorter than what was found by 

Yuksel et al. (2017) post-TKR corresponded to 1.21 s 

(Dobson et al. 2017), this could be because the fifty-

one patients suffering from knee or hip OA were 

examined one week apart and no intervention (either 

rehabilitation or surgery) was performed between the two 

examination time points. For the TUG, a chair with a seat 

height of 44 cm from the floor was utilised (Figure 29). 

The chair had the backrest removed leaving a metal bar backrest, to allow markers 

visibility during the test. This chair was used in place of the plinth because the test 

required to have availability of armrests and a backrest. 

The 40m fast-paced walking test measures “walking short distances” (OARSI 

2023); it had optimal test-retest reliability (10 m x 4, ICC 0.93) in patients undergoing 

TKR (Tolk et al. 2017) and with severe hip and knee OA (ICC 0.92) (Dobson et al. 

2017). The minimal detectable change was 0.19 m/s in the presence of hip and knee 

OA (Dobson et al. 2017), while the minimal important change was 0.21 m/s in 

patients with knee OA post-rehabilitation (Mostafaee et al. 2022). 

 

Figure 30 Black signage on the floor to guide cone placement and red lines to cross when 

turning around the cone. The curved arrow shows the path followed while turning around the 

cone, when the timing was paused. There was a minimum of 90 cm distance between the 

cone and the surrounding walls. 

 

Figure 29 Modified chair 

utilised for the Timed up-

and-go. 
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The SCT assesses stair negotiation (OARSI 2023) and it can be performed on 

stairs that have a varying number of steps, therefore, the research regarding this test 

is mixed, with studies reporting the test’s measurement properties on four (Lin et al. 

2001; Mostafaee et al. 2022), six (Sharma et al. 2023), nine (Kennedy et al. 2005), 

and twelve steps (Mizner et al. 2011). OARSI did not give specific recommendations 

on the optimal number of steps for the test (OARSI 2023). In the current study, a 

four-step staircase was utilised as it was readily available in the laboratory and 

because it can be easily found in most physiotherapy departments. The four-step 

Test had optimal intra-tester reliability, with an ICC between 0.94 (stair ascending) 

and 0.96 (stair descending) in people with hip and knee OA (Lin et al. 2001). There 

is very limited information on the minimal important or detectable change for this test 

(Coleman et al. 2020). The minimal important change (against a global rating of 

change scale indicating how much improvement/deterioration patients perceived) 

was tested on the four-step stair test in one study only (Mostafaee et al. 2022) and 

was found to be 3.21 s, one-month post-rehabilitation in people with knee OA. The 

minimal detectable change for the nine steps stair test was 5.49 s one month 

following TKR (Lin et al. 2001). 
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Table 27 Sequence of PBTs, the procedure for the test and its scoring, and outcome measure 

Performance-based test Equipment Procedure (all tests performed once, unless stated otherwise) Outcome 

30 seconds chair test 
A plinth, 44cm seat height 

from the floor 

The participant started from a sitting position with arms across the chest and feet shoulder-

width apart. On the signal to start (i.e., stopwatch started), the participant stood up to a fully 

standing position and sat down continuously as fast as possible, and then stopped at the 30s 

mark. If the volunteer stopped during the test, the timer was not paused. The participants could 

use their hands only if necessary. 

Number of 

full chair 

stands within 

30 seconds 

Timed up and go 

A chair, 44cm seat height 

from the floor and armrests 

64cm from the floor; a line 3 

m away from the chair’s front 

legs 

The participant started from a sitting position with the back resting on the backrest and arms on 

the armrests. On the signal to start (i.e., stopwatch started), the participant stood up, walked to 

a line 3m away at a self-selected speed, turned around 180°, walked back, and sat on the 

chair. The stopwatch was stopped when the participant’s back touched the backrest. Two trials 

were recorded (with at least 30s break between trials), and only the fastest trial was 

considered. 

Time to 

complete the 

task 

40m fast-paced walking 

test 

Two cones at least 90cm 

away from the walls, a 10m 

walkway across the 

laboratory (10m walked 4 

times) 

The participant started with their toes on the line, leaving the cone to their left. On the signal to 

start (i.e., stopwatch started), the volunteer walked as fast as possible, without running, to the 

second cone, turned around it, went back to the start line, turned around the first cone and 

repeated the procedure to cover in total 40m (2 laps). The stopwatch was paused when the 

patient crossed the line to turn around the cone and it was resumed when the participant’s foot 

crossed the second line around the cone to walk back across the lab (Figure 30). The 

stopwatch stopped when the participant’s foot crossed the 40m mark. Participants were 

allowed to utilise a walking aid if needed. 

Walking 

speed in 

m/s: time to 

complete the 

task/distance 

Stair climbing test 

A staircase (4 steps: three 

915mm wide x 305mm deep 

steps that are 160mm high, 

and a 915mm wide x 

610mm deep landing) with a 

handrail on the left side 

The participant stood in front of the stairs. On the signal to start, the participant ascended and 

descended the stairs once only, as fast as they could without running and in a safe manner. 

The use of the handrail was allowed, the participant could negotiate the stairs in their preferred 

manner (step by step, descending sideways, etc.) and if they needed to slow down or pause, 

the time kept going. The timing was stopped when the second heel touched the floor. 

Time to 

complete the 

task 
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6.2.3 Data processing 

Processing of the 3D gait data followed the steps described in section 3.6. 

The thorax model created was an adaptation of the model suggested by the ISB (Wu 

et al. 2005), based on (Armand et al. 2014): 

• The origin of the segment was located at T2 rather than on the jugular notch. 

Moving the origin of the segment does not affect joint angles calculations for 

the trunk 

• The z-axis (transverse plane rotations) was the line connecting T2 and T8 

pointing upwards, rather than the line connecting the midpoint between the 

xiphoid process and T8 and the midpoint between the jugular notch and T2 

• The x-axis (flexion-extension) was perpendicular to the plane created by the 

jugular notch, T2 and T8, rather than being perpendicular to the jugular notch, 

xiphoid process, T2 and T8. 

• The y-axis (lateral lean) was the cross product between the z and y-axis, 

pointing forward 

Figure 31 shows the thorax segment and the orientation of its coordinate 

system. The thorax was used for the calculation of joint kinematics only and was 

considered a rigid segment, i.e., not accounting for intervertebral movements. 

Calculations of thorax joint angles were relative to the virtual lab (as in the case of 

the pelvis) and had an X-Y-Z Cardan-Euler sequence (i.e., flexion-extension, lateral 

lean, rotation in the transverse plane). 
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6.2.4 Participants’ classification of gait function 

The reader is redirected to Chapter 3 (section 3.7) for details on the Cardiff 

classifier method. The gait features included in the classifier included the first three 

principal components related to the following variables: trunk and pelvis angles in all 

three planes, hip, knee, and ankle kinematics in the sagittal and frontal planes; hip, 

knee, ankle sagittal and frontal planes distal moments (expressed as external 

moments); hip, knee, ankle sagittal distal joint powers; vertical, anterior-posterior, 

mediolateral ground reaction force (GRF). Both lower limbs were considered for 

analysis in the NP group (n = 9), for a total of eighteen cases. Only the affected knee 

was considered in the patient group at each time point, resulting in twenty cases pre-

TKR. The out-of-sample classification simplex plot was produced, and the out-of-

sample classification accuracy was calculated as the proportion of out-of-sample 

subjects out of the total whose classification matched their class. The sensitivity (Eq. 

27) and specificity (Eq. 28) of the classification based on the full dataset was 

reported. 

The number of patients analysed at follow-up was smaller than that pre-

surgery (Figure 27). The principal component scores for the patients post-TKR at 

each follow-up were calculated relative to the principal components initially defined 

for NPs and patients pre-TKR. The same eighteen highest-ranking gait features 

discriminating between patients pre-TKR and NPs were utilised in the Cardiff 

Figure 31 The orientation of the thorax coordinate system. Red: x-axis (flexion-extension); 

green: y-axis (lateral lean); blue: z-axis (rotations in the transverse plane). 
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classifier to obtain the Belief values only for the patients who attended their follow-

up. 

 

6.2.5 Statistical analyses 

All analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics (version 27, IBM, 

Armonk, NY, US). Normality distribution was determined via the Shapiro Wilk’s test 

(p-value > 0.05: parametric distribution) and inspection of Q-Q plots. For all statistical 

tests, the significance level was α = 0.05, unless otherwise specified. To compare 

baseline characteristics between patients and NP, continuous variables were 

examined with an independent t-test or its non-parametric equivalent (Mann-Whitney 

U test) and categorical variables (i.e., sex) with Pearson’s Chi-Square test. 

The differences in / correlations between the BOA values, the PROMs and the 

PBTs scores were tested separately pre-TKR, and at the three, six and twelve-month 

follow-up for the patients who attended the data collection. Specifically, the BOA, 

PBTs and PROMs scores were compared between the available patients post-TKR 

and the same patients pre-TKR only, therefore, not against the whole pre-TKR 

dataset, to allow for paired samples testing. 

To verify if the patients’ BOA value and PBTs scores changed significantly pre 

to post-TKR for the patients who attended their follow-up, a non-parametric test, the 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test was run, due to the small sample sizes at three, six and 

twelve months post-TKR. Results were reported as median values (IQR), but mean 

values were also described for comparative purposes with previous literature. 

Patients who attended the three-month follow-up were different from the ones 

participating in the six or twelve-month data collection, therefore, it was not possible 

to compare the patients’ scores change between follow-ups. 

Pearson’s correlation was utilised for continuous variables which had a linear 

relationship and were normally distributed, or its non-parametric equivalent 

(Spearman’s correlation) was employed for ordinal (i.e., KOOS sub-scores, and 

OKS) or non-normally distributed data. When multiple comparisons are carried out 

on a variable, there is the potential to increase the chance of a Type I error, or false 

positive (Portney and Watkins 2014). Hence, a Bonferroni correction was applied to 

the significance level to account for multiple correlations (Sedgwick 2014) (BOA 

correlated with four PBTs and three PROMs = 7 comparisons); considering α = 0.05 
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for each statistical test before the adjustment, the Bonferroni-adjusted α = 0.05/7 = 

0.007 for the BOA versus PBTs and PROMs comparisons, while the Bonferroni-

adjusted α = 0.05/4 = 0.013 for the PBTs versus PROMs comparisons (accounting 

for the PBT-BOA comparison). 

The strength of the correlation, where significant, was interpreted as 

suggested by Dancey & Reidy (2011), where r is the correlation coefficient 

(indicating both rs, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and ρ: Spearman’s correlation 

coefficient): 

• |r| < 0.3 meant a weak correlation 

• 0.4 < |r| < 0.6 was regarded as a moderate correlation 

• |r| > 0.7 was interpreted as a strong correlation 
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6.3 RESULTS 

6.3.1 Participants characteristics 

Table 28 shows that patients were significantly older, heavier, and with a 

higher BMI than NPs. While patients were between the age of fifty-eight and 

seventy-nine, with most of them being in the 60-69 years old range, 44.5% of NPs 

were between the age of twenty and forty-nine and 55.5% between the age of sixty 

and seventy-nine. Moreover, there were significantly more females in the NP group 

(77.8%), than in the patients’ group (33.3%). 

 

Table 28 Participants’ characteristics 

Participants 
characteristics 

Non-pathological 
volunteers 

(n = 9) 

Patients pre-TKR 
(n = 18) 

Significance 
level 

Age (years), mean (SD), 
range 

53.0 (23.7) 
20 - 79 

68.0 (6.0) 
58 - 79 

0.017* 

20-29, n (%) 2 (22.3) 0  

30-39, n (%) 1 (11.1) 0  

40-49, n (%) 1 (11.1) 0  

50-59, n (%) 0 1 (5.6)  

60-69, n (%) 1 (11.1) 10 (55.5)  

70-79, n (%) 4 (44.4) 7 (38.9)  

Height (m), mean (SD) 1.64 (0.07) 1.69 (0.07) 0.139 

Weight (kg), mean (SD) 64.5 (12.4) 87.6 (17.4) 0.002* 

BMI (kg/m2), mean (SD), 
range 

23.8 (3.7) 
19.0 – 30.5 

30.9 (6.3) 
21.3 – 42.4 

0.005* 

Females, n (% within group) 7 (77.8) 6 (33.3) 0.029* 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; SD: standard deviation; m: meters; kg: kilograms; BMI: Body Mass 
Index; n: number;  
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05. 

 

Five surgeons performed the TKRs. Three patients did not have the TKR 

surgery before the end of the study, one patient withdrew before the clinical data 

could be retrieved; hence, surgical and medical notes were accessible for 14 

patients (77.7% of the total). Of these, the median ASA was 2 (0 IQR), where three 

patients had an ASA 1, ten patients had an ASA 2, and three had an ASA 3. Two out 

of fourteen subjects did not have their patella resurfaced. For one patient, the 

implant design information was not retrievable due to the surgery being performed at 

a private hospital. Therefore, the implant design information was available for 13 
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patients. Of these, two received a posterior-cruciate-sacrificing prosthesis, and 

eleven a posterior-cruciate-retaining knee implant. Information for the surgical 

approach was available only for 11 patients, and in all cases, it was a medial 

parapatellar approach. Patients who were given a surgery date before the end of the 

study (n = 15) were assessed, on a mean, 4.6 months before their surgery (range: 0 

to 20 months). Some patients who had their surgery scheduled at the time of the 

study assessment, had it delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic or COVID-19-

related issues. 

 

6.3.2 Cardiff classifier including trunk kinematics 

The Cardiff classifier showed a 92.1% out-of-sample classification accuracy in 

classifying participants (n = 3 misclassified subjects) (Figure 32).  

Figure 32 Classifier simplex plot representing the out-of-sample classification 

accuracy. The blue circles represent the non-pathological volunteers, the red 

crosses the patients pre-surgery. The black, dashed line indicates the boundary 

between the non-pathological and osteoarthritic area of the plot. The solid lines 

within the plot, indicate a Belief of osteoarthritis (BOA) and Belief on non-

pathological (BNP) of 0.50 (the boundary between dominant and non-dominant 

BOA and BNP, respectively). 
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In the classifier classification based on the whole dataset, the sensitivity was 

90%, and the specificity was 94%. One NP was misclassified as non-dominant OA 

(subject 02840, left side), while two cases pre-TKR were classified as non-dominant 

NP (patient 02867, both knees). It must be noted that no knee radiographs were 

performed on the NP subjects, and therefore, it was unknown whether the false 

positives may potentially have had radiographic signs of knee OA. When observing 

the raw data for the patient, for both sides’ GRF, joint angles and moments in the 

sagittal and frontal plane were within one SD from the NP data, except the knee 

adduction angles on the left side, indicating an increased valgus, especially during 

stance, and the knee adduction moments on both sides, showing the presence of a 

first peak abduction moment, as opposed to the adduction moment observed in NPs. 

By observing the raw biomechanical data, it could be concluded that this subject had 

a seemingly non-pathological gait, and therefore, the classification was not the result 

of an error. 

 
Research question: Are features related to trunk lean and trunk flexion-extension 

during gait (i.e., trunk kinematics in the frontal and sagittal planes, respectively) 

included in the eighteen highest-ranking features discriminating between NPs and 

patients with severe knee OA? 

The findings from the classifier showed that no trunk kinematics were included 

in the eighteen highest-ranking features discriminating between NPs and patients 

with severe knee OA (Table 29). Trunk flexion-extension angle PC1, PC2 and PC3 

did not discriminate well between patients and NPs; trunk flexion-extension PC1 

described patients’ larger flexion throughout the gait cycle, and PC2 and 3 

represented 0% of the variance of the original data. Trunk lateral lean PC1 and PC3 

were thirty-ninth (61% accuracy) and forty-eight (55% accuracy), respectively, in 

discriminating patients from NPs. Trunk lean PC1 (80% of the variance of original 

data) described a shift upwards of the patients’ trunk lean waveform, indicating that 

patients’ trunks leaned towards the ipsilateral limb throughout the gait cycle more 

than NPs. Trunk lean PC3 (7% of the original data variance) represented NPs’ larger 

trunk lateral lean ROM during the gait cycle. 

Figure 33 shows that the mean raw waveforms describing the trunk angles in 

the three planes had very subtle differences between patients (orange, solid line) 

and NPs (blue, dashed line).  
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Towards contralateral limb 

Towards ipsilateral limb 

Figure 33 Ensemble averages of patients’ and NPs’ trunk kinematics in the (A) sagittal, (B) 

frontal, and (C) transverse planes. (B) e.g. when the right lower limb is examined, a positive 

value corresponds to the right shoulder being lower than the left; (C) e.g., when the right lower 

limb is examined, a positive value shows that the left shoulder is more forward than the right 

one. 
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Table 29 Eighteen highest-ranking gait biomechanics features most 

accurately discriminating between NPs and patients pre-TKR 

Principal components 
% of 

variance 
represented 

Ranking 
based 

on 
accuracy 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Knee power PC1 29 1 92.1 

Vertical GRF PC1 62 2 92.1 

Ankle power PC1 24 3 86.8 

Knee flexion-extension moment PC2 25 4 86.8 

Pelvis obliquity (frontal plane) PC2 19 5 86.8 

Ankle dorsi-plantarflexion moments PC2 32 6 84.2 

Hip flexion-extension angle PC2 12 7 84.2 

Anterior-posterior GRF PC1 61 8 81.6 

Hip flexion-extension moment PC2 30 9 76.3 

Knee abduction-adduction moment PC3 8 10 76.3 

Hip abduction-adduction angle PC2 7 11 76.3 

Knee flexion-extension angle PC2 16 12 73.7 

Pelvis rotations (transverse plane) PC3 8 13 73.7 

Ankle dorsi-plantarflexion angle PC2 22 14 73.7 

Hip power PC2 21 15 71.1 

Hip abduction-adduction moment PC1 39 16 71.1 

Medio-lateral GRF PC2 14 17 71.1 

Knee abduction-adduction angle PC3 3 18 68.4 

PC: Principal Component; GRF: Ground Reaction Force 

 

 

Considering that in most cases, at each follow-up, the patients included in the 

study were different, it was decided to present the results by follow-up time, for 

clarity, rather than by aims and hypotheses. A summary of the findings related to the 

hypothesis is presented at the end of the Results (section 6.3.7). 

 

6.3.3 Relationship between BOA, PBTs and PROMs pre-TKR 

Eighteen patients were assessed pre-surgery, and two of these were 

scheduled for a simultaneous, bilateral TKR, hence, twenty knees were evaluated. 

Pre-surgery, the patients’ belief values were significantly lower than NP’s, except for 

the BOA which was higher, the mean BOA was 0.77 ± 0.19 (p < 0.001, non-

parametric), the BNP was 0.09 ± 0.15 (p < 0.001, non-parametric), and the 

Uncertainty was 0.13 ± 0.06 (p = 0.048, non-parametric). Patients had a median 

OKS of 20.5 (8.5 IQR), a median KOOS ADL of 47.1 (12.5 IQR), and a median 

KOOS Pain of 38.9 (13.9 IQR). 
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Patients performed significantly fewer sit-to-stand repetitions (median: 10, 4 

IQR) than NPs (median: 14, 4 IQR) (p < 0.001, non-parametric) during the 30sCT. 

Two patients did not perform the SCT due to knee pain, and the remaining patients 

were 21.5% slower in the SCT (median 7.53 s, 2.92 IQR) than reference participants 

(median 5.91 s, 1.53 IQR) (p = 0.006, non-parametric); moreover, one patient 

needed to use the handrail while ascending only, three subjects used it only when 

descending and the majority (n = 9) used the handrail both ascending and 

descending. Additionally, patients took 36.1% longer (mean TUG: 12.66 ± 2.92 s) 

than NPs (mean TUG: 9.30 ± 1.37 s) (p = 0.003) to complete the TUG. Three 

patients did not complete the 40mFPWT due to lack of time during data collection, 

which was limited to three hours by the study protocol, and the remaining patients 

were 26.9% slower (mean: 1.28 ± 0.24 m/s) than reference volunteers (mean: 1.75 ± 

0.20 m/s) (p < 0.001) to complete the task.  

Table 30 shows that there was a significant, positive, strong relationship 

between BOA and the 40mFPWT pre-TKR, and a significant, negative, moderate 

relationship between the BOA pre-TKR and SCT. The correlation between the BOA 

and 30sCT was close to significance and revealed a negative, potentially moderate 

relationship. There was no relationship between the BOA and OKS or KOOS sub-

scores pre-TKR. Similarly, no relationship was found between any of the PBTs and 

the PROMs pre-TKR. Surprisingly, most patients who had a high TUG timing, also 

had a high OKS, KOOS Pain and ADL (i.e., best perceived pain and function). 
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Table 30 Correlation coefficients and significance levels (in brackets) for the variables 

pre-TKR 

 BOA 
(n = 20) 

30sCT 
(n = 20) 

TUG 
(n = 20) 

40m fast-
paced walk 

test 
(n = 17) 

Stair climb 
test (n = 18) 

30sCT 
(n = 20) 

-0.525‡ 
(0.017) 

  
  

TUG 
(n = 20) 

0.284‡ 
(0.224) 

  
  

40m fast-
paced walk 
test (n = 17) 

-0.845‡ 
(< 0.001*) 

  
  

Stair climb 
test (n = 18) 

0.510‡ 
(< 0.001*) 

  
  

OKS 
(n = 20) 

-0.203‡ 
(0.390) 

0.138‡ 
(0.562) 

0.162‡ 
(0.495) 

0.333‡ 
(0.192) 

-0.149‡ 
(0.555) 

KOOS 
(n = 20) 

   
  

Pain 
-0.150‡ 
(0.527) 

0.154‡ 
(0.517) 

0.273‡ 
(0.244) 

0.104‡ 
(0.692) 

-0.102‡ 
(0.688) 

ADL 
-0.432‡ 
(0.057) 

0.335‡ 
(0.149) 

0.079‡ 
(0.740) 

0.436‡ 
(0.080) 

-0.463‡ 
(0.053) 

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; 30sCT: 30-second Chair Test; TUG: Timed-up and go; n: number; 
OKS: Oxford Knee Score; KOOS: Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; ADL: Activities 
of Daily Living; ‡: Spearman’s rho. 
*: significant at p < 0.007 

 

6.3.4 Relationship between BOA, PBTs and PROMs three months post-TKR 

Six patients (at baseline, mean age: 68.7 ± 5.8, height: 1.70 ± 0.08, weight: 

78.1 ± 11.4, BMI: 27.5 ± 6.5; 1 female) attended the three-month follow-up data 

collection (median follow-up time: 3 months, 0 IQR), of these, two had a bilateral 

TKR, therefore, eight knees were assessed (40% of the total knees analysed pre-

TKR). All patients had already completed their rehabilitation program at the time of 

the assessment, with a median number of 7 sessions (2.8 IQR). An equal number of 

subjects joined group rehabilitation (n = 2), one-to-one sessions (n = 2) or a mix of 

individual and group rehabilitation (n = 2).  

Table 31 shows that patients had a significant improvement in their gait 

quality (i.e., BOA value decrease). One patient used their hands halfway through the 

30sCT, utilised a walking stick for the first 10 m of the 40mFPWT, and was unable to 

perform the SCT. None of the remaining five patients utilised the handrail during the 

SCT. There was a small improvement in time needed to complete the TUG (mean 

0.70 ± 4.16 s faster), SCT (mean 0.27 ± 4.79 s faster), 40mFPWT (mean 0.06 ± 0.27 

s faster), and 30sCT (median 2.5, 2.5 IQR, more repetitions). Although there was a 
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modest improvement in the PBTs’ scores, none of them changed significantly pre to 

three months post-TKR. Conversely, the OKS, KOOS pain and ADL significantly 

improved three months post-TKR. 

 

Table 31 Differences in gait function, PBTs, and PROMs change pre to three months 

post-TKR 

 Pre-TKR 
Median (IQR) 

(n = 8) 

3 months post-TKR 
Median (IQR) 

(n = 8) 
Significance level 

Gait function    
BOA 0.87 (0.25) 0.66 (0.67) 0.025* 

Patient-reported outcomes    
OKS 22.5 (4.3) 36 (6.5) 0.049* 
KOOS    

Pain 40.3 (13.2) 72.2 (16.7) 0.035* 
ADL 50.0 (15.7) 87.5 (4.0) 0.035* 

PBTs (n = 6) (n = 6)  
30sCT (n repetitions) 10.5 (3.8) 10.5 (4.8) 0.058 
TUG (s) 12.18 (6.33) 10.97 (3.75) 0.917 
40m fast-paced walk test 
(s) 

1.38 (0.20) 1.36 (0.46) 0.715 

 (n = 5) (n = 5)  
Stair climb test (s) 6.56 (1.34) 5.58 (1.72) 0.068 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; IQR: Interquartile Range; n: number; BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; 
OKS: Oxford Knee Score (0 = extreme knee-related issues, 48 = no knee-related issues); KOOS: 
Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (0 = extreme knee-related issues, 100 = no knee-
related issues); ADL: Activities of Daily Living; 30sCT: 30-second Chair Test; TUG: Timed-up and 
go. 
*: significant at p < 0.05 

 

Table 32 shows that three months post-TKR, neither the BOA nor the PBTs 

correlated with the OKS or the KOOS sub-scales. Nevertheless, there was a 

significant, positive, strong relationship between the BOA and TUG. A significant, 

negative, very strong relationship was observed between the BOA and the 

40mFPWT. The relationship between BOA and the SCT was close to significance. 
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Table 32 Correlation coefficients and significance levels (in brackets) between the 

variables at three months post-TKR 

 BOA 
(n = 8) 

30sCT 
(n = 8) 

TUG 
(n = 8) 

40m fast-
paced walk 

test 
(n = 8) 

Stair climb 
test (n = 7) 

30sCT 
(n = 8) 

-0.558‡ 
(0.151) 

  
  

TUG 
(n = 8) 

0.896‡ 
(0.003*) 

  
  

40m fast-paced 
walk test 
(n = 8)  

-0.963 
(< 0.001*) 

  
  

Stair climb test  
(n = 7) 

0.853 
(0.015) 

  
  

OKS 
(n = 8) 

-0.036‡ 
(0.932) 

-0.331‡ 
(0.423) 

-0.112‡ 
(0.792) 

0.171‡ 
(0.686) 

0.667‡ 
(0.102) 

KOOS 
(n = 8) 

    
 

Pain 
-0.085‡ 
(0.842) 

-0.463‡ 
(0.248) 

0.013‡ 
(0.977) 

0.209‡ 
(0.620) 

0.579‡ 
(0.173) 

ADL 
-0.491‡ 
(0.217) 

0.720‡ 
(0.044) 

-0.605‡ 
(0.112) 

0.509‡ 
(0.198) 

-0.147‡ 
(0.753) 

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; 30sCT: 30-second Chair Test; TUG: Timed-up and go; n: number; 
OKS: Oxford Knee Score; KOOS: Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; ADL: Activities 
of Daily Living; ‡: Spearman’s rho. 
*: significant at p < 0.007 

 

To explain the unexpected sign of the relationship between the PBTs and the 

PROMs, the original data were reported in Table 33. The negative, non-significant 

relationship between the 30sCT and the OKS, and the KOOS Pain can be explained 

by patient 02868, who was an outlier and was influential in determining the 

correlation sign; this subject had the highest OKS and KOOS Pain and performed 

the smallest number of sit-to-stand repetitions within the group. 

The surprising positive relationship between the TUG and the KOOS Pain was 

observed because, except for patient 02893, most patients with the highest TUG 

time had a low KOOS Pain score. 

The unexpected positive relationship between the SCT and the OKS and the KOOS 

Pain was because patients who took the shortest time to complete the test (02851, 

02867, 02883), also had the lowest score both in the OKS and KOOS Pain, 

indicating worse perceived function-symptoms, and pain, respectively. 
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6.3.5 Relationship between BOA, PBTs and PROMs six months post-TKR 

Five patients (at baseline, mean age: 69.4 ± 7.0, height: 1.67 ± 0.06, weight: 

76.1 ± 11.2, BMI: 27.2 ± 3.5; 1 female) attended the six-month follow-up data 

collection (mean follow-up time: 6.2 ± 0.7 months), and two had a bilateral TKR, 

hence, seven knees were assessed (35% of the total knees analysed pre-TKR). 

Three out of five patients had also attended the three-month post-TKR assessment, 

while two had not, one because of human face-to-face research suspension due to 

COVID-19, and another due to the main researcher’s limited availability in collecting 

data at the time. These two patients had six rehabilitation sessions, both one-to-one. 

During the SCT, one patient utilised the handrail while descending, and 

another one used the handrail both ascending and descending. 

Table 34 shows that there was a significant improvement in gait function (i.e., 

BOA), number of repetitions in the 30sCT (median 3, 1.9 IQR, more repetitions), and 

TUG timings (mean 1.73 ± 0.96 s faster) pre to six months post-TKR. Moreover, 

patients were faster in both the 40mFPWT (mean 0.24 ± 0.20 m/s faster) and the 

SCT (mean 1.12 ± 2.48 s faster), but the differences from the scores pre-TKR, 

although close to significance, were not statistically significant. Surprisingly, the 

median BOA post-TKR was very low, indicating that for most patients in this group, 

there was a substantial improvement in gait function six months post-surgery.  

Table 33 Patients’ PROMs and PBTs three months post-TKR 

Patient ID 
30sCT (n 

repetitions) 
TUG (s) 

Stair 
Climb 

Test (s) 

OKS 
affected 

leg 

KOOS 
Pain 

KOOS 
ADL 

02851 24 9.53 5.52 37 66.7 92.7 

02867_R 16 10.17 5.26 35 72.2 88.2 

02867_L 16 10.17 5.26 35 72.2 88.2 

02868_R 9 10.97 7.24 42 91.7 86.8 

02868_L 9 10.97 7.24 42 91.7 86.8 

02881 11 15.17 8.28 40 80.6 91.2 

02883 10 10.97 5.58 31 66.7 79.4 

02893 10 16.6  8 13.9 17.7 

ID: identifier; n: number; s: seconds; OKS: Oxford Knee Score; KOOS: Knee injury and 
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; ADL: Activities of Daily Living; R: right; L: left. 
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Table 34 Differences in gait function, PBTs, and PROMs change pre to six months post-

TKR 

 Pre-TKR 
Median (IQR) 

(n = 7) 

6 months post-TKR 
Median (IQR) 

(n = 7) 
Significance level 

Gait function    
BOA 0.76 (0.34) 0.22 (0.50) 0.018* 

Patient-reported outcomes    
OKS 23 (5) 40 (6.5) 0.034* 
KOOS    

Pain 36.1 (9.8) 72.2 (33.3) 0.018* 
ADL 45.3 (27.4) 97.1 (21.4) 0.018* 

30sCT (n repetitions) 13 (5) 15 (6) 0.042* 
TUG (s) 12.45 (2.94) 10.70 (2.36) 0.043* 
40m fast-paced walk test 
(s) 

1.35 (0.28) 1.55 (0.55) 0.068 

Stair climb test (s) 7.53 (1.37) 6.95 (3.31) 0.068 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; IQR: Interquartile Range; n: number; BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; 
OKS: Oxford Knee Score (0 = extreme knee-related issues, 48 = no knee-related issues); KOOS: 
Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (0 = extreme knee-related issues, 100 = no knee-
related issues); ADL: Activities of Daily Living; 30sCT: 30-second Chair Test; TUG: Timed-up and 
go. 
*: significant at p < 0.05 

 

Table 35 displays no correlation between the BOA and the PBTs, or between 

the BOA and the PROMs.  
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Table 35 Correlation coefficients and significance levels (in brackets) between the 

variables at six months post-TKR 

 BOA 
(n = 7) 

30sCT 
(n = 7) 

TUG 
(n = 7) 

40m fast-
paced walk 

test 
(n = 7) 

Stair climb 
test (n = 7) 

30sCT 
(n = 7) 

-0.874 
(0.010) 

  
  

TUG 
(n = 7) 

0.637 
(0.124) 

  
  

40m fast-paced 
walk test 
(n = 7) 

-0.738 
(0.058) 

  
  

Stair climb test 
(n = 7) 

0.671 
(0.099) 

  
  

OKS 
(n = 7) 

0.036‡ 
(0.938) 

0.083‡ 
(0.859) 

0.546‡ 
(0.205) 

0.361‡ 
(0.426) 

-0.417‡ 
(0.352) 

KOOS 
(n = 7) 

   
  

Pain 
-0.090‡ 
(0.848) 

<0.001‡ 
(1.000) 

0.624‡ 
(0.134) 

0.440‡ 
(0.323) 

-0.330‡ 
(0.465) 

ADL 
-0.073‡ 
(0.877) 

<0.001‡ 
(1.000) 

0.630‡ 
(0.130) 

0.444‡ 
(0.318) 

-0.333‡ 
(0.465) 

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; 30sCT: 30-second Chair Test; TUG: Timed-up and go; n: number; 
OKS: Oxford Knee Score; KOOS: Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; ADL: Activities 
of Daily Living; ‡: Spearman’s rho. 
*: significant at p < 0.007 

 

6.3.6 Relationship between BOA, PBTs and PROMs twelve+ months post-TKR 

Twelve months post-TKR, six patients were assessed (at baseline, mean age: 68.7 ± 

6.6, height: 1.69 ± 0.08, weight: 94.7 ± 16.8, BMI: 32.9 ± 4.9; 1 female), all of whom 

received a TKR on one knee only (30% of the total knees analysed pre-TKR). The 

mean follow-up time was 16.0 ± 2.8 months, as all the patients who were assessed 

at this time point, had their pre-TKR visit before the COVID-19 pandemic and in 

certain cases, received the TKR either before the COVID-19 pandemic in March 

2020 (n = 4), or in 2021 (n = 2). Data collection on NHS patients outside NHS 

premises, or on patients who were at risk of developing serious complications if 

being infected with COVID-19, was not permitted by Cardiff University regulations for 

several months, and this caused a delay in the data collection at the twelve-month 

follow-up. 

Out of six, two patients were also assessed at six months post-TKR, while three 

patients could not attend the previous follow-ups due to COVID-19 restrictions on 

human face-to-face research, and one patient could not attend the preceding data 

collections due to work commitments. 
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One participant showed substantial difficulties in negotiating stairs during the 

task familiarisation, and it was agreed not to perform the SCT for this reason. None 

of the patients who performed the SCT utilised the handrail.  

Table 36 shows that there was a significant decrease in the patients’ BOA 

value twelve months post-surgery. Moreover, the OKS, KOOS pain and ADL 

improved significantly. The median improvement in the 30sCT was 1.5 (3.3 IQR) 

repetitions, patients took a mean of 0.48 ± 0.82 s and 0.09 ± 1.33 s less to complete 

the TUG and the SCT, respectively. Additionally, subjects were 0.09 ± 0.09 m/s 

faster in the 40mFPWT. Nonetheless, although there were improvements in all the 

PBTs scores, these were not significant. 

Table 37 shows that there were no significant correlations between the BOA 

and the PBTs twelve months post-TKR. 

 

Table 36 Differences in gait function, PBTs, and PROMs change pre to twelve+ months 

post-TKR 

 Pre-TKR 
Median (IQR) 

(n = 6) 

Post-TKR 
Median (IQR) 

(n = 6) 
Significance level 

Gait function    
BOA 0.85 (0.14) 0.63 (0.25) 0.028* 

Patient-reported outcomes    
OKS 19 (9) 42 (7.8) 0.027* 
KOOS    

Pain 36.1 (5.6) 91.2 (12.7) 0.028* 
ADL 46.9 (10.3) 91.2 (13.6) 0.028* 

PBTs    
30sCT (n repetitions) 12 (3.5) 13 (2.3) 0.068 
TUG (s) 11.35 (2.42) 10.36 (1.26) 0.345 
40m fast-paced walk test 
(s) 

1.30 (0.10) 1.42 (0.10) 0.075 

 (n = 5) (n = 5)  
Stair climb test (s) 7.08 (1.57) 6.37 (1.28) 0.500 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; IQR: Interquartile Range; n: number; BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; 
OKS: Oxford Knee Score (0 = extreme knee-related issues, 48 = no knee-related issues); KOOS: 
Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (0 = extreme knee-related issues, 100 = no knee-
related issues); ADL: Activities of Daily Living; 30sCT: 30-second Chair Test; TUG: Timed-up and 
go. 
*: significant at p < 0.05 
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Table 37 Correlation coefficients and significance levels (in brackets) between the 

variables at twelve months post-TKR 

 BOA 
(n = 6) 

30sCT 
(n = 6) 

TUG 
(n = 6) 

40m fast-
paced walk 

test 
(n = 6) 

Stair climb 
test 

(n = 5) 

30sCT 
(n = 6) 

0.319‡ 
(0.538) 

  
  

TUG 
(n = 6) 

0.219 
(0.677) 

  
  

40m fast-paced 
walk test 
(n = 6) 

-0.543‡ 
(0.266) 

  
  

Stair climb test 
(n = 5) 

-0.400‡ 
(0.505) 

  
  

OKS 
(n = 6) 

0.429‡ 
(0.397) 

0.899‡ 
(0.015) 

-0.200‡ 
(0.704) 

0.200‡ 
(0.704) 

-0.400‡ 
(0.505) 

KOOS 
(n = 6) 

   
  

Pain 
0.371‡ 
(0.468) 

0.812‡ 
(0.050) 

-0.314‡ 
(0.544) 

0.029‡ 
(0.957) 

-0.300‡ 
(0.624) 

ADL 
0.145‡ 
(0.784) 

0.647‡ 
(0.165) 

0.232‡ 
(0.658) 

0.406‡ 
(0.425) 

-0.667‡ 
(0.219) 

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; 30sCT: 30-second Chair Test; TUG: Timed-up and go; n: number; 
OKS: Oxford Knee Score; KOOS: Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; ADL: Activities 
of Daily Living; ‡: Spearman’s rho. 
*: significant at p < 0.007 

 

6.3.7 Summary of findings in relation to the hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1 

The hypothesis could not be confirmed for all time points in the study, since 

relationships between some of the PBTs and the BOA existed only pre- (BOA 

associated with 40mFPWT, SCT and trends of association with 30sCT), and three 

months post-TKR (BOA associated with 40mFPWT, TUG, trends of association with 

SCT). Nevertheless, the 40mFPWT was the PBT most strongly correlated with the 

BOA at both time points. Trends of associations were found between BOA and 

30sCT, 40mFPWT and SCT six months post-TKR, but not one-year post-surgery. 

Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 

The results disproved the hypotheses as no correlation was found between 

BOA and the included PROMs at any time point during the study. 

Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 

The results disproved the hypotheses as no correlation was found between the 

included PROMs and PBTs at any time point during the study. 
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6.4 DISCUSSION 

6.4.1 Cardiff classifier including trunk kinematics  

One of the aims of the study was to determine whether trunk kinematics 

features during gait would contain important information aiding in discriminating 

individuals with severe knee OA from NPs within the Cardiff classifier. The current 

results showed that in the cohort examined, there was no evidence that trunk 

kinematics features were some of the main biomechanical characteristics 

discriminating patients from a group of NPs within the Cardiff classifier. A visual 

inspection of the trunk kinematics’ raw waveforms revealed that patients had a 

slightly more flexed trunk throughout the gait cycle, and a reduced trunk ROM in the 

frontal plane, which were also characteristics depicted by PCA, but the differences 

from NPs throughout the kinematics waveforms were not greater than 3 degrees in 

the three anatomical planes, and the trunk kinematics PCs had a limited accuracy in 

distinguishing patients from NPs.  

Most of the existing literature comparing trunk kinematics between people 

with knee OA and NPs looked at discrete values (i.e., peak angles) rather than 

patterns throughout the gait cycle and found very small differences (Hunt et al. 2010; 

Bechard et al. 2012; Creaby et al. 2012), which would not be considered clinically 

relevant, as they were inferior to 5 degrees (Schmid et al. 2016). Moreover, only a 

few studies looked at alterations in the trunk kinematics in the sagittal plane (Turcot 

et al. 2013; Preece et al. 2019; Preece and Alghamdi 2021). The current study 

seems to align with previous reports, since patients had a larger trunk flexion than 

NPs, and the difference between groups was minimal. (Preece and Alghamdi 2021) 

found that patients with varying degrees of knee OA had a mean 2.8° larger trunk 

flexion in the first portion of stance. (Turcot et al. 2013) found that patients with a 

varus knee alignment had a larger trunk flexion-extension ROM compared to NPs, 

but the difference, although significant, was less than 1° during stance, and this 

pattern was not observed in subjects with a valgus knee alignment whose trunk 

flexion was comparable to NPs. 

A recent systematic review (Iijima et al. 2019) including nine studies and 446 

people with knee OA concluded that trunk lean towards the ipsilateral limb was 

significantly larger in patients than NPs of similar age, with a large effect size. This is 

in contrast with the current report, nevertheless, when examining the studies 
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included in the systematic review, most of them found very small differences 

between people with knee OA and NPs, which were inferior to 5 degrees, on 

average (Hunt et al. 2010; Bechard et al. 2012; Creaby et al. 2012; Turcot et al. 

2013). Moreover, there were inconsistencies in the time points of the gait cycle 

where differences in trunk lean were found between patients and NPs, some authors 

found them at 20% stance (Hunt et al. 2010), others at 75% of stance (Bechard et al. 

2012), which would be in correspondence of the peak knee adduction moments, and 

some failed to report when the differences occurred (Creaby et al. 2012; Turcot et al. 

2013). To add to the inconsistencies, earlier reports found no differences in trunk 

lean between patients and NPs (Preece et al. 2019), some researchers found no 

differences in trunk lean at the abovementioned time points when looking at discrete 

values, but when PCA was employed in the analysis, they detected a larger trunk 

lean ROM due to an increased trunk lean at toe-off (Linley et al. 2010). PCA also 

revealed an increased trunk lean in the frontal plane throughout stance in a more 

recent study comparing a small group of individuals with knee OA and controls 

(Federolf et al. 2013). Another point to consider is that several studies (Hunt et al. 

2008; Linley et al. 2010; Bechard et al. 2012; Turcot et al. 2013) utilised a marker set 

that was not optimal for tracking the trunk kinematics (Armand et al. 2014) since 

markers were placed on the acromions, which can move independently from the 

trunk, other authors failed to report how they tracked the trunk (Creaby et al. 2012; 

Federolf et al. 2013) and therefore, their results should be treated cautiously. 

Some authors suggested that these small differences in trunk kinematics may 

be sufficient to produce a large effect on reducing the knee external moments (all 

joint moments mentioned followingly are meant as external), due to the mass of the 

trunk. Nevertheless, previous evidence showed a decrease of only 7% in the knee 

adduction moment (not significant in the study) when the trunk lean towards the 

stance limb was experimentally increased by 4 degrees in healthy subjects (Hunt et 

al. 2011). The reduction in the first peak knee adduction moment was 10% when 

increasing the trunk lean by about 6° in a group of people affected mostly by early or 

moderate knee OA (Simic et al. 2012). Therefore, it may be suggested that people 

with knee OA in the abovementioned studies (Hunt et al. 2010; Bechard et al. 2012; 

Creaby et al. 2012; Turcot et al. 2013) did not increase their trunk lean enough to 

cause a significant change in knee moments. Furthermore, an augmented trunk lean 
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towards the stance limb had the opposite effect of increasing the knee adduction 

moment in people with a knee varus alignment (Iijima et al. 2018), suggesting that 

the knee alignment, more than the trunk lean, contributed to the knee adduction 

moment magnitude, and any trunk adaptation in presence of knee varus was not 

successful in reducing the knee loading, an idea supported by the results of the 

previous investigation (Hunt et al. 2008). It was found that the variance in the first 

peak knee adduction moment was mainly explained by the knee alignment (25%), 

and trunk lean contributed to the knee moments almost to the same degree (13%) as 

toe-out angle (12%) (Hunt et al. 2008). 

The findings of previous research seem to suggest that trunk lean strategies 

vary widely between patient groups but may not be clinically relevant. Additionally, 

while trunk lean towards the stance limb and trunk flexion were larger in people with 

a radiographic, static, varus knee alignment, no differences were found in trunk 

kinematics between controls and patients with a knee valgus (Sagawa et al. 2013; 

Turcot et al. 2013). Although the participants’ knee alignment information was not 

available in the present study, given the findings of earlier research (Sagawa et al. 

2013; Turcot et al. 2013), it may be that the current group of patients consisted 

mainly of subjects with a knee valgus alignment, which might justify why no 

discriminative power was found for trunk kinematics gait features. It must be noted 

that the results of the current study were based on a limited, small number of 

participants, for reasons explained earlier, and further research on a larger cohort is 

recommended, including information on knee alignment, to explore whether different 

results may be achieved for subjects with a knee varus or valgus, and the 

relationship between trunk kinematics and knee moments. Nevertheless, this is the 

first study utilising a gait classification method to demonstrate that even if alterations 

may be found in trunk kinematics in people with severe knee OA when gait 

biomechanics of several joints are considered together, other gait features may be 

more relevant than trunk kinematics in distinguishing between NPs and patients at 

this stage of the knee disease. 
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6.4.2 Relationship between BOA and PBTs 

Hypothesis 1 

Most of the existing research compared PBTs to PROMs (Stratford et al. 

2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2011a; Hamilton et al. 2012b; Graff 

et al. 2016; Givens et al. 2018; De Vroey et al. 2018; Choi et al. 2020; Onodera et al. 

2020; Christensen et al. 2022), which have been suggested to measure different 

constructs of function (Tolk et al. 2017). Hence, the comparison to previous literature 

was limited, as only another study correlated summative measures of gait function, 

the GDI and GDI-kinetic, to PBTs, namely the TUG and five-time sit-to-stand, and 

only pre-TKR (Naili et al. 2017a). Due to the several, described limitations to data 

collection, a small sample of patients was available post-TKR, and for this reason, 

the post-TKR results should be considered exploratory in nature and treated with 

caution, especially at twelve months post-TKR, where the presence of unusual data 

seemed to have influenced the correlation between all outcomes. It is also worth 

noting that at each follow-up, the patients examined were slightly different from the 

preceding post-TKR assessment. 

As hypothesised, the strongest relationship was found between the gait 

function classification (i.e., BOA) and the 40mFPWT both pre and three months post-

TKR. At six months, the correlation between these measures was close to 

significance, showing that a better gait quality was strongly associated with a faster 

walking speed achievable. Moreover, a moderate, positive correlation was found 

between the BOA and the SCT pre-TKR. The relationship between BOA and the 

SCT was in the expected direction (positive) three and six months post-TKR, but the 

lack of correlation may have been linked to the small sample size because the 

relationship was close to significance. These results suggested that a better gait 

function was also related to less time negotiating the four steps as fast as possible. 

No previous study compared the 40mFPWT or the SCT to overall measures of gait 

function, but evidence showed that a reduced knee ROM was correlated with a 

slower SCT, and both restricted knee ROM and quadriceps weakness were 

associated with slower speeds during the 40mFPWT pre-TKR, but not one-year 

post-surgery (Christensen et al. 2022).  

Contrary to the hypothesis, there was no significant correlation between the 

BOA and 30sCT at either time point of the study, although the relationship showed a 

trend, since it was in the expected direction and close to significance pre-TKR (-
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0.525, p = 0.017), six months post-TKR (-0.874, p = 0.010), but less so three months 

post-TKR (-0.558, p = 0.151), and one year after surgery, suggesting a linear 

association between the measures. Of note, the results one-year post-TKR may 

have been due to unusual patterns in the data. The lack of a significant correlation 

between the BOA and 30sCT at other time points could be attributed to the relatively 

small sample size and the choice of utilising a Bonferroni correction due to multiple 

comparisons. The Bonferroni correction of the significance level is believed to be a 

very conservative approach (Greenhalgh 2019) had it not been applied, the 

association between the BOA and 30sCT, would have been significant, at least pre- 

and six months post-TKR. This finding would have been in line with the only other 

study, to the best of the author’s knowledge, assessing the correlation between the 

gait quality evaluated with a summary measure of gait (i.e., GDI-kinetic) and the five-

time sit-to-stand in forty patients awaiting TKR, showing a weak to moderate 

relationship between the measures (Naili et al. 2017a). The BOA and 30sCT 

measure slightly different constructs of function, the first related to walking, the 

second mainly associated with “changing basic body position” (WHO 2023), and 

lower limb strength (Coleman et al. 2020). However, Christensen et al. (2021) found 

a correlation between having a stronger quadriceps, and a higher peak vertical GRF, 

a greater knee extension moment during gait in a hundred ninety-five patients at 

least six months post-TKR. Features of the vertical GRF and knee flexion-extension 

moment during gait are recurringly appearing as the highest-ranking characteristics 

discriminating between people with knee OA and NPs in the Cardiff classifier (Table 

29) (Biggs et al. 2019b) and in Chapter 5. This may explain why the BOA and the 

30sCT may be indirectly correlated, even if not significantly, in the current study. It 

may be inferred that a better gait quality could potentially be related to more 

repetitions during the 30sCT. 

It was hypothesised that since the TUG includes walking, a better gait quality 

(i.e., BOA) would be associated with the self-selected speed at which the TUG was 

completed. Surprisingly, a strong correlation between the BOA and the TUG was 

only found at three months post-TKR. Pre-TKR, the TUG timings did not seem to 

follow an obvious pattern, since some of the patients who had a highly compromised 

gait, took a shorter time to complete the test than patients who were classed as 

having a better gait quality. This was true at the six and twelve-month post-TKR 

assessments alike, but the TUG timings between patients having different BOA were 
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not considerably different, and the sample size was also much smaller than pre-TKR. 

It may be that the correlation between TUG and BOA at three months post-TKR was 

due to chance, given what was observed pre-TKR, where the group was three times 

bigger, and at the other time points where a similar number of patients to the three-

month appointment was analysed. These findings highlight that the movement 

quality during gait may not be related to the timing to complete a task also including 

change of direction and sit-to-stand. The TUG is the only PBT which requires the 

subject to move at their preferred speed (OARSI 2023). It may be that patients took 

varying times during the transitional phases of the TUG, i.e., standing up, changing 

direction, and sitting down, and these may have been dependent on the subject’s 

comfortable speed in carrying out those transitions, given their balance, and 

coordination, aspects that may have not been captured by the assessment of gait 

quality (= BOA). It is important to mention that the chair utilised during the test had a 

deep seat (anecdotally, this was commented on by several patients during the 

assessment), but by looking at the data (not reported), there did not seem to exist a 

relationship between subject’s height and TUG timings. 

The current findings were surprising if compared to previous evidence 

showing a strong relationship between the GDI-kinetic and TUG, but no correlation 

between TUG and GDI (comparing exclusively gait kinematics to a reference group), 

in a group of forty patients awaiting TKR (Naili et al. 2017a). Chapter 4 showed that 

BOA and GDI-kinetic correlate with each other moderately pre-TKR, so it may have 

been expected that a degree of correlation would have been found between BOA 

and TUG. The present results may suggest that when measuring function via the 

BOA and TUG, different outcomes would be obtained with the two measures. 

Previous evidence found that walking faster at a self-selected speed was moderately 

correlated to a shorter time to complete the TUG in the presence of advanced knee 

OA (Mehta et al. 2019). However, the methods in the study of Mehta et al. (2019) 

were different, as gait speed, as opposed to gait quality, were compared to the TUG, 

unlike the present study. 
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6.4.3 Relationship between BOA and PROMs 

Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 

Both the gait quality and the PROMs assessed in the current study improved 

significantly from pre-surgery to each follow-up post-TKR. The present results 

suggest that the gait quality was not associated with the levels of pain perceived pre 

or at different levels of recovery up to about a year post-TKR since no correlation 

was found between the BOA and OKS, or KOOS Pain.  

The lack of association between the gait quality (i.e., BOA) and the OKS was 

unexpected, especially pre-TKR, given the larger sample size, and contradicted 

hypothesis 2.1 and earlier findings of our research group (Biggs et al. 2019a). A 

strong, negative association was found between these measures in a different set of 

patients undergoing TKR (n = 41), and twenty-two subjects one-year post-TKR, with 

comparable baseline OKS (mean: 20.5) and characteristics (mean age 68.4, height 

1.67, BMI 32.5, 53.7% females) to the current cohort, except for the higher 

proportion of females (Biggs et al. 2019a). However, it must be noted that in the 

study of Biggs et al. (2019a), all patients were classed as having a severely affected 

gait pre-surgery (i.e., a high BOA) and none of them was classified as NPs (i.e., a 

BOA that was lower than the BNP), as opposed to the current study, where two 

patients had a very low BOA pre-TKR (classified as NPs), and concurrently had a 

low OKS, indicating a poor self-reported function. Additionally, in the present patient 

group, individuals who had a high BOA did not always have the lowest OKS both pre 

and post-TKR, and this explains the lack of correlation observed between the 

measures, and the contrasting findings from Biggs et al., (2019).  

The lack of correlation between gait quality, or BOA, and the KOOS ADL/Pain 

pre- and post-TKR was in contrast with hypothesis 2.2. Furthermore, the results did 

not show a trend towards an association between these measures. This may 

suggest that patients’ perception of their function may be independent of the actual 

way they move and be influenced by other factors, such as anxiety and depression 

(Baker et al. 2012; Sanchez-Santos et al. 2018), or pain levels (Boonstra et al. 2008; 

Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2011a; Hamilton et al. 2012b). Pre-surgery, the results were 

in line with what was found by our research group in a separate set of twelve 

patients listed for a TKR, assessed via the Cardiff classifier (Biggs 2016), and by 

Naili et al. (2017), where patients had similar KOOS Pain and ADL scores to the 

current study, and where the GDI was used as a measure of gait quality in patients 
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pre-TKR (n = 40). It was surprising that the pain levels were not correlated to the gait 

quality, but this may be an indication that being pain a subjective experience, it may 

not follow the same trajectory of gait quality, for instance, previous research showed 

that lower PROMs were associated with pain catastrophising (Riddle et al. 2022). 

There is very limited evidence comparing gait biomechanics to PROMs pre-TKR, 

and another issue is the use of varying PROMs. Earlier research revealed that 

temporospatial gait parameters were highly correlated to the Knee Society Score-

physical function (Bolink et al. 2015b), but the lift-up force when ascending a step 

was not (Jacobs and Christensen 2009). Moreover, the GDI-kinetic had a weak to 

moderate correlation with the KOOS ADL, but not the KOOK Pain (Naili et al. 

2017a). Being the GDI-kinetic a summative measure of gait kinetic function, it was 

surprising that no association between the gait quality (= BOA) and KOOS ADL was 

found. It was difficult to justify the contrast with the results of Naili et al. (2017) since 

the only difference from the current study was a higher proportion of females but it is 

unclear how this could have influenced the results. It is suggested that future 

research may compare the GDI and GDI-kinetic scores to the KOOS sub-scores of 

the current cohort to verify if a correlation would be found between the KOOS ADL 

and GDI-kinetic as in the study of (Naili et al. 2017a). The present findings, 

compared to previous evidence (Naili et al. 2017a; Biggs et al. 2019a), showed that 

PROMs may be very variable in relation to the patient’s overall gait function, 

whereby in certain groups, gait quality and PROMs may be associated, and in others 

may not be. 

Post-TKR, in contrast with the current results, Biggs (2016) observed a 

negative, moderate relationship between the BOA and the KOOS Pain and ADL in 

eighteen patients about one-year post-TKR. The author (Biggs 2016) failed to report 

the KOOS ADL and Pain scores, therefore it was not possible to determine if any 

differences between the patient groups may have been present to justify such 

finding. In the existing literature, the correlation between gait measures and PROMs 

post-TKR seems to be dependent on the PROM and the gait variable analysed. 

Earlier findings at three months post-TKR were contrasting and showed that a 

moderate correlation was found between self-selected gait speed and the Knee 

Society Function Score, but no association was found with the WOMAC (Senden et 

al. 2011). Conversely, in another study (Bonnefoy-Mazure et al. 2017), weak 

correlations were found between the WOMAC and temporospatial parameters (i.e. 
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cadence and gait speed), or knee flexion during gait. Only one report comparing 

PROMs with gait biomechanics six months post-TKR was found, the authors 

(Kurihara et al. 2021) discovered that having larger peak hip external flexion and 

extension moments, knee flexion moment and knee power absorption (i.e., eccentric 

activity) was related to having a lower Japanese Knee Outcome Measure (i.e., a 

better score). However, these findings were difficult to contextualise as patients were 

not compared to a reference group, and it was impossible to understand whether 

having larger moments meant being more similar to NPs or not. Twelve months post-

TKR, weak and moderate correlations were found between the WOMAC-physical 

function sub-score, pain (Visual Analogue Scale) and gait speed, respectively, and a 

weak relationship was found between the peak knee flexion and WOMAC-physical 

function during gait (Bonnefoy-Mazure et al. 2017). Some of these findings were 

corroborated by other authors, who also observed a moderate relationship between 

gait temporospatial parameters and the Knee Society Function Score (Bolink et al. 

2015b). The present patient group was very small post-surgery, and results were 

highly affected by the presence of outliers or unusual data, therefore, the different 

findings to (Biggs 2016) could most likely be due to this factor, while the diverging 

findings from previous literature (Senden et al. 2011; Bolink et al. 2015b; Bonnefoy-

Mazure et al. 2017; Kurihara et al. 2021) may also be due to the use of different 

measures of subjective and objective function utilised, because temporospatial 

parameters were utilised (Senden et al. 2011; Bonnefoy-Mazure et al. 2017), as 

opposed to gait biomechanics, or only individual gait variables were compared to 

PROMs (Kurihara et al. 2021) rather than an overall measure of gait quality. 

 

6.4.4 Relationship between PBTs and PROMs 

Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 

The results of the current study contrasted with the hypotheses since no 

correlation was found between the PBTs and the OKS or the KOOS Pain and KOOS 

ADL at any of the time points of the study. This finding was especially unexpected 

pre-TKR since the patient group was larger than the groups analysed post-TKR, and 

less susceptible to outliers. Moreover, the patients included in the present study had 

generally comparable PBTs scores at baseline to earlier investigations; in the case 

of the SCT, previous studies used stairs with a varied number of steps, therefore, the 
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score was divided by the number of steps and multiplied by eight, for comparison 

with the present investigation; pre-surgery, the current patients took slightly longer to 

complete the TUG (12.7 s) compared to previous studies (range 9.8-11.6 s) (Mizner 

et al. 2011; Naili et al. 2017a), similar scores (n repetitions = 10) were found for the 

30sCT (range 9-11) (Tolk et al. 2017; Christensen et al. 2022), the SCT (7.53 s), 

(range 4.66-7.60 s) (Kennedy et al. 2005; Mizner et al. 2011; Tolk et al. 2017), and 

40mFPWT (1.28 m/s), (range 1.05-1.30 m/s) (Kennedy et al. 2005; Tolk et al. 2017). 

Limited evidence was available for the three-month time point (Stratford et al. 2010; 

Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2011a; Choi et al. 2020). The scores at three and six months 

were slightly higher than previous studies for the TUG (Stratford et al. 2010; 

Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2011a; Schache et al. 2019; Choi et al. 2020). The patients in 

the current study were faster in the SCT (5.58 s) than previous findings (7.59 s) 

(Choi et al. 2020) three months post-TKR, but had similar scores (6.95 s) to Schache 

et al. (2019) (7.00 s) six months post-TKR; no information was found concerning the 

40m walk test and 30sCT three months post-TKR. One year post-surgery, the 

current patients were slower than in previous literature in the TUG (Mizner et al. 

2011; Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2011a; Graff et al. 2016), and SCT (Mizner et al. 2011; 

Christensen et al. 2022), but had similar scores in the 30sCT to (Christensen et al. 

2022), and were faster than the patients in (Tolk et al. 2017; Christensen et al. 2022) 

in the 40mFPWT. 

Existing literature found a poor association between PROMs and PBTs both 

pre (Mizner et al. 2011; Hamilton et al. 2012b; Tolk et al. 2017; Givens et al. 2018; 

Onodera et al. 2020; Christensen et al. 2022; Sharma et al. 2023) and at different 

stages post-TKR (Stratford et al. 2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Hamilton et al. 2012b; 

Graff et al. 2016; Choi et al. 2020; Christensen et al. 2022). The correlation was 

mainly weak between PROMs and a battery of functional performance tests 

(Hamilton et al. 2012b), the 40mFPWT (Tolk et al. 2017), the SCT (Mizner et al. 

2011; Tolk et al. 2017; Onodera et al. 2020; Christensen et al. 2022; Sharma et al. 

2023), the TUG (Stratford et al. 2010; Mizner et al. 2011; Graff et al. 2016; Givens et 

al. 2018; Choi et al. 2020; Onodera et al. 2020; Christensen et al. 2022), and the 

30sCT (Tolk et al. 2017; Christensen et al. 2022). This suggests that PBTs and 

PROMs measure different constructs (Mizner et al. 2011; Bolink et al. 2015b), which 

is highly likely since PROMs explore a combination of aspects related to the disease, 

covering symptoms, pain, the distance that can be walked before pain occurs (as in 
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the OKS), or the grade of difficulty in performing a variety of ADLs (e.g., in the KOOS 

ADL, shopping, putting on socks, lying in bed, getting inside/out the car, etc.), and 

there may be only a few questions that would be related to the PBTs, for example, 

there are only five questions out of seventeen in the KOOS ADL which cover the 

same tasks analysed by the PBTs. 

When looking at the sample size of the abovementioned studies, it was noted 

that it was much greater than the current one when correlations were found between 

PBTs and PROMs, including 65 (Givens et al. 2018), 68 (Christensen et al. 2022), 

85 (Tolk et al. 2017), 100 (Mizner et al. 2011), 153 (Onodera et al. 2020), 183 

(Hamilton et al. 2012b), and 397 participants with knee OA (Sharma et al. 2023). The 

only exception was the study of (Graff et al. 2016), where only twenty-four patients 

twelve months post-TKR were included, and a moderate relationship was found 

between the OKS and TUG, KOOS Pain and TUG, while a strong association was 

observed between KOOA ADL and TUG. The patients walked as fast as possible 

during the TUG (Graff et al. 2016), as opposed to their comfortable speed, as 

suggested by the OARSI guidance (OARSI 2023), this is the only aspect that may 

justify the difference from the current report (where patients walked at their selected 

speed), considering that the exclusion criteria, anthropometrics, demographics and 

statistical tests in the study (Graff et al. 2016) were similar to the present 

investigation. For instance, (Naili et al. 2017a) enrolled 40 participants and did not 

find a correlation between the TUG or five-time sit-to-stand with any of the KOOS 

sub-scales pre-TKR; similarly, (Stevens-Lapsley et al. 2011a) included 39 patients 

and did not find a significant correlation between the change in the KOOS and 

change in TUG or SCT between pre and three, six or twelve months post-TKR. 

Therefore, it may be suggested that relatively large sample sizes may be 

required to observe a significant relationship between PROMs and PBTs, and the 

results of the current study may be due to a type II error, considering the small 

sample size (Portney and Watkins 2014), especially post-TKR. The present study, 

although exploratory, and revealing no association between PROMs and PBTs, 

somewhat aligns with previous research, in that it suggests that PBTs and PROMs 

seem to measure different aspects of function and they should be used in 

conjunction. 
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This study had several limitations that should be accounted for when 

considering the results, especially the outputs post-TKR. The main limitation was the 

small number of patients at the follow-ups reduced the power of the analysis and the 

correlations between variables were very sensitive to the presence of outliers. 

Another limitation was the different patients analysed at each time point, this was 

inevitable due to the reasons discussed below, and no analysis was carried out to 

compare scores between follow-ups for this motive. During the study, attempts were 

made to increase the number of participants. Minor amendments to the research 

protocol were made to accommodate for new measures during data collection to 

guarantee the safety of the participants and staff during the uncertainties of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, and to start data collection as soon as possible. Most of the 

patients already enrolled in the study attended their follow-up, but the restrictions in 

collecting face-to-face data on human participants limited the data that could be 

collected on the nine patients who enrolled before COVID-19 happened. The 

recruitment of new participants was very difficult and was not successful until 

February 2022. Equally, difficulties were encountered in enrolling NPs as a limited 

number of subjects responded to the recruitment messages on several platforms 

(Yammer, Twitter, emails to local groups in the targeted age, and word of mouth). 

This resulted in an NP group that was not age-matched to the patients, and this may 

have resulted in underestimating the patient’s gait function, as demonstrated in 

Chapter 5. The correlation analysis was limited in that it does not imply the existence 

of dependent and independent variables and therefore, it could not be stated that 

having a better gait quality and function increased the PBTs scores. A linear 

regression analysis would have been able to determine the direction of the 

relationship between each PBT and the BOA, and this could be the direction of 

future work on a larger sample. 

 

6.5 CONCLUSION 

This was the first study employing trunk kinematics in the sagittal, frontal and 

transverse plane, together with other gait features, within the Cardiff classifier. Trunk 

kinematics features were not accurate in discriminating patients pre-TKR from NPs 

during gait, and gait features related to GRF and other joints’ biomechanics were 

more crucial in determining the classification of function. This finding may need to be 

confirmed by further studies on larger samples, but it suggested that the accuracy of 
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the classification in previous and future studies utilising the Cardiff classifier should 

not be impacted, had trunk kinematics features not been included. 

For the first time, all the core three PBTs suggested by OARSI with the 

addition of the optional TUG were compared to an objective measure of gait quality 

including both gait kinetics and kinematics, namely, the BOA of the Cardiff classifier, 

in people with knee OA and at three follow-ups post-TKR. The current findings 

suggest that there was a correlation or trends of association between the gait quality 

and the 40mFPWT, the SCT, the 30sCT before and after TKR, and potentially the 

TUG three months post-TKR. Although PBTs do not inform on the movement quality 

during the task, impaired biomechanics and the presence of several compensations 

may be reflected in poorer PBTs scores. These results support the use of the 

abovementioned PBTs in clinical practice. In the absence of technologies to 

measure an individual’s biomechanics, clinicians may utilise the PBTs and couple 

the score with annotations on the observed movement quality and compensations, 

which could then be compared at various stages post-TKR. 

The lack of correlation between the BOA and the PROMs and between PBTs 

and PROMs pre and at three stages post-TKR supports the idea that objective 

function may not play a major role in the patient’s perceived function and other 

factors may be involved. This adds to the previous literature suggesting that 

objective measures of physical function and PROMs may measure different 

constructs of function and, therefore, they should be utilised together. 
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Chapter 7: The application of the Cardiff classifier to the 

assessment of a dynamic knee-loaded activity in vivo 

 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The current work developed from a collaboration between our research group 

and the research group involving the University of Canberra (Canberra, Australia), 

the University of New South Wales (Sydney, Australia), and the Australian National 

University (Canberra, Australia), whose focus was analysing knee osteo and 

arthrokinematics (identified as ‘knee kinematics’ in this chapter) pre- and post-TKR in 

vivo measured using dynamic single-plane fluoroscopy and image registration, as 

part of their recent randomised controlled trial titled “A prospective imaging study of 

cruciate-retaining, cruciate-substituting and rotating platform total knee replacement 

in osteoarthritis and healthy ageing: a randomised control trial” (PICKLeS study). A 

visit from Professor Mark Pickering to our department in January 2020, where the 

Professor illustrated his research group activity, and the author presented the Cardiff 

classifier, initiated a mutual interest in combining the knee kinematics in vivo 

measured via dynamic imaging, with the Cardiff classifier ability to assess objective 

function in people with severe knee OA and post-TKR, by combining several input 

variables.  

While 3D gait analysis with motion capture technologies offers the advantage 

of measuring the biomechanics of several joints simultaneously, some of its 

limitations are the soft tissue artifacts and assuming that a fixed relationship exists 

between skin and underlying bones during dynamic tasks. For these reasons, only 

joint rotations are extracted following a gait assessment, as 3D gait analysis is not 

suitable to measure joint translations, for which other technologies are most 

appropriate, such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) or fluoroscopy. The combination of 3D bone models of the joint in question, 

obtained via CT or MRI, with 2D images obtained via fluoroscopy, called image 

registration, ultimately allows assessing the joint osteokinematics (i.e., the relative 

rotation of the bones) and arthrokinematics (i.e., the relative translations of the joint 

surfaces) in 3D and in vivo with six degrees of freedom. Single-plane fluoroscopy of 

the knee allows recording images in one plane of motion, most often the sagittal 

plane. However, measurements of out-of-plane translations (i.e., orthogonal to the 
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plane of the image intensifier) are susceptible to higher degrees of inaccuracy 

(Scarvell et al. 2010; Tsai et al. 2010; Acker et al. 2011). Some research groups 

were able to overcome this limitation by utilising bi-plane fluoroscopy, allowing them 

to record knee kinematics from different perspectives, with an overlapping view of 

the joint (Yue et al. 2011; Li et al. 2013; Kefala et al. 2017). 

Although fluoroscopy is widely used clinically to guide surgical procedures 

requiring real-time feedback, image registration is mainly utilised in research due to 

the timing and expertise needed to process the data. Fluoroscopy entails exposure 

to low-dose ionising radiation (i.e., X-rays), and the ability to inspect only one joint at 

a time with a limited capturing area. Nevertheless, this technique combined with 

image registration offers the advantage of observing the joint kinematics in vivo with 

a high level of accuracy (except for out-of-plane translations when utilising single-

plane fluoroscopy, as previously mentioned). This information has been extremely 

valuable in understanding the kinematics of a native knee (Freeman and Pinskerova 

2005; Li et al. 2013; Kefala et al. 2017; Galvin et al. 2018), the differences between 

various TKR designs (Okamoto et al. 2014; Hamai et al. 2015; Murakami et al. 2018; 

Lynch et al. 2021), and in showing that although certain motions are similar to the 

natural knee, knee implants do not allow to fully reproduce the knee kinematics of a 

native knee not affected by pathology (Yue et al. 2011; Mills et al. 2023).  

Most of the studies look at each of the knee rotations and translations data 

separately and report knee kinematics as a function of knee flexion, describing 

translations or rotations every 10 degrees of knee flexion, to then compare the 

results at each data point between groups (Fantozzi et al. 2006; Nishio et al. 2014). 

Such approach aims to identify patterns in the translations and rotations of the knee. 

It may be argued that, as done in the studies in Chapters 4-5-6, and as 

demonstrated by the study of Lynch et al. (2020), utilising principal component 

analysis (PCA) on the in vivo knee kinematics waveforms, could be a valuable 

technique to achieve similar results, showing a pattern of variation between groups. 

The combination of PCA and the Cardiff classifier would allow to evaluate the knee 

function as a whole, rather than looking at patterns of rotations and translations 

separately, and aid in understanding the overall degree of recovery of knee 

kinematics in vivo post-TKR. 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, no studies combined knee kinematics 

in vivo in a single measure of knee function. The assessment of the knee kinematics 
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in vivo during step-up-down has been previously carried out in our research group, 

but only in small cohorts of healthy volunteers (three to five) (Whatling 2009; 

Williams 2018), and on a unique population of twenty-seven knees who received a 

mal-aligned TKR (Williams et al. 2020). In these studies, the authors described the 

single knee osteo and arthrokinematics using discrete values or ranges of movement 

(Whatling 2009; Williams 2018). For the current work, the small number of healthy 

participants from the previous studies at Cardiff University (Whatling 2009; Williams 

2018) would have made it difficult to explore the application of the Cardiff classifier to 

in vivo knee kinematics using this dataset. Furthermore, the unique cohort of patients 

available from the work of Williams et al. (2020) would have made it challenging to 

relate the outputs to the general population who received a TKR. 

The collaboration with Professor Mark Pickering and Dr Joseph Lynch who 

were involved in the PICKLeS study, offered the opportunity to access a sufficiently 

large dataset of NPs, and patients with end-stage knee OA pre- and two years post-

TKR which could be utilised for the aims of this investigation. The in vivo assessment 

of knee kinematics for the PICKLeS study included standing from sitting, kneeling 

and step-up-down. For this exploratory study, only step-up-down data was made 

available for analysis, due to other researchers already being involved in analysing 

or having carried out earlier research on kneeling and standing from sitting for other 

projects. Step-up can be compared to stair ascending, a common everyday life 

activity that patients usually find challenging in the presence of knee OA (Hensor et 

al. 2015). Following the application of the Cardiff classifier to a sub-set of the 

PICKLeS study data on knee kinematics, the main outcome variable utilised in this 

study was the resulting BOA, and it was meant as a representation of “knee 

function”, therefore, the two terms will be used interchangeably from now onwards.  

 

Aim 1: to explore the application of the Cardiff classifier to in vivo knee kinematics 

measured using image registration and dynamic single plane fluoroscopy during a 

step-up movement, pre- and post-TKR.  

The following research question was formulated: can the Cardiff classifier 

discriminate between patients with end-stage knee OA and NPs when utilising in 

vivo knee kinematics data during a step-up? 

Hypothesis 1.1: post-TKR, patients’ knee function improves but is not comparable to 

the BOA of NPs. 
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As seen in the Chapter 6, several researchers were interested in 

understanding the relationship between what patients can do objectively during 

PBTs, and what they perceive they can do (i.e., PROMs). Similarly, there is a 

growing interest in determining whether certain patterns of in vivo knee kinematics 

may be associated with PROMs, but the literature available is limited to a few studies 

(Fantozzi et al. 2006; Nishio et al. 2014; Warth et al. 2017; Galvin 2019; Van Onsem 

et al. 2020). A recent investigation including fifty-six participants from the PICKLeS 

study found that the degree of knee flexion during kneeling explained 51.4% of the 

OKS variance in people with end-stage knee OA, where a larger knee flexion was 

associated with a higher OKS (Galvin 2019). Previous investigations looked at 

differences in PROMs between groups achieving different discrete kinematics 

(Nishio et al. 2014; Van Onsem et al. 2020) or correlated a discrete value of knee 

kinematics to a PROM score (Fantozzi et al. 2006; Kage et al. 2021). While this 

could be valuable, it requires several statistical comparisons and it may be argued 

that a single, discrete knee kinematics value may not capture the overall knee 

function. The novel application of the Cardiff classifier to in vivo knee kinematics 

would help to combine the knee rotations and translation, offering a more 

comprehensive assessment of the knee kinematics of people with severe knee OA 

and post-TKR. Moreover, the BOA value obtained via the classifier could be utilised 

for further statistical analysis and to aid in understanding the relationship between 

overall knee kinematics and PROMs.  

 

Aim 2: to determine whether the BOA pre- and post-TKR is correlated with PROMs. 

It was difficult to hypothesise on the strength of the correlations due to the lack of 

previous similar research. Based on the earlier findings from our colleagues at the 

University of Canberra (Galvin 2019), the following hypotheses were formulated. 

Hypothesis 2.1: pre-TKR, there is a significant association between OKS and BOA 

Hypothesis 2.2: post-TKR, there is a significant association between OKS and BOA 

Null hypothesis 2.3: post-TKR, there is not a significant association between BOA 

and satisfaction levels. This hypothesis originated from the demonstration that 

satisfaction is highly influenced by factors that are not related to function, as 

discussed in Chapter 2 (Literature Review). 
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Hypothesis 2.4: post-TKR, there is a significant correlation between the BOA and the 

patient’s perception of “the knee feeling like a normal knee”.  
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7.2 METHODS 

The data for the current longitudinal, retrospective study was part of a wider 

randomised controlled trial, the PICKLeS study, approved by the Australian National 

University Ethics Committee (2017/354) and the ACT Health Human Research 

Ethics Committee (ETH.4.11.071).  

 

Before the author became involved in the research, all data had been 

collected and some of it had been processed (more details in the sections to follow). 

The author’s contribution to the project consisted in: 

• Performing image registration for part of the step-up-down data (pre-TKR 

patients) 

• Writing a MATLAB code (MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US) to 

process and extract the kinematic data to allow utilising it with the existing 

MATLAB code performing PCA (in preparation to utilise the Cardiff classifier) 

• Using the Cardiff classifier to analyse knee kinematics in vivo pre- and post-

TKR 

• Examining how the in vivo knee function during step-up, evaluated via the 

Cardiff classifier, related to PROMs. 

 

7.2.1 Participants 

Participants with severe knee OA were recruited from one orthopaedic 

surgeon patient’s waiting list for a TKR. A convenience sample of NPs was recruited 

from the local community via posters, brochures, word of mouth and direct contact 

with the researchers involved with the PICKLeS study. People who showed an 

interest in participating were contacted by phone. During the first contact, the 

potential participants were screened for inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 38) 

and given details about the study. If the potential participants were eligible and 

agreed to take part in the study, they were sent a letter or an email containing the 

study information sheet. Participants were given three days to a week to read the 

information sheet and were contacted again by phone to allow clarifying any 

questions about the study and to offer an appointment provided they agreed to take 

part in the study. On the assessment day, participants were offered to discuss any 

additional questions about the study with the researcher. If the participants showed 
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to have understood the study requirements and were satisfied to proceed, the 

consent form was signed. Written informed consent was obtained from all 

participants before data collection. 

 

Table 38 Participants' inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 

Severe knee 
OA 
participants 

• Between 40-80 years old 

• Presence of knee osteoarthritis 
(confirmed through knee x-rays 
review) 

• In a waiting list to receive a TKR 

• Suitability to receive either a 
cruciate-retaining fixed bearing, 
posterior-stabilised fixed bearing or 
cruciate-retaining mobile bearing 
knee implant 

• Ability to return for a 12- and 24-
month post-surgery follow-up 

• Pregnancy 

• Issues with understanding and unable 
to give informed consent 

• Psychosocial factors preventing 
giving consent or preventing 
completing the requirements of the 
study, including an activated 
“enduring power of attorney” 

• Body Mass Index > 38 (extremely 
obese) 

• Presence of knee OA solely in the 
knee lateral compartment 

• Maximum knee flexion < 90  ̊

• Knee fixed flexion contracture ≥ 10˚ 

• University of California, Los Angeles 
activity scale score ≤ 2 (= wholly 
inactive, dependent on others or 
mostly inactive/severely restricted to 
the minimum of activities of daily 
living) 

• Listed for knee replacement revision 
surgery 

• The reason for the total knee 
replacement is a pathological fracture 

• Metastasis 

Non-
pathological 
volunteers 

• Over the age of 18 years 

• One pain-free knee 

• Pregnancy 

• Issues with understanding and unable 
to give informed consent 

• Psychosocial factors preventing 
giving consent or preventing 
completing the requirements of the 
study, including an activated 
“enduring power of attorney” 

• Metastasis 

• History of knee injury or osteoarthritis 

 

The PICKLeS study required at least eighty NPs and sixty people with severe 

knee OA and post-TKR. Patients were randomly allocated to receive one of three 

knee designs with the same femoral geometry, cemented cruciate-retaining rotating 

platform, cruciate-retaining fixed-bearing or posterior-stabilised fixed-bearing implant. 

Patients were blinded to which implant they received. The random allocation allowed 

to have similar proportions of males and females in each group. For the current 

exploratory study, it was initially decided to include only the twenty knee OA patients 
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who received a cruciate-retaining, fixed-bearing implant design and attended both 

the pre- and two-year post-TKR assessment, and an equal number of randomly 

selected NPs. However, due to the poor quality of the fluoroscopic images, it was not 

possible to complete the data processing (i.e., image registration) for nine knee OA 

patients pre-TKR. These patients moved relatively fast during the recorded trials, 

producing motion artifacts that made it impossible to identify the bone’s silhouette 

during image registration. Additionally, one patient was lost at follow-up (due to 

needing revision surgery). This caused the sample size to decrease drastically (n = 

12) and therefore, six patients with a different implant design were randomly selected 

and included in the analysis, for a total of eighteen patients pre- and post-TKR. As 

previously stated, the current study aimed to evaluate the application of the Cardiff 

classifier to the knee kinematics of step-up, and the correlation between the 

classification and PROMs, and not to explore the differences in knee kinematics in 

varying knee implant designs. It was deemed appropriate to include patients who 

received a different knee implant, considering that a Cochrane Review demonstrated 

that the use of fixed or mobile bearing implants seems to produce similar results in 

terms of quality of life, functional and clinical outcomes (Hofstede et al. 2015). 

 

7.2.2 Data collection protocol 

Data collection took place between February 2012 and November 2018 at 

Canberra Hospital (Canberra, Australia). Knee imaging was performed at the 

Medical Imaging department whilst the collection of subjective outcome measures 

and PBTs data (not utilised in the current study and, therefore, not described further) 

was completed at the Trauma and Orthopaedic Research Unit. NPs completed only 

one data collection session. Patients’ data were collected at three time points, within 

one month pre-surgery, 12 months, and 24 months post-TKR. Each session lasted 

about 90 minutes, including, in the following order, the fluoroscopic assessment, 

Computed Tomography (CT) scans (only pre-surgery), clinical examination (knee 

ROM, knee anterior-posterior and mediolateral stability, knee extension lag, knee 

malalignment and flexion contracture – all tests necessary to fill out the American 

Knee Society Score), PBTs and PROMs. For the aim of this study, only pre and 24 

months post-TKR patients’ data were analysed, where 24 months data was not 

available, the 12 months post-TKR was utilised.  
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 Several PROMs were collected at each assessment for all participants, 

including OKS, the University of California and Los Angeles Activity Scale (a single-

item score assessing patient’s activity level and independence), the American Knee 

Society Score, Pain Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), Assessment of quality of life, 

Functional Comorbidity Index. Only the relevant PROMs for this study will be 

presented. Regarding the OKS, the details were described in section 3.5.2. In brief, 

the OKS assesses knee-related pain and function with twelve questions, the total 

score ranges from zero, indicating extreme knee-related issues, to forty-eight, no 

issues. Patients were required to complete a VAS satisfaction at follow-up, and a 

VAS scale to measure “How much does your knee feel like a normal knee?” (Figure 

34). The VAS is a 100 mm horizontal or vertical line, where each end identifies the 

extreme of the assessed factor (pain, satisfaction, etc.).  

 

 

Figure 34 A) VAS satisfaction; B) VAS capturing the patient's perception about their knee. 

 

For instance, in the VAS Pain, the left end represents “No pain”, while the 

right end represents “The worse pain imaginable”. The subject marks the line on the 

point they believe best captures how they feel about their current situation. The 

score is the distance in mm, measured with a ruler, from the left end to the mark 

A) 

B) 
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(range 0 – 100 mm). The VAS Pain is valid (Joyce et al. 1975), with good reliability in 

people with rheumatic conditions and is responsive to change (Hawker et al. 2011). 

 

7.2.3 Single-plane fluoroscopy assessment 

The AXIOM-Artis MP single plane fluoroscope (Siemens, Munich, Germany) 

(Figure 35) was utilised to assess the knee kinematics during standing from sitting, 

kneeling and step-up-down. For this study, only step-up was considered. A 

fluoroscope allows the recording of a series of X-rays of a joint’s dynamic task in vivo 

in two dimensions (2D). The fluoroscope recorded at 30 Hz, producing 1024 x 1024 

pixel images with 12bits/pixel. The X-ray source and image intensifier (screen size: 

280 mm) were 1200 mm apart. All participants wore a lead apron on the upper body 

to protect them from radiation for the duration of the fluoroscopic assessment. 

Participants started with their knee between the X-ray source and the image 

intensifier and their foot resting on a 250 mm high step, which is a common rise 

utilised in various previous studies (Moonot et al. 2010; Tibesku et al. 2011; 

Kuroyanagi et al. 2012). 

The subject’s upper body was not constrained, and handrails were available 

for light support in front of the participant, who was instructed to use it only for 

balancing purposes and not to aid the stepping-up-down. Subjects were asked to 

maintain the contralateral leg extended and away from the X-ray emission area. The 

lateral aspect of the knee was positioned on the side of the image intensifier and 

images were recorded in the knee sagittal plane. Participants were asked to keep 

the foot on the step straight and familiarised with the step-up-down task before 

recording the trial, with the aim to minimise radiation exposure during the following 

data recording (maximum three recordings). Subjects were recorded during one only 

repetition of the step-up to full knee extension and step-down until the contralateral 

foot was again in full contact with the floor and were paced by the main researcher 

(“start, two, three, down, two, three”) to standardise the participant’s movement 

speed during the task and to limit blurring of the images recorded. Only the affected 

knee was examined in the patients, while a randomly selected side was considered 

in NPs.  

The fluoroscopy system was equipped with a curved panel detector (i.e., 

image intensifier), which naturally produces a pincushion distortion of the images 
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(the image is “pinched” in the centre as if a pin had been pushed through it, and the 

distortion is more pronounced at the edges of the image). Another source of image 

distortion is the sigmoidal distortion, caused by the Earth’s magnetic field deviating 

the electrons in the image intensifier (Gutírrez et al. 2008). To rectify these, a 

calibration frame made of two acrylic Perspex® (Perspex Distribution Ltd, UK) 

sheets (400 mm x 400 mm) 200 mm apart was utilised. Each of the sheets had 1 

mm tantalum beads embedded in a regular grid, 20 mm from one another. At the 

end of the session, a recording of the calibration frame was performed to aid 

correction of the image distortion during data processing at a later stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2.4 CT scanner data acquisition 

To reconstruct the six degrees of freedom of the native knee kinematics 

during data processing, 2D fluoroscopic data, recording the joint kinematics in a 

dynamic task, had to be combined with 3D bone scans produced in a static 

condition, which were obtained via CT scans. CT allows to record a series of images 

Calibration 

frame 

Image 

intensifier 

X-ray 

source 

Figure 35 The AXIOM-Artis MP with the calibration frame. X-ray 

source: X-ray generator, powering the X-ray tube, which contains 

a filament that once heated, produces electrons that are 

accelerated towards a tungsten component which releases X-

rays, the Collimator determines the size of the X-ray beam. Image 

intensifier: transforms X-rays into light, which is recorded by a 

camera, where the light is transformed into an electric signal sent 

to a monitor (not shown in the picture). 
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that can be reconstructed (via image segmentation, discussed in section 7.2.5) to 

create a 3D model of the bone, and it is the gold standard for this purpose (Häller et 

al. 2021), offering clear images of the cortical bone, surrounding and underlying 

structures (Johnston et al. 2009). Each participant lay in a supine position inside a 

Toshiba Aquilion 16 spiral CT scanner (Toshiba Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) 

with their knee surrounded by the calibration frame described earlier (Figure 36).  

The CT scanner rotated around the subject and recorded a series of 3D X-ray 

images starting from approximately 150 mm below the knee joint line and terminating 

150 mm above it (about 20 seconds recording). This allowed to produce a 3D scan 

of the knee joint bony structures. The scan slices were 1 mm thick and had a 512 x 

512 voxels resolution with spatial dimensions 0.625 x 0.625 x 0.5 mm3 and 16 

bits/pixel. 

Due to the imaging technologies employed, participants were exposed to 

ionising radiation. The total radiation dose for the three data collection sessions (pre 

and two follow-ups post-TKR) including both fluoroscopy and CT scans was less 

than 8 millisieverts (mSv), which is roughly three times the dose of annual radiation a 

person is exposed to in the UK (2.7 mSv) (UK Health Security Agency 2011). The 

Director of Medical Imaging at Canberra Hospital evaluated the appropriate radiation 

Calibration 

frame 

Figure 36 The Toshiba Aquilion 16 spiral CT scanner, a participant 

with the calibration frame over the examined knee. 
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dose for the study, based on the Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety 

Agency guidelines. 

 

7.2.5 Data processing 

Previous work at the University of Canberra (Galvin 2019; Galvin et al. 2019) 

and the Australian National University (Lynch et al. 2019; Lynch et al. 2020; Lynch et 

al. 2021) based on data from the PICKLeS randomised controlled trial, utilised 

Orthovis (MATLAB, MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US), a bespoke 

package allowing to perform image segmentation, registration and the calculation of 

six degrees of freedom joint kinematics. Orthovis had been extensively utilised to 

analyse data during deep kneeling (recorded utilising the same equipment 

mentioned in earlier paragraphs) by Dr Catherine Galvin (University of Canberra), 

and Dr Joseph Lynch (Australian National University). Therefore, in continuity with 

the earlier work mentioned above, Orthovis was utilised by the author for data 

processing for the current project following the training provided directly by Professor 

Mark Pickering (University of New South Wales), who created Orthovis. The 

accuracy of Orthovis was found to be higher in the sagittal plane (i.e., the plane in 

which the 2D images were recorded) and it was 0.3 degrees for rotations, 0.2 mm for 

anterior-posterior and superior-inferior (i.e., compression-distraction) translations, 

while the accuracy was lower out-of-plane rotations and translation, and 

corresponding to 0.5 degrees for rotation, and 0.9 mm mediolateral translation 

(Scarvell et al. 2010; Akter et al. 2014).  

 

Segmentation 

Image segmentation had already been completed for all participants at the 

time of the current study, with no need for further input by the author. Segmentation 

involved identifying the contour of the bone for each of the images (i.e., slices) that 

had been acquired via CT scans, and eliminating the surrounding soft tissues and 

artifacts. 

The CT scan was loaded into Orthovis, and the area of interest on the CT 

scan image was selected by overlaying a rectangle over it, in the three planes, to 

select the bone volume to be utilised for the segmentation. Manual segmentation 

was performed within Orthovis, where an overall segmentation threshold to define 
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lower and upper grey scale boundaries was defined, and pixel connectivity limits 

were set to eliminate volumes not needed for further analysis (i.e., the soft tissues 

surrounding the bone, calcifications, and other bones). Then, a polynomial (with the 

option to modify the number and size of the nodes) was fit around the bone 

silhouette, allowing it to eliminate the tissues outside it (Figure 37). The 

segmentation was then refined manually with a digital eraser. All slices were 

combined to create the bone model. The femur, tibia and fibula together, and the 

tibia without the fibula were segmented with this approach. 

Image registration and kinematics calculations 

Image registration is the process of fitting the 3D bone segment obtained via 

image segmentation of CT scans (or a TKR implant model) over the 2D images 

obtained via fluoroscopy, and it was carried out with the following procedure: 

1. Creation of a Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph (DRR): this was a virtual 

radiograph of the segmented bone model obtained in the previous step, 

providing the 3D bone segment that could be registered on the 2D 

fluoroscopy images during step 4 below. Creating a DRR was not necessary 

for post-TKR assessments as Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models were 

utilised for the image registration 

2. Correction of the fluoroscopy image distortion: the recording containing the 

calibration frame was loaded (Figure 38A), and a grid was manually overlaid 

A B 

Figure 37 Screenshots of Orthovis interface during segmentation of the tibia. A) Tibia and 

fibula, the polynomial surrounding the tibia. B) Final segmentation. 
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to find the best match between the tantalum beads on the distorted image and 

the circles in the grid (Figure 38B) (the beads’ real position relative to each 

other was known by the software); the difference between the known position 

of the beads and that of the grid was utilised automatically by Orthovis to 

calculate the coefficients of a polynomial function to correct the image 

distortion 

3. Definition of the bone/implant models coordinate systems: the CT scan was 

displayed in the frontal, sagittal and transverse planes, and the user had to 

manually identify anatomical landmarks on the bone segment or implant, 

which would allow determining axes to create the segment right-handed 

coordinate system. The axes were defined based on the recommendations of 

Grood and Suntay (1983), described in Figure 39, and Figure 40, respectively. 

The TKR CAD models were provided by the manufacturer, the coordinate 

system was defined according to the work of Grood and Suntay (1983), and 

described in Figure 41 and Figure 42, respectively. 

 

  

 

A B 

Figure 38 Screenshot of Orthovis interface during distortion correction. A) Calibration 

frame recording. B) Grid over the tantalum beads for image distortion correction. 
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Figure 39 Femur coordinate system (left knee). Origin: sagittal plane (A): distal point of the 

femoral shaft; frontal plane (B): proximal point of the intercondylar notch. 

+: the landmarks are manually selected by the user. 

z-axis (superior-inferior): a vector aligned with the mechanical axis of the femur (between 

the intercondylar notch and the femoral head) defined by selecting the intercondylar notch 

and the most distal points on the condyles (“+” in B), the most distal point on the femoral 

shaft, and the midpoint between the proximal cortical bone anterior and posterior limits (“+” 

in A) 

y-axis (anterior-posterior): the cross product between the z-axis, and the most posterior 

points on the condyles (“+” in C: transverse plane, view from the bottom-up) 

x-axis (mediolateral): cross product between the z and y axes, pointing laterally in a left 

knee, and medially in a right knee (right-handed coordinate system). 
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Figure 40 Tibia coordinate system (left knee). Origin: sagittal plane (A): proximal eminence 

of tibial spines; frontal plane (B): mid-point of the tibial spines; transverse plane (C): midpoint 

of the tibial plateaus’ centres. 

+: the landmarks manually selected by the user. 

z-axis (superior-inferior): a vector coinciding with the tibial mechanical axis (between the 

tibial spine eminences, and the centre of the ankle), defined by selecting the intercondylar 

eminence (A), the midpoint between the tibial spines (B), and the cortical bone limits 

posterior to the tibia (“+” in A). 

y-axis (anterior-posterior): cross product between the z-axis and the line connecting the tibial 

plateaus centres (“+” in B, C). 

x-axis (medio-lateral): cross product between the z and y axes, pointing laterally in a left 

knee, and medially in a right knee (right-handed coordinate system). 
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Figure 42 Coordinate system for the tibial implant component (right knee, cruciate retaining). 

Origin: sagittal and frontal planes (A, B): mid-point of the tibial plate; transverse plane (C): 

mid-point between the anterior and posterior aspects of the tibial plate. 

x-axis (mediolateral): vector parallel to a line across the tibial baseplate (B), bisecting the 

anterior and posterior baseplate (C). Pointing laterally in a left knee, and medially in a right 

knee (right-handed coordinate system). 

z-axis (superior-inferior): coincident with the axis of the tibial stem (also perpendicular to the 

tibial tray) and pointed superiorly. 

y-axis (anterior-posterior): cross product between x and z axes. 
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y 
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y x 

z 

x 
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A B C 

Figure 41 Coordinate system for the femoral implant component (right knee, cruciate 

retaining). Origin: sagittal plane (A): centre of a circle fitting the condyles; frontal plane (B): 

mid-point of the anterior intercondylar notch; transverse plane (C): mid-point between the 

anterior and posterior aspects of the intercondylar space on the implant. 

x-axis (medio-lateral): by fitting a cylinder to the posterior and distal aspects of both femoral 

condyles, the x-axis was the axis of the cylinder. Pointing laterally in a left knee, and 

medially in a right knee (right-handed coordinate system). 

z-axis (superior-inferior): perpendicular to the transverse flat surface of the femoral 

component and pointing proximally (selected by identifying the midpoint of the intercondylar 

notch. 

y-axis (anterior-posterior): cross product of the x and z-axes. 
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4. Image registration: the fluoroscopy recording was loaded into Orthovis, where it could 

be visually inspected for data quality verification. The first frame with good image 

quality (i.e., clear contours of the bones) at the beginning of the recording was 

utilised to start the registration. Image registration had to be completed for the femur, 

before registering the tibia. The DRR was loaded on the first fluoroscopy frame and 

was manually manipulated (i.e., rotated and translated over the 2D image) by the 

user to best match the bone silhouette to the fluoroscopy image, and this first frame 

was registered (Figure 43). 

 

Then, the automatic registration was started, and no further input was 

required by the user. This was an iterative process registering 3D 

bone/implant models to 2D images frame by frame until the last frame of the 

fluoroscopy recording (20 seconds to a minute to register each frame). In 

certain instances (i.e., blurred or dark 2D images), the registration was not 

adequate, with a mismatch between the 3D model and 2D images, which 

could be manually corrected. The automatic registration was completed via 

the following standard steps by Orthovis: 

• Geometric transform: a rigid transformation (i.e., only allowing translations 

and rotations, e.g., not shear) fitted the DRR to the fluoroscopy by rotating 

and translating the DRR 

 

A 

 

B 

Figure 43 Screenshot of Orthovis interface showing the DRR loaded on the 2D image (A), 

and the DRR aligned with the 2D image (B). 
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• Similarity measure: based on an edge detecting algorithm finding features 

such as edges in the projection of the 3D bone model and the 2D image; it 

calculated the change needed to obtain the best alignment between the 

DRR 3D position at the current frame, and the 2D fluoroscopy image 

• Optimisation: it aligned the edges of the DRR to those of the 2D image 

 

3D kinematics were calculated with the Grood and Suntay (1983) convention, 

following the ISB recommendations (Wu and Cavanagh 1995), whereby flexion-

extension occurs about the medio-lateral x-axis of the proximal segment (femur), 

internal-external rotation occurs relative to the distal-proximal z-axis of the distal 

segment (tibia), while adduction-abduction occurs about a floating axis which is the 

cross product between the femur x-axis and the tibia z-axis. Translations were 

described as the movement of the femur coordinate system’s origin relative to the 

tibia’s coordinates system origin. The tibia was the reference system; therefore, knee 

kinematics were described as the femur rotations and translations relative to the 

tibia. Flexion, adduction, internal rotation, anterior translation and superior translation 

(i.e., knee distraction) had a positive sign for both the left and right knee. Table 39 

shows the variables extracted via Orthovis. 

Once the image registration of both the femur and tibia was completed, it was 

possible to visually verify the reconstructed kinematics in a 3D animation of the task 

and to visualise the graphs describing the joint rotations and translations. This 

allowed to check for potential errors during the registration process that could be 

rectified. The knee kinematics data were exported in an Excel Spreadsheet. 

Step 1 of the abovementioned procedure had already been completed for all 

participants’ data and no further input was needed from the author, while the next 

steps were taken by the author for data processing. The author only processed pre-

TKR data, whereas post-TKR and NPs data had already been registered at the time 

of the current project. 

 

Determining phases of the activity 

The task needed to be divided into phases to allow further data processing. In 

order to do this, an algorithm previously written in “R” (R Core Team, 2018) by Dr 

Catherine Galvin was utilised. In brief, the code calculated the first derivative of knee 
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flexion against time (i.e., angular velocity), and determined the frame whereby the 

angular velocity was zero (a change in the curve direction); these frames 

corresponded to the start or end of the phases. Five phases were identified during 

the step-up-down task, including phase 1 (zero knee angular velocity, starting 

position with one foot on the step), phase 2 (stepping-up), phase 3 (knee extension, 

zero angular velocity), phase 4 (stepping-down), phase 5 (zero knee angular 

velocity, foot on the step, weight on both lower limbs). The output was an Excel 

spreadsheet containing all patients in one column, and their phases in the next 

column, with the knee kinematics in separate succeeding columns. This meant that 

before additional analysis could be carried out, the data for each of the participants 

had to be extracted. 

 

Data filtering and normalisation 

The author developed a code in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, 

Massachusetts, US) (Appendix F), which separated the data for each participant, 

extracted only the relevant phases (phase 2, stepping up) and relative kinematics for 

this study, filtered and normalised the data to % of step-up. Followingly, the 

description of the procedure utilised in the code. Joint kinematics derived via 

fluoroscopic assessment is normally a combination of the real rotations and 

translations and signal interference due to measurement or data processing 

inaccuracy. Joint movements tend to be smooth and continuous and the presence of 

measurement errors due to low-quality fluoroscopic images which lead to image 

registration imprecisions produced an output that had a noise which is not a 

representation of the real joint motion (Figure 44A). When considering a kinematic 

waveform, the high-frequency content tends to be linked to signal noise, while the 

low-frequency content is mostly related to the joint kinematics (Bifulco et al. 2012). 

The signal interference can be decreased using a low pass filtering technique, which 

eliminates frequencies over a certain threshold. Therefore, a fourth-order, zero-

phase, Butterworth filter, which is largely utilised when analysing joint kinematics 

(Sinclair et al. 2013) with a cut-off frequency of 4 Hz was utilised to smooth the knee 

kinematics data. The task was then time-normalised to 101 time points, from 0 to 

100% of the step-up task (Figure 44B). The outputs for each joint rotation and 

translation were saved in separate Excel Sheets. 
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A B 

Figure 44 Example of patients’ knee flexion-extension angles pre-TKR. A) Raw data; B) 

Filtered and task-normalised data 

 

 

Table 39 Knee variables analysed in the current study and included in the Cardiff 

Classifier 

Knee kinematics during 
step-up 

Calculated by 
Orthovis 

Filtered and 
normalised for 
further analysis 

Utilised within the 
Cardiff Classifier 

Flexion-extension angle    
Adduction-abduction angle    
Internal-external rotation 
angle    

Compression-distraction    
Medio-lateral translation    
Anterior-posterior translation    
Tibia contact points on the 
femur    

 

7.2.6 Classification of joint function 

PCA and the Cardiff classifier were utilised to reduce data dimensionality and 

classify the data, respectively, as described in section 3.7. In brief, PCA was 

performed on the flexion-extension, adduction-abduction, internal-external rotation, 

anterior-posterior, and compression-distraction translation waveforms to obtain PC 

scores for each participant. Medio-lateral translations were not included in the 

analysis due to the higher degree of error in this movement (Scarvell et al. 2010; 

Akter et al. 2014). PC reconstruction was carried out to interpret the biomechanical 

meaning of each component, as described in section 3.7. The first three PCs for 
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each of the abovementioned variables and each participant were retained for further 

analysis, for a total of fifteen knee kinematics features. Therefore, for each 

participant (NPs and pre-TKR), PC scores for the first three PCs of the variables 

shown in Table 39 were utilised to train the Cardiff classifier in discriminating 

between OA and NP knee kinematics. All fifteen features were utilised to classify 

participants pre- and post-TKR and to obtain the Belief values for each participant 

(i.e., BOA, BNP, Uncertainty). The accuracy of the classifier was verified with leave-

one-out cross-validation. The out-of-sample classification simplex plot was produced, 

and the out-of-sample classification accuracy was calculated as the proportion of 

out-of-sample subjects out of the total whose classification matched their class. The 

sensitivity (Eq. 27) and specificity (Eq. 28) of the classification based on the full 

dataset were reported. 

 

7.2.7 Statistical analyses 

All analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics (version 27, IBM, 

Armonk, NY, US). Normality distribution was determined via the Shapiro Wilk’s test 

(p-value > 0.05: parametric distribution) and inspection of Q-Q plots. For all statistical 

tests, the significance level was α = 0.05, unless otherwise specified. To compare 

baseline characteristics between patients and NPs, continuous variables were 

examined with an independent t-test or its non-parametric equivalent (Mann-Whitney 

U test), ordinal variables (i.e., OKS) were examined with the Mann-Whitney U test, 

and categorical variables (i.e. sex) with Pearson’s Chi-Square test. 

 

Aim 1 – Application of the Cardiff classifier to in vivo knee kinematics during a step-

up 

To verify if differences in the patients’ BOA, BNP and Uncertainty values pre 

to post-TKR were significant, a paired samples t-test or its non-parametric 

equivalent, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was run. To compare the Belief values 

post-TKR to those of NPs, an independent samples t-test or its non-parametric 

equivalent (Mann-Whitney U test) was utilised. A Bonferroni correction was applied 

to the significance level to account for multiple comparisons (Belief values pre- VS, 

post-TKR, Belief values post-TKR VS. NPs = 2 comparisons); considering α = 0.05 
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for each statistical test before the adjustment, the Bonferroni-adjusted α = 0.05/2 = 

0.025 (Sedgwick 2014). 

 

Aim 2 - Correlations between knee function and PROMs 

A correlation analysis was conducted to determine the relationship between 

the BOA and OKS, BOA and post-surgery satisfaction, and BOA and the patient’s 

perception of the knee feeling like a normal knee. Pearson’s correlation was utilised 

for normally distributed data, and its non-parametric equivalent (Spearman’s 

correlation) was used for ordinal (i.e., OKS) or non-normally distributed data. 

The strength of the correlation, where significant, was interpreted as 

suggested by (Dancey and Reidy 2011), where r is the correlation coefficient 

(indicating both rs, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and ρ: Spearman’s correlation 

coefficient): 

• |r| < 0.3 meant a weak correlation 

• 0.4 < |r| < 0.6 was regarded as a moderate correlation 

• |r| > 0.7 was interpreted as a strong correlation. 
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7.3 RESULTS 

7.3.1 Participants characteristics 

Table 40 shows the participants’ baseline characteristics. Sex distribution, age, 

and height were comparable between patients and NPs. However, patients had 

significantly higher weight, BMI, and pain levels (VAS Pain) than NPs. Moreover, 

patients’ pain and function measured via the OKS were significantly lower (= worse) 

than NPs. In the NP group, 42.1% of participants (n = 8) had their right knee 

assessed. Most patients received a TKR on the left side (n = 10). 66.6% (n = 12) of 

patients had a cruciate-retaining fixed-bearing knee implant, 16.7% (n = 3) of 

patients received a cruciate-retaining, mobile-bearing prosthesis, and the remaining 

16.7% (n = 3) had a posterior-sacrificing knee implant.  

 

Table 40 Participants’ characteristics at baseline 

Participants 
characteristics 

Non-pathological 
volunteers 

(n = 19) 

Patients pre-TKR 
(n = 18) 

Significance level 

Females, n (% within group) 9 (50) 9 (50) 0.877 

Age (years), mean (SD), 
range 

70.1 (6.3) 
60 - 80 

67.3 (8.8) 
51 - 82 

0.275 

Height (m), mean (SD) 1.71 (0.10) 1.71 (0.89) 0.867 

Weight (kg), mean (SD) 73.3 (16.2) 97.2 (17.5) < 0.001* 

BMI (kg/m2), mean (SD) 25.1 (5.0) 33.1 (5.6) < 0.001* 

OKS, median (IQR) 47 (2) 25 (5) < 0.001‡* 

VAS Pain (mm), median 
(IQR) 

0 (3) 61 (37) < 0.001‡* 

TKR: Total Knee Replacement; n: number; IQR: interquartile range; SD: standard deviation; m: 
meters; kg: kilograms; BMI: Body Mass Index; OKS: Oxford Knee Score; VAS: Visual Analogue 
Scale; ‡: non-parametric test; 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05. 
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7.3.2 Application of the Cardiff classifier to in vivo knee kinematics during a 

step-up 

The variables entered in the Cardiff classifier allowed to discriminate patients 

pre-surgery from NPs, with an 83.8% out-of-sample accuracy (Figure 45). The level 

of uncertainty in the overall classification was relatively high (Uncertainty > 0.30), 

especially for NPs (Table 42).  

In the classifier classification based on the whole dataset, the sensitivity was 

89%, and the specificity was 84%. 

When considering the knee kinematics features best discriminating patients 

pre-TKR from NPs, only compression-distraction PC1 had an accuracy of over 80%. 

Only two knee kinematics features (internal-external rotation PC1 and flexion-

extension PC2), and one arthrokinematics feature (anterior-posterior shift PC2) had 

an accuracy of 70% or over (Table 41). Some of the knee kinematics features were 

of difficult interpretation, due to the very low squared factor loadings, and the small 

differences in the single component reconstructions and the waveforms of the 

participants with low and high principal component scores. Figure 46 shows the 

ensemble averages of the knee kinematics for patients pre- and post-TKR and NPs. 

Belief of OA Belief of NP 

Uncertainty 

Figure 45 Out-of-sample classification accuracy simplex plot; the blue circles represent the 

non-pathological volunteers, the red crosses the patients pre-surgery. The black, dashed line 

indicates the boundary between the non-pathological and osteoarthritic area of the plot. The 

solid lines within the plot, indicate a Belief of osteoarthritis (BOA) and Belief of non-

pathological (BNP) of 0.50 (the boundary between dominant and non-dominant BOA or BNP, 

respectively). 
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Table 41 Interpretation and accuracy of the knee kinematics features in discriminating 

patients pre-TKR from NPs during a step-up activity 

Principal components Interpretation of low PC score 
Variance 

represented 
(%) 

Rank 
based on 
accuracy 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Compression-
distraction PC1 

Patients had a larger compression 
throughout the task 

87 1 84 

Internal-external 
rotation PC1 

NPs had a more externally rotated 
femur relative to the tibia 
throughout the task 

87 2 78 

Flexion-extension 
angle PC2 

NPs had a larger knee extension at 
the end of the task (from about 
70%) 

15 3 76 

Anterior-posterior shift 
PC2 

Patients had a larger anterior 
translation in the first half of the 
task 

17 4 70 

Anterior-posterior shift 
PC3 

NPs had less anterior translation in 
the first 20% of the task 

5 5 65 

Adduction-abduction 
PC1 

NPs had less knee varus 
throughout the task 

94 6 62 

Compression-
distraction PC2 

Patients had a reduced range of 
compression 

8 7 62 

Adduction-abduction 
PC2 

Difficult to interpret 2 8 59 

Adduction-abduction 
PC3 

Difficult to interpret 2 9 59 

Flexion-extension 
angle PC3 

NPs had a larger knee flexion at the 
start of the task and around 50% of 
the task 

5 10 57 

Flexion-extension 
angle PC1 

Patients had a less flexed knee 
throughout the task 

75 11 57 

Internal-external 
rotation PC3 

Difficult to interpret 2 12 57 

Internal-external 
rotation PC2 

NPs had a larger internal rotation of 
the femur relative to the tibia at the 
end of the task 

8 13 51 

Compression-
distraction PC3 

Very few differences between 
groups, difficult to interpret 

3 14 51 

Anterior-posterior shift 
PC1 

NPs had less anterior translation 
throughout the task 

74 15 49 

PC: principal component; NPs: non-pathological subjects 
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Figure 46 Ensemble averages of knee osteo 

and arthrokinematics during a step-up, for 

patients pre- and two years post-TKR and 

NPs. 
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Table 42 Comparison of the knee function and OKS between patients pre and post-TKR 

and comparison of the Belief values post-TKR against NPs 

 
Pre-TKR 
(n = 18) 

Mean (SD) 

Post-TKR 
(n = 18) 

Mean (SD) 

NPs 
(n = 19) 

Mean (SD) 

Significance 
level pre to 
post-TKR 

Significance 
level post-

TKR to NPs 

Knee objective 
function 

     

BOA 0.50 (0.13) 0.36 (0.11) 0.10 (0.08) 0.002‡* < 0.001‡* 

BNP 0.16 (0.11) 0.39 (0.09) 0.41 (0.14) < 0.001* 0.612 

Uncertainty 0.37 (0.07) 0.28 (0.04) 0.46 (0.14) 0.001* < 0.001‡* 

Subjective 
function 

     

OKS 25 (5) 43 (8) - 0.002* - 

NP: non-pathological volunteer; n: number; SD: standard deviation; TKR: Total Knee Replacement; 
BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; BNP: Belief of Non-Pathological; OKS: Oxford Knee Score (0: extreme 
issues, 48: no issues); ‡: non-parametric test, results reported as median (interquartile range). 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.025. 

 

Patients attended their follow-up at 24.5 (1.8 IQR) months, on a median. Two 

patients did not attend the two-year post-TKR appointment, and therefore, the one-

year post-TKR knee kinematics was utilised. 88.9% (n = 16) of patients had a 

decrease in their BOA, indicating an improvement in their knee function (Figure 47).  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 47 Patients’ change in knee function pre- to two years post-TKR (purple arrows). 

The black, dashed line indicates the boundary between the non-pathological and 

osteoarthritic area of the plot. The solid lines within the plot, indicate a Belief of 

osteoarthritis (BOA) and Belief of non-pathological (BNP) of 0.50 (the boundary between 

dominant and non-dominant BOA or BNP, respectively). 

Belief of OA Belief of NP 

Uncertainty 
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Table 42 shows that patients had a significant increase in the BNP and a 

significant decrease in the BOA and Uncertainty post-TKR. The patients’ OKS score 

was significantly higher post-TKR, indicating an improvement in self-perceived pain 

and function. When assessed against NPs, patients post-TKR had a significantly 

higher BOA, a comparable BNP, and a significantly smaller Uncertainty. NPs had a 

high level of uncertainty, compared to patients pre- and post-TKR. 

 

7.3.3 Correlation between knee kinematics and PROMs 

Pre-surgery, there was no correlation between the patients’ perceived knee 

pain and function (OKS) and their objectively measured knee function (BOA), during 

a step-up movement, as shown in Table 43. Similarly, post-TKR, no association 

between the objective knee function and the OKS was found. 

Post-TKR, the mean satisfaction was 6.8 mm (14.4) (range 0 – 57) on a VAS 

scale (0 completely satisfied, 100 extremely dissatisfied), meaning that most patients 

were highly satisfied with the TKR; only two patients had a VAS satisfaction score 

higher than 6 and were less satisfied than the remaining patients in the group (31 

and 57 mm on the VAS). Therefore, considering the satisfaction scores, only one 

patient (5.6%) out of eighteen was dissatisfied (VAS pain score: 57, closer to 

dissatisfaction on the VAS scale). 

When asked “How much does your knee feel like a normal knee?”, the 

patients’ mean score was 19.2 (SD: 23.7) (range 0 – 88), on a VAS scale from 0 to 

100, where 0 represented “completely normal”, meaning that most patients felt their 

knee was not dissimilar to a normal knee. Nevertheless, no correlation was found 

between BOA and satisfaction, nor the perception of the knee feeling like a normal 

knee. 
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Table 43 Correlation coefficients (significance level) for the relationship 

between objective knee function and PROMs pre- and post-TKR 

 BOA pre-TKR 
(n = 18) 

BOA post-TKR 
(n = 18) 

Pre-TKR   

OKS 
-0.123‡ 
(0.627) 

 

Post-TKR   

OKS  
-0.453‡ 
(0.059) 

Surgery satisfaction  
0.227 

(0.365) 

How much does the 
knee feel like a normal 
knee? 

 
-0.097 
(0.701) 

BOA: Belief of Osteoarthritis; TKR: Total Knee Replacement; n: number; OKS: 
Oxford Knee Score; ‡: Spearman’s rho 
*: statistically significant at p < 0.05 
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7.4 DISCUSSION 

7.4.1 Application of the Cardiff classifier to in vivo knee kinematics during a 

step-up 

One of the aims of this study was to explore the application of the Cardiff 

classifier to the assessment of knee kinematics in vivo measured via dynamic single-

plane fluoroscopy during a loaded activity, namely, step-up. It was found that by 

using fifteen features of joint rotations in three planes and translations in the sagittal 

plane, the classifier was able to discriminate between subjects with severe knee OA 

and NPs with an 83.8% out-of-sample accuracy. 

Only four PCs had relatively high accuracy (≥ 70%) in discriminating patients 

with severe knee OA from NPs, the most accurate feature (87% accuracy) was 

compression-distraction PC1, describing patients’ larger tibiofemoral compression 

throughout the task, indicating joint space narrowing. This was not surprising, due to 

these patients having severe knee OA, at which stage, joint space narrowing is a 

typical characteristic of the knee joint, often seen in standing radiographs (Guermazi 

et al. 2008), in in vivo knee kinematics during a step-up (Saari et al. 2005a), and 

linked to cartilage damage and menisci extrusion (Bloecker et al. 2013). The second 

most accurate feature was internal-external rotation PC1, indicating that although the 

pattern of movement was similar between patients and NPs, patients had a more 

internally rotated femur relative to the tibia than NPs throughout the step-up. This 

finding was in line with a recent systematic review highlighting that the lateral femoral 

condyle has a reduced posterior translation in several ADLs, including step-up 

(Scarvell et al. 2018), thus indicating a more internally rotated femur over the tibia in 

people with severe knee OA. Moreover, previous reports showed that with an 

increase in knee extension during a step-up, there was a gradual increase in femur 

internal rotation in both NPs and people with severe OA (Saari et al. 2005a; Yue et 

al. 2011), indicating the presence of a screw-home mechanism (Freeman and 

Pinskerova 2005; Varadarajan et al. 2009), as in the present investigation. Flexion 

extension angle PC2 had 76% accuracy in discriminating between patients and NPs, 

and it described patients’ restricted knee extension at the end of the step-up, 

suggestive of potential knee flexion deformity. This finding was not unexpected, 

since people with severe knee OA are often unable to fully extend their knees 

(Scarvell et al. 2007; Pua et al. 2019). Anterior-posterior shift PC2 had a 70% 
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accuracy in distinguishing between knee OA and NPs knee kinematics and identifies 

patients having a larger anterior translation of the femur over the tibia in the first half 

of step-up (from flexion to extension). An earlier report observed a similar pattern 

during a leg press (Scarvell et al. 2007), and Scarvell et al. (2018) showed that the 

lateral condyles were more anteriorly positioned in people with knee OA compared to 

NPs during knee flexion. However, it must be noted that the anterior translation in 

the current study was not calculated separately for medial and lateral condyles as 

Orthovis did not allow to compute the femoral contact points on the tibia, and 

therefore, it is not clear whether the overall anterior translation was possibly driven 

by the lateral condyle arthrokinematics. The current results contrasted with what was 

found by Saari et al. (2005) who looked at the overall anterior-posterior translation of 

the femur relative to the tibia and observed that people with severe knee OA had a 

more posteriorly positioned femur throughout the step-up. Nevertheless, the authors 

(Saari et al. 2005a), included only participants with medial knee OA and utilised a 

different technique to calculate joint kinematics and this may justify the discrepancies 

from the present study. A lack of a standard method to define the joint coordinate 

system when measuring in vivo knee kinematics has been an ongoing limiting factor 

in comparing the results from different reports (Scarvell et al. 2018). 

 

Hypothesis 1.2: patients’ BOA improves but is not comparable to the BOA of NPs 

post-TKR 

The Cardiff classifier revealed that while in vivo knee kinematics were closer to 

that of healthy knees two years post-TKR, they were not comparable to that of NPs, 

in accordance with the hypothesis. The current investigation supports the findings 

from previous researchers, where the knee limited internal-external rotation and 

posterior translation pre-TKR were maintained post-TKR (Kitagawa et al. 2010). 

Similarly, Yue et al. (2011) observed a reduced external rotation of the femur during 

flexion, and a paradoxical anterior translation of the femur relative to the tibia at the 

start of knee flexion following cruciate-retaining TKR. Rehman et al. (2022), 

corroborated the above observations, as cruciate-retaining knees showed an 

unnatural posterior translation during knee extension while performing a step-up. 

The classifier displayed a higher level of uncertainty both pre- and post-TKR, 

and a lower level of discriminative accuracy, if compared to previous studies 
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employing this technique in biomechanics data originating from 3D gait analysis 

(Watling 2013; Metcalfe et al. 2017; Biggs et al. 2019a; Biggs et al. 2019b; Biggs et 

al. 2021). Due to the small number of variables available for the classification (three 

rotations and two translations), all the first three PCs for each of the variables were 

retained to train, test the classifier and then classify subjects as having NP or OA 

knee kinematics characteristics (a total of 15 PCs or knee kinematics features). 

Previous research found that not all first three PCs for a variable may be relevant to 

aid in discriminating patients from NPs (Biggs 2016; Biggs et al. 2019b). In the 

current investigation, eleven variables out of fifteen (73.3%) had a discriminatory 

accuracy of < 70%, therefore, some of the present PCs utilised in the classifier, may 

have not been relevant in aiding in distinguishing patients pre-TKR and NPs. Hence, 

it may be suggested that the information included in the classifier may not have been 

enough to reach higher levels of accuracy in classifying patients pre-TKR from NPs. 

When considering the results of the Chapter 4 and 5, and (Biggs et al. 2019b), at 

least 90% of the eighteen highest-ranking features discriminating between patients 

pre-TKR and NPs had an accuracy >70%. 

The present results could indicate that more input variables may be beneficial 

for a more accurate classification of in vivo knee function in patients with severe 

knee, using the Cardiff classifier. When examining the tibiofemoral contact points 

between medial and lateral knee compartments in healthy knees, it was shown that 

the lateral femoral condyle translates posteriorly to a larger degree than the medial 

one when moving into knee flexion (Grieco et al. 2018). Differences in tibiofemoral 

contact point patterns were found between native and osteoarthritic knees (Saari et 

al. 2005a; Scarvell et al. 2007; Yue et al. 2011). Orthovis did not allow for the 

calculation of the femoral contact points on the tibia, and different software may be 

utilised in the future to obtain these measures. It is recommended that future work 

should explore whether including knee tibiofemoral contact points may increase the 

classification accuracy of the classifier. Moreover, medio-lateral translations were not 

considered due to the higher level of inaccuracy of these measurements, and future 

research could explore the relevance of including these variables in the classifier. 

For this purpose, the use of a bi-plane fluoroscopy system, currently utilised at the 

MSKBRF facility, would be advisable, to obtain data of higher accuracy in the medio-

lateral translations.  
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7.4.2 Correlations between knee function and PROMs 

Hypothesis 2.1, 2.2: pre- and post-TKR, there is a significant association between 

OKS and BOA 

Another aim of the study was to explore whether the knee function pre and 

post-TKR measured in vivo using dynamic imaging would be associated with 

PROMs. In contrast with the hypotheses, no correlation was found pre- or post-TKR 

between the OKS and the knee function (i.e., BOA). Although not significant, the 

current results showed an inverse relationship between OKS and BOA, where a 

higher BOA (more compromised knee function) may have been related to a lower 

OKS (more severe pain and affected function). Future research should expand on 

the current findings, including a larger sample of patients. 

 

Null hypothesis 2.3: post-TKR, there is not a significant association between BOA 

and satisfaction levels 

In the current study, 94.4% of patients were satisfied with the surgery, which 

is a slightly higher rate than what was found in a systematic review with meta-

analysis, where satisfaction post-TKR ranged between 71.7 and 92.5% (Khatib et al. 

2015). As hypothesised, no correlation was found between knee function and 

satisfaction. Satisfaction is a complex concept to measure, and it was demonstrated 

that it does not depend only on the objective function achieved post-TKR, but it can 

be influenced by several factors, to name a few, expectations and pain in other joints 

(Scott et al. 2010), socio-economic aspects (Barrack et al. 2014), hospital 

experience (Hamilton et al. 2013). 

 

Hypothesis 2.4: post-TKR, there is a significant correlation between the BOA and the 

perception of “the knee feeling like a normal knee” 

Surprisingly, and opposed to what was hypothesised, there was no 

relationship between the patients perceiving that their knee felt like a normal knee, 

and the knee osteo and arthrokinematics. This means that there must have been 

other features influencing the patient’s perception, either related to the joint 

kinematics and that were not included in the classifier (i.e., medio-lateral translations, 

patellofemoral kinematics), or potentially associated with other aspects of a healthy 

joint, such as muscles strength, proprioception, the presence of compensating 
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strategies and pain in the other joints of the lower limb. Chapter 6 showed that 

multiple joints were affected by compensatory mechanisms pre- and post-TKR, and 

the overall gait function did not correlate with PROMs. The findings of the current 

study seem to add to the evidence demonstrating that objective function, indicating 

what patients can actually do when compared to NPs, may not be the only element 

contributing to what patients perceive they can do or how they feel about the 

replaced knee. Moreover, PROMs assess ADLs which are normally bipedal 

activities, and therefore, issues on the contralateral side of the operated knee, which 

are often present both pre and post-TKR (Metcalfe 2014; Metcalfe et al. 2017), may 

also influence the PROM score.  

Only a handful of studies explored the relationship between knee-specific 

PROMs and knee kinematics in vivo (Fantozzi et al. 2006; Galvin 2019), while others 

looked at differences in PROMs between patients with certain knee kinematics 

patterns (Nishio et al. 2014; Warth et al. 2017), or explored knee kinematics 

characteristics between patients with different PROMs (Van Onsem et al. 2020). 

Galvin (2019) examined a large group of fifty-six patients listed for a TKR and found 

that in vivo maximum knee flexion during kneeling was predictive of the OKS, with 

higher flexion predicting a higher OKS (i.e., less pain and better perceived function). 

Some of the patients examined in the report (Galvin 2019) were in common with the 

ones included in the current study, however, the task assessed was different and 

possibly more demanding than a step-up-down movement, given the higher degrees 

of knee flexion required in kneeling, and considering patients with severe knee OA, 

usually have limitations in knee flexion (Brown et al. 2009b; Pua et al. 2013; 

Standifird et al. 2016). 

Fantozzi et al. (2006) analysed the in vivo knee kinematics in twenty-three 

subjects between two and four years post-TKR during step-up and down and found 

that a more pronounced posterior position of the femur on the tibia at peak knee 

flexion during the task was moderately associated with a higher (better) Knee 

Society Score (KSS) “Knee” and “Function” sub-scores, but only in patients receiving 

a cruciate-retaining implant. The KSS is a combination of patient-reported details 

and clinical assessment outcomes, where the “Knee” subs-core evaluates pain, 

flexion contracture, passive knee flexion ROM, knee alignment and stability 

assessed by the clinician, while the “Function” sub-score addresses the distance the 
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patient can walk, the use of walking aids, the description of stair negotiation 

strategies (e.g., use of a handrail). Of note, one of the inclusion criteria was the 

absence of pain at the time of assessment, which may limit the external validity of 

the findings since some people, as in the current study, continue experiencing pain 

post-TKR. When dividing patients by those showing a medial pivot intraoperatively 

(in an open kinetic chain movement) from those who did not, some researchers 

found significant differences in KSS scores (Nishio et al. 2014), while others did not 

(Warth et al. 2017). In addition, Van Onsem et al. (2020) did not observe any in vivo 

anterior-posterior translation differences during a knee flexion-extension (executed 

via an open kinetic chain movement) between patients with excellent or low KOOS 

or KSS-satisfaction who received a posterior-stabilised implant. However, the 

authors (Van Onsem et al. 2020) found that those with better KOOS scores and 

higher satisfaction had a less anterior translation of both femoral condyles between 

0-30° of knee flexion in a closed kinetic chain movement and a larger posterior 

translation of the lateral condyle between 60-90° of knee flexion. In healthy knees, 

the medial condyle moves posteriorly by about 2 mm during flexion, less than the 

lateral condyle which moves posteriorly by roughly 20 mm, indicating a gradual 

external rotation of the femur relative to the tibia when moving into flexion (Zingde 

and Slamin 2017). Hence, the authors (Van Onsem et al. 2020) suggested that knee 

anterior-posterior translations that are similar to those of a native knee would yield 

better PROMs. 

Contrary to the present study, all the above reports focussed on one single 

aspect of knee kinematics in vivo. This could be an advantage as it may highlight the 

knee kinematics characteristic that seemed to be influential in determining PROMs, 

and that could be targeted by improving the knee implant designs. Nevertheless, the 

movement of the knee entails a combination of translations and rotations, and the 

advantage of the current study was to analyse them together and evaluate how the 

overall knee kinematics and not only, for instance, anterior-posterior translations, 

medial pivot or peak knee flexion, may be related to what patients perceive in terms 

of function. 

The results of this study should be considered given its limitations. Although 

there was an attempt in standardising the step-up task by using a step of the same 

height for all participants, the position of the foot and hip were not standardised, and 
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this may have caused variations in the knee kinematics. Moreover, participants 

started the task with varying amounts of knee flexion. This may have been due to 

their knee ROM limitations or due to having different heights. Nevertheless, no 

significant correlation was found between the knee flexion angle at the start of the 

task and the patient’s height, pre- (rs = -0.438, p = 0.068) or post-TKR (ρ = -0.026, p 

= 0.919). It is suggested that the current findings were not influenced by participants’ 

different heights. 

The sample size was relatively small and the lack of correlation between 

PROMs and the knee function may have been due to this factor, or due to the lack of 

more relevant knee kinematics features within the classifier that may have potentially 

led to a stronger relationship with PROMs. 

The task was normalised to % of the step-up, but several studies reported the 

translations and rotations as a function of knee flexion angle. The choice made in the 

current study was an attempt to minimise data loss. Some subjects started the knee 

flexion at 46 degrees pre-TKR and 35 degrees post-TKR. If all data were to be 

cropped to the smallest knee flexion (and knee extension) available in the dataset, 

there would have been data loss. Retaining the data in its original form without 

normalising it would have made it difficult to run PCA in a way that would have been 

easily interpretable. 

This study analysed in vivo knee kinematics only during a step-up activity, and 

it may be that more challenging activities evaluating the knee kinematics at larger 

degrees of knee flexion, such as deep kneeling, squatting or stair descending could 

offer more relevant information to classify patients as having an OA or NP knee 

function. 

 

7.5 CONCLUSION 

For the first time, the Cardiff classifier was utilised to evaluate the in vivo knee 

osteo and arthrokinematics of patients pre- and post-TKR during a step-up 

movement measured using dynamic single-plane fluoroscopy. The promising results 

show that the classifier was able to discriminate between subjects with severe knee 

OA and NPs with relatively high accuracy and demonstrated that the knee 

kinematics of people receiving various knee implants, although improving, was not 

comparable to those of NPs two years post-TKR. Considering the recent addition of 
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a bespoke bi-plane fluoroscopy system at the MSKBRF facility, and the plans to 

collect longitudinal data on people pre- and post-TKR/HTO, the findings of the 

present study may offer the basis to develop the Cardiff classifier further. The 

recommendation is that more input variables should be utilised in the classifier, such 

as tibial contact points and medio-lateral translations, to improve the accuracy of the 

classification. Future research should explore whether more biomechanically 

demanding tasks may be more relevant in aiding the classification of in vivo knee 

function. 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this was the first investigation exploring 

the correlation between PROMs and a summative measure of in vivo knee osteo and 

arthrokinematics during a step-up, in patients with severe knee OA and two years 

post-TKR. The current findings demonstrated that knee function was not correlated 

with the OKS pre- or post-TKR, or the patient’s satisfaction or the perception of the 

operated knee feeling like a normal knee two years after the surgery. The existing 

literature suggests that certain knee rotations or translations may be related to 

clinical and patient-reported measures like the KSS, or PROMs such as the KOOS 

and OKS. The present study may suggest that the overall in vivo knee function alone 

may not be the primary driver in determining what patients perceive they can do or 

the limitations they have during everyday life tasks pre and two years post-TKR.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and future work 

 

8.1 SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS 

The body of work in this thesis contributed to advancing and refining the application 

of the Cardiff classifier to subjects with severe knee OA and post-TKR, demonstrated 

the advantage of using the Classifier over similar measures of gait biomechanics, 

identified factors predictive of the biomechanics post-TKR, and the relationship 

between biomechanics, patient-reported outcomes and physical performance pre-

and post-TKR. 

Conclusions regarding the studies within the thesis were addressed within each of 

the chapters. Therefore, the present chapter will present a summary of the most 

prominent findings for each thesis objective, the contributions to knowledge, the 

general limitations, and recommendations for future research. 

 

Objective 1: To compare the measurement abilities of the Cardiff classifier to the 

Gait Deviation Index and the Gait Deviation Index-kinetics pre and one-year post-

TKR, and to identify the key gait features discriminating knee OA from NP 

biomechanics. 

There is limited research describing the responsiveness of the classifier in 

patients pre- to one-year post-TKR; moreover, no studies compared the classifier to 

other summative measures of gait function to evaluate its performance. Chapter 4 

showed that in two groups of patients scheduled for TKR, from different countries 

(UK and Sweden), but with similar baseline characteristics, the classifier had a large 

responsiveness in measuring the change in gait biomechanics one year post-TKR. 

This finding added to the limited knowledge regarding the classifier’s responsiveness 

to change, which corresponded to one earlier study produced by our research group. 

A novel finding introduced by the current work was that, in both the Cardiff 

and Karolinska patients, the classifier’s responsiveness to change was greater than 

that obtained via the GDI and GDI-kinetic, two summative measures of gait function 

often used in the OA biomechanics research field. Therefore, it is recommended that 

when assessing the overall gait function change pre- to post-TKR, the classifier may 

be a more appropriate measure than the other indexes examined in this study, 

possibly due to combining both kinetics and kinematics and GRF gait features. 
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The classifier had never been compared to other measures of gait function 

before. The novel contribution of the current study was showing that pre-TKR, the 

classifier outputs correlated with both the GDI and GDI-kinetic in both cohorts, 

suggesting that kinetics and kinematics may be affected to a similar degree at this 

stage. Conversely, the two gait indexes and their change pre- to post-TKR showed 

poor or mixed agreement with the gait function post-TKR or its change, measured 

via the classifier. It must be noted that while patients were compared to a group of 

age-matched NPs in the Karolinska cohort, in the Cardiff cohort they were compared 

to a group of mixed-age NPs, who were much younger than the patients. The fact 

that similar responsiveness to change of the classifier was obtained in the two 

cohorts, despite the different characteristics of the reference groups, aided in 

confirming the measurement properties of the classifier. 

It is recommended that GDI, GDI-kinetics and classifier may be used 

interchangeably to measure the objective gait function pre-TKR, as the outputs 

should be similar between measures. However, different outcomes should be 

expected if deciding to use the GDI/GDI-kinetic or the classifier to measure gait 

change or gait function post-TKR. The advantage of the classifier was its ability to 

show which gait features were most discriminative between patients pre-TKR and 

NPs, and this information could be useful in developing targeted rehabilitation 

interventions. By comparing the outputs of the two classifiers developed for each 

cohort (Cardiff and Karolinska), it was found that over half of the gait features 

discriminating severe OA from NPs were similar between cohorts. The results also 

highlighted that the Karolinska patients had a slightly better gait function than the 

Cardiff ones both pre- and one-year post-TKR. However, it was not clear if these 

differences were due to the Cardiff cohort’s reference group being significantly 

younger than the patients, as opposed to the age-matched controls in the Karolinska 

group. Most previous studies adopting the classifier compared OA patients to an NP 

group of much younger age, and only two studies compared patients pre-surgery to 

NPs of similar age. However, the effect of using mixed-age NPs or NPs of similar 

age to the patients within the classifier had never been explored, and this was 

addressed in Chapter 5. 
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Objective 2: To determine the appropriateness of using a mixed-age reference 

group to assess the gait biomechanics of people with severe knee OA within the 

Cardiff classifier, and to identify pre-surgical and surgical factors predictive of the gait 

biomechanics and gait biomechanics changes one-year post-TKR. 

The preliminary work in Chapter 5 found that classifying patients against a 

much younger mixed-age reference group via the classifier, produced higher BOA 

values in patients both pre- and post-TKR, therefore, underestimating patients’ 

objective function, as hypothesised. This was a novel finding, which has implications 

for future research assessing gait function in people pre- and post-TKR; although 

when evaluating the change in gait function pre to one-year post-TKR, a mixed-age 

reference group may be utilised within the classifier, it is suggested that a reference 

group of similar age to the patients should be employed when assessing the 

absolute gait function pre- and one-year post-TKR. In this way, patients’ function 

would be compared to the biomechanics they would be expected to have at their 

present age, had they not had knee OA, rather than being compared to 

biomechanics expected when they were younger.  

The study explored the predictive role of various factors over the change in 

gait function and the gait function one-year post-TKR. Gait biomechanics pre-TKR, 

baseline anthropometrics, demographics, comorbidities, surgical factors, issues in 

other joints, knee ROM change pre to post-TKR, and PROMs were not associated 

with the change in gait function (i.e., BOA change) post-TKR. It might be suggested 

that those with a lower baseline BOA score who should theoretically have a greater 

recovery potential with TKR surgery, do not necessarily achieve a larger gait 

improvement than those with a higher baseline objective function. It is recommended 

that a larger sample size should be used to repeat a similar investigation, as there 

was high variability in how much gait function improved across patients. It must be 

noted that there may be other factors involved in how much a patient’s gait 

biomechanics improves, and that should be investigated in future research, such as 

rehabilitation, level of physical activity, duration of symptoms before the surgery, 

presence of depression and anxiety which may influence the engagement with 

rehabilitation and physical activity. 

The most prominent finding was that BMI, sex, and gait biomechanics pre-

TKR explained 56% of the variance of the gait biomechanics post-TKR, indicating 
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that those with a better gait pre-TKR, also had better gait function one year post-

surgery, irrespective of their sex and BMI. A patient sub-group analysis also showed 

that a greater knee ROM pre-TKR was associated with a better gait function post-

TKR. Considering that delaying the TKR decreases the quality-adjusted life years, it 

is not cost-effective, and given the results of the current study, it is not advisable to 

wait for the biomechanics of the lower limb to be extremely affected by knee OA to 

undergo TKR, as this may result in worse gait biomechanics post-TKR. Given the 

relatively small sample size in the current study, it is recommended that further 

research on a larger sample of patients (including more females) and NPs is carried 

out to corroborate the current findings on predicting TKR gait biomechanics 

outcomes. 

 

Objective 3: To investigate the merit of adding gait trunk kinematics to aid in 

classifying NPs and individuals with severe knee OA via the Cardiff classifier, and to 

explore the interrelationship between the gait biomechanics, performance-based 

tests, and patient-reported outcomes before and after TKR surgery. 

There is limited research exploring differences in trunk kinematics between 

OA patients and NPs. For the first time it was shown that when using the classifier, 

gait trunk kinematics in the frontal, sagittal and transverse planes were not relevant 

in aiding in the discrimination of gait biomechanics of NPs and subjects with late-

stage OA. It is suggested the assessment of gait function via the classifier, should 

not be affected by the lack of trunk kinematics data. 

PBTs measurement properties have been mainly assessed against PROMs, 

but there is limited evidence comparing PBTs to other objective measures of 

function. The study showed that there was a correlation, or trends of association, 

between gait biomechanics and the core PBTs suggested by OARSI (40mfast-paced 

walk test, stair climb test and 30s chair test), pre-, three and six months post-TKR. 

PBTs measure the time to accomplish a task or the number of repetitions of sit-to-

stand within a timeframe and do not inform on movement quality, but the current 

novel findings showed that the presence of more compromised gait biomechanics 

may be associated with a poorer performance during the PBTs both pre-, three and 

six months post-TKR. These preliminary results offer additional evidence in support 

of using the abovementioned PBTs in clinical practice, although the results relative to 
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the post-TKR time points should be treated with caution, due to the small sample 

size, therefore, further investigation is needed on a larger sample. 

By utilising a different group of patients than the ones employed previously in 

our research group, it was demonstrated that no correlation, nor a trend of 

association, could be found between PROMs and gait biomechanics pre-or three, six 

and approximately twelve months post-TKR. This was contradictory to earlier 

findings within our research group, suggesting that worse gait biomechanics were 

associated with poorer PROMs pre- and one-year post-TKR (Biggs et al. 2019a; 

Whatling et al. 2022). The additional lack of correlation between PROMs and PBTs 

in this study reinforced the existing evidence that objective measures of function and 

PROMs measure different constructs and should be utilised together in evaluating 

OA or TKR outcomes. 

 

Objective 4: To explore the ability of the Cardiff classifier to discriminate between 

NP and OA subjects using in vivo knee kinematics during a loaded activity 

(measured via dynamic single-plane fluoroscopy and image registration), and to 

investigate the association between knee kinematics and patient-reported outcomes 

pre-and post-TKR. 

This work aided in expanding the application of the Cardiff classifier beyond 

the assessment of gait biomechanics. Employing the classifier to assess in vivo knee 

kinematics during a step-up motion showed, for the first time, a good level of 

accuracy in discriminating between severe knee OA and NP knee function. There 

was a higher level of uncertainty in the classification when compared to the usual 

uncertainty level observed when utilising the classifier on gait biomechanics. It is 

suggested that more input variables may be needed to improve the accuracy of the 

classifier when using dynamic imaging of the kinematics of the knee, such as tibial 

contact points, and knee mediolateral translations. Another recommendation is that 

more demanding tasks should be explored via fluoroscopy and, consequently, the 

classifier. 

In line with previous literature, it was demonstrated that in vivo knee 

kinematics, while improving two years post-TKR, were not comparable to those of a 

reference group. The novelty of the current work consisted of summarising and 

interpreting the key knee kinematics features via PCA and assessing the knee 
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kinematics in its entirety, rather than by single variables and discrete kinematics, 

offering a more comprehensive evaluation of the knee function. 

Further novel findings were that no correlation was found between knee 

kinematics and OKS pre-or post-TKR, or satisfaction, nor the patient’s perception of 

their knee “feeling like a normal knee” two years post-TKR. These results add to 

what was observed in Chapter 6, and previous research, suggesting that objective 

function, in this case, the knee kinematics, may measure different constructs of 

physical function, compared to PROMs. The novelty of this piece of work lies in 

comparing a summative measure of knee function to PROMs, rather than 

performance-based tests or discrete kinematics to PROMs, which is what can be 

found in the existing literature. 

 

8.2 THESIS LIMITATIONS 

Several limitations were identified and discussed within the relevant chapters, 

but there were overall limitations to the current PhD research, discussed followingly. 

 

Data from different sources 

Chapters 4 and 6 include retrospective analyses of data collected outside our 

research facilities and by different research groups. This means that there was little 

control over how data were collected, it was unknown what Standard Operating 

Procedures were in place for data collection and processing, and there may have 

been inter-operator differences if the data was collected by several individuals. 

These factors may have affected the data quality. Nevertheless, research protocols 

were in place, to ensure data collection was carried out consistently, the researchers 

involved in data sharing had checked the data quality before sharing it with the 

author, and this would have limited the errors associated with the data. 

 

Inter-operator differences in data collection and processing  

As mentioned in Chapter 3, data for the TKR project have been collected 

across several years and by different researchers. This may have introduced inter-

operator variability in the way data was collected and processed. Previous research 

(Della Croce et al. 2005) found that inter-operator errors in localising anatomical 

landmarks range between 11.5 and 24.8 mm, depending on the anatomical 
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landmark, with larger errors on the posterior superior iliac spines, and smaller errors 

on the metatarsal heads of the foot. To minimise errors, researchers involved in the 

TKR study were trained by experienced researchers on locating anatomical 

landmarks and were formally authorised to collect data once the training had been 

completed successfully. Furthermore, Visual 3D pipelines with set processing steps 

were developed to minimise the operator’s input and errors (i.e., missing essential 

data processing steps). Additionally, the current author inspected the data that had 

been processed before the start of the current PhD to assess data quality, errors 

were rectified and in the presence of poor data quality, subjects were excluded from 

further analysis. 

 

Lack of age-matched NPs 

 In Chapters 4 and 6, NPs were much younger than patients pre-TKR in the 

Cardiff cohort. Ideally, the reference group should have similar characteristics to the 

patients, to limit the influence of demographic and anthropometric factors on the 

results. There have been ongoing challenges in recruiting NP volunteers who 

matched the TKR study inclusion criteria throughout the duration of the research. 

Often, people over the age of sixty who were interested in participating had knee or 

lower limb pain or had had a knee injury, which constituted exclusion criteria. During 

the current PhD project, one of the main aims was to recruit NPs of similar age and 

sex to the OA patients, but the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic limited the 

ability to achieve this goal. 

The Cardiff NP group data available at the time of data analysis for Chapters 

4 and 6, included a very limited number of NPs with of similar age and sex to the 

patients. Therefore, to avoid entering a very small reference group within the Cardiff 

classifier, and potentially obtaining a poor model, the choice of including mixed-age 

NPs was made. This approach was justified by previous work on the classifier 

carried out within our research group, which produced a classification with an 

accuracy of > 90% in discriminating OA patients from NPs, when using a mixed-age 

NP group, much younger than patients, on average. Discrepancies between the 

Cardiff and Karolinska classifiers were found in Chapter 4, such as slightly different 

highest-ranking gait features between the classifiers, a lower BOA pre- and post-

TKR in the Karolinska patients compared to the Cardiff ones, which may have been 
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due to the Cardiff patients being compared to a mixed-age NP group. While this was 

a limitation, it highlighted potential risks of errors deriving from comparing patients’ 

biomechanics to that of a much younger cohort, which had never been observed or 

addressed before. Therefore, to understand the implications of using a mixed-age 

NP group, as opposed to an NP group of similar age to the patients, further research 

was carried out in Chapter 5, which produced implications for the work within the 

chapter itself, and for future research. For Chapter 5, it was possible to merge some 

of the pre-existing NP group data (collected before the current PhD research) with 

some of the NP data collected for the current PhD project, to produce an NP group 

of similar age to the OA patients, and of sufficient size to be utilised within the 

classifier. However, this reference group could not be utilised within Chapter 6, due 

to the aims of this chapter, which required to have the availability of trunk kinematics 

data, collected only since the start of the current PhD research. 

 

8.3 KEY CONCLUSIONS 

The current research included different cohorts across the studies and 

produced several novel contributions to knowledge. The most prominent 

contributions and recommendations are summarized below and were grouped under 

“advancing the classifier method”, and “clinical”. 

 

Advancing the classifier method 

• The present novel research showed that the classifier is more responsive in 

measuring gait function change than the GDI and GDI-kinetic. GDI/GDI-kinetic 

and classifier outputs correlate pre-TKR and might be utilised interchangeably 

to assess gait function, while it is not advised to do so to evaluate gait function 

or its change one-year post-TKR as these measures do not always correlate 

in different patient groups 

• Patients appeared to have a worse gait function (i.e., higher BOA), both pre-

and post-TKR when compared to a much younger NP group. It is suggested 

that a reference group of similar age to the patients should be employed 

within the classifier when assessing the absolute gait function pre- and one-

year post-TKR. However, when evaluating the change in gait function pre- to 

one-year post-TKR, a mixed-age reference group may be utilised within the 
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classifier, as this would produce comparable results to utilising an NP group of 

similar age to the patients 

• Trunk kinematics did not discriminate well between patients with severe knee 

OA and NPs within the classifier, other gait characteristics were shown to 

have higher discriminative accuracy. It is suggested that not utilising trunk 

kinematics in assessing function pre- and post-TKR via the classifier should 

not impact the evaluation of patients’ gait function 

• The application of the classifier to assess knee in vivo kinematics during step-

up was explored pre- and post-TKR. The accuracy of the classification was 

good, but the high level of classification uncertainty suggested that more input 

variables, such as tibia contact point and mediolateral translations, should be 

employed in future similar studies 

 

Clinical contributions 

• Gait function was assessed pre- and one-year post-TKR, and it was found 

that having a worse function pre-TKR was predictive of a poorer function post-

TKR (even when controlling for sex and BMI). These results suggest that to 

have a better gait function post-TKR, it is not advised to wait for the gait 

biomechanics to deteriorate severely before undergoing a TKR. Further 

research on a larger sample should be conducted to confirm the findings 

• There was a correlation or trends of association between the gait quality and 

the core PBTs (whose use was suggested by OARSI) before and after TKR. 

Although PBTs do not inform on the movement quality during the task, 

impaired biomechanics and the presence of several compensations may be 

reflected in poorer PBTs scores. These results may support the use of the 

abovementioned PBTs in clinical practice, but further research on a larger 

sample is needed 

• The current work showed that PROMs were poorly correlated with PBTs, gait 

function, or knee function during a step-up. This adds to the current literature 

and reinforces the recommendations from earlier investigations suggesting 

that subjective and objective measures of function should be combined to 

obtain a complete understanding of patient outcomes following TKR 
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8.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Reliability, Minimal Detectable Change (MDC), and Minimal Important Change 

(MIC) of the Cardiff classifier 

For any measurement tool utilised in clinical research, the outcome must be 

consistent, therefore having sufficient reliability. To date, no research has been 

carried out on the Cardiff classifier reliability. Future investigations should collect 

repeated gait data through two sessions a few days apart, on non-pathological 

volunteers and patients pre- and post-TKR. It is recognised that it may be 

challenging to obtain consistent gait data on patients pre-TKR due to the variable 

nature of knee OA symptoms. This dataset would allow calculation of MDC, defining 

the minimal change score above which there is a “true” change. 

In the current thesis, the internal responsiveness to change of the Cardiff 

classifier was assessed via a distribution-based method (i.e., effect size), due to the 

absence of an external anchor measure that would have determined the patient’s 

perception of their function being improved or worsened pre- to post-TKR. Future 

research should collect the patient’s view on their perceived functional improvement 

with an anchor question such as (but not limited to) “How much do you think your 

overall movement quality has changed from pre- to post-surgery?” and a Likert set of 

answers ranging from “it got significantly worse”, including a “no change” option, up 

to “it got significantly better”. It would be important to find an anchor question that 

reflects the description of “gait function”. This would allow to determine the MIC for 

the Cardiff classifier score and to test the classifier’s internal responsiveness with an 

anchor-based approach, which would make the interpretation of the classifier 

measurement properties clinically relevant. 

 

Sensitivity and specificity of the Cardiff classifier 

The Cardiff classifier has been mainly employed in groups of individuals 

affected by knee medial compartment OA In earlier studies), or end-stage knee OA 

(as in the current thesis) showing that it is an accurate tool for discriminating patients 

from NPs. Nevertheless, its sensitivity and specificity in distinguishing patients at 

different stages of the OA disease have never been tested. This information would 

contribute to investigating and possibly provide data for refining the measuring 

properties of the classifier. The collaboration with Dr Naili and Professor Holsgaard-
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Larsen, started conversations on future research utilising a cohort of patients with 

mild radiographic knee OA (KL grade 1-2) whose data were collected with the same 

methods utilised by Dr Naili who has availability of a cohort of people with end-stage 

OA (KL grade 3-4) and NPs (utilised in this thesis). The availability of data collected 

with the same methods would make it possible to merge the patient groups within 

the classifier. A previous study on the abovementioned cohort (Naili et al. 2019a) 

showed that the GDI and GDI-kinetic did not have sufficient ability to discriminate 

between patients at different stages of the disease. A Receiver Operator 

Characteristics Curve analysis could be performed to determine the classifier's 

sensitivity and specificity in classifying patients at different stages of the disease. It 

would be expected that patients with more severe knee OA would have a higher 

BOA than subjects with mild knee OA. 

 

Assessing gait function change throughout the recovery post-TKR 

The Cardiff classifier has been utilised to assess the change in gait function 

pre- to six months post-TKR, and more often pre- to about twelve months post-

surgery. Limited literature described the gait function evolution from pre- to three, six, 

twelve months post-TKR using the classifier (Jones et al. 2008; Whatling et al. 

2022), and included a limited sample size (i.e., n = 20 or less), it was demonstrated 

that the classifier was responsive in measuring gait function changes across time 

points. In the current thesis, it was not possible to assess the longitudinal change in 

gait function between different time points in Chapter 6, due to different patients 

being available to attend each follow-up. Within our research group, there is a small 

dataset of patients (n = 26) who attended all four appointments (pre-, three, six, and 

twelve months post-TKR). The gait function could be assessed via the classifier at 

each time point, and the output would provide information on how the gait function 

evolves post-TKR. This evidence would be useful for clinicians during the discussion 

with patients regarding what they should expect post-surgery in terms of objective 

function change. 

 

External validation of the prediction model and using wearable technologies 

 Chapter 5 developed a prediction model for the overall gait function one-year 

post-TKR. The sample size was relatively small and future studies including a larger 
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cohort should be carried out. Moreover, the external validity of the current model 

should be tested on a different group of patients for validation purposes. 

It remains challenging to define what would be the optimal timing to perform 

TKR to maximise the biomechanical outcomes, and pain while minimising the 

revision rates. This would require collecting longitudinal data on biomechanics, 

PROMs, and revisions, on thousands of patients, which is not feasible when motion 

capture technology is involved. The research in digital technology is becoming more 

popular in recent years and as Emery et al. (2019) suggested, the employment of 

wearable technologies may help evaluate gait biomechanics before and after 

surgery. Future research could investigate lower limb biomechanics with portable 

devices that could be used in the clinic, such as inertial measurement units, which 

could inform on joint angles, and portable force plates or pressure walkways, which 

collect GRF data. The data collected with these technologies could form the basis for 

the assessment of gait function via the Cardiff classifier. 

 

Utilising the Cardiff classifier on in vivo knee kinematics on a larger cohort of 

individuals 

The work in Chapter 7 of the current thesis was exploratory and only included 

a relatively small sample of participants despite the availability of a much larger 

sample within the PICKLeS cohort. Future research could utilise the full dataset 

within the Cardiff classifier, including tibiofemoral contact points during a step-up, 

and potentially explore the classification of knee function during kneeling, for which 

data is available at the University of Canberra. 
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Appendix A - Knee Osteoarthritis and Injury Outcome Score (KOOS) 
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Appendix B – Oxford Knee Score (OKS) 

The Oxford Knee Score 

During the past four weeks (please, complete both L & R): 

1. How would you describe the pain you usually have from your knee? 
 L     R 

   None 

   Very mild 

   Mild 

   Moderate 

   Severe 

2. Have you had any trouble with washing and drying yourself (all over) because of your knee? 
 L     R 

   No trouble at all 

   Very little trouble 

   Moderate trouble 

   Extreme difficulty 

   Impossible to do 

3. Have you had any trouble getting in and out of a car or using public transport because of your 
knee? (whichever you tend to use) 

 L     R 

   No trouble at all 

   Very little trouble 

   Moderate trouble 

   Extreme difficulty 

   Impossible to do 

4. For how long have you been able to walk before the pain from your knee becomes severe? 
(with or without a stick) 

 L     R 

   No Pain/ > 30min 

   16 to 30 min 

   5 to 15 min 

   Around the house only 

   Not at all – severe on walking  
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5. After a meal (sat at table), how painful has it been for you to stand up from a chair because of 
your knee? 

 L     R 

   Not at all painful 

   Slightly painful 

   Moderately painful 

   Very painful 

   Unbearable 

6. Have you been limping when walking, because of your knee? 
 L     R 

   Rarely/never 

   Sometimes or just at first 

   Often, not just at first  

   Most of the time 

   All of the time 

7. Could you kneel down and get up again afterwards? 
 L     R 

   Yes, easily 

   With a little difficulty 

   With moderate difficulty 

   With extreme difficulty 

   No, impossible 

8. Have you been troubled by pain from your knee in bed at night? 
 L     R 

   No nights 

   Only 1 or 2 nights 

   Some nights 

   Most nights 

   Every night 
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9. How much has pain from your knee interfered with your usual work? (including housework) 
 L     R 

   Not at all 

   A little bit  

   Moderately 

   Greatly 

   Totally 

10.  Have you felt that your knee might suddenly “give way” or let you down? 
 L     R 

   Rarely/never 

   Sometimes or just at first 

   Often, not just at first 

   Most of the time 

   All of the time 

11.  Could you do the household shopping on your own? 
 L     R 

   Yes, easily 

   With little difficulty 

   With moderate difficulty 

   With extreme difficulty 

   No, impossible 

12.  Could you walk down a flight of stairs? 
 L     R 

   Yes, easily 

   With little difficulty 

   With moderate difficulty 

   With extreme difficulty 

   No, impossible 

 

 

Thank you for completing these questions! 
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Appendix C – Scatter plots showing the relationship between the BOA vs. GDI 

and BOA vs. GDI-kinetic pre and one year post-TKR 

Classifier and GDI relationship pre-TKR 

 

The scatter plot in Figure 48b showed two outliers in the Karolinska cohort, due to 2 

patients having a very low BOA pre-TKR (minimally compromised gait) compared to 

the rest of the group. 

a 

b 

Figure 48 Scatterplots on the relationship between the BOA (= Belief of Osteoarthritis) 

values and the GDI (= Gait Deviation Index) scores pre-TKR (= Total Knee Replacement). 

a) Cardiff patients (light blue dots); b) Karolinska patients (blue diamonds). 
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Classifier and GDI-kinetic relationship pre-TKR 

 

Figure 49a revealed no outliers in the Cardiff cohort. Conversely, two outliers were 

identified in the Karolinska group, Figure 49b, due to 2 patients having a very low 

BOA pre-TKR (minimally compromised gait). 

a 

b 

Figure 49 Scatterplots on the relationship between the BOA (= Belief of Osteoarthritis) 

values and the GDI-kinetic (= Gait Deviation Index) scores pre-TKR (= Total Knee 

Replacement). a) Cardiff patients (light orange dots); b) Karolinska patients (dark orange 

diamonds). 
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Classifier and GDI relationship post-TKR 

 

a 

b  

 

Figure 50 Scatterplots on the relationship between the BOA (= Belief of Osteoarthritis) 

values and the GDI (= Gait Deviation Index) scores post-TKR (= Total Knee 

Replacement). a) Cardiff patients (light blue dots); b) Karolinska patients (blue diamonds). 
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Classifier and GDI-kinetic relationship post-TKR 

 

a 

b  

 

Figure 51 Scatterplots on the relationship between the BOA (= Belief of Osteoarthritis) 

values and the GDI-kinetic (= Gait Deviation Index Kinetic) scores post-TKR (= Total Knee 

Replacement). a) Cardiff patients (light orange dots); b) Karolinska patients (dark orange 

diamonds). 
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Appendix D – Scatter plots showing the relationship between the BOA change 

vs. GDI change pre to one year post-TKR 

BOA change and GDI change relationship 

 

a 

b 

Figure 52 Scatterplots on the relationship between the BOA (= Belief of Osteoarthritis) and 

the GDI (= Gait Deviation Index) change pre to post-TKR (= Total Knee Replacement). a) 

Cardiff patients (light green dots); b) Karolinska patients (dark green diamonds). 

 

There were some outliers in the data, the following cases had an improvement in gait 

function that was greater than the rest of the cohort: 

• Cardiff patient 00090 changed BOA by -0.73 points (beyond 3 SD from the 

group mean change: -0.20 ± 0.18) (Figure 52a) 
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• Cardiff patient 02596, change in GDI by 41.6 points (almost 3 SD from the 

group mean change: 5.14 ± 10.9) but a decrease in the BOA only by 0.15 

points (Figure 52 a) 

• Karolinska patient K20 who had an improvement in GDI by 33.8 points 

(almost 3 SD from the group mean change: 6.1 ± 11.12) and a limited 

decrease in the BOA of 0.14 (Figure 52b) 

 

Classifier change and GDI-kinetic change relationship 

 

a 

b 

Figure 53 Scatterplots on the relationship between the BOA (= Belief of Osteoarthritis) and 

the GDI-kinetic (= Gait Deviation Index) change pre to post-TKR (= Total Knee 

Replacement). a) Cardiff patients (light purple dots); b) Karolinska patients (dark purple 

diamonds). 
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There was one outlier in the Cardiff patients (Figure 53a), patient 02518, with a 

change in GDI-kinetic by 32.6 points (almost 3 SD from the group mean: 1.62 ± 

9.24). and one outlier in the Karolinska patients (K23) (Figure 53b), whose GDI 

kinetic decreased (=gait deterioration) by 34.0 points (over 3 SD from the group 

mean change: 3.3 ± 11.8). 
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Appendix E – Case Report Form (surgical data) 
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Appendix F - Preliminary regression model assumptions (n = 31 patients) 

 

Multivariable regression model (outcome: BOA post-TKR; predictors: BMI, sex, 

previous major knee surgeries on the affected side, ASA 1 and ASA 2, BOA 

pre-TKR) 

The regression equation was: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑂𝐴 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝐾𝑅

= 𝛽0 + (𝛽1 𝑥 𝐵𝑀𝐼) + (𝛽2 𝑥 𝑆𝑒𝑥)

+ (𝛽3 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑒) + (𝛽4 𝑥 𝐴𝑆𝐴1)

+ (𝛽5 𝑥 𝐴𝑆𝐴2) + (𝛽6 𝑥 𝐵𝑂𝐴 𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑇𝐾𝑅) 

 

All assumptions of the multivariable regression model were met: 

• There was independence of residuals (Durbin-Watson statistics = 2.236) 

• There was a linear relationship between all the continuous variables 

predictors (BMI and BOA pre-TKR) and the outcome (BOA post-TKR) 
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• The plot between the studentised residuals and the unstandardised predicted 

values showed approximately homoscedasticity 
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• There were no multicollinearity issues (the variable with the smallest 

tolerance, ASA 2, had a value of 0.437) 

 
BOA 
post-
TKR 

BMI Sex 

Previous 
major 

surgeries 
(affected 

knee) 

ASA 1 ASA 2 
BOA 
pre-
TKR 

Pearson 
Correlation 

BOA post-
TKR 

1.000 0.409 0.358 -0.368 -0.375 0.020 0.738 

BMI  1.000 -0.063 0.107 -0.039 -0.347 0.372 

Sex   1.000 -0.144 -0.215 -0.012 0.255 

Previous 
major 
surgeries 
(affected 
knee) 

   1.000 0.116 -0.188 -0.447 

ASA 1     1.000 -0.616 -0.469 

ASA 2      1.000 0.212 
BOA pre-
TKR 

      1.000 

 

• There were no outliers, but there were three patients with higher leverage 

points that, however, were not influential in the model 

• The errors of the prediction were approximately normally distributed as shown 

by the histogram of the regression standardised residual and the relative P-P 

plot 
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Appendix G - Final regression model assumptions (n = 43 patients) 

 

Multivariable regression model (outcome: BOA post-TKR; predictors: BMI, sex, 

BOA pre-TKR) 

The regression equation was: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑂𝐴 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝐾𝑅 = 𝛽0 + (𝛽1 𝑥 𝐵𝑀𝐼) + (𝛽2 𝑥 𝑆𝑒𝑥) + (𝛽3 𝑥 𝐵𝑂𝐴 𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑇𝐾𝑅) 

 

All assumptions of the multivariable regression model were met: 

• There was independence of residuals (Durbin-Watson statistics = 1.604) 

• There was an approximate linear relationship between the continuous 

variables predictors (BMI and BOA pre-TKR) and the outcome (BOA post-

TKR) 
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• The plot between the studentised residuals and the unstandardised predicted 

values showed approximately homoscedasticity 

 

• There were no multicollinearity issues (the variable with the smallest 

tolerance, BOA pre-TKR, had a value of 0.840) 

 

BOA post-

TKR 
BMI Sex 

BOA pre-

TKR 

Pearson 

Correlation 

BOA post-TKR 1.000 0.356 0.379 0.734 

BMI  1.000 0.059 0.285 

Sex   1.000 0.297 

BOA PRE    1.000 

 

• There were no outliers 

• The errors of the prediction were normally distributed, as shown by the 

histogram of the regression standardised residuals and the P-P plot of the 

regression standardised residual 
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Appendix H - MATLAB code for data filtering and normalisation 

 

% This code was written by Marina De Vecchis (Cardiff University) in autumn 

% 2021 to extract the fluoroscopy data (step-up activity) collected in 

% Australia. The code picks the data for each participant from an excel 

% file, filters the data, selects the data from the start of the movement 

% (beginning of knee extension) to the end of step-up (knee straigh), 

% without including the parts at the start where 

% the participant's acceleration is close to zero. The code then normalises 

% the data from 0 to 100% of the task. 

  

% What you need: an excel file with the participants’ data. The 

% phases (or stages) of the task should have already be determined via an 

“R” 

% code previously developed (see Catherine’s Galvin PhD thesis appendix for 

reference). 

% The phases have been determined using the angular acceleration from the 

% knee flexion-extension angles. 

  

% Follow the instructions that came with the code 

  

%% Path where all the data is stored: 

  

clear all 

clearvars %Remove items from workspace, freeing up system memory 

  

%Specify default file path (saves time) 

cd 'C:'; 

Defaultpath = 'C:\'; 

  

[FileName,PathName] = uigetfile({'*.xls;*.xlsx','Excel Files 

(*.xls,*.xlsx)'},'Select the data file',Defaultpath); 

  

%% To extract initial info from the file 

%Reads the excel file, sheet 1. Separates out (and creates a numeric matrix 

for each) 

%the numbers, text, and then raw has both numbers and text. 

[num,txt,raw] = xlsread(FileName, 1); 

  

%Looks at the dimensions of the raw data (and creates a numeric matrix with 

%the values for "height" and "width") 

[height, width] = size(raw); 

  

%Takes the content of raw 1 (Which are the variables) 

Labels=raw(1, :); 

  

%To sort the data in participant number ascending order, based on column 1 

in "num" 

numsorted = sortrows(num, 1, 'ascend'); 

  

%Takes the content of columnn 1 from "numsorted" (which is the subjects ID) 

ParticipantID=numsorted(:, 1); 

  

%% To return the number of participants in the document opened 

%rmmissing removes the "NaN" values that the command "unique", unique 

treats 

%NaN values as distinct. 

ParticipantIDwithoutNaN=rmmissing(ParticipantID); 
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%unique=returns the same data as the ones specified in the round brackets 

%but with no repetitions and in a sorted order 

Participants = unique(ParticipantIDwithoutNaN); 

  

%numel=returns the number of elements in the object in the brackets 

n = numel (Participants); 

  

%f = msgbox (message) creates a pop-up message 

%num2str converts a numeric array into a character array that represents 

%the numbers. In this case it reports the number of participants in the 

matrix "n" 

f = msgbox(['The code found ' num2str(n) ' participants.']); 

  

%% To define in which column the data for a new participant starts and 

finishes 

% from the Matlab help page: Find locations of repeated values? 

  

A = numsorted(:,1); % take the first column from "numsorted" which contains 

the participants' IDs 

A = A'; % flip the matrix so the data are in a raw rather than in a column 

% (this is to simplify the next step) 

  

buffer = [true, diff(A)~=0];  

% with a 1 when a new number is present in A and 0 when the following 

% number is the same as the preceding one 

  

groupstart = find(buffer); % returns the column number in "buffer" where 

there is a "1" 

% find=returns a vector containing the linear indices of each nonzero 

element in the array specified in the brackets. 

  

groupId = cumsum(buffer); % returns a matrix containing the cumulative 

% sums for each column of buffer 

  

groupSize = accumarray(groupId.', ones(size(groupId))).'; % returns a 

series of numbers 

% each of which indicate how many columns have the same number 

  

start = groupstart(groupSize > 2); % returns the column number where the ID 

of 

% a different patient starts. This is the important bit that can be used 

% further 

  

% to create a new element that contains the number of the columns where the 

data for one participant finish 

finish = start(1, 2:end); %takes all the values from the varible "start" 

from column 2 to the end of raw 1 

finish = finish-1; %subtracts 1 to each value in the new variable "finish" 

finish (end + 1) = (height-1); %adds a column with a number that 

corresponds to the height of the 

% original raw data -1. This is because the data we are using in the 

% following loop are retrieved from the array "NumDataFlipped" which has a 

% width that is one column smaller than the height of the raw data (this is 

% because we removed the column names). 

  

%% Get the data for each single participant and filter+smooth+normalise it 

% Loop preparation 

NumDataFlipped = numsorted'; %to transpose to make it easier for the for 

loop to pick the values needed 

allFlexNorm = []; 

allExtIntNorm = []; 

allAbdAddNorm = []; 
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allMLNorm = []; 

allAPNorm = []; 

allCompDistNorm = []; 

  

%%the following is for the butterworth filter calculations 

  freqCutoff = 4 %cutoff frequency 

   freqSample = 30 %frequency at which the data was recorded (30Hz) 

   [b,a]=butter(4,freqCutoff/(freqSample/2)) 

  

for i = 1:n %n is the number of participants and it will always be 

equivalent to the number of columns in the array "start" 

    B1 = start(1, i); 

    B2 = finish(1, i); 

    EachParticipant = NumDataFlipped(:, B1:B2); %extracts the data for each 

participant 

  

    %% NORMALISE     

  

%data preparation 

flexExt1 = EachParticipant(4, :); 

intExtRot1 = EachParticipant(5, :); 

abdAdd1 = EachParticipant(6, :); 

MLshift1 = EachParticipant(7, :); 

APshift1 = EachParticipant(8, :); 

compDist1 = EachParticipant(9, :); 

  

% To find where the task starts and ends exluding the beginning and the end 

% of the task where there is no knee movement in the sagittal plane 

    phases = EachParticipant (2, :); % extracts raw 2 where there is the 

phase data 

    buffer2 = [true, diff(phases)~=0];  

    % with a 1 when a new number is present in A and 0 when the following 

    % number is the same as the preceding one 

    phaseFind = find(buffer2); % returns the column number where there is a 

"1" 

    phaseId = cumsum(buffer2); % returns a matrix containing the cumulative 

    % sums for each column of buffer2 

     

    % find where is the first column that has a "2" 

    Cond1 = phaseId == 2; 

    x = cumsum(Cond1,2) == 1 & Cond1; 

    out = sum(x.*phaseId,2); 

    out(~any(Cond1,2)) = nan; 

    idxFlexStart = x*(1:size(phaseId,2))'; 

     

    % find where is the first column that has a "5" (= the end of knee 

    % flexion at the end of the step-down) 

    % change the value to "3" if you just want to keep the step-up data up 

    % to the end of step-up 

    Cond1 = phaseId == 3; 

    x2 = cumsum(Cond1,2) == 1 & Cond1; 

    out2 = sum(x2.*phaseId,2); 

    out2(~any(Cond1,2)) = nan; 

    idxExtEnd = x2*(1:size(phaseId,2))'; 

    idxExtEnd = idxExtEnd - 1; % column number where the flexion ends 

  

%%================================ 

%% Extracts the data from the beginning of the step up to the end of the 

% step up 

    flexExt = flexExt1 (idxFlexStart:idxExtEnd); 

    intExtRot = intExtRot1 (idxFlexStart:idxExtEnd); 
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    abdAdd = abdAdd1 (idxFlexStart:idxExtEnd); 

    MLshift = MLshift1 (idxFlexStart:idxExtEnd); 

    APshift = APshift1 (idxFlexStart:idxExtEnd); 

    compDist = compDist1 (idxFlexStart:idxExtEnd); 

%======================================== 

  n2 = numel (flexExt(1, :)); %number of frames in the data cropped 

  

% This produces and error message and stops the execution of the code 

% in case the code was not able to calculate the start and end of the task 

% correctly for a participant due to the lack of one or more of the five 

% phases 

    if n2 == 0 

        disp (['The code found that at least one participant does not have 

all the five phases for the step-up task, please check and correct the data 

in the Excel file']) 

    break 

    end 

  

% Normalises the data to 101 datapoints (0-100% of the step-up task) using 

% cubic spline data interpolation 

    x = linspace(0, 100, n2); %y = linspace(x1,x2,n) generates n points. 

The spacing between the points is (x2-x1)/(n-1) 

    y = 0:100; 

    FlexExtNorm = spline(x, flexExt, y); 

    IntExtRotNorm = spline(x, intExtRot, y); 

    AbdAddNorm = spline(x, abdAdd, y); 

    MLShiftNorm = spline(x, MLshift, y); 

    APShiftNorm = spline(x, APshift, y); 

    CompDistNorm = spline(x, compDist, y); 

  

  

%% filtering the data with a 4th order lowpass Butterworth filter with a 

cutoff frequency of 4Hz 

%  and then making it so the filter does not make all data to start from a 

%  "zero" value, in other words, making it so the filter has zero lag 

%  (=zero-phase filtering) 

   flexExtButterA = filter(b,a,FlexExtNorm); %this would make all the data 

to start from a value of zero which is not realistic 

   flexExtButter = filtfilt(b,a,FlexExtNorm); %this is the zero-phase 

filtering 

   intExtRotButterA = filter(b,a,IntExtRotNorm); 

   intExtRotButter = filtfilt(b,a,IntExtRotNorm); 

   abdAddButterA = filter(b,a,AbdAddNorm); 

   abdAddButter = filtfilt(b,a,AbdAddNorm); 

   MLShiftButterA = filter(b,a,MLShiftNorm); 

   MLShiftButter = filtfilt(b,a,MLShiftNorm); 

   APShiftButterA = filter(b,a,APShiftNorm); 

   APShiftButter = filtfilt(b,a,APShiftNorm); 

   compDistButterA = filter(b,a,CompDistNorm); 

   compDistButter = filtfilt(b,a,CompDistNorm); 

  

% Saves the data from all loops in new matrices 

    allFlexNorm = [allFlexNorm; flexExtButter]; 

    allExtIntNorm = [allExtIntNorm; intExtRotButter]; 

    allAbdAddNorm = [allAbdAddNorm; abdAddButter]; 

    allMLNorm = [allMLNorm; MLShiftButter]; 

    allAPNorm = [allAPNorm; APShiftButter]; 

    allCompDistNorm = [allCompDistNorm; compDistButter]; 

       

%============================================= 

    allFlexRaw{i} = (flexExt); 
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%     allExtIntRaw = [intExtRot]; 

%     allAbdAddRaw = [abdAdd]; 

%     allMLRaw = [MLshift]; 

%     allAPRaw = [APshift]; 

%     allCompDistRaw = [compDist]; 

end 

  
  

%% SAVE RESULTS IN AN EXCEL FILE 

% creates an array with the %of activity cycle in the first raw (the first 

% column name is empty as this is where the participant IDs will go later 

on 

% in the code) 

G = [nan, 0:100]; 

  

% creates a new array that merges the participant's IDs (1st column) and 

the 

% calculated biomechanical outputs 

KneeFlexExt = [Participants allFlexNorm]; 

KneeAbdAdd = [Participants allAbdAddNorm]; 

KneeIntExtRot = [Participants allExtIntNorm]; 

KneeAPShift = [Participants allAPNorm]; 

KneeMLShift = [Participants allMLNorm]; 

KneeCompression = [Participants allCompDistNorm]; 

  

% creates a new array that merges the participant's IDs (1st column) and 

the 

% calculated biomechanical outputs with the %gait cycle created before 

KneeFlexExt = [G; KneeFlexExt]; 

KneeAbdAdd = [G; KneeAbdAdd]; 

KneeIntExtRot = [G; KneeIntExtRot]; 

KneeAPShift = [G; KneeAPShift]; 

KneeMLShift = [G; KneeMLShift]; 

KneeCompression = [G; KneeCompression]; 

  

% creates a new folder where to save the results, changes the path to the 

new folder 

currDate = strrep(datestr(datetime), ':', '_'); %gets the current date and 

time 

Datafolder = [PathName 'Results_', currDate]; %creates an element with the 

text address 

% of the current folder to which \Results is added at the end + the current 

% date and time 

mkdir (Datafolder); %Creates the results folder 

oldFolder = cd(Datafolder); %changes the current folder to the one where 

the Results folder was created 

  
  

%save results in separate excel files 

sheetname = 'FlexionExtension'; 

writematrix (KneeFlexExt, 'FlexExt.xlsx', 'Sheet', sheetname) 

  

sheetname2 = 'AddAbd'; 

writematrix (KneeAbdAdd, 'AddAbd.xlsx', 'Sheet', sheetname2) 

  

sheetname3 = 'IntExtRot'; 

writematrix (KneeIntExtRot, 'IntExtRot.xlsx', 'Sheet', sheetname3) 

  

sheetname4 = 'APShift'; 

writematrix (KneeAPShift, 'APShift.xlsx', 'Sheet', sheetname4) 

  

sheetname5 = 'MLShift'; 
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writematrix (KneeMLShift, 'MLShift.xlsx', 'Sheet', sheetname5) 

  

sheetname6 = 'CompDistr'; 

writematrix (KneeCompression, 'CompDist.xlsx', 'Sheet', sheetname6) 

  

%% DISPLAY PLOTS OF THE RESULTS 

% Flexion-extension 

figure 

plot(y, allFlexNorm) 

line(xlim(), [0,0], 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', 'k'); % to have a line on zero 

grid on; %to have a grid 

grid minor; %to show the minor grid lines 

yticks(-20:5:100) 

title('Knee flexion (+)') 

xlabel('% Step-up') 

ylabel('Degrees') 

  

% Adduction/abduction 

figure 

plot(y, allAbdAddNorm) 

line(xlim(), [0,0], 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', 'k'); % to have a line on zero 

grid on; %to have a grid 

grid minor; %to show the minor grid lines 

title('Knee adduction - varus (+)') 

xlabel('% Step-up') 

ylabel('Degrees') 

  

% Internal/external rotation 

figure 

plot(y, allExtIntNorm) 

line(xlim(), [0,0], 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', 'k'); % to have a line on zero 

grid on; %to have a grid 

grid minor; %to show the minor grid lines 

title('Knee internal rotation (+) - Femur relative to tibia') 

xlabel('% Step-up') 

ylabel('Degrees') 

  

% AP translation 

figure 

plot(y, allAPNorm) 

line(xlim(), [0,0], 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', 'k'); % to have a line on zero 

grid on; %to have a grid 

grid minor; %to show the minor grid lines 

title('Femur anterior translation (+)') 

xlabel('% Step-up') 

ylabel('mm') 

  

% ML shift 

figure 

plot(y, allMLNorm) 

line(xlim(), [0,0], 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', 'k'); % to have a line on zero 

grid on; %to have a grid 

grid minor; %to show the minor grid lines 

title('Knee medial shift (+) - Femur relative to tibia') 

xlabel('% Step-up') 

ylabel('mm') 

  

%Compression/distraction 

figure 

plot(y, allCompDistNorm) 

line(xlim(), [0,0], 'LineWidth', 2, 'Color', 'k'); % to have a line on zero 
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grid on; %to have a grid 

grid minor; %to show the minor grid lines 

title('Knee distraction (+)') 

xlabel('% Step-up') 

ylabel('mm') 
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